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MICROSIFT EVALUATIONS: SET-11

TITLE PRODUCER HAD LEVEL. SUBJECT PRICE

ALGEBRA DRILL AND PRACTICE II CONDUIT AP N.H MATHEMATICS 125.00

ALIEN ACTION ' DLN AP E MISC. 39.00

BA11011SH SKILLS: SENTENCE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA ' AP E N LANGUAGE ARTS 349.00

BASIC R FACTS \ CONTROL DATA No AP E MATHEMATICS 49.95

BASIC PROGRAMMING ORION TRAINING SYSTEMS AP . N H COMPUTER SCIENCE 69.95

CAPITALIZATION PLUS MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOPS AP E M H LANSUA6E ARTS 39.95

CLASSIFY DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL ENT. AP H, SCIENCES 70.00

CLOZE -PLUS, LEVEL. H. I/CT, INC. 'AP N, LANGUAGE ARTS 150.00

-D1ASCRIPTIVE READING I EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES AP E LANGUAGE ARTS 295.00

EARLY GS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

EARLY BANES: FRACTION FACTORY

SPRIABBOARD'SOFTWARE

SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE

AP

AP

P

E N

READINESS

MATHEMATICS

29.95

029.95

EARLY GAMES: MATCHMAKER SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE AP P . LANBOSE ARTS 29.75

EARLY BANES: MUSIC SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE (RP E MUSIC . 29195

EARLY GAMES: PIECE OF CAKE, SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE AP E N MATANATICS 29.45

ELECTRIC ENGLISH TIES AP N LANGUAGE ARTS 150.00

FOPPY TEACHES WHAT IS MISSING flOPPYINTERPRISES AP READINESS, 29.95

GREETING CARDS COMPUTER SKILL BUILDERS .AP E N H LANGUAGE ARTS 39.45

INTRODUCTORY ALGEBRA AVANT -6ARDi CREATIONS AP N H MATHEMATICS , 29.95

KEY LINGO READER'S DIGEST AP N H LANGUAGE ARTS 39.95 .

KEYBOARDING FOR INFORMATIOk CONTROL DATA AP E M H BUSINESS 49.95

LOGIC AND EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY AVANT -GARDE CREATIONS, AP H MATHEAATICS 29.95

LOGIC GATES TIES AP H SCIENCES. 40.0P

IkpLLIPOP DRAGON EVE AP Pe COMPUTER SCIENCE 354:00

MATH 1-2-3 FOUR PACK: COUNTING MICRO-Er CO P MATHEMATICS 34.95 do

MATHFISH DENNIS SONIUS CO E MATHEMATICS 12.95

PROCESSING POWER, PROGRAM I/CT; INC. AP E LANGUAGE ARTS 160.00

OUIZAGON SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE AP .H MISC. 39.95

RAILS WEST! STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS, INC. AP. M SOCIAL STUDIES_ 39.95

SANE AND DIFFERENT FLOPAYINTERPRISES AP P READINESS 29.95

SCHOLASTIS SPELLING SCHOLASTIC TI. E LANGUAGE ARTS 69.15

SPECIAL PRODUCTS & ALG. FACTOR AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS AP H MATHEMATICS 29.95

SPEED/BINGO MATH COMMODORE, CO E N MATHEMATICS 19.95

STICKYBEAR ABC MEEKLY READER. FANILY'SOFTWARE AP P LANGUAGE ARTS 39.95

THE MEDALIST - STATES HARTLEY COURSEWARE AP El SOCIAL STUDIES 39.95

THE REEF'OF SOLD ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP E LANGUAGE ARTS 49.00

U.S. CONSTITUTION TUTOR MICRO LAB LEARNING CENTER 'CO N H SOCIAL STUDIES 30.00

VECTORS AND GRAPHING, VOL. 1 CROSS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE AP '1H SCIENCES . 15.00
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micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Alge,ra Drtill,and Practice II
VERSION: Apple it

PRODUCER: Conduit .

The. Univerity of.Io.wa
Oakdale Campus
Iowa City, IA 52242

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and cOnstituents of Region 10 ESC,
Richardson, Texas.

COST: 8125.00

ABILITY LEVEL: GradeA3 through pastvecondary
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TO Algebra
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 1-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple-II or II Plus,
disk drive monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE:, Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction,. remediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
suggested grade/ability level(s), prerequisite skills
oraetivities, sample program output, program,
operatineinstructions, teacher's information,
student's instructions. In supplementary materials

suggested grade/ability level(s), instructronal
objectives, prerequisite aldUs pr activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,..

, teacher's information, student's instructions.

.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED and
INFERRED) To provide algebra drill and practice

. as a supplement to algebra instruction.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Elementary algebra instruction.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains two disks, an instructor's guide, and a
student guide. Students can' choose from 9
different types of algebra problems, each at 2
levels of difficulty. The instructor can prescribe
types of problems andlevels of difficulty for
students with varying algebra abilities. Summakr
results are shown after 'each practice segMent.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10
minutes or more per exercise.

POTENTIAL USES: Drill/and practice for
mult -difficulty problems.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: As a dal; and practice
\ program on Algebra it is very effective.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: There is not enough
feedback to students an problems attempted.
Needs clearer indications of how to solve the

problems..-

'OTHER COMMENTS: It Is a good program. 0

namemions=ri,.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
.

,.
Content Is accurate. ____
Content beseducadonal value.
Cont is free of stereotypes. .

Purpciee,of pakkage is well defint7d.
Package aellifees defined purpose.
Content presentation' is clear and logical.

' Diffisatty level is appropriate to audience.
. araphicsikiondicolor are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational...
Student creativity is effectively stimulated. 7,--

. -I
Feedback is effectively employed.

. SA A D SD NA
Learner.controfs rate and sequence.

1: Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. .
User supprt materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.. .

-7
. Information displays are effective. .:..ers can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabillas are used appropriately..

'1P-- Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Acne 11431savee SD- Strongly Disagree V A - Not Applicable

EValuators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary:. Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low). .

Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics 6 4, Technical Characteristics r 4.

EziNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
003) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
Ow are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce Om document is hereby granted.
.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Alien Action
.

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: DLM.i Inc.
P40. Box 4000
Allen, TX 750b?

,

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and Constituents okeregon Total
Information System (OTIS), Eugene, Oregon.

COST: $39.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 1 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Miscellaneous
M$DIUM OF TRANSFER:, 5-1/4, ire. disk (Apple),
-ROM Cartridge (TI 99/4A)
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48IC Apple II Family,
single disk drive, monitor, game paddles ter`
joysticks (optional). Also available for TI 99/4A.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Afple Applesoft,
DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediatioi.,
standard instruetbn, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice; game, eonteht control

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating.instructions, teacher's
intemation, student's instructions. In
sugplementary materials instructional '
objectives, program operating instructions,
,teachertt information, student Worksheets.

4

t

7

INSTRUCTIONAL( OBJECTIVES: ,(STATED). To
provide drill and practice in identified ion of the
correct answers to Items.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:'
(INFERRED) Students must have prior instruction
on concepts covered by game items.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package . .

moats of a manual, one diskette, and a set of
repreduci61e worksheet and record keeping
masters. Alien Action is one of six programs in
the Areademie Drill Builders series. Each
program is designed around a microcomputer
program game format,
hto which you can put specific content. Your
ideas become the gijme's content'and the focus of
drill and pract be activities. Alien Action can be
used in a school of a home setting to provide
individually tailored learn hig experiences. Alien
Action is based on MA's Alien Addition programErliaAreademic Skill Builders in Math series.
Using an "alien invasion" theme, invading
spaceships with addition facts Move, Or the
screen toward a laser-equipped cannon on a
platform at the bottom. Answers are typed in thee
cannon and the spacebar is pressed.to "equalize"'
the invaders. In Alien Aetio you will be able to
select and type the tems which will appear in the
game. Students select the correct answers for
items that appear In the spaceships. You may use

COntinued On back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

.---,-4,--. Content is accurate. .

COntent has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

4 Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

'cult, evel is appropriate to audience.
es

Graphics/sound/color are used approiriateiv.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback' is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
. Learner controls rate and sequence.

. Instruction, integrates with prior leaning.
. Learning can be generalized.

.

User support materials are comprehensive.
e User support materials are effective.,---,--,--Information displays are effective. ' -

Users can operate easily and i ependently.---, Teachers can employ package ill.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

.,
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA- Strongly Agree CO-Disagree. SD- Strong4lbisagree NA - Nos Applicable

One evaluator indicated that he/she would use or recommend use of this package with
little or no change. One evaluator indicated that he/she would not use or recommend useof this package.
Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1Thow).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
1503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluationsf three or mare reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this documenj is hereby granted.

I.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE.EVALUAT1ON,
I-

4

Alien.Action, continued

a variety of items which represent math
problems, symbols, or words as content in,Albn
Action. A sample game is included in the
program, allowing you and your players to see the
way the game appears on the screen and how it is
played. D haft ions for creating'your own content
items and answers are provided. When you create
a game list, your game will operate exactly as the
sample game does.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Teacher determined based on content chosen.

POTENTIAT USES: This package could be used ps
a supplemental activity to prov kle review and
practice for math concepts, or as a game or
reinforcement activity for successful completion
of a task or primary learn ing activ4ty.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The ability for teachers to
determine the content to meet individual stu.dent
needs and alter it as indicated by student
performance. The game format is chillenging and
inviting to students.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: There are limited
matching capabilities when a teacher h writing
the content. There are 5 character` spaces per
tern and 3 character spaces for the answer. This
is sufficient for basic math facts drills only. The
game format requires that students move the gun
to the

'correct focation below the target, then.choose the
correct answer, and finally hit the spacebar to
fire. For some slower or remedial students the
manual deft rity required can be an added
frustration.

OTHER COMMENTS: One reviewer stated, "I
personally do not like the shooting aspect of the
game. The manual does not speak of killing the
invaders or even shooting them but rather, '...
the space bar is pressed to equalize the invaders.'
The game caused my students to react tensely and
very competitively with each other."

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
0031 24841300

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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; micro SIFT COURSEWAitg EVALUATION

Basic English Skills: Sentences

PRODUCER: EricyclopIedia Britannica
Educational Corporation

425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

PALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Region 10 ESC,
Richardson, Texas.

COST: $349;00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 10
SUBJECT; Language Arts
TOPIC: Grammar
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4' in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K ,.Apple II Family, disk

.

drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURVOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment, assessment'
INSTRUCTIONAL 'TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial )

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program.
program operating instructions, student's
Instructions! hi sopleinentary materials
suggested grade/ability level ), instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills or activities, sample
p output, program operating instructions,
tea Inc information, resource/reference
information, student's instructions, student
worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STAT,ED) To
provide practice in identifying, classityAg, and
correctly using the parts of a sentence.

n.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED),
ptubents shOuld be able 'to read at a sixth grade
reading level and to identify the pests of speetthd ,

CONTENT AND. STRUCTURE: The BASIC
ENGLISH 'SKILLS: SENTENCES package consists,of
eight diskettes and a teacher's manual. The
diskettes comprise 23 lessons that focus on aspects
of sentence structuse. The breakdown of topics and
lessons by diskette is as follows: Subjects and

,Predicates, Objects, Complements, Agreement, and
Phrases and-Clauses.. A lesson consists of an
introductory tutorial section that includes
functional and unscored reinforcement questions,
followed by one or more practice sets that evaluate
student performance...Each reason takes
approximately 20 to 40 minutes to complete.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED0 35
minutes for each disk lesson.

POTENTIAL USES: The paekage could be used as
reinforcement of concepts following regular
classroom instruction. The package would be
helpful as an enrichment tool for the upper grade
students. t

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package provides very
good coverage of the concepts in the lessons. The
studerit:could work On task independently.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES? There could be a better
variety of .correct responses.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SAA D SDNA
Content is accurate.

Content lists eduiational value.
Content is fr of stereolv06.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical,
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicsisoundlccilor are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SAA D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence. .

4
Instruction integrates with prior learning:

' 1. earning can be generalized. .

4ser supion materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.,
Inform:I:ion displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
,Program is reliable in normal use.

4

SA -Strongly Agree A-Avee D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicagle

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Seale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics - 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory fi

300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
15031 24845800

7

This evaluation is based on the evaluations f three or mork reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

4t,Permission to reproduce this documents i-.ereby granted.
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microiitT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Bask Number, Facti (PLATO)

VERSION: Apple II Plus

PRODUCER: Contrbl Dais Publishing
Oompeny

3111 Sibley Memorial Drive
Eagan, MN 55121
1-800-233-3784k

eat:
Ext. 142

In MN call co
812-921-4494 Ext. 142

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 tiojhe
staff and constituents of Region 10 ESC,
Richardson, Texas.

v.+

COST: $49.95.

ABILITY LEVEL& Grades 3 through 6
SUBJECT; Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II PlUs,
Atari 800, TI 99/4A disk driyel'monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft; DOS 3.3.

`INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practise, game, simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student wacjsabts, textbook correlation,

follow-up activities. In supplementary materials.
student worksheets; textbook correlation,

follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: To provide drill
and practice with basic number facts from 0-10.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) A beginning knowledge of number
facts.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains a circulation disk, a backup disk and a
50-page user's guide. It provides practicen
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
in an auto racetrack format. The student races
against himself/herself with a bar graph score
shown after each exercise.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: It
would be around 10-15 minutes a day.

POTENTIAL US/33: A teacher would use this in
the elascroom for drill and practice in addition,
subtrAtion, multiplication and division. You can
also have a mixture of the four operations.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: It is highly motivational.
It has great graphics.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None stated.

OTHER COMMENTS: This is great for little kids!

EVALUATION SUMM5RY

SA A D Sb NA
Content is accurate. -

Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes,
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical. ,

Difficult level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicsisoundicolpg are used apprapriately.
Use of paikage is motivational.

i Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

_ I 12eedIrack is effectively employed. .

SA /A D SD NA

tLiamer controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.

a Learning can balgeneraliged.
User support materials are comprehensive.

_

User support materials are effective.
Information displays ire effective.

. Users can operate cud') and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA:Strongly Agree A-Agm 0-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package. .

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 5, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics - 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W,-; Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

6

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potintial users of the courseware package.

14rmission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Basic Programming

VERSION: Apple II

PRODUCER: Orion Training Systems
P.O. Box 94
Dallastown, PA 17313

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January .1984 by..0 staff and constituents of 'Florida Department of
\Education, Tallahassee, Florida, and Oregon Total
Information System, Eugene, Oregon.

COST: $69.95

ABILITY LEVEL. Grades 7 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Computer Science
TOPIC: Programming
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II Family, disk
drive, monitor; printer. Also available for
Commodore 84 ($49,95) and Macintosh ($99.95).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES! Drill and
practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program --
Instructional objectives, sample program output,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource /reference information,
student's instructions, textbook correlation. In
supplementary materialt Instructional
objectives, sample program output, program

p

operating instructions, teacher's information,
resource/reference information, Student's

.

instructions, textbook correlation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
teach the concept of BASIC programming and
BASIC commands.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Studentineed knowledge of
operating an 'Apple, disk handling, reading, and
keyboarding skills.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
contains four disks which lead the user through
the major programming features of BASIC. Each
lesson begins with a list of lessor: objectives and
several supplementary exercises In the
documentation manual. After a concept is
presented, a drill and practice exercise is
provided. Each of the lessons contains a quiz
module and supplementary practice exercises are
provided. The solutions are given immediately
following the exercises. At the conclusion of
each lesson, an overview is given explaining
concepts to be developed in the following lesson.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: About
30 hours total.

Continued on back

&VALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content Is siccurate. 1_

e 1 jContent has gducational value.
/Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined. .

Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

,
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
GraphicsisouncUcolor are used appropriately.

_ Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

I

SA A .D SD NA
' Learner'controls rate and sequence.

___...___,.--. Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.---...
,User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily. .

Cotkputer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree 0-Disagree SD - Strongly Disavte NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend u e of this package only if certain
changes were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High)' to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3,.Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluationstf three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permissiou to reproduce this document is hereby granced.ke



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Basic Programming, continued

POTENTIAL USES: This package teaches the
Concept; of BASIC programming. The package is
designed for individualized instruction and would
be a iikid supplement to lessors in BASIC.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The material in this
program; is presented in a logical sequence.
Information displays are effective and the
documentation is easy to understand.
Supplementary exercises are provided and are an
asset to the package. This program requires little
tevher supervision.

MAJOR WE4ICNESSES: The menu setup is
cumbersome as far.as moving around in the
program. The feedback is not varied. When the
user asks for additional help after an incorrect
answer, the help that is provided is the same as
given previously in thy_ text. An answer that is
correct in syntax is nottccepted as correct if it
is not spaced as the **rammer intended. 6

COMMENTS: Minimal use of color and sound are
used in the program.

g

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth /venue Portiand. Oregon 9/-
(503) 204400

"to

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of-three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package:

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Capitalization Plus

VERSION: .Apple

!PRODUCER: Microcomputer Workshops Corp.
235 Westchester Avenue
Port Chester, NY 10573

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the staff and
constituents of Region 10 MC, Richardson, Tema.

?
COST: 839.95

ABILTTY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 12
SUBJECT: Language Arts ,
TOPIC: Punctuation
MEDIUM OF.TRANSFER: .5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDW ARE: 48K Apple U, II ,Plus, or Ile,
single disk dive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft , DOS 3.3
liSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediatim, standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill.and practice,

'-.content control
.

DOCUMENTkTION'AVAILABLE: In program
, operating instructions. In lemen materials

suggested grade/ability eve samp e program ou t
prognyn operating instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To build
capitalizat ion skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED) Prior
exposure to general sentence structure and at least fifth
grade read k level.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: OAPTTALIZATION PLUS
covers 38 capitalizadon rides and generates- over 815,000
different sentences. These sentences are constructed out

of sentence "forms" into wh bh are placed nouns or
phrases that may or may not need to be capitalized.
These nouns an4 phrases are divided into lists that the
teacher can change or edit to meet class needs. The
teacher can, for example, change the Person List so that
the names of the students in the class appear in the
problems. Or she/he can insert the name of the school,
the streets of the town, or the name of the town itself!
There are 33 lists that the teacher, can edit, each
corresponding to a different rule. The program is divided
into five
parts, four of which are designed for student use. (The
fifth allows the teacher to edit the word 1 hts.) The four
student parts consist of studying the rule, doing the
exercise, doing the diagnostic test, and reviewing the
rules.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED. 4. to 6 weeks if
used daily.

.

'POTENTIAL L USES: Reviewers itoommend that this
rbe used by individual students as a tutorial and

reigmledid wort. The best and hnce level for this
program as a tutorial is suggested as third 0') sixth
grades. Its use at seventh to ninth#grades vouldbe for
remedial purposes.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program was commended by
,reViewers because teachers can edit the software to 'beet
the ech of individual student& Reviewers also liked the
immediate feedback given to students and the breadth of
grammatical rules coverall.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program runs slowly.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A. D SD NA
- ,.-

Content is accurate. .

'''.3' ..-' Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereompes.

,-

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.,

' Content presentation is :leal and logical.'
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.1411 Use of package is motivational'
Student creativity is effecsively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

a

SA A D SD NA.
. l Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.
User suppo rt materials are comprehensive,
User support materials are effective.
Information displays arc effective.

, .
Users can operate' easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree "Apt, D-DIsagree 1:5- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.
V

Suminary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Lbw).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97,204
(503124.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this evaitiatiou,have laden customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseutov.

Classify

VERSION: Apple, copyright 1982

PRODUCER: Diversified Educational
Enterprises, Inc.

725 Main Street
Lafayette, IN 47901

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesota.

COST: $70.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 9 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Sclences
TOPIC: Biology
MEDIUM Og TRANSFER: 5-1/4 h. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Family,
disk drive, monitor. Alsospvailable for 32K
TRS-80A 64K or 128K IBM7PC with color/graph ks
adaptof4 and IBM -PC jr.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Apple: Applesoft, DOS
3.3; IBM: 64K needs PC-DOS 1.1; 128K needs
PC-DOS 2.6; IBM-PCjr. needs PC-DOS.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction

O

o

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Laboratory
took, problem solving
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, decision making.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In projram
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. IpMeemtprrateriale
suggested pule y teve s ct onal
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, program
operating instructions, post-test, teapher's
information, student worksheets, textbook
correlation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) 1)
Given a set of classification groups and their
characteristics, the student will be able to
construct a d ilhotomous key for those groups. 2)
The student will be able to use a dichotomous key
to correctly classify a set of real or imaginary
organisms. 3) Given a set of three organisms, the
student will be able to use a d ichotOmous key to
determine which two are most closely related.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD Nit
Content is accurate.
Com& represents ckrent knowledge of subject.
Science issues pries eft4 objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.

,Content t's free of stenotypes.
"ofLackale Is well defined.

Package achieves kfined Purpose.
itontent prelentanon is clear and logical..
Difficulty level li appropriate to audience.
The packs" makes good use of computer time.
Graphicsisound/color are used appSpriately.

Use of Package is modvado .

'1.

SA A.DSDNA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence. .

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised;
User support materials are comprehensive.

.4 User supporfmaterials are effective.
hang* components an durable.
Information displays are effective. 0
Users can operate easily and independently.

, Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable
fr -4*

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package was unreasonable compared with its instructional value.

Evallaaiors hdiceted that they would use or recommend use of, this package only if certain
'changes were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Techn Teal Characteristics - 3.

v".

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permiuion to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Classify, continued

amein
The mew used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE coursewate.

INSTRUCTIONAL. PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students need to know the terms and
nomenclature for the structure and
character iitics they may encounter in the
laboratory, or at the least know how to find out
what they are.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: CLASSIFY is a
student-interactive simulation wh bh,deals,With
the classification of living organisms. The
program permits the student to construct a
dichotomous key to classify organisms into the
five kingdoms of living organisms (Monera,
Protista, Fungi, Plantae, and An imalia). The
computer presents 311 nrclassifidd set of
characterist ids and labels for classification at
various levels. By Icvziking for patterns, grouping
characteristics appropriately, and assigning
eorreet labels, tti5 student comes to understand
the underlying logic of classification keys. The,
computer program b integrate( v. ith a laboratory
guide which enables the student to apply
classification strategies to actual organisms.

POTENTIAL USES: This package may be used as
a classification ail in senior high or college. The
terms are too difficult to be used below senior
high and may be too difficult for jnost senior high
students.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
package takes only a few minutes to classify one
organism. Student can spend varying amounts of
time classify ling several organisms.

. . f
MAJOR STRENGTHS: The programming appears
free of errorst. The content appears accurate.
The support Materials ant very good.

MAJOR WEAKNESS1 The readability level is
too d fficult. Screens could be designed in a more
interesting manner. Th a versiorf of the program
seems to be an information /retrieval instrument
on characteristics of kingdoms and phylums. Th b
could be done almost as well using a taxonomy .

chart. Information on subphylums,

classes and subclass would be a nice addition
and make completion of student tasks in the
support materials easier. Tutorial information
about characteristics before classification would
be a program enhancement. Add tibnal ways to
access this information would also add to the
value of the software.

OTHER COMMENTS: Eicamples should be added,
as well as a way to escape back to the previous
levels of the h israrchy if the student has gone
"down the wrong branch." The addition of
graphics and color to illustrate characteristics .

would also be a n be enhancement. The test could
be placed on the computer, rather than included
in the student guide.

rtr

1

Noetrwen Regional Educational Labotstory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document' is hereby ranted.
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Cloze Plus Program, Leyel H

PRODUCER: Instructional/CommuOcations
Technology, Inc.
10 Stepar Place
Huntington Station, NY 11746

Milliken Publishing Company
.1100 Research Blvd.
P.O. Box 21579
St. Louis, MO 63132-0579

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Oregon Total
Information System (071S), Eugene, Oregon.

COST: $150.00 for four diskettes (one level)

ABILITY LEVELS tirade 8
SUBJECT: Lan ;liege Arts
TOPIC: Reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or IY plus,
single dkik drive, monitor, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruqtion, assessment, instructional
management
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutdt ill

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In m
program operating instru:+tons,.teac er
information, student irstrucCons. In

b

su.tnaterials suggested -0
gteidif7: .:thifirtiliVetiriiructional objectives,
sample pc..gram output, program operating
instructions, teacher's information,
resource/reference bforination, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) The
program develops and improv.ess. the ability to
integrate meaning across sentences, the ability to
understand an extended passage, contextual
analysis strategies, predictive ab iities, and
test-takihg techniques.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
An independent reading level of 4 or higher.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The ClozePlus
&warn is made up of 6 sets of diskettes. The
sett span read bg levels three through eight and
are coded by letter, (level 3), D (level 4),
etc. Each set is made up of four diskettes
containing twenty Cloze-Plus lessons. Each
diskette conta bs fissons and a Manage
PrograM. The Teacher's Guide provides t
rationale on which the Cloze-Plus Program is
based, describes the lesson, provides guidelines
for determining entry level and placement, and
details exact instructions fOr use of the Manager
Program. Scheduling suggestions,
recommendations for skill reinforcement
activities and orientation procedures are also

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

RD Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of $ckage is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content pregeatatiott ls clear and logical.
Difficult'level ls appropriate to audience.
Graphicdsa;nd/color are wed appropriatel.

Student creativity ii effectively stimulated.
o Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
. Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates, with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
kUser support materia are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.
-.

Computer capabilities are used. appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Dissgree SD- Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators and bated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain
changes were made.

summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characterist bs 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory .
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24840341

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reprodfire this document is hereby granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Cloze Plus Program, Level H, continued

provided. Each diskette in the package 'ontains a
manager feature which can maintain individual
records for up to 100 students.. These records can
be arranged in up to 5 elassa. The Manager
Progyam allows the teacher to: make individual
assignments, review individual and class
performance, receive printed records of student
performance, and provides a security system
which keeps all teacher ,and' student data
confident iaL ;

, ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 30-45
minutes 7er,,week.

POTENTIAL 7JSES: The package oould be used hi
a 6th to 8th grade reading class as an enr i3hnielt
activity for vocabulary development.

MAJOR STRENOTHS: The top bs are highly
motivational for the intended age group. The .

verbal and graph ie reinforcements are well done.
The students are challenged to use a number of
reading skills (opposites, pronoun referents,
similarities/differences, definitions, associations,
and drawing conclusions). The students are
Intl' limed by trying to figure out what the graphic
illustration will be when completed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program can be
difficult to get into and therefore may cause
some in tial problems requiring an aid or teacher
to be readily available for assistance.
OTHER COMMENTS: $150 seems too high for
th i3 activity. This package was designed using a
structured doze format, and , therefore, offers
no provisions for modification by the teacher.

11,

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permi,ssion to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Diascriptive Readfng

VERSION: Aaple

PRODUCER: Educational Activities Inc.
- P.O. Box 392

Freeport, NY 11520

p

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Region 10 ESC,
Ricihardson, Texas.

COST:4$295.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 thiough 6
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Reading'
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/44n. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple,11 Family,
printer .singie dkk drive, monitor. Also available
for TRS-80 M, Commodore 64, Atari 800; and
PET. r.
REQUIRED.SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Rimediation,
standard instruatfon, assessment, instructional
management
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
pract be, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
program operating instructions. In
materials suggested grade /ability level
instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
aetivfties sample program output, program
operatIni4nstructions. 'I

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
diagnosethe reading skills of each student,
prescribe what is needed for improvement, and to
evaluate the performance on each exercise.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
The student must read at the 1.5 to 2.0 grade
level.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The programs
diagnose the reading skills of each student,
prescribe what. is needed for !mproyement, and
evaliiitte performance at each level before
directing the student to the next program. If the,
student did poorly, he/she will be directed to a
lower levelprogram for remediation. If he/she
did well, the student will be directed to a higher
level program for further developmental
activities. Each of the developmental lessons
eonta hs short,
hforrnative selections, such as charts,
paragraphs, etc. The student 'must clearly read
the selectioiva and respond to questions. Each
lesson is self directing and self correcting, and
focuses on one read hg skill for one specific
level. Students receive immediate reward or
instruction using graphics animation for
reinforcement. .The management system provides
a.means for student{ to be added and deleted
from the class records. I' records a student's
progress on the di* and will remediate or

Continued on back
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
__

Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes. -
Purpose of package Is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicsisoundicolor are used appropriately. -
Use of package is motivational.. . ,

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning. .
Learning can be generalized.. User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

mare....r ..=.1.,.4 Infbrmation displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately. '

.__._., Program is reliable in normal use. ...
SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree VA - Not Applicable

Evaluators ind bated that they would highly recommend this package.
Summary: . Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Teehn bal Characteristics - 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
1503) 2484800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE. EVALUATION

Diascriptive Reading I, continued

advance the student through each skill area
without teacher intervention. The teacher can
obtain individual scores, a summary of scores or a
print out of the summary for all,the diagnostic
resultii. The system can be used over and over
again with students being added or deleted.
Included in the package: one diagnostici disk, five
sk II area disks (Vocabulary, Sequence, Details,
Inference, and 'Main Idea), one teacher's guide,
and reproduc ble student and class record.theets.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20
minutes each sting.

POTENTIAL USES: Tibia package is good for
placement, instruction, reinforcement and
enrichment.

MAJOR STRiNGTHS: The package is simple to
use and motivational. The recordkeeping is easy.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program needs to
jave more stories at each level or users should
have the option to inpdt their own stories.

O

C

a

Northwest ;Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 24134800
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This evacuation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Early Games for Young Children'

VERSION: Apple, Copyright 1983

PRODUCER: Vringboart Software Inc.
7807 Creekridge Circle
Minniapoils, MN 35435 .

EVALUATION COMPLEPED: May 1984 by the staff and
eonstituents of North Clackamas School. District,
Mllwauide, Oregon.

COST: $29.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Preschool through grade 1.
SUBJECTS Sehoot Readiness
MEDIUM OPTRANSFER: 5-I/4,in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Nople II Family,- single
disk drive, color monitor. Also available for IBM-PC,
Atari (di to or cassette), and'Commodore 84 (disk or
cassette), m8=80 Color, disk, TRS Model VIM cassette
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Apple Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL P 11: POSE: Remediation, standard
instruction, enrichm
INSTRUCTIONAL CHNIQUEB: Drill and practice,
game, problem solving.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program program
operating instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability telells), instonal objectives,
program operating instructions, teacher's information,
student's instructions!

INSTRUCTIONAL.OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) _To help
develop school readiness skills in the areas of reading,
math, and computer literacy.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package includes
nine learning games.. No adult supervision is necessary.
The Picture Menu allows children to select a game, play
it, and go to a different game.*. . all by themselves. They
can match large, colorful numbers and, tern, add .or

.subtraet stacks of blocks, work with the arpfsbet, learn to
type their own names, compare. shapes, and create
colprful pictures. These games will also provide a
comfortable introduction to the computer.

POTENTIAL bus: The teacher inputs the answer into
the computer. This makes the child look and say the
names of latter! and numbers so you can incorporate
recognition, not just visual matching. This also helps
speed things up for student: who are not familiar with the
keyboard, limn students will need a longer time to
locate all the keys each time.

MAJOR STRENGTH& The picture menu was cited by
reviewers as a strength of the ieckage.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The activities are repetitious,
and have no variations. The formation. of letters and
numbers is poor. The whole math sentence is neves
displayed on addition and subtraction activities. The
correct answer is never given.

OTHER COMMENTS:' EvaltiatOrs suggested lea Ving
objects up when numeral is presented in "counting 1'

activity." They also suggested that the teacher be
allowed to input more than one name on the "names"
activity. 'Ow program should designate specific keys for
up /down/right/left in the "draw" program. Use of "any"-
key is confusing.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NAr _..

Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.'
Purpose of package is well defined.

- N\
.-./

-
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicshoundlcolor are used appropriately.
Use of packavris motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior leUrning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are compri. nsive.
User-support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

' Users can operate easily and independently.
Teacherscan employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. .

SA-Strongly me A-Agree D-Diyagree SD - Strongly [Hume NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain
changes were made.

Summary: Seale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 2;Technical Characteristics - 2.Immlm11,M1

NOnhwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

is

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SLIT COURSEWARE EVALUATION I

f
Early Gamest Fractio Factory

VERSION: .1,ocyrigtit 1983

PRODUCER: Springbbard SoftZsare, Inc.
7807 Creekridge Circle

. Miratespo lir, MN 55495

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the staff and
constituenta of North Clackamas School District,
Sawa:ride, Oregon. 4

COST: $29.95c--

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 2 through 9 (SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Family, disk
drive, color monitor. Also available for IBM-PC, Atari,
and Commodore 84 (disk or cassette).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Apple Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard
instruction; enrichment w

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: 'Drill and practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program program
operating hotructiors, student's instructions. In

em materials suggested grade /ablity
eve ectives, program operating

a instructions, teacher's information, student's instruotions..

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To introduce
the basic elements of fractions.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQULITTES: (INFERRED) To
have it basic grasp of whole number operations.

. CONTENT AND STRUCTURE:. In these fraction games,
children learn to describe fractions, find equal values with
different denominators, multiply whole numbm.by a
fraction; add fractions Jo subtract fractions
from fractions. 'Colorful graphi d musical sounds help
children understand what the num mean. Immediate
feedback is given in each presentation. When a problem is
missed, it is then presented up to
three times with increasing degrees of help in the form of
sound, color, and animation. The hints are designed to
help children master the fraction concepts and apply
them. Another feature of the program is the picture
menu which enableiptchildren to select a game.

MAJOR STRENG'A The ESC key is particularly
valuable because it allows_you to exit any game and
return to the picture, menu. The reinforcement in Atiding
and Subtracting Fractions is very good .we to the fact
that it,plays 'a time rather than just randOin notes.

MAJOR W ES: In severaiof the games the
reinforcement for a problem correctly lacks
varlaikalORACTIQNS and SETS: The rogrem switches
from accepting any answer (not reduced) to accepting .

only answers.in Inwest terms. It does not let the child
know thaehb/her answer is correct but needs to be
reduced. This is confusing. FRACTIONS OF A r,
NUMBER: Relying on practice, the student can answer
problems easily .without realltlearning the Math concept
of how to cal la fractions' parts of numbers. The
Plilde is not really clear. ADDING AND SUBTRACTING
FRACTIONS: The program does not teach the concept
enough to do problems without a number line.

tr

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is acturate.,-

. Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereo.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achievelidefined purpose..
Content presentallon is dear and logical.

,Difficulty level is pppropriate to audience.
GraphicsisOundicolor are used appropriately.
Use of pacIage- is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated. t,
Feedback is.effectively employed. .

SA A D SD NA
,,

Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.

. User support materials are comprehensive..
User support materials are effective.

i information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately. .
Program is reliable in normal use. .

SA - Strongly Apse A-Agree D-Disagiee SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluatorsndicated that they would not use or recommend use of this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low). -'
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics°- 2, Technical Characteristics - 2.

nr.lritm
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

/300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
46031 2484800

1.4
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This evaluation is based on' the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce. document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Early Games: Matchmaker

VERSION: CopYrightQ1983; Commodore 64

PRODUCER :' Springboard Software Inc.
7807 Creekridge Circle
MirmearfOlis, MN 55435

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Florida-Department of
Education, Tallahassee, Florida.

COST: $29.95

ABLITY LEVEL: Kindergarten through Grade 1 u
SUBJECT: Reading
TOPIC: School Readiness
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIREDantARDWARE: Commodore64, single
disk drive color monitor. Also available for
Apple Ile or 11c, 113M-PC, anil Atari. e

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
.practiee, game

CUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
ementary materials Suggesiid
/ability level(s), instructional objectives,

program operating instructions teacher's
inforfnattbn, student's instructions .

4

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To
provide practice in discrimination skills involving
colors, shapes, sizes and directions.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Matchmaker
guides children through a series o- direriznination
games involving colors, shapes, sizes and
directions. Musical sounds combine with colorful
graphics to help children understand why their
responses are right or wrong. Matching games
help children prepare to learn how to read. This
program has a picture menu which enables
children to select a game. There are commmds
which can allow the child to jump over the easy
part, select the playing speed and select the
difficulty level.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10-15
minutes biweekly

POTENTIAL USES: The package could be used on
an individual basis or in small groups. Adult
supervision is recommended.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Reviewers liked the
choices offered in the program. Varying levels of
activities and concepts allow the student to move
ahead at an individualpace. Teachers were able
to adjust the level and speed of the program.
Effective use of color and graphics enhanced the
software.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Vague directiOns will
require adult assistance for the program. The
sound can not be turned off, which may be
distracting at timed. Thelarror sound may be
reinforcing to some studeds.

Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

, -Contek is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is.well defined.r"
Package achieves defined purpose.
content presentation it clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

_..
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated._to

..
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

s Instruction integrates with prioi learning.

. Learning can be generalized.
....

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliabk in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree' D-Ditapee SD - Strongly Disagree NA Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain
changes were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 2486800
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This evaluation i3 based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micror-SIFT COU EWARE EVALUATION

Earl/ Games: Music
4,

VERSION: Apple II, Cbpyright 19.83

PRODUCER: Springboard Software, Inc.
7807 Creekridge Circle
Minneapolis, MN 55435

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of North Clackamas School
District, MilWaulde, Oregon, I

COST: $29.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Preschool through grade.°
SUBJECT: Music
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
liEQUIRED HARDWARE: 481I-Apple II Family,
disk drive, color monitor. Also available for
IBM-PC, Commodore 64 (disk or cassette), and N.
Atari (disk or cassette).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Apple Apples,

. DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediadim,
standard instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drillind
practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Orosram
program operating instructions, student's
instillations. In supplementary materials
Suggested grade/ability level(:), instructional
objectives, program opevatinginstructions,
teacher's information, student's instructions.

EM=1::11

O

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
introduce children to the .piano keyboard and
certain aspects of music notation.

INVEUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) To be able to read simple questions
antlifiter responses.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: These four games
help children to discover how to make music.
They can create new times usinglhe computer to
record the music and play it back. They can learn
to perform favorites with the Melody Tutor.
Guido's Quiz teaches them the names of the notes
and the keys on the piano. They can even
combine colorful graphics with the sounds. This

0 program also has a picture menu which enables
children ages 4 to 12 to select a game.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: It is novel and therefore
kihd of fun to create music on the computer.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Prerequisite spla are
needed. Students must be familiar with written
notation. Reviewers also found that the program
does not .allow users to play flat or sharp keys.

OTHER COMMENTS: Reviewers questioned the
carry -over from computer keyboard to piano
keyboard.

EVALUATION =SUMMARY

. SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. .

Content has educational vahie.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentatiod is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to Audience.

.
...

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
.

Use of package is motivational.
..

Student creativitY is effectively stimulated.
4

,
...1.

. Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction Integrates with prior learning.

.

Learning can be generalized.
c User support materials are comprehensive.

.., User support materials are effective.

,
Information displays are effective..
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagres SD- StronglyDisagrer NA Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with only if
certain changes were made.

Summary: Sale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educatidnal Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(5031 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations (*three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

2fermission to reproduce this document'is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Early Games: Piece of Cake

VERSION: Copyright 1983

PRODUCER: Springboard Software, Inc.
7807 Creekridge Circle
Minneapolis, MN 55435

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of North Clackamas School
District, Milwaulde, Oregon.

COST: $29.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 through 9
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithinetie
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Family,
disk drive, coke monitor. Also available for
IBM-PC, Atari, and Commodore 64 (disk or
cassette)
REWIRED SOFTWARE:, Apple Applesoft,
DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard'instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, game.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In projrani
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
help 'children develop )oth understanding and skill
in the basic math concepts.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITE:
(INFERRED) An introduction to the basic math ,
facts.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of five games. The Bakery, Mut
and Dividaeake are instructional games that use
color, sournd animation to reinforce
conceptual understanding. Each problem is
presented up to four times with increasing
degrees and different kinds of help. The correct
answer is always given, and the method for .

getting it
clearly shown. Flashcards tests recall of math
facts in each of the four basic math functions at
different levels of difficulty. It allows three tries
for each problem before giving the correct
answer. Catehacake is a speed recall game for
one to.foirrWrrs. Any of the four math
functions can be'chosen for.each round of five
problems. A feature of this program is the
picture menu which enables children to select a
game.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The reinforcement system
using "ranks" was viewed as a strength of the
package. Reviewers liked the Flashcards program
which allows you to choose the ypTlraTroblems.
and from 5 levels of difficulty.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

....' ,
''Content has educational ealu.e.

i.
Content is free of stereotypes.:
Purpose of pacjiage is well defined. /
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical. .
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics Isound/color are used appropriately.

g Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stim ted.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA

- lo-
Learner controls rate and sequence.,
Instruction integrates with prior learning.

AP,

Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective. .

information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

. Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strortgiv Agree A -Agree D.Disavo? SD - &moth Disagree N A . Not .applicable

Evaluators indicated that they' would n t use or recommend use of this package (except
for Flashcards and Catchacake if som modificatiOns were made).

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2,, Technical Characteristics - 2.

.5
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800
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evaluation is based on the evaluations of :bras or more reviewers-
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document. is hereby granted.
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Early Games Piece of Cake, continued

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: In Bak the sound
effects can become distra ng. e program
does not put up the whole math sentence until the
end, and the repetitions have no variations. In
Multicakes and Dividea e the presentation of
ist-51Alems poor, luding several,
grammatical errors. -'The demonstrations on
instructional sections are too fast and disappear
before the teacher can use them to explain the
concept The Flashcards program does not deal
with math facts as stated in the introductory
pamphlet. AnsTers must be put in from left to
right which is contrary to the way students are
taught to work math problems.

OTHER COMMENTS: The programs do not show
how to get correct answer. In Catchaeake
mistakes are encouraged through the use df sound
and graphics when the cake ":plats" on the ground.

Northwest Regional F.ducational Laboratory
300 $.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregoie 97104
(50312484800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
wit° are representative of potential users of the courseware imckage.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro#IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

t.

, Electric English Lesson's

PRODUCER: TIES
1925 West County Road B-2
St, Paul, MN 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by Vie
staff and constituents of Oregon Total . r

Information System (OTIS), Eugene, Oregon.

COST: Lessons: $70.00
Authoring: $80.00 .

ABlurr LEVEL: Grades 7 through 9
.SUBJECTS Language Arts
TOPIC: Grammar, Vocabulary
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II Plus,
or lie, disk drive, monitor, printer ((optional and,
helpf,U1)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3,
Autostart
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Instructional
managementoduthoripg, drill and'praptice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: in program
teccher's information, resource /reference 1.
informs**, student's Instructions. In
suPPlemenetry materials )sugpstecT
grade/ability level, instructional objectives, ,

prerequisite skills or activities, sample program
oUtput, program operating instructions, teacher's
information, textbook correlation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: (STATED) To
provide English gramtner drill and practice
exercises in, paragraph context. To provide an
authoring system which allows teachers to
develop their own lessons; To provide a
management system to monitor student programs.

o
INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITE:
(INFERRED) Students need to be familiar with
the content to be covered in a particular drill.

CONTENT AND STRDOUREs The package or
consists of five program disks: teacher utility,
,two prepared student lesson disks and twe studerit
disks for teacher authored lessons (one for
identifying single words in paragraph context, the
other for :multi -word identification). Students are
asked to,mark a specific grammatical element isf
a series of passages. The student disks interfac
with the teacher utility disk to monitor student
prOgress. Each disc can accommodate records for
up to 306 lesions. Records can be deleted singley
or in groups. Also, the teacher can alter the
menu for indiyidual students.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 2
hours minimum per prepared lesson disk. This
may be longer for students with slower reading
rates.

VALUATION SUMMARY -

A D SD NA
' 1 Content is accurate.

Content has educational value. X

..P 'Content is free, of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose..

,.

.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

. Diliculty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicsisouskilcolor are used appropriately.
Use of Packageis motivational.

. Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
.Peedback is effectively employed.

===11111i

SA A D SD NA

Continued on back

Learner controls rate and sequence:.
Instruction integrates with orior learning.

. . Learning can be generalised.

User support Taterials are comprehensive.

......--..-- User support materials are effective.
information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers,can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree AAgres D-Disfgree SD - Strongly 15itapee NA - Not Applitable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend tise of this package only if certain
changes were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Lowy.
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300S;W: Sirtir Avenue - Porthrndi Oregon-91204
1503) 248.6800

24

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative --o/. potential -users-of-the- courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro COURSEWARE 'EVALUATION

Electric English Lessons, continued

POTENTIAL USES: The lessons are designed for
individual use with no provisions made for group
activity. Individual students could use the .

material as an end activity to a unit of study or as
an examination of The program might be
useful as a home tutorial for students with access
to required hardware.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The prepared student
lessons are well-developed. Disk instruction's are
complete. The Phraie. s Clauses and Sentences
exercises are gene tier than the arts of
Speech exercises. Teachers can develop tliiThn
exercises within a clear set of operations. The
student-exercises are generally appropriate.
Correelinswers are identified, then incorrect
answers are analyzed. Each exercise allows
students a second chance to respond before final
scoring. The procedure for entering text for
original exercises is well entrineered. The
package inelwdes forms to facilitate the

-generation of new exercises. The feature of
recording the date the exercise is performed is
use fut

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Time is. a major weakness
oflhis program. For example, in the operation of
the program starting the teacher writing,
management, and printing operations takes so
long that an inexperienced or impatient user could
misinterpret the delay as program damage. The
program listing students who have done an
exercise searches the full set of Alpha categories
rather than actual users. There is a long delay
between lines when outputing data to the printer.
There is no option for using two disk dives which
necessitates inserting and removing disks several
times within an operation. The program is also,.
slow moving the marker to the end ofta passage or
waiting for the next instruction. A great amount
of time is also needed to design and construct
lessons. Coniidering the time necessary to use
this program, students could master the material
faster if it was presented in print form. Another
weakness is that the difficulty of subsequent
questions following correct or incorrect responses
can not be altered. Finally, the text selections
for the Nouns and Direct Object lesions (Parts of
Speech) require a level of abstraction and
sophistication in language awareness beyond the'
level of most high school students. They are more
appropriate for students in 12th grade and above.

OTHER COMMENTS: The teacher utility disk is
not write protected but should be, given its
usage. The manual contains two errors': a) on
page T-41 a right arrow symbol is missing from
paragraph 3, b) on page T-52 the. Apple Dot
Matrix Printer does not respond as the manual
indicates. A grammatical error was noted "All"
described as an adverb in the phrase ".. . with all
my force." It is best described es an adjective,
though it could be described as a pronoun if one
argued that it is an ellipsis and that the phrase
would read "with all of my force."

The prodticer indicated that an enhanced version
will be available (late 1984) that will eliminate
most of the disk swapping, print management
reports faster, and enable faster disk accesses.

.<-

4

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
-3001:W.--Sbeth Avenue_ Portland,, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluation of three or more reviewer,
who are representative of potential asers, of the courseware package.

. _ .......
Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



9 micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Floppy Teaches What Is Missing

VERSION: A/Vie II

PRODUCER: Floppy Enterprises
716 E. Fillmore Avenue
Eau Claire, WI 54701

EVALUATIQN COMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and constituents of PREPS, Mississippi
State, Mississippi.

COST: 329.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Preschool through gracie 6
SUBJECT: Reading, Mathematics, Science
TOPIC: Sehobl Readiness
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 .in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Applet Family, disk
drive monitor. Also available fOil TI 99/4A
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Apple Applesoft,,
DOS 34
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment .

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game,
simulation

DOCti4ENTATfbN AVAILABLE: In program
instruetional objectives, program operating'
institictfors student's instructions. In
sugplementfiry materials instructional
objectives, sample program optput, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
teach the young child perceptual skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) BaSic word and synibol recognition.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The child will
develop the visual skills to determine correct
plaeetunt of missing parts of a drawing. .

Retnfotcement is given by the Floppy symbol. A
tune is also played when the child has a score of
80% or higher.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME
minutes per day until mast
one day or 3 weeks depend

QUIREDi '10-20
eaehed (could be
tudent).

POTENTIAL USES: the pack wbuld be good
for all kindergarten and most fiat traders, as 4

well as remedial or special education students.

° MAJOR STRENGTHS: Students alstually,see
where the missing part should be. The feedback is9
immediate, and -the graphics are good.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The stereotypical white,
male child is used as stimulus.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educatioial value. ..-

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpoie of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

a Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

11 Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employ..d.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support mateiials are comprehensive. . 4

User support materials are effective.
Inforimation displays are effective./ Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used *appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Sironglv Apes A-Apes D- Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluat4s ind bated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or
no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) tb 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

No.thwesi Kegional Educational Laboratory
300 SAV. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who art representative of potential users of the courseware package....

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
a

Creating Your Own Greeting Cards

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Computer Skill Builders
3130 N. Dodge Boulevard
P.O. Box 42050, Dept. 30
Tucson, AZ 85733

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the staff
and constituents of -PREPS, Mississippi State,
Mississippi.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL Grade 3 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Language Arti, Art
TOPIC:" Writing, 'Ming, Communication Skills
MEDIUM OP TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Family, disk
drive, printer. Also available for IBM -PC.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Apple Aplesoft, DOS
3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES:, Simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
suggested grade/ability 'wash
objectives,
open nIst,

o
student's iancsttirvuitcitoogramIn

erials suggested grade /ability
level , Wives, prerequisite skills
or activities, program operating instructions,
student b instructions.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To
design words and drawings to create greeting cards.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED)
Third grade ree.difig level.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
consists of t diskette and a 16 page manual. Th
progftm allows the student to write a narrative for
a greeting card from a choice of 10 topics. The
student can then design a graphic by moving the
cursor which complemunts the verse. Printouts can
be made if desired.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Approximately 10 minutes per card if you choose
from one of the ten choices. If you choose to create
your own card it could take hours.

POTENTIAL USES: The package may be used in
teaching about hblkiays or for art or creative
writing lessons for all levels above grade 2. It could
also be used for some gifted first and second
graders. The package would also be a good free
time/reward activity. There are limitless
Nab Mies for design by students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS:, The package allows students
to contribute their own ideas as well as structure
the entire card if so desired.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The user cannot see the
card on the screen before it is printed.

,
.

Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

. Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achleies defined purpose.

° Coritent presentation is clear and logical.
Difficult" level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Inaruction integrates with prior learning.I

, Learning can be generalised.
to User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Information dispiays are effective.

, Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
II 12 Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Ages A-Apee D-Disitgree SD-Steens', ()lure. NA -Not Applicable

Evalikators indicated that they would use or recommend use of the package with little or
no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

Lct

3, Technical Characteristics - 4.

2 7

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Introductory Algebra

VERSION: copyright 1983, Apple

PRODUCER: Avant -Garde Creations
P.O. Box 30180
Eugene, OR 97403

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Florida Department of
Education, Tallahassee, Florida.

COST: $29.95

ABILITY LEVEL:- Grades 8 through 10
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Algebis
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Plus,
single disk drive monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 only
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

.4

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
Instructional objectives, program operating
inittuetions, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL{ OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To
give the students practice in the following areas:
distrjbutive law and like terms, equations with
brackets, substitution, binomials, trinomials, and
multiplication and &visits% of terms.

r-

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student should be able to
perform the four binary operations (addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division) on e
set of Natural Numbers. The students sho d be
introduced to each of. the concepts prio o using
the,program.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
features exercises on the Distributive Law,
equations with brackets, substitution, binomials,
trinomials and much more. Operating in
question-completion format, an equation Is
displayed on the monitor to
which the student is asked to give the correct
answer. Features include an updated record of
the current and highest score, as well as a
constantly displayed menu from which various
selections can be made. Lessons are timed so
that students can compete with themselves, with
others or against the clock. Three levels of
difficulty are inbluded in the program.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20-30
weekly

.vv11.ATIAL USES: The package could be used as
a supplement to classroom instruction. The
program could be effectively used individually or
in small groups.

Continued on back
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

. Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package, chieves defiled purpose.
Content presentation is 'cleiu,' and logical.
Difficulty lewel is approp to to audience.
Graphicsisound/color are used appropriately.

/ Use of package is motivational!.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively emploved.a,

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised..

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
information displays are effective.

a Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are useit appropriately.
Ploy% is reliable in normal use.,

SA- Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Dlsagree SD- Strongly Disavee NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certainchanges, e made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 2.

NarthCvest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 Ct..
(503) 2484800 w

28

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Introductory Algebra, continued

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Reviewers liked the large
selection of activities and difficulty levels
available throughout the program. The operation
rules can be revietved by the students before
starting the activities, which makes the success
level higher. It is very easy to move through the
Program.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The documentation is
door. The instructions are not clear and would be
confusing to many. The program should have
optional sound effects as they can be distracting
in some settings. It is possible for students to key
an inappropriate response with the use of the
control key.

COMMENTS: The producer is currently modifying
this package as a result of.this review. The new
product Ignite available the fourth quarter of
1984.

a

a

A

A

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2486800

2

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Key Lingo

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Reader's Digest Services, Inc.
Educational Division
Pleasantville, New York . 3570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January 1984 by
the staff and constituents of Multnomah ESD,
Portland, Ore9st.

COST: $39.bt

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 7 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Arts
TOPIC: V
MEDIUM OF TR ER: 5-1/4 in. disk
RAQUIRED HARDWARE: 488 Apple II, Family,

a single disk drive, monitor (color recommended),
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Appiesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, content
control

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
prerequisite skills or activities, prograrn operating
instructions, student's instructions. In

ementarYlnaterials suggested'
tional objectives,

sample program output, program operating
instructions, student 6 instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
develop the user's vocabulary.

CONTENT AND STRUC TURE: Key Lingo is an
adventure type game designed to develop
vocabulary. The package includes a built-in
dictionary of more than 250 words organized by
leyel of difficulty. The package also allows the
user to enter new words or alter the definit car of
other words already in the dictionary. Students
may choose a warm-up activity to introduce the
words and definitions prior to entering the game.
Up to four students may play the game and can
recap their scores at any time.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TAR REQUIRED: A
minimum of 60 minutes is needed to complete the
game.

POTENTIAL USES: This program can be used as
part of a regular classroom spelling program. It
may also be useful :via vocabulary development
tool. Although the producer suggests up to four
students may play the game at one time, the
program moves so slowly reviewers recommended
it be used,by students individually.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Reviewers liked the short
clear definit Eons of words, the use of synonyms
and the graphics at the beginning of the program.
Users are offered a choice of playing the game
with or without sound. The &laity of teachers to
enter their own vocabulary words, the warm-up
activities, the recap features, and 'the built -In
dictionary were cited as strengths of the program.

\v. Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

, Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.,
Package achieves defined purpose. . .r Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

-' Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimilated.

, I Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
_

Learner controls rate and sequence.
instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.
Usersupport materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
' Teachers can employ package easily.
.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators Ind bated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain
changes were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

30

This evaluation is based on the evaluations o hree or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware pat /cage.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro CO RSEWARE EVALUATION

Key Lingo, continued

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The pace is so slow that
the motivational success of the program suffers.
Although directions given to users were generally
good, the program would'be more useful if the
directions were more expl bit.

OTHER COMMENTS: Iniprovements in speed
graphics, and potintial dangers encountered by
players would enhance the usability of this
program. More reinforcement for incorrect
answers through use of requiring correct
responses would also be an improvement.

IP

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory . This evaluation is hoed on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 wko are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2484800 31,, Permission to reproduce this documeitt\is hereby granted.
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Keyboarding for Information
(PLATO)

rpm

VERSION: Apple-II

PRODUCER:) Control Data Publishing
Cothpany
3111 Sibley Memorial Drive
Eagan, MN 55121
1400-233-3784 Ext. 142
In MN call collect:
612- 921 -4494 Ext. 142

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Region 10 ESC,
Richardson, Texas.

COST: $49.95

A

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: 13Usiness Education
TOPIC: Typewriting .

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, disk drive,
monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,
enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Inprogram
instructional objectives, teacher's information,
student's instructions. In su

instructional objeetivesgrain ou put,
teacher's information, student% instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
develop basic touch keyboarding skill in a minimum.
amount of time.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED)
Entry knowledge of keyboard.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains one disk and a 90 page practice book. The
program correlates with a practice book to assist
the student to develop keyboard speed and accuracy
by practicing alphabet, numbers and symbols.
Progress checks are available if the student wishes.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUMD!
Ongoing. Since this is a skill', progress Ts
individualized.

POTENTIAL USES: Since many programs require
knowledge of the keyboard, this program should
enhance a user's success with future computer use.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: /be package provides drill
and practice in a game format. It is fun!

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package should provide
the capability to time the review section and let you
know how many words are typed per minute.

OTHER COMMENTS: The package is good for all
ages-

EVAL ON SUMMARY

. SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes. .

Purpose of package is well defined.-
Package achieves defined purpose. -
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational. .

; Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning carbe generalised.

N User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can emplgy package easily.
Compister capabilities are used appropriltelv.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagnre SD.- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics - 5.

1

NOrthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

This evaluati s based on the evaluatiOns of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Logic and Euclidean Geometry

VERSION: Copyright 1983, Apple

PRODUCER: Avant-Garde Creations
P.O. Box 30160.
Eugene, OR 97403

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Florida Department of
Education, Tallahassee, Florida.

COST: $29.95 tr

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 through 12
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Logic, Geometry
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Plus,
single disk dive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.2 or
3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: ,Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
Instructional objectives, program opera
instructions, student's insfructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To
teach geometry structure with 9 basic proof
patterns plus congruency.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) To.have a basic understanding and
working feeling for simple geometry concepts.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: In this math
program, a modern adaptation known as Synthetic
Geometry is presented. Logic and Euclidean
Geometry teaches geomeqic structure with nine
basic proof patterns plus co ency. Exercises
are presented in angle logic, eitymbol logic,
or both at random., The disk includes a brief
history of Euclidean Geometry.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 30-40
mtnutes weekly

POTENTIAL USES: The program could be used to
strengthen the skills taught in the classroom. It
could be effectively used on an individual basis or
as a competition between small groups.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is easy to
use. The graphics and the tutorial are both well
done and effective. The variety of levels and
activiti 1p keep the students interested.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The documentation is
poor and inadequate. The program text is
difficult to read.

COMMENTS: The producer is current odifying
WS product as a result of this r The new
product will be available the f th quarter of
1984.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

M A D SD NA
Content is accurate. ,

Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes. ,

Purpose of package is well defined.- 1 ,

Package achieves defined purpose.
Conine preseemtion is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audieace.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

o Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity Is effectively stimulated.

. Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.

J Learning can be generalised.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

to . Users can operate easily and independently.
. Teachers,can employ package easily.

, Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program Is reliable in normal use.

SA -Smash/ Apw A-Ages D-Diaairee SD,. Suomi, Weaves NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little orno change.

Summary: Scale froin 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristi^s - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portian% Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

33

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this docume}it is hereby, granted.
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mierolfilFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

0

Logic Gates,.

VERSION: Copyright April, 1983

PRODUCER: TIES
1925 West County Road B2
St Paul, MN. 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the staff
and constituents of PREPS, Mississippi State,
1.dissiuding

COST: 340.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades through 12
SUBJECT( Problem Sol Logic, Electronics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: .5-1/4 in, disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE! 48K Apple II Family, single
disk drive, monitor, printer (optional)
REQUMED SOFTWARE Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard. instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial, simulation,
problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
program operiting ban:atom student's
In tntarV materials suggested grade/ability

tional objectives, prerequisite skills or
weft iss, sample program output, prcgram operating
instructions, teacher's information, resource/reference'
information, student's instructions, student worksheets,
follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES; (STATED) To become
skied in using logic gates in many combinations; for
use in teaching logical thinking.

INSTRUCTIONAL. PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Previous experience in electronics but not necessarft
experience with all the gates.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Logic Gates is a
problem solving activity in wh bh students choose
lessons from beginning to more advanced schematics.
Lessons have questions once series dotes. When a
voltage is high (4) a light emitting dittde (LED) lights.
up.- More advanced lessons include switches and
multiple gates. Final lessons feature thd schematics
commonly used for digital-addition and subtraction. At
the end of the program the results are stated in
the number of correct answers and in percentages. A
managgnent system provides the teacher with the
student's name, the gates examined, questions correct,
and the percentage value. -

POTENTIAL USE& This package should be used as a
review of logic gates or as an evaluation of a student's
ability to work with logic gates. This package would
require an introductiba/assistauice for students -c i.e.,
thercannot start work with it independently.

MAJOR STRENGTH& The package is generally well
written. The'mamial, graphics, and supplementary

- activities meld well.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The tutorial on the disk is not
comprehensive enough for most students.

OTHER COMMENTS: .Possble ins on of a more
detailed tutorial lesson would help MO by step).

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. .

Content has educational value.

Content is free of stedeotvpes. . .
Furness 0 package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose. ,

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/cc for are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

. . Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner c ntrols 'rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

. Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and Independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable In normal use.

SA - Stronglv Agree A-Arat 0-Disagree SD - Strongly Disarray NA - Not ApplicableCO

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or
no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low). (-
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics - 5.

111
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

3 4

This evaluaticin is based on the evaluations of three or more leviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware pitckage.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro iFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Computer Literacy Adventures of
the Lollipop Dragon

PRODUCER: SVE, Inc.
1345 Diverse), Parkway
Chicago, Minds 60614

EVALUATION COMPLETED: 'May 1984 by the staff
and constituents of Institute for Educational Research,
Glenn Ellyn, Illinois

COST: $359.00

ABILITY LEVEL Preschool through grade 3
SUBJECT: Computer Literacy
TOPIC: Programming
MEDIUM OFTRANSFER: 54/4 in. disk
REQUMED HARDWARE: Apple II Family, disk drive,
monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,
enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: "'Modal, game

. .

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program sample
program output, program Operating instruettons,
teacher's information; student's instructions, follow-up
activities. In 'supplementary materials suggested
grads/ability level, instructional objeetives,
prerequisite skill! or activities, sample program output,
program operating instructions, pre-test, post-test,
teacher's information, student's instructions, student
worksheets, follow-up activitiee:

MSTRUCTIONAL-OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
familiarize students with the domputfr keyboard and
introduce programming,

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED)
Students need to have a beginning reading level.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Students learn the
keyboard using numbers and letters in both tutorial and
games 4ormat. Each of four disks feature tutorials
followed by games. Dbks 3 and 4 offer the student an
opportunity to become fan liar with the cursor, parts
of therseteen and beginning orogramming.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 4-6 weeks,
if used as a unit of study. .

POTENTIAL USES: It Is suggested that this package be
used as a beginning literacy unit for third or fourth
grade students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Reviewers praised the
worksheets for use as pre- and post-tests.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program requires reading
skills above the level of mast kindergarten, first and
second graders: Content was also found to be beyond
the ability of these students. The instructions were not
always clear. Some filmstrip visuals do not match the
test. Third graders can handle the content but found
Lollipop Dragon too "cute."

OTHER COMMENTS: Reviewers felt theorogram
would appeal only to complete novices. If Lollipop'
Dragon were removed, reviewers felt the program
would then be usable with third graders. The filmstrips
would have to be revised before the total package
would be usable as intended by the producer.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SAA D SDNA
Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.
k' Content is free of stereotypes.

..,

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.,, iContent !versantnn is clear and logical.
Difficulty level Is appropriate to audience.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated...

Feedback is effectively employed.

SAA D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning
Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are cowry-- ;

User support materials are effec. -

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend use of this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
301 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
0031 248.6800

35

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package..

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



nitro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Math 1-2.3 Four-Pack: Co tinting

VERSION: Commodore 64

PRODUCER: Micro Ed
P.p. Box 444005
Eden Prarie, MN 55344

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Florida Department of
Education, Tallahasme, Florida.

COST: $34.95

nun' LEVEL: Kindergarten through grade 3
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 54/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Commodore 64, single
disk drive, monitor
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: la program
Teacher's and student's instructions. 1n
supplementary materials Stiggestecr
grade/ability level, instructional objectivies

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: (STATED) To
introduce young learners to the concept 4
counting. (Each individual program nee objectives
written out in the documentation sheet).

EVALUATION SUMINARC
SA A D SD NA

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) To be able to recognize numbera
and type them into the computer. The student
would have to be able to read simple instructions
such as "How many?" or "Press space bar.", or
have teacher assistance. Students will need .

the initial instructions.
teacher assistance in booting up the program
going over

eldItt

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
includes four programs: Count 'Em, What Number
Is 4 Adding with Objects andiar-7-

eats": This series of programs uses
e young learner to the concept of counting.

Emphasis is placed on visual observation, with
mat lesson featuring groups of large, colorful
objects pictured on the screen. The first program
has a beginning level that challenges the user to
count any number of objects to 9 and respond with
the proper numeral from the keyboard. An
advanced level displays as many as 31 objects on
the screen. Another lesson stresses a
problem-solving technique by displaying a
three-number 'counting sequence with one of the
numbers missing. The two remaining program:
serve as an introduction to the operations of
addition and subtraction.. While the sum or
difference of two groups`can be counted from. the
objects on the screen, the learner is encouraged
to master the accompanying numerals as the ba4c
facts. Because these lessons are intended for the

Continued on back

Content is accurate.
.... .

Content has educational value.
Content Is free of stereotypes...
PPurpose of package is welLdefined.

1

Package achieves defined purpose.
.

s,
.

Content presented= a clear and logical.
Difficidtor flivil is appropriate to audience.. .
Graphics/sound/cob* are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational. .

,
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA

111E5114

.._ _
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learnina can be generalised.

*
*

. User support materials are comprehensive..
User support materials are effective.
Information dlsplayj are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

' Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Snottily Agree A-Agree D-Disagne SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or
no change.

, Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

36

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more revi wen
ibho are representative of potential users of the courseware packa

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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rtr

Math 1-2-3 Four-Pack, continued

young beginner, color, animation, and sound are
features. Animated displays serve as rewards to
motivate the player to correct solutions. All
programs include summaries of user performance
and the time taken to complete the lesson.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15
minutes biweekly

POTENTIAL USES: This package could provide
practice for the concepts taught in primary
°lasses.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Effective use of graphics,
animation, and color all enhance the program.
The sound effects are adjustable. The on-screen
directional content is clear and well presented.
Each section summarizes the student's progress.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The instructions are
intended for the teacher or parent...t Students
using the package for the first time would requiPe
assistance. The pace of the objects and animation
can not be adjusted.

Nerthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Slash Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 24841100

37

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential suers of the courseware package.

Permiuion to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Mathfish

VERSION: Copyright 1983, Commodore 64

PRODUCER: Dennis Sonius
1050 Trotter Drive
Twin 'Fans,-.Idaho 83301

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the staff
an constituents of Florida Department of Education,.
T Florida.

COST: $12.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 2 through 5
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Commodore 64, disk drive,
monitor, joystick (optional)
rstRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Reniediation, standard

tion, enrichment
tseUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice,

gam?

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions. --

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To help
teach math facts in addition, subtraction and
multiplication.

INSTRUCTIONAL RREREQUISITES: (INFERRED) The
students need en understanding of the four basic skills.

'CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package is
designed to help teach the belie math facts. Mathfish
is a game, the object of whicii is to move the WE=

about with the keys or a joystick and snag the correct
aniwer to the problem. Meanwhile, a nasty piranha
swims about eating answers. Should the piranha eat
your answer, you can only wait until he hops in the
boat. You must score higher than the piranha does.
Hooking the right answer and then hitting.the fire
button or the space bar will catch you points. MU Will
have caught your limit when your score reaches 100.
This package includes a refereltbe card and one diskette.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED 10-15
minutes

POTENTIAL USES: This is difficult to determine due
to lack of monitoring aspects, inconsistencies, and
non - specific. difficulty level.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The game has an attractive
graphic display in both animation and color. The
variable time factor is motivating due to the fact that
students must think fast to play the game.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The documentation is skimpy
and totally inadequate. The user is unable to select the
difficulty level. If you want to review the directions
you must stop and reload-the program. In the game,
there are many inconsistencies and confusing factors.
It is also possible to play the game and not complete'
any drill problems at all for long periods of time. 'The
program ends abruptly with no record of the game.

OTHER COMMENTS: -The extreme bottom of the
to have some problem, as there are

the water that are of no consequence and .

screen
sPaeas
distracti

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educatiohal value

Content is free of stereotypes.
' Purpose of package Is well defined.

Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is tnotivadonal

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed. -

SA A D.SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

, .
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Leonine can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

4 Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
- Program is reliable in normal use. VI

SA -Strongly Avee A-Agree D-Dtssgres SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Eialuators indicated that they would not use or recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Cohtent - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 1.

;slorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Or :son 97204
(503) 248.6800

38

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted,
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Processing Power Program, Level E

PRODUCER: Instructional/Communications
Technology, Inc.
10 Stepar Place
Huntington Station, NY 11746

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Oregon Total
Information System (OTLI); Eugene, Oregon.

COST: $180.00 for 6 diskettes (one level)

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 6 °
SUBJECT: Language' Arts, Special Education
TOPIC: Reading.
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED.HARDWARE: 48E Apple II Plus,
single disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, instructional management
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: lyewra
program operating instructions, tea
information, student's instructions. In
supplemtntary materials suggester
grade/ability level, instructional objectives,
prerequisite skill s or activities; sample program
output, program operating instructions, teacher's

I information, resource/reference information,
student worksheets, follow-up activities(
bibliography. 4.)

et

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) .

m is designed to heighten students' ability
to r ize vocabulary rapidly, store and retain
words In short-term memory more accurately, and
realize meaning in lest time. To assist both
developmental and special education students to
read with greater comprehenaion anti fluency.
For developmental students the goal igho build
silent read kg proficiency. The goal for special
education students is to develop competency in
oral reading as a foundation for more successful
silent. reading.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
1

(INFERRED) Reading levels equivalent to the
vocabulary content of program level in use.
Reading instruction at an elementary level. The
package is designed to suppleinent beginning and
intermediate instruction for elementary student
read itg at grade levels one to six.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of five lesson diskettes, each conta fling
three to four reading selections; one management
diskette; one set of Spirit Master Comprehension
Check- Worksheets with answer keys; one
Process* Power Student Record form; and one
Teacter's Guide. The five diskettes cover six
levels of read hg selections appropriate for
elementary students in grades 14 (15-20 lessons
for each level), and six levels of read fig
selections appropriate for secondary/adult
students at grade 14 read hg levels. All of the

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is rccurate.
Content has educadotil value.
Content is free of stem-Drew..

Nrpose of package is well defined.

-"7"--
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content preientation is dent and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is rnedvationaL

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA

. Learner controls rate and sequence.
. ,

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User sppport materials are comprehensive.
4

User support materials are effective..
Information displays are effective.. Users can operate easily a..d independently.

?t, Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strangle Agee A-Agee D-Disagee SD - Strongly Disagree NA - NoirApplicable

Evaluators Ind bated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

.Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

A(\
Northwest Regional Educational Laboraiory

'300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micrifilFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Proems fig Power Program, continued

lessons can be transferred to individual lesson
disks. There h sufficient room for the
ma fitenance of records for 100 -students.
Diskette assignments can be silent or oral reading
exergises. Student assignments can be changed..\,
Students can practice read hg assignments
without the, record keeping feature. The rate of
read fig can be net, changed, and monitored.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Once 741.it
or twice a week.

POTENTIAL USES: This could be used as a
supplement for independent work or for oral
read fig practice. Students whose goal. is to
increase rate and/or coMprehens to would also
find it valuable.

MAJOR STRENGTHS :' The program can be a
Useful tool as it encourages independent work, due

, to its appeal to a wide range of students and is
ease of use. The manual control of the rate or
presentation is effective for slower students,
while the timed presentat ion is valnable for
students need fig to increase read hg speed. Most
of the comprehension questions were approliriate
and reasonable for the read hg level.

hAJOR WEAKNESSES: Some of the vocabulary
was difficult for the students. There is no

'prov Mon within the program for defining the
words. Some students encountered diff faulty
choosing a comfortable timed rate. Students
thought some of the selections were "boring."

OTHER COMM :ANTS: One reviewer found the
manual pr lion to be more practical, as
tined presentitbns do.not allow for any
°stumbling" words. Suggestions: 1) define
vocabulary words, 2) offer user an option to
change rate after being given a short sample at
the chosen rate.

U

4

'Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue, Portland. Oregon 97204
(S031 248.6800

fi. 4 40

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are represintatite of potential miters of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is.herebi granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Quizagon

VERSION: Apple 48K Copyright 1983
,r,,

PRODUCER: Springboard Software, Inc.
7807 Creedal:41e Circle
Minneapolis, MN 55435

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the staff and
constituents of North Clackamas School District,
ftilwaukle, Oregon.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: anode ii.through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Set-Geograptw, Physical Education, The
Arts
.MEDIUM OP TRAMPER: 54/4 in. dbk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple Family, one disk
drive, color monitor.. Also available for IBM PC, and
Commodore 84 (disk).
',REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Apples: S 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: clot ant
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQU :4 1,4 11' and practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE:' in program program
operating inetruationerstudent's instruations..In

mentant materials program operating
:MN dons.

.

INSTRUCTIONAL QBACTIVES: (INFERRED) To provide
questions to help students explore and expand the limits
of knowledge.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED) To
have a general knowledge in science and geography, sports
and games, arts and entertainment and potpourL

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD.NA
. Content is accurate.

4---ip-- Content has educational value..,
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is Well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

_..
Difficulty level % appropriate to audience.
Graphisalsoundkolor are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This is a trivia game that
involves knowledge, strategy and luck. Over 8,000
questions explore and expand the limits of what you know
in four categories: Science and Geography, Sports and
Games, Arts and Entertainment, and Potpouri.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The length of
a game varies greatly.

POTENTIAL USES: Game.

MAJOR STIONGTHS: The package is fun and
motivating. It can be used to stimulate discussions with
students.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: All topics are not really
edditationnlly valuable. If oak one person works the
computer, it is difficult to always press the keys at the
appropriate times. Also, if there is only one person in
charge, there is really very little interaction withe
cOmpiater for the majority of the participants. Oh the
other hand, if each individual wale the computer, it can
be Cumbersome. The sound can become annoying after
awhile.

OTHER COMMENTS: Some students in the TAG program
questioned some of the answers. Basically, it may
stimulate discussion and interest to pursue some areas. I
would be interested in seeing the software including the
ourriculum based categories. I also would like to see
categories an a lower ftdo sicilla) level to use with
learning disabled students. I would like to see an option
that ailows the teacher to input questions. Also, an .
option to omit sound would be nice

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls race and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

.....r. Information displays are effective.
1,0 Users can operate easily and independently.

_
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately....

Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree !YIA Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little r
no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(5031 24.84800

41.

This evaluation is based owthe evaluations orthree or more reviewers
w o are representative of potential users of the courseware package. .

ermission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Rails' West!

VERSION: Apple, copyright 1984

PRODUCER: Strategie Simulations, Inc.
883 Stierlin Rd., Bldg. A-200
Mountain View, CA -94043-1983

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1884 by the
staff and constituents of Region 10. ESC,,
Richardson, Texas.

COST: 539.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 12
SUBJECT: Social Studies, Business Education
TOPIC: History, Economics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, 11 Plus, or
Ile, single disk drive, color monitor. Also available
for the Atari 800 series, and Commodore 64.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 .

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,
enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game,
simulation, problem solving

DOCUMENTATON AVAILABLE: In program
,-program operating instructions. In supplementary

materials sample program output, program
opereR instructions, student's instructions,
student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Inferred) To
develop an understanding of business finances. To

develop an understanding of the role railroads
played during the years from 1870 to 1900.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITE: (INFERRED)
Prior instruction on stocks, bonds, securities, and
loans.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains one disk, a 16 -page users guide, a "Starting
Railroads" reference board, and a pad of player
score sheets. The program is a simulation game for
up to 8 players wherelhe user attempts to giin
wealth by buying, building, and/or selling railroads.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Since
games can be saved for future use, the package time
is variable.

POTENTIAL USES: It would be useful as
reinforcement in a business education class. It
displays problem solving in a practical situation
involving a historical railroad Setting.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This program involves
intricate and detailed uses of business management
and ownership strategies. There is an option as to
munberof players.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The documentation is
uncleaf in many areas of game playing. The teacher
would need to preview the packge and be proficient
in its use before !.stributhig it to students.
Terminology used makes it too advanced for
elementary and middle school students.

OTHER COMMENTS: This is a high level strategy
game.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
'Content is accurate. . .

Content has educational value.
5

Content is free of stereotypes.
,Purpose of package is will defined:

likkage achieve defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical. -
Difficisk, level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated. Ir
,

Feedback is effectively employed.

O

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.I/

WO
4

User support Materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
inforMation displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

0.. Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D- Diugree SD - Strongly Disagree vA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

ElNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 24845800

42

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



inicro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Floppy 'readies Same and Different

VERSION: Apple II

PRODUCER: Floppy Enterprises
718 E. Fillmore Avenue

"41 Eau Claire, WI 54701
ti

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1964 by the
staff and ,constituents of PREPS, Mississippi
State, Mississippi.

COST: ;29.95

ABILITY LEVELS Preschool through grade 6
SUBJECT: Mathematics, Science,- Reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in, disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II Family, disk
drive, monitor. Also available for Tr 99/4A. .

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game,
simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: hi Prom
instructional objectives, program operating
habitations, student's instructions.' in
susplementary materials instructional
objectives, sample progratii output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
student% instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
teach the young student perceptual skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: .

(INFERRED) Basic word and symbol recognition.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The Floppy
symbol is used to direct the child's attention to
symbols and letters so he(she) can choose if they
are the same or different. Scores can be 'shown at
any time and a tune is the reward for a score of
`80% correct or better.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME QUIRED: 10-15
minutes per,day. Number of da depends on
length of time necessary for stunts to gain
mastery.1

POTENTIAL USES: Useful for remedial and
.special education sadents as well as kindergarten
and first grade classes.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Colorful graphics are used
to present pictures of objects. The use of letter
recognition to teach "same" and "different" was
also a strength..

.MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The answer keys are "W"
and "0" to select objects that are the "Same" or
"different." Reviewers felt that using "S" and "D"
would have more appropriately reinforced the
concepts being presented.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
- Content is accurate.
. 5 Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well deficed.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is aPPrqpriate to audi .

. Graphics/sound/color are used apprOpriately.
Use of package is motivational. 1--
Student creativity is effec'dvely stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Nta, Learner controls rate and sequence.

instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can begeneralized.

, User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

. ov Information displays are effective.

..
'
, Ukers can operate easily and independently.

' Teachers can employ package easily.
A

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Are A-Avee 0-Dbagree SD- Strongly Divisive NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators ind bated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or
no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low). -

Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 3.
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204

. (50:,) 248-6800
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This eva tion is based on the evaluations -of three or mote reviewersa
who are epresenuitive of potential users bf the courseware package.
Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted. .
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micro4i1F+ COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Scholastic Spelling - Levels 3 to 6

VERSION: TI 99/4A

PRODUCER: Soholastie be.
P.O._ Box 7501
281133McCarty Street
Jefferson City, MO 85102

EVALUATION COMP
constituents of Institu
Ellyn, Mids.

COST: $69.95

D: May 1984 by staff and
for Education Research, Glenn

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 3 to 6
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Speilhig.
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: ROM Cartridge
REQUIRED HARDWARE: TI 99/4A, speech synthesizer
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standaierlintruction,
remedied=
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: .h3 rug= suggested
gtade/ability levelb), program operaUng instructions,
student's instructions. In supplementary material -
suggested grade /ability levels), ineiructionel objectives,
prerequisite skills or activities, sample program output,
program operating inctruations, teacher's information,
studentts-hutruetions, student worksheets, follow-up
activities

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To provide
drill and practice with the spelling words which research
shows students at thb level need the most practice.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISTTES: (INFERRED)
Students need keyboard familiarity.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The 'Scholastic Smiling
module abatable 30 lessons and three spelling games.
Each of the 361dssons has 16 to 20 spelling words. Every
birth lesson Is a review with words from the previous 5
lessons. Students can select any of the 30 lessons and any
of the 3 games for a total of 108 activities. Gamest
include Spelling Bee, That Did It, and Space Race. Also
included are 30etudent workbooks.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20-30 minutes
per lesson.

POTENTIAL USES: The program is suggested 'as useful
for students who have difficulty with spelling and whb
need additional practice.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The graphics are good. Some
reviewers liked the music while others felt the music was
a weakness of the program. The pre and pcpt activities
suggested lathe workbook were praised."The variety of
presentation methods and games available wee appealing.

MAJO EAKNESSES: The sound, for the'voice
synth is uncleer. Much of the speech is garbled. In
the the directions are not clear and the actual
Wait b Gin tere51.

OTHER COMM/MTS: The program would be more
effective if teacher-generated spelling' lists could be
entered. A separate teacher's guides: as well as a student
workbook, would enhance the usefulness of the material.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

M A to SD NA
Content is accurate.

A
Content has educational value.

.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

1 t 4 4 A-
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

.1

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

a.
Use of package is motivational.

... Student creativity is effectively stimulated..
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
, Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning ran be generalised.
User support materials are comprehensive.._

User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ packaa easily. .- ,, -

o
.

Computer capabilities are used approprttely.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or
changes were made.

Summary: Scale from 5.(High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteriitics

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
003) 248.6800

recommend use Of this package only if certain

4, Technical Characteristics - 4.
This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document i3 hereby granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Special Products and Algebraic Factors

VERSION: Copyright 1983, Apple

PRODUCER: Avant-Garde Creatio,
P.Od Box 30180
Eugene, OR .97403

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the staff and
constituents of Florida Department of Education,
Tallahassee, Florida..

COST: 329.95

AIRLIFT LEVEL: Grades 9. through 12
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Algebra
MEDIUM OP TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARISIVARE: 48K Apple II Plus, single disk
drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.2 or 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard
hat:nation, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE: Drill and practice

,

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program program
operating instructions; student's instructions

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) TO develop
Speed, accuracy and skill when worldng with.distributive
law, binomials, trinomials and quadrinomials

INSTRUCTIONAL PitzazQuisrrEss (INFERRED) The
students need to have a basic understanding of the
distributive law, binomials, trinomials and quadrinomials

N

4ONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Exercises are presented in
this program to develop sidU, accuracy, and speed working
with advanced cases of the Distributive taw, binomials,
trinomials, quadrinomials and factors. There are seven
different missions to accomplish, with three levels-of
difficulty. Elapsed time is constantly displayed to give
the user a sense of competition. Also displayed is the
menus allowing advandement to a different level at any
time. The additional exercises on factors..

ESTI4ATEDATUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 30-40 minutes.
weekly

POTENTIAL USES: This activity would be appropriate in
small groups or for individuals.. Teacher assistance is
necessary.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Students may choose the activity
and difficulty level.. An explanation Of activities is
provided in the program. The correct answer is presented
with the incorrect response.

:splays
WEAKNESSES: Reviewers felt the screen

isplays were ineffective, and the documentation was
very poor and ipadequates The reward system wee also
disappointing.. The carried answers are poorly rewarded,
while the incorrect answers are given a beep that can not
be ter* off. If e wrong key it pressed as a response, the
program will stop.

COMMENTS: The prodUcer is currently modifying this
product as a result of the review. The new product will
be available the fourth quarterof 1984.

'EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. .

Content has educational value.'
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose. 0.
Content presentation is clear' and logical.
Difficulty leYel is appropriate to audience.-,
Graphicshoundkoks are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.-
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and Independently.
Teacherstcm employ package easily.
Computer apabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Masses NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they Would use or recommend use of this package only if
certain changes were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 .(High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics 2, Technical CharacteriStics - 1.

NorthWest Regional Educational Laboratory,
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

45

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Speed/Bingo Math

VERSION:. Commodore 64

PRODUCER: Commodore Busin
Valley Forge C
950 Ritt
Nor town, P

EVALUATION COMPLETED:
staff and constituents of 0
Information System (OTIS),

. .

COST: $19.95
'

a es
rate Center

Road
19403

e 1984 by the
Total
ne, Oregon.

ABILIT* LEVEL Grades 3 ough 9
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFEAv ROM Cartridge
REQUIRED JIARDWARB: Commodore 84, two
Joysticks, Poidt9r
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: ROM cartridge
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: ReMediation,
standard
INSTRUCTION TECHNIQUESp, Drill and
practice, game, ulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: _None

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: To give the
student practice in basic math skills.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The player(s) den
choose between two math games. 1) ed Math
gives a choice of add, subtract, multip or v de
with a timed score shown. Bingo Math, is played
by two operators using joysticks...

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20
minutes daily

POTENTIAL USES
to improve accuracy
operations (addition, sub
and division).

drill and practice method
clams, in four

on, multiplication

MAJOR STRENGTHS: A nice feature of the
program is that it offers a choice of operations.
;he screen displays large readable numbers.
Problems are presented in two different formats.
Feedback on correct/incorrect answers is an
immediate display of the correct answer coupled
with a low beep for incorrect and a high beep for
correct.

MAJOR BAKNISSES: The leek of
lawmen don limits the useAulness of the
program. The speed of the prdgram cannot be ,

varied or controlled by teacher or student. The
correct answer is not displayed on the screen for
enough time to recognize or evaluate. error. The
reinforcement for correct responses is

COntinued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.

J Content is free of stereotypes.
,, Purpose of package is weU defined.

Pad*e achieves defined purpose.
Content prontation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

Graphicalsoundkolor are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA

. ,
Learner controls rate and sequence.

, histruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

1

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
information.displays are effectiVe.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately. i

.. Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strang* Agree A-Agree D-Dbavee SD s Strongly Disagree NA- Va Applicable

Evaluators indicated that ey would use or recommend use of this package only if certainchanges were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 35, Instruettonal Characteristics -

RINorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

3, Technical Characteristics - 2.5.
This evaluation 1.1 based on the evaluations of three cir more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro surf COURSEWARE 5VALUATION

Speed Bingo/Math, continued
,\

inadequate. The program has little appeal as far .

as graphic& Displays are monochromatib. Some
difficulty was noted in accessing menu. In the
BinX0 Math, portion which requires a joystick,
coordination is sometimes difficult. Also the fact
thattthe Commodore does not have, a numeric
keyboard makes it difficult for younger children
to rapidly find the correct number at the top of
the keyboard.

OTHER COMMENTS: This program is suited for
students who are skilled in math facts and typing.
Third and fifth grade 'students found it frustrating
except in areas in which they were highly skilled.
If the e' I did not answer in a given length of
'time, the answer was given and the next problem
appeared. The program could not be used with
slow children for this reason. Students that need
repetition will find -..,Am"Laimplath useful as
long as the "newncage is a
version of an older arcade game modified for '
education.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

47.

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three ofi more rtvieweis
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Stickybear ABC

I VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Weekly Reader Pam ly Software
A Division of Xerox Educational
Publisation

:y, 1250 Fairwood Avenue
P.O. Box 18754
Columbus, Ohio 43218

EVALUATION COMPLETED: My 1984 by staff and
constituents of Lim:-Bento1 Educat bn Service District,
tibegt Oregon.

COST: $38.95

AMIZTY LEVEL: Pre - school through grade 1
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Reeding Letter recogn
MEDIUM OP

, recognition
TRANSFER: 5 1/4" Disk

REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple U, II Rua, Ile, or Ka,
disk drive, monitor. Also available on Atari 48K

disk systems.
REQUIRED sorrwAns DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: "Sianderd instructi*
INSTRIICININAL.TECHNIQUES: Drill and praodoe

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: his men
oriels i Suggested grade/abUtfIgrillriKilliWctional

vest program operating instructions, teacher's
information, studentV isbuctions, follow-up aetivit

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To develop
letter reciognit bn 31411 anel to become feu liar with the
computer keyboard.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package includes a
hardbackstarybook entitled one Strawwbmr9 Look Book",
an instruction sheet, a poster, Mates, and one disk.

1, .1

. ,

Students simply Press Any Letter. Each letter of the
alphabet is represented by two completely different, fully
animated pictures with mind; For example, pressing the
letter B will bring to the screen a bee buzz lag around
Stickybear. The word BBB also appears on the screen, as
well as the letter B. Press 8 again and the picture
changes to bouncing boll with the letter B and the word
BALL on the

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10-15 minutes
a day

POTENTIAL USES: This program is best used with . -
individuals or in a small group setting.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Excellent graphics, sound and
color stimulate high interest for young children. lb b
program is ask, run by small children and allows them to
progress at their-own rate. Due to the nature of the
program, there are no keyboard mistakes.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: One of the program wealmeases
is that all of the sight words have capital letters, this, en
be confusing particularly to primary students who are
taught to write letters in lower case. Alto some of the
animals are apoor oho be fee their begisdng letter due to
a mixture of Irregular sounds.

OTHER COMMENTS; This prograni has documentation
width includes ways h whibh to use the program, as well
as other ideas for reinfrecemirnt. .

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. .

Cooent has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.

I
Pu nose of package is well defined.

A

. Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.. Difficulty level is appenpriate to audience.
, Graphics/email/color are used appropriately.

, Use of package is motivational:

Studds creativity is effectively stimulated.

_ Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

o
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.
......

User support materials are effective.
. information displays are effective. '

0. Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.-..--ii
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

. Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strangle Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Smooth, Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators frid bated that they would use or recommend use of th h.package with little or
no chapge.

Summary: Scale from $ (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteriitics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

031 248.6800

48,

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the cqurseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The Medalists States
PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.

P.O. Box 419
Dimondale, MI 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and aonstituents of PREPS, Mississippi
State, Miksissippi.

.COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 10
SUBJECT: Social Studies
TOPIC: Geography
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Family,
single disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment, remediation
DISTRtC TIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instnictions. In plementary materials
suggested grade/abilit7 level(s), sample program
output, program operating instructions,.teacher's
information, student's instructions. follow-up
activities.

1.

INSTREC TIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide a way to study and 1parn important facts
about the states.

.
is

STRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(t FE ED) The student needs to have learned

out the states.

CONTENT 4iND STRUCTURE: This package
contains one disk and a 28-page user's guide. It
provides a drill and practice gamevwhere students
can compete against themselves, for high score or
against °Uteri. The difficulty level is set by the
student by.entering the number of points for
complet ion. Points are awarded according to how
well the student can answer questions about
certain facts concerning the states. The
questions cover,such things as; postal
abbreviations, bordering states, major industries,
capital city, state bit, state flower, largest
cities, etc. The package keeps records for up to
50 students. It also provides a means of Creating
and maintaining your own question file.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: This
depends on how students use the package it
could be used repeatedly by students for 15-50
minutes per session.

POTENTIAL USES: The package would be useful
as enrichment for students learning about the
United States. The target age range Is a little
wide = it might prove boring for many high school
students and difficult for average fourth graders.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A I) SD NA '
. Content is 'mum.
' Content has educational value.

p.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is wen defined.

, Package achieves defined purpose.
Contact presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audjence.

. .Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
'Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

e , Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA, Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction rntegrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.

, User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

a Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. t

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree 0-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA,- Not Applicable

Evaluators Ind bated that they would use or recommend toe of th s package only if certainchanges were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 39.Techn seal Characteristics - 4. 7.

rigNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

49.

This evaluation is baied on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



mIcr4IFT COURSEWARE .EVALUATION

The Medalisti States, continued

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This package would
provide valuable supplementary information for
classroom use in social studies. It would also
prove to be a more motivating means for

. stimulating students to learn bash facts about the
States. The ab ility for the teacher to add their
own content items is a plus.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Supplementary
information on how to use the package effectively
at different levels (grade or ability) is not
supplied. No referince b made to the kind of
strategies students should.use to attempt mastery
of this material. Students are not told when they
have misspelled a word, which could confuse
them. The program will crash 4, control-C is
entered.

COMMENTS: Reviewers also felt teachers would
have to be careful to prov He the appropriate
background for their students.

t

ti

e.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
0031 248.6800

.

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
. who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

5 0 Permission to reproduce this document u hereby gianted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALVATION

The Reef of Gold

PRODUCER: Encyclopedia Britannica
Education Corporation

425 North M bidgen Ave.
Chicago, IL 80811

!VALUATION COMPLETED: March, 1983 by the
Oakland LSD, Pont lac, Michigan.

COST: Individual Program: 849.00, with
noncireulat tag back-up; 859.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 5
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Reading
MEDIUM OP TRANSFER: disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Family,
single disk drive, monitor, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruct ion, remediation, authoring
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE fic Tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Proltram,
program operating instructions, pcet-test, /
student's instructions. In supplementary materials

instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's infdrmationf
student 6 instructions, textbook correlation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECT! ES: (STATED) To
improve the user's. skills in vocabulary, word
meaning and reading comprehension.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITE: (STATED)
The student must have read the story "The Reef
of Gold" or have viewed the optional filmstrip.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Th h package is
one of foer stories from Neptune's Gold, a reading
series that deals with treasure hunting. The
package Includes 5 reading texts, a teacher's
guide and a program disk which leads the student
through the entire program. The program
conta is three levels of difficulty and will
automatically adjust
the level to meet the students needs. When
students have finished the program, a complete .
record of each student's performance is recorded
on the disk. The program also iscludes a teacher
option mode for viewing and maintaining the disk
file.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20
rnitss per level

POTENTIAL USES: The program may be used for
drill and pract be activities afters students have
read the story. Students of average or above
average ability can benbfit from the program. It
is not appropriate for remed fell students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program addresses a
variety, f comprehension activities (i.e.,
vocabulary, meaning, synonyms, literal

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

M A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose. .

_ Corktent presentadon is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicahoundlcolor are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

v. Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

M A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates wi .prior learning.

. Learning can be generalised.---. User support materials are comprehensive.4af. User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily. ,.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disavee SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators ind bated they woule, use or recommend use of this package with little or no
change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instruct bnal Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 4.

giNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

54.

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE. EVALUATION.

The Reef of Gold continued

comprehension). The purpose is well defined. The
program content k log belly presented, and the
material is adaptable to several different
'disciplines.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The opening lesson is
edlo provide students with definitions for
in the accompanying text. TJhfortunately,

the definitbns are often unclear and as hard or
harder to understand than the words they are
supposed to define; Another section, on
olviprehension, arks the reader to fill in blanks in
a sentence from a list of words. Some of theSe
words are from the text, an9 'others are synonyms
for some of the correct words. The student Is to
products verbatim the text as t appeared in the
accompanying stay. The comprehension section
asks true and false questions about minute details
in the text. Th b activity k labeled by the authors
as a comprehension lesson. The same word is
given at each level for the final "fun" 'exercise).
Support materials describe only elements of the
programno ideas for classroom implementation
are given. The program's pace is also slow.
Student errors, are not corrected. Reviewers felt
it was overrapd
as to grade3evel.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory Thu evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(303) 2484806 52 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

U.S. Constitution Tutor

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: aro Learn a DiviSbn of
MicroLab, Inc.

2699 Skokie Valley Road
Highland Park, IL 60035

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Region 10 MC, Houston,
Texas

COSTi 935.00

ABILITfLEVELS Grades 7 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Social Studies .

TOPIC: Amer ban Government
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWA.RE: 48K Apple II, single
disk drive, monitor. Also available for
Commodore 64, D3M-PC/PC jr.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enr bhment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
pract be, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In oropam
program operating instructions, students
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional

objectives, program operating bstructions,
teacher's information, resource /reference
information, student's instructions, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide content on U.S. government and the U.S.
Constitution so that students will understand the
concepts and procedures of Amer ban government
and thereby improve citizenship. To provide
ciontent on U.S. government and the U.S.
Constitution to prepare studqnts for required
tests. To piovide practice in taking
'multiple-dhoice tests under non-stressful
conditions. To improve thinking skills:
classification of ideas, analysis, synthesis, mak fig
generalizations, drawing inferences, etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Prior knowledge of concepts in American '
government and the U.S. Constitut ion.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of multiple-choice questions which are
arranged both by subject and by level of
difficulty. If studied by subject (Lwislat
Executive, Elections, etc.) users will find the
questions arranged with h each menu topic. The
easier questions will come first, and the
exper fence like a lasson. If studied by
diff faulty level (Beg hoer, Intermediate,'

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

M A D SD NA
Content is accurate. .
Content has eduaidonal value.. 4 ,
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.

Package achieves defined purpose. ,

, , Content piesentadon is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

Ih,:44. Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

, r
Student creativity is effectively, stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

..

M A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

instruction intestates with prior learning. .

Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive. ,

User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
p

, . . Teachers can employ package easily.
4% Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
e' - Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Snoaslr Aireinii=c1====cm....mmommgettMiaow D:Stroner Disagrie NIA- Nat Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Seale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low):
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4.5, Technical Characteristics - 4.5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
003) 2484800

53

This evaluation is based on the evaluations.of three dr more reviewers
wkp are representative of potential users of the courseware package..

Permission to -eproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE ',EVALUATION

U.S. Constitution Tutor, continued

Advanced) the subject matter will be mor "mixed
up," but the experience will be like a test. Topics
included are Legislative Brinch, How a Bill
Becomes=.4 Law, Executive Branch, Elections,
Judicial Branch, Amendments, Constitutional
Principals, and Rights.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:- 4 to 5
hours.

POTENTIAL USEtli' This package provides
relevant information wh bh could be used as
review ot re hforcement pertaining.to the
Constitution and Legislative Branches. The
packagp could be used with.individuals,Vmall
groups,,or in large group situations. It could be
used as ,a tool for discussion.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: All the material is very
well Organized

ear
and planned. The concepts are

presented clly and with:varying levels Of
difficulty. The feedback is immediate and
appropriate.

`

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The delay while the 4e.

computer retrieves the next question is too long.

V

c

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is ba.sed on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potIntial users of the courseware package.
(503) 2484800 Permission to reproduie this document is hereby granted.
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micro.67COURStWAVALUATION
The criteria tar..1 for this evaluation have been ciatorrimi to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Vectors and Graphing, Volume 1

VERSION: Copyright 1981

PRODUCER: Cross Educational Software
1802 N. Trqnton Street
P.O. Box 15$8
Ruston, Louisiana 71270

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the staff
and constituents of Institutefor Educational Research,
Glenn -Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: $15.00

ABILTri LEVEL: "Grade 11 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Sc fences'
TOPIC: Physics, Mathematics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48H Apple II Plus, Ile, &
one disicdrive, monitor.. Will be avilable for IBM-PC.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesott, DOS 3.3 (may be
converted to, 3.2)
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Rernediation, standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial problem
solving
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Organizing
information, interpreting information.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Inprogram
prerequisite skins/activities, program operating
instructions, student's instructfons. In supplementary
materials program operating instructions, post-test,

information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: To introduce the
concepts of vector resolution, vector addition, DOT
products and cross products.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED) The
student must have received prior instruction on the
concepts covered by the package; trigonometry is

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package h the first
of a 12 volume,Physbs Series. Each volume of the
series is sold separately. The package eons fists t f 1
diskette and a manual The manual
contains a brief description of each program, some
brief teacher notes, and a listing of the "Datagraph"
prograni. ,The seven programs in the package are:
Vector Resolution, DOT Products, Vector Products with
Uhit Vectors, Vectors and Scalars Quiz, Vector
Add bon, Crostl Products, and Graphing Data.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

MA DSDNA
Content is MOROI&

Co.....,.......tent current knowledge of subject.
Sciene..........._____issuespresented objectively.
Content has educational value.

a Science processes well :menaced into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Pianos. of package is well defined.

a Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentatioti is clear and .logical.

7-"--""MheDifficulty level is appropriate to audience.
package makei good use of computer ti=7

Graphicsisound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

M A D SD NA
III Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
II Pecan IAN effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package componausere durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree 0-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend use of this package.

Summary: (1 = Low, 5 = High)
Content - 2, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 1.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Meth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 .`
(5031;484600

55

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are rePresentative of potential Well of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customised to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

POTENTIAL USES: The package is Useful for students
who have had trigonometry to review vectors and
graphing.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20-30
minutes per segment..

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package is easy to use for
student; with no prior compute experience.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package assumes
trigonometry, vectors and graphing experience. Most
students at this leitel probably wouldn't benefit from
this type of experience. It is definitely not drill and
practice and only marginally tutorial. It is pass file to
go through each section without displaying any
.learn lg. This peekage makes poor use of computer
capabilities.

4

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 &W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

56

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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microliFT.COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Algebra Arcade

VERSION: Apple II+, Ile

PRODUCER: Wadsworth Electronic
Publishing Company
555 Abrego
Monterey, CA 93940

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
* staff and constituents of The Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory in Portland, Oregon and
Oakland Schools in Pontiac, Michigan.

COST: 849.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through
pos$-secondary.
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Mg bra
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 -1/4. in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II+ or Apple Ile,
1 disk drive, monitor (color prefered), Joystick
optional.
REQU/RED SOFTWARE: 5-1/4 in, floppy disk
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial, .drill
and practice, game.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
suggested grade/ability level(s). In supplementary
material program operating instructions,
student's instructions.

a.-

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide students with instruction and practice
in creating graphs of equations on j.
plane.

INSTRUCTIONAL PRE QUISITES:
(INFERRED) A knowledge of first yeah' algebra,
linear and quadratic equations.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Algebra Arcade
is designed for one or two players to develop skills
in defining functions whose graph will eliminate
"Algebroids" using a "Whirlwind" symbol. The
game format rewards the highest score to the
player whose equation(s) remove the most
obs&aeles in the shortest tittle. Several variations
add interest and motivation to appeal to a wide
range of skill levels.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: One to.
two class periods.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
with individuals or pairs as a reinforcement and
motivational tool in any class studying families of
equations and their graphs (Introduction to
Algebra through Pre-calculus). Other possible
uses include enrichment activities for advanced
students and large group demonstrations.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.t Content has educational value..
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined. -
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty le.el is appropriate to audience.

'Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

i. Feedback is effectively employed.

I
SA A D SD NA

Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.. ,
User support materials are effective.

. Information displays are effective.

Users c,an,opemte easily and independently.

Teacher* can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Aped A-Agee D-Olsagree SD- Strong'. Umagree NA - hot Applkablr

Evaluators indfcated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) or 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - Technical Characteristics 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth *venue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 JO

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT' COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Algebra Arcade, continued

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is fun and
motivational. It encourages the user to develop
his/her ability in working with graphs of
equations. The students want to learn more
advanced functions to get better at the game.
The program accomodates various math abilities
ranging from the beginner using equations such as
y=2 to the more advanced math student using
equations such as y=3*sin(x-l.7). A program
control feature allows the user to modify the
programs speed, type of equations, sound, size of
coordinate plane, and others. The documentation
is comprehensive and understandable.

, MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The user must be
familiar with the aterial in the 26 page user's
guide to be able take advantage of all of the
fqatures the progra as to offer. All equations
must be in the form y=f(x). Equations in the for
x=f(y) cannot be entered although are sometimes
'very useful for playing the game. Equations must
be entered using the symbolism of BASIC rather
than the symbolism of algebra. For example, the
equation y=2x+4 must be entered as Y=2*X+4.

OTHER COMMENTS: I'm sure my students would
bre this program:

7)

113
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800 5a

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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thIcrilF7P2URSEWARE EVAWATION

Alligator Alley

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: DLM, Inc.
One DLM Park
PO Box 4000
Allen, TX 75002

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of OTIS in Eugene, Oregon.

COST: $44.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Varies
SUBJECT: Miscellaneous
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 tn. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, Ile, 1 disk
drive, color monitor (preferred), printer
(optional), joystick (optional).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3 Applesoft.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE& Content
control, drill and practice, game.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
supplementary material 6- program operating
Instructions, teacher's information, student
worksheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
Teacher must establish aims for individual
students and provide content to meet those aims.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES!
(INFERRED) Given teacher produced content,
prerequisites will vary. Students will need
experience using keyboard and ,operating the
computer.

ONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
eludes a Manual, one diskette, and a set of

ckline. Masters. The program is designed
around a microcomputer program in Kerne format
to which teachers add specific content. The
games provide drill and practice activities. The
game may be played'using the keyboard or
joystick. The game (speed, playing time, sound,
etc.) can be altered. In addition, game titles and
lists can be printed. The worksheets are for
timed practice, reeordkeeping, and quick
reference to commands and keystrokes.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Fiftean minutes per day, 3-4 days per week. Due
to flexibility of content, there are many variables
which would effect the length of time needed to
achieve objectives.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could replace
many drill sheets prepared by classroom
teachers. Student progress could be monitored
and charted. The program lends itself better to
drill and practice of math facts more so than
other areas of the curriculum.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SAA D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of packagedis well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

. _ Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

Evaluators indicated that t:
no change.

SAA D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be.generalited.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective-.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately:
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SO - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable
ti

would use or recommend use of this package with little or

Summary% Scale from 5 (High) to 1 {Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 3.
M11.111Ir

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on tic evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2484800 so Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Alligator Alley, continued

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Students were motivated
by graphics and the building of one alligator on
top of another to prove success. The immediate
feedback is rewarding and the laek.of success is
not as devastating as is sometimes the ease with
pencil and paper or flasheard drills. The program
is also strengthened by the ability to control
options such as speed and running time. The
manual is clear and easy to read.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: While the program is
motivating, some variety of action is deeded. The
directions, while running the program, are not
clear for first-time users to start up.

OTHER COMMENTS: This program varies from
the typical shoot-dtn-up, blow-em.up arcade
formats previdusly seen. Also only one keystroke
is needed to respond to the problem on the screen.

.1t

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800 61

This evaluation is based on the evalwations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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Beginning Composition

VERSION: 1982 Apple

PRODUCER: Behavioral Engineering
230 Mt.-Hermon Road #207
Sccitts Valley, CA 95066

EVALUATION COMPLETED: August 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Region IV Educational
Service Center j.n Houston, Texas.

COST: $34.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 through post - secondary
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Writing
MEDIUM OF TRANSiEI 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, Ile, 48K,
1 disk drive, monitor, prInterToptional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS. 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial, word
processing

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: hi 2mm
prOgram operating instructions, student's
instructionse In supplementary material
instructional objectives, sample program output,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource reference information,
student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE& (STATED) To
assist the user in getting around writing blocks.
To facilitate writing and composing.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Keyboarding skills and junior high
school level composition skills.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains one disk and a 31 page Users Guide. It
uses eye movement leads and lihguistic prompts
to draw out ideas and teach about composition
and creative writing. It includes a tutorial and
editing section. It offers suggestions for making
writing more exciting and directing it to a
particlgar audience.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Varies

- OTENTIAL USES: This package would be
appropriate only for an advanced composition
class 'where the students were self-motivated.

MAJOR STRENGTHS:

1) The program presents a noVel and interesting
approach to overcoming writer's block. Research
in Neuro-Linguistic Programming shows that eye
movements are related to the thinking process.
The program guides eye movement while
encouraging the user to examine how he/she
visualizes, hears, or feels about-the topics, the
audience, and the intended audience response:

Continued on back
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.-
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

. 1

Purpose of package ..1 well defined.

Package achieves defined purpose.
,

-,
Content presentation is clear and logical.

r-
.".eell, level Is appropriate to audience.

i Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity Is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

_

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and,sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

.

User support materials are comprehensive.
uer support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective. .

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

\Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agri D-Disagree St)- Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicsable

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend' this package. (Note reasons
under weaknesses.)

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more eevtewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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V

Beginning Composition, continued

The use of connective word prompts is
helpful. Because the "connectives" are movable
and selectable the writer qaplay with word
order and choice, This opens possible new options
and directions at each sentence in the writer's
composition. ,

MAJOR WEAKNESSES:

1) Success with the program is determined by the
writer's satisfaction with his/her composition. In
addition, it is difficult to gauge hoW much the
program helps to make writing easier. For this,
the package is -limIted to highly self-directed,
mature stydents.

2) The initial mental exercises, designed to
prepare the writer for writing on the chosen
topic, are too brief and insufficiently developed.
The exercises lack enough direction to really give
the user complete mental images.

3) While the connective prompts lead to new
options for the. writer, the strategy is repetitive
,and limited: The same small set of prompts are
used in the same way throughout the program.
This makes regular useless likely to aid
creativity.

4) The program operation fails and sends the user
back to the main menu with certain keystroke
se9uences.

OTHER COMMENTS: An advanced version,
"Composition Strategy" is available froth the
same producer. The advanced version is very
similar but it includes a greater variety of .

prompts.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24841300

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three oo more reviewers
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Budgeting Simulation

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER EMC Publishing
300 York Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55101 4

EVALUATION COMPLETED: AUgust 1984 by the staff
and constituents of TIES, in Roseville, Minnesota.

COS'T: $55.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through post- secondary
SUBJECT: Mathematics, Personal Finance, Home
Economics
TOPIC: Life Skills
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER 5 1/2 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II+ or Apple Ile, single
disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard Instruction and
enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation and game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Procr?m,
student's instructions. In supplementer/ material -
suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional
obje-ctivesorerecedsite skills or activities, prograin
operating instructions, teacher's information, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To finish
one year of the budgeting simulation game living the
lifestyle you4prefer, while incurring the least penalties.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED) It is
recommended but not a necessary requirement that

students be familiar wit
budgeting.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package contains
one disk and a 24 page Users' Guide. The program is a
home budgeting simulation game where the user must
make budgeting decisions. Program components include
instructions, lifestyle choices, monthly rounds, and
performance summary sections. To complete the
simulation, students must maintain their budget through
12 monthly rounds and cope with unexpected events. A
'save game' feature is also available.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Varies.
About 1 hour to complete one set of 12 monthly rounds.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used in
current affairs, personal finances, or home economics
in connection with a unit on budgeting.

asic concepts of home

. MAJOR STRENGTHS: The simulation provides a good
variety of _unexpected events.

'MAJOR WEAKNESSES: There does not appear to be
any apparent benefits to ehoosingoptional
opportunities. There is too long a period of time before
feedback is given to students. Evaluation could give
much more descriptive detail of good and poor.

OTHER COMMENTS: The package would be more
appropriate if a teenage budget was also available along
with a family budget.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A IS SD NA
_

Content is accurate.

Contkat has educational value. . r

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Packxge achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation it clear and logical.

4. Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

GraphicsisouncUcolor are used appropriately.
Use of package is tnotivationaL

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is-effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised. 1
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

O Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily, and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Nut Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with ittle or nochange.

Summary: 'Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low)
Content - 5, InstrUctional Characteristics 4, TechniCal Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 84

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Budgeting Tutorial
VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: EMC Publishing
300 York Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55101

EVALUATION COMPLETED: August 1984 by the staff
and constituents of TIES in Roseville, Minnesota.

Corn $55.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Mathematics, Personal Finance, Home
Economics
TOPIC: We Skills
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/2 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II+ or
Apple fie 1 disk drive, monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction and
enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Program
student operating instructions. In su temente
material - suggested grade/ability level s Instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills or activities, program
operating instructions, teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJE a VESs (STATED) This
package was designed to - h students what a budget
is, why it is important, relev terminology and
concepts, and common budget ea ries.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED) Lower
level math ski/ls and elementary reading skills. -

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Budgeting Tutorial
contains one disk and a 16 page Users' Guide. The
programs include tutorials which explain what a budget
is, why budgeting is important, what income and

,,expenses are, how to set both long and short range
goals, fixed and variable expenses, periodic and
emergency expenses, and savings. Two case studies
describe students with budgeting problems while the
third portrays a young married couple.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: About 90
minutes.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used as a
tutorial in current affairs class for life skills, or
budgeting in home economics class.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package contains a good
variety of types of questions. It provides g
trenching on incorrect answers.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program 'Blazing Bucks',
does not lead the student to an ing useful in future
exercises. The target should smaller. The ages
could have more student int etion. The text appears
on the screen much too slowly. The program allows
meaningless input on the income analysis section. The
package seems to be geared more toward teens with
such things as babysitting income.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Coixtent is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.

Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

N Graphicsisound/colos are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated. -'

Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
. Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package t. asily.

Computer capabilities are usedppropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

I highly recommend this package.

Summ le,_arys'Scale 5 (High) to (Low).
Conttrnt - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Techn teal Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
003) 248-6130b

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is herein granted.
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The cnteria used for this evaluation haveteen customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Charged Particles II
VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Vernier Software
2920 SW 89th Street
Portland, OR 9/225

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1 984 by the
staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Schools, Rokville, Maryland.

COST: $24.95,

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 through
postrsecondary
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Physics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II+ or IIe, 48K,
one disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3

;,INSTRUCTIONAL.PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichnient.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
laboratory tool, problem solving, demonstration.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, using the Scientific Method, decision
making.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
instructional objectives, sample program output,
program opprating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions, student
worksheets, follow-up activities, program
modifications.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide the user with the opportunity to
experiment with charged particles moving through
magnetic and electric fields.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student will require prior
instruction On the effects of magnetic and
electrical fields on the motion of charged
particles.

continued on back -4.. -4.
EVALUATION SUMMARY

A D SD NA
Content is aamrate. .

Contermresents current knowledge of subject.
Sciencedssues preiented objectively.

. Comm has Ilducational value.
,

Science . well integrated into package.
, Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined puma".

r I

Conteni presentation is clear and logical.

""--:
Difficulty [evens appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use ofcomputer time.
Graphicsisoundlcolor are used appropriately. --Use.of package is motivational. r-..

SA A D SDNA
Student creativigy is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

/ Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning..,-

Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.' User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
_Program is reliable in. normal use.

SA -Fame, Agree A-Agree 'D- Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not AppliCab

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared tb its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes
were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 3.7, Instructional Characteristics - 2.7, Technical Characteristics - 2.7.

4

EaNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W., Sixth Avenue Portland; Onion 97204

66
(503) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluation* of three or more reviewers
who are tepresealasive of Potential users of the courseware package.

Perrnission to reproduce dm document a hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
allows students to experiment with the motion of
an electrically charged Particle in magnetic and
,electric fields. Several different ptiticles are
used, including two "unknown particles." The
program presents a menu of 8 challenges to the
student. Two (mangles are

'11.
Determine the mass of an electron by
experimenting with how it is affected by a
magnetic field.

Determine as much as you can about the isotopes
of UNKNOWN Z by using the simulation as a
"mass spectrometer."

The student experiments by changing the field
strengths or the speed of the particle until the
necessary solution is found.

Three utility programs are included on the
diskette Computer Stopwatch, Hex-decimal and
Rounder.

.The 27 page manual includes student worksheets,
solutions and background information on the
challenges. It also includes instructions for using
the program in. the manual mode for
demonstrations.

POTENTIAL USES: Potential use of this program
is limited without the manual. The teacher would
have to monitor and assist the user. Under such
assistance the program could provide practice
applying principles of charged particle interaction
with fields.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Student time would vary. One estimate is that it
would require three class periods after a study of
field theory.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The graphics displayed are
a strength. Additionally, the computer is used as
an apparatus of lab equipment from which
measurements may be taken., There is some
program capacity to design own experiments.
This package is NOT COPY OR LIST
PROTECTED inorsler to allow the teacher to
modify the package and to make additiOhal bopies
for student use. Program design notes are
included.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: It is essential that the
manual be reviewed carefully prior to use. This
program provides students with an opportunity to
demonstrate knoivledge of charged particle
behavior, but the program itself provides no
instruction. Students will not find it highly
motivating; what they get out of the program will
depend upon what they put into it. There is no
opportunity for feedback to help the student. The
Utility programs are of minimal use.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800 87

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of thieve or more reviewers
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Circuit Lab
VERSION: Atari

The crites7a used for this evaluation have=sized to accommodate SCIANCE courseware.

PRODUCER: Atari Program Exchange
1312 Crossman Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94088

EVALUATION COMPLETED July-10k by staff
and constituents of Northwest Regional
Education '':,,Laboratory, Portlpd, Oregon, and'
the Illinois Vocation Curriculum Center,
Springfield, Illinois.

COST: $24.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 through post-secondary
SUBJECT:. Math/Physics

1TOPIC: Electronics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 54.1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE Atari 800, 810 disk
drive, joystick, and monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE BASIC language
Cartridge
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPQSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
problem solving. .

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Organizing,
information, decision making, interpreting
information.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
'model, replication, change, field, validation,
equilibrium, interaction, invariance, system.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
PrereqUisite skills or itctivities, sample program
output, student's instructions. In supplementary,
materials Suggested grade/ability level(s),
instictional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, sample program output, program
operating instructions; student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) TO'
learn the' fundamentals of D.C. electrical circuits.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) =Students need a knowledge Of high
school algebra.

c back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

M A D SD NA ,I....,
Content di accurate.

Content tepreeents current knowledge of subject.
Science ipues , ted objectively

_ Content-has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package..
Content b free of stereotypes. .

, I

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose. .

Content presentation is dear and logical.

7 Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
. The package makes good use of computer time.

--,......iGraphics/sound/editor are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SAI A D SD NA.
Student creidvily is effectively 1. - laced. 0
Feedback is effectively. employed: 1

' Leather controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with 4ini d
Learning can be greralited.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are, effective.
. Package componentit are durable. .

Infermation dispiqs are effective. .

Users can operate easily and inndentlY.
Teachers can employ pailtagi easily.- \,
Computer capabilities are used apPropriately.
Program is reliable In normal use.

SA - StroXgly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strong!!! Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of. thii package to tie reasonab:e compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend use of this packEige:.,

SuMmary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, InstructionaliCharacteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics,- 4.

I

111
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more ravieweti
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The criteria used for this evaluaiion have been customized to accommodtut SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
allows the student to build electrical circuits on
the monitor screen by following a few %lc rules
of electricity. Using a joystick, the stu t
learns to work with series, parallel orteombination
series/parallel.circuit layouts.

POTENTIAL USES: This program would be good
for any course that covers elementary LC circuits
(parallel, series, mixed). It could be used for a
pre-lab or In place of a lab.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: This
program would require 6 to 12 hours for mastery,
but may be done in 20 minute segments.. It could
also be used as a test to see if students set up the
circuit after they Fwd studied other material.

MAJOR STRE TOS: The students receive
immediate f back for their responses and have
control over their pacing. The overall simulation
is done well. The graphics enhance the p.-ogram.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package contains
few teacher support materials. It would be an
asset to have practice materials to do evaluations
of the students understanding.

OTHER COMMENTS: It would be helpful to let
students wire things incorrectly in the simulation
so they could see the re,ults and not make the
same mistake in a real lab setting.

fi

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Composition. Strategy

VERSION: 1982 Apple

PRODUCER: Behavioral Engineering
230 Mt. Hermon Rd. #207
Scotts Valley, CA - 9;066

EVALUATION COMPLETED: August 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Region IV Educational
Service Center in Houston, Texas.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Writing
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, Ile, 48K,
1 drive, monitor; printer (optional).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3, App ft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichme t
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutor al, word
processing

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In su lementa materials
instructional ob ectives, same e program output,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource reference information,
student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
assist the user in getting around writing blocks.
To facilitate writing and composing.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Keyboarding skills and junior high
school level composition skills.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE This package
contains one disk and a 36 page Users Guide. It
uses eye movement leads and linguistic prompts
to draw out ideas and teach pedple about
composition and creative writing. This package is
an advanced version of Beginning Composition
Strategy, which provides more sophisticated
prompts, more control, and more options for
creativity.

ESTIMATEDSTUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Varies

POTENTIAL USES: This program could be. used in
advanced composition classes with motivated
users.

MAJOR STRENGTHS:

1) The program presents a novel and interesting
approach to overcoming writer's block. Research
in Neuro-Linguistic Programming shows that eye
movements are related to the thinking process.
The program guides eye molteinent while

Continued on back
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound !color are used appropriately.

Use of package is tnotivatiorual.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively 'employed.

iiir

SA A D SQ NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can tgeneralized.
User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D.-Disagree SD -*Strongly Deuarer V A - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend this package. (Note reasons
under weaknesses.)

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low)
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Teachnical Characteristics - 2.

NorthwAt Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
003) 248.6800 70

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the ccurseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Composition Strategy, continued

encouraging the user to examine how he/she
visualizeS, hears, or feels about the topics, the
audience, and the intended audience response.

2) The use of connective prompts is
"conehelpful. Because the "cone are movable

and selectable the writer can'play with word
order and choice. This opens possible new options
and directions at each sentence in the writer's
composition.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES:

1) Success with the program is determined by the
writer's satisfaction with his/her composition. In
addition, it is difficult to guage how much the
program helps to make writing easier. For this,
the package is limited to highly self-directed,
mature students.

2) The initial mental exercises, designed to
prepare the writer for writing on the chosen
topic, are too bri d insufficiently developed.
The exercises la k enough direction to really give
the user comple mental images.

3) The additional prompt options offered in the
advanced version do not make writing any easier.
The process of cycling.through the word options is
time consuming and tends to inhibit a train of
thought.

OTHER COMMENT& A beginning version,
"Beginning Composition", is available from the
same producer. The beginning version is very

. similar but it has a limited set of prompts.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(S03) 2484800 71
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Electronic Blackboard Series:
Algebra

VERSION EVALUATED: Apple Version 1.1

PRODUCER: Wadsworth Electronic Publishing Co.
555 Abrego
Monterey, CA 93940

EVALUATION COMPLETED: F bruary 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Oaidan ISD, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST: $95.00 )F0
Entire Series of 4 diskettes $185.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 8 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOM: Algebra
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Family, one
disic'drift, and monitor (color recommended)
REQUMEDSOFTWARE:
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Stan rd instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: m :metre tion

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In supplementary
material suggested grade /ability level(s), sample
program output, program operating instructions,
resaurce/referenee information, student's Instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To
provide a demonstration tool for the teacher to
illustrate geometric concepts in algebra.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREAEQUISITESi (INFERRED) An
appropriate background in mathematics to be able to
demonstrate the various funetions.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package is the
first of three packages in aseries. It contains five
disks covering °artesian coordinates, lines and linear
functio.J, quadratics and polynomials, conic sections,
and logarithms, exponentials and inequalities.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Since the
package is used by the teacher to demonstrate various
concepts in algebra, the time required will vary.

POTENTIAL USES: The package-could be used as a
demonstration tool in the interactive mode and display
mod,. Students can use the interactive mode to
practice or cheek their work. The target mode provides
students with an opportunity to practice skills.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Windows were used effectively
in the package. The three modes are a nice option.
The display mode demonstrates pre-set examples step
by step, the interactive mode allows input of your own
examples, and the target mode provides practice for
the students.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The teacher would nbed to
read and study manual thoroughly before being able to
use this program. Even after reading the manual It was
difficult to operate.

OTHER COMMENT'S: More support materials for
student/teacher use are needed:

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SAA DSDNA
Content is accurate. -

Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content preeentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphlcslsoundlcolor are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

ESFeedback is effectively employed. .

SAA DSDNA
-

Learner controls rate and sequence.
,...

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.

, User support materials are effective.
Information 'displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

. Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SL, Sirongh [Mame NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or
no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4; Instructional Characteristics - N A, Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204

. (503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative ()I potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The Electronic Study Guide
system of Equations and Inequalities

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Wadsworth Electronic
Publishing Company
555 Abrego
Monterey, CA 93940

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of The Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory in Portland, Oregon and
Oakland Schools in Pontiac, Michigan.

COST: $49.95.
Entire six package series $275.00.

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 8 through 12
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Algebra
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple 11+ or Apple Ile,
48K, 1 disk drive, monitor (color recommended).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: .Appletoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard'
instruction.
INSTRUCTION AL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial, drill
and practice.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
Instructional objectives, program operating
instructions, post-test, student's instructions. In
su lementa material Sample program
ou put, program operating instructions, student's
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To proviyle supplemental instruction and drill on
systems or equations and inequalities.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Prior instruction on the concepts
covered in this package. The student should have
a good understanding of the techniques of solving
simple equations and inequalities.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package is
one in a series of six packages designed to
supplement an algebra curriculum. Each package
contains between 5 and 10 seetionidetailing
various topics and 40 to 60 questions. The
problems selected represent varying degrees of
difficulty.' Each section concludes with a
self-checking quiz. Topics covered in this
package are systems of equations, systems of
equations with two variables, systems of linear'
equations with more than two variables, matrix
solutions of systems of equations, the algebra of

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content' has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.._.II). Purpose o f Jmckage is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.,
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.l
Graphics/sound/col:A are used appropriately.
Use of package'is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrate* with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
aSer support materials are effective.
Information displaytare effective., .
Users can operate easily and independently.

. Teachers can employ package easily.

.....__, Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in.normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree SIA - No, Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little,or
no change.

A

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to.1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory ,

300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 7
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or morel
who are representative of potential users of the courseware .package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.

.t



micro IFT COURSEWkRE EVALUATION

The Electronic Study Guide - systems of
Equations and Inequalities, continued

metrics, determinants, properties of
determinants, Cramer's rule, systems of
inequalities, and linear programming.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20to
30 minutes per concept for each of the ten
concepts.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used to
give individual students supplementary help on
systems of equations and inequalities.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: It is very easy for the
student to move through the package. The
directions and prompts are clear and concise
making it possible for the student to use the
package without relying heavily on the manual.
This feature makes it very easy to assign a
student to do a par ular concept.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: When a student misses a
problem, they are given instructions as to how the
problem could be solved. But, during the
instruction, the intermediate steps which are
often the most confusing to the student are
omitted. The package is not very motivational
and the use of graphics and sound are minimal.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
0031 4484800 74

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential igen of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document u hereby granted.



MicrolilIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Four-letter Words

VERSION: Apple II, II+

PRODUCER: Conduit
University of Iowa
Oakdale Campus
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of The Area Cooperative
Educational Services in Hamden, Connecticut.

COST: $50.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 8 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Vocabulary
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, Family, one
disk drive, monitor, printer optional.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment,
remediation.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, drill
and practice.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions. in
supplementary materials suggested
grade/ability level(s), instructional objectives,

sample program output, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
test the students knowle4ge of four letter words.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Spelling vocabulary of junior high
school.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains one disk and a users guide. The program
using a 3,000 word dictionary challenges the

'student's knowledge of rour letter words. The ,program includes four games, or Challenges, that
require different combinations of letters for the
starting word. The student (or the program) first
selects a starting word or set of four characters
(letters and/or blanks) alegading to the rules of
the particular Challenge. The program next scans
its dietiopary and tells the student how many
words min be formed from the starting word. The
student then enters four-letter words, and the
program kites the word right or wrong by
whether it appears in the dictionary. When the
student has identified all the words he can, the
program will report the complete list found in its
dictionary. To add to the game-playing aspects,
the program keeps tratk of how many times the
student tries each Challenge, the number of
passible correct answers, and the number of

Continued on back
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.
.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is wel defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
-0 Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
I Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.

... . User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree 0- Disagree SD- Stronglv Disagree NA - tint Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little orno change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics -

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

2, Technical Characteristics - 4.
This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is herehv granted.75



micro rr COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Four-Letter Words, Continued g

correct and incorrect responses by the student
and reports a score (correct answers less half the
incorrect answers) and a grade (the percentage
the score is of the possible score irt that
Challenge).

In addition to the Challenges, the program
includes three Search Methods students can use to
probe the dictionary for words directly, without
the restrictions on starting characters in the
Challenges. Using these searches, students can
analyze the dictionary on a wider basis than is
possible with the Challenges and without the
interactive game-playing aspects of the
Challenges.

MCIMATED STUDENT TIME UIRED: Varies.

POTENTIAL USES: This pay age may have
beneficial use in a resource m or for the
student who needs to get the feel of the English
language and does not pick it up from reading or
hearing language spoken.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The ability to load
different dictionaries allows flexibility.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The game begins with the
student picking the Starting Word from the word
challenge, thus setting the level of difficulty.
Students could, however, avoid increasing the
level in subsequent games by choosing only easy
words.

OTHER COMMENTS: Limiting program to four
letter words restricts language development.too
severely. The flexibility to increase the level of
difficulty should be included. The help menu
doesn't tell why the word 4hoice is Invalid. It
permits students to make mistakes, but provides
no reteaching or explanation of the error.

&Changing dictionary is limited to the number of
letters in words.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential siert of the courseware package.
l503) 2484500 76 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby ranted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Idea Invasion

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCE& DLM, Inc.
One DLM Park
PO box 4000
Allen, TX 75002

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of OTIS in Eugene, Oregon. .

COST: $44.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Varies
SUBJECT: Miscellaneous
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II+ or Ile
single disk drive, monitor (color 'prefered), printer
(optional) joystick (optional).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, drill
and practice, content-control

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In >.
supplementary material program-Operating
instructions, teacher's information, student
worksheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide drill and practice in recognition of items
belonging to specific categories.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students must have prior
instruction in concepts covered in game
categories.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Consists of a
manual, 1 diskette and a set of reproducible
worksheets and recordkeeping masters. idea
Invasion is one of six programs in the
ARCADEMIC DRILL BTJILDERS series. Each
program is designed around microcomputer
program game.format into which you can put
'specific content. Your ideas become the game's
content and the focus of drill andpractice
activities. The game involves a friendly Alien
Octopus. A.O. protects her underwater territory
from invasion using a magic ring that can be
moved from armto arm and then fired at the
invaders. The game can be played using the
keyboard or joystick. The invaders are elements
cf various categories defined by the teacher. The
student must,quickly match each invader with the
appropriate category that is displayed below A.O.
It:order to be successful at the game. A wide
variety of categories and appropriate terms can
be used as content in Idea Invasion.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes. .

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose. '

Content presentation is clear and logical.----
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicsisound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can em.loy package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

0
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Nol-APPlieehle

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or
no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content 4, Instructional Characteristics

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(403) 248.6800

3, Technical Characteristics - 3.
This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three in more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.77



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Idea Invasion, continued

A sample list of words is included in the program
to provide you and your players an opportunity to
see the way the game appears on the screen and
how it is played. Directions for creating your own
lists of items for a- pprtieular category are
provided. When at least two category lists have
been created, your game will opeate exactly as
the sample game does.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10-15
minutes daily or three times a week.

POTENTIAL USES: This package can be used for
drill and practice of material previously presented
by the teacher. It could also be used to focus
students attention on a narrow'range of items
without inducing boredom from repeated practice.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Program content is
adaptable to a wide range of subjects and ability
levels given the nine speed levels. Controlling the
game length and sound are desirable features fOr
classroom or media center locations. The manual
is well written; simple but informative. Creating
and editing categories is easily done. The print
option of category lists and titles is also useful.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The lack of screen
instructions requires that an instructor be present
for the students to operate the program
successfully for the first few gar 'es. The Quick
Reference Card should come as laminatO.cards,
one for the student and one for the teacher. the
eye- and coordination required to manipulate the
arrow keys, the space bar and read the categories
can be frustrating f younger students.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 78
(SON 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document u hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accammotiate'sSClENCE coursewere

Kinematics II

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER.: Vernier Software
2920 SW 89th Street
Portland, OR 97225

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Schools, Rockville, Maryland. -

COST: $24.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 through
post-secondary.
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Physics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II+ or He, 48K,
one disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
problem solving, demonstration.

OTHER FEATURES: Reporting function,
instructional management.
SCIENCE'PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information, decision
making, rneasuring/quanti fying.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program /operati ng instructions. In supplementary
materials instructional objectives, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
program' modifications and design notes.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
familiarize the student with the quanties used in
the study of motion: time, distance, speed, and
aceelqation.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Prior instruction on the units of
measuring time, distance, speed, and acceleration
and their abbreviations is needed.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

I
Content is accurate.

'
Content represents current knowledge of subject.

,,- ,

Science issues presented objectively.
,..

Content has educational value.
Science processetwell integrated into package,.
Content is free of stereotypes.

. Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Consent presentation is clear and logical.

--.1
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used approptiately.

Use of package is modVational.

SA A D SD NA

continued on back -4

Student e.eadvity is effectively stimulated.--
Pe±.;nack is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learni g.
Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays areeffective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can em . by package easily.

Computer capabilitieti are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD Strongly Disagree NA - Not Appliiable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.
4

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4.7, Instructional Characteristics - 3.7, Technical Characteristics - 3.3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204

79(503) 203-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microliliTCOURSEWARE EVALUATION

The c item used for

CONTENT AND-STRUCTURE: This package
provides several Challenges for students learning

.kinematics. The student is to control the motion
of a truck as it travels across the screen. The
student is given an assignment, which consists of
some specifics about the truck motion the student
is to produce. An example is:

Travel 100 meters in 10 seconds with a starting.

speed of zero and constant acceleration.

The student calculates the values and enters
them. The truck is then drawn moving across the
screen. As it moves it paints a dot on the ground
every second.° After the trip is completed, the
results are analyzed and the student is given some
feedback on the results. The student may then

. 'repeat the same assignment or proceed to the
next assignment. There are ten assignments of
varying difficulty. The Teacher's Guide contains
instructions for adding or changing assignments.

A file may be created to record the name and
results for each student who wits the program.
The teacher can later retrieve this information.

Three utility programs have been added to the
diskette: Large Print, Binary and Calculator.

An 18 page manual is also included.

POTENTIAL USES: The program would provide
for teacher demonstration after the concept is
taught. The program would provide practice in
solving motion problems. Its most effective use
Would be after a class study of linear motion.
This would allow the students to verify their
understanding of linear motion formulas by
providing for individual student use.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Would
vary for each student; however, one class period
per student might be an overall estimate. Much
depends on student capability.

is III have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The record-keeping
capabilities of the program would facilitate
teacher appraisal of student's progress. This
package is NOT COPY OR LIST PROTECTED
inorder to allow the teacher modify the
package and to make additional copies for student
use. Program design notes are included.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: This package *does not
provide any instruction on how to calculate the
unknown values nor does it provide.any corrective
guidance when a questions is missed. Students
may just start guessing after making a mistake.
It could easily become a guessing game.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

80

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Letter Man

VERSION: 1982

PRODUCER: Behavioral Engineering
230 Mt. Hermon Rd.I#207
Scotts Valley, CA 95066

EVALUATION COMPLETED: August 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Region IV Educational
'Service Center in Houston, Texas.

COST: $34.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 12
SUBJECT: Business Education
TOPIC: Typewriting
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, Ile, 48K,.
1 disk drive, monitor (color optional).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE; DOS 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: All and
practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In proram
student's instructions: In /supplementary material

instructional objectives, teacher's information,
resource reference information._

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Stated To
learn effective key-finger associations. Inferred

To develop typing speed and accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None
indicated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains one disk and a 6 page Users.Guide.
"Letter Man" is a 'Pac Man' like game where
hungry gobblers chase the user around a maze at
faster and faster speeds. Moves are accomplished
by typing letters that fill the maze.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 30-45
minutes a day.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
with individuals to supplement a typing course or
in conjunction with a keyboarding unit at the
elementary level.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This program could
adequately improve both speed and accuracy. The
program is enjoyable and challenging.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The characters (letters)
are difficult to read. Instructions for operating
and playing the,games were insufficient both on
the disk and in the supplemental material. No
student records were kept.

OTHER COMMENTS: With better directions, the
program would be extremely valuable.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

-.,

Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

'ts Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are.used appropriately.

.-
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A r) SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are, comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

II Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree AAgree D-Disagree tiU - Strongly Disagree NA - Not April-able

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain
changes were made.- (Note changig: under weaknesses or other comments.)

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 1, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 el 4 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2484800 I Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Number Bowling/Space Journey
. VERSION: Texas Instruiftents

PRODUCER: Scott, Foilsman and Company
1900 E Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Aught 1984 by the
staff and constituents of R-IV ESD in Houston,
Texas.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 8
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: ROM Cartridge
REQUIRED HARDWARE: TI 99/4A, TV or
monitor.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: RemediatIon,
standard instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, drill
and practiie.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In st7grineyiliramirr..Inaterial
suggested grace eve s instrue ional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
student's instructions, student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To assist user in mastering decimal, fraction, and

percent skills and to help in deyeloping faculties
for mentally calculating these number operations.'

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) A good understanding of number
concepts and order and a mastery of the; four'
basic number operations.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package,
reinforces math skills taught at the 6thl8th
gradeb through two games. In "NamberlBowling",
students earn pi:Ants according,tm the speed of
the responseS. In "Space Journey", students
co ete against the clock to solve a series of
prob ems.

ES ATED STUDENT LIME REQUIRED:
"Numbet Bowling"- 10 minutes. "Space Journey"
- 30 minutes. .

POTENTIAL USES: "Number Bowling" is the
stronger of the two programs; however, "Space
Journey" is the most motivating. Although "Space
Journey" is an excellent drill and practice
program, it involves too many steps for,,f slower ri
student.. No instruction is presented. .

MAJOR STRENGTHS: "Number Bowling" is twill
very appegting and offers good practice. ,

Reinforcement in the games motivates students
to respond accurately and qui kly.

. .
MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Tic directions in "Space
Journey" are somewhat difficult to follow.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NALl I JL Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Ccintent is free of stereotypes. f
Purpose of package is well defined.

Package achieves defined purpose.

P----j Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicsisound/color are used appropriately.

7 Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectivelx employed.

SA A DSDNA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

-,.,......, Instruction integrates with prior 'earning.
Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.
.--,

User support materials are.effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily {Ind independently. .

Teachers can employ paCkage easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropiatelv;
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A -Agree D-Dissiree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low)
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

62

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of the or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users -of the courseware-package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Numeration 1
VERSION: Texas Instruments

PRODUCER: Scott, Foresman and Company
1900E Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: August 1984 by the
staff and constituents of R-IV ESD in Houston,
Texas.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL:. Grades Pre-school through 3
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: ROM Cartridge
REQUIRED HARDWARE: TI 99/4A, monitor or
TV, (speech synthesizer optional).
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice and tutorial.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions, In supplementary materials
suggested grade /ability level(s), sample program
output, program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide drill and practice with counting
objects, ordering numbers, and place value.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Prior instruction in counting,
ordering, and place value.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Numeration l
provides activities ins numbers to 9; comparing
numbers; tens; numbers to 39; numbers in order;
ordinal numuers; numbers to 999; and a review.
Included are the ROM cartridge and a 16 page
tigers' guide.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
package is designed to be used in sequence. It
could be used as a reinforcement or review. Each
part takes less than five minutes; the whole
package takes twenty to thirty minutes,
depending on the user's ability.

POTENTIAL USES: The package contairyfseven
instructional and practice programs and one
review program. It would be an excellent tool to
use with K-2 students to reinforce number
concepts, comparing and ordering numbers,
greater than and equal to, place value, and
grouping tens. It would also be a good tool to use
as a review and for teaching remedial or bilingual
students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This is an excellent
program for early primary. It provides instruction
as well as practice.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None stated.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NAr Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
--Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

Teacher can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

NA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Otsagree SD- Strongly I) .agree tiA Sod Apollyattle

Evaluators irNica ter] that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(5031 248-6800 83

This evaluation i* based On the evaluations of three or more rct 'ewers
who are representative of potential users of the Courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby grunted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Numeration 2

VERSION: Texas Instruments

PRODUCER: Scott, Foresman and Company
1900 E Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: August 1984 by the
staff and constituents cf R-IV ESD in Houston,
Texas.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 2 through 6
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: ROM Cartridge
REQUIRED HARDWARE: TI 99/4A, TV or
monitor (speech synthesizer optional).
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice.

DOCUMENTATION. AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In su lementa material
suggested gra eve s samp e program
output, program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide drill and practice with place value,
ordering numbers, and rounding.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Prior instruction on place value, '-
ordering numbers, and rounding.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Numeration 2
provides activities in: place values of four digit
numbers; comparing numbers; rounding numbers;
five and six digit numbers; seven, eight. and nine
digit numbers; daily use of numbers; and a review.
Included are the ROM cartridge and a 16-page
users' guide.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10
minutes in parts. 30 minutes in its entirety.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
for reinforcement, for drill of skills, or for a
review of previously taught skills. The-teacher
may skip skills to concentrate on areas of need or
use in consecutive order.

MAJOR ST1a.ENGTHS: The package provides
excellent reinforcement of IT13S skills and could
be used as a review up to grade 5.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Concepts are not taught,
and explanations of incorrect responses are not
provided.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational

Content is free of ste poi..

Purpose of package is1, efined.
Package achieves ned purpose.

Content presentee .n is clear and logical.
Difficult level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicsisound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

,.

information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers cart employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicatd that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 5.

Northwest Regional Educational LAboratory
306S.W. Sixth Avenue 0 l'ortlanti. Oregon 97204
(503) 24843400 84

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micrc4iFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Nutrition Simulation

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: EMC Publishing
Changing Times Ed. Service
300 York Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55101

EVALUATION COMPLETED: In September 1984 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, In Roseville, MN.

COST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 through postsecondary.
SUBJECT: Nutrition
TOPIC: Food Selection
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWAR& Apple II+ or lie,
1 disk drive, monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard Instruction,
enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game and simulation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Supplementary
material - Suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional
objectives, prerequisite' skills or activities, sample
program output, program operating instrucdons, and
teacher's information.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package contrins
one disk and a users guide. The package simulates the
details of organizing a shopping spree on a fixed budget
and purchasing food items in various quantities. Food is
then selected and prepared for consumption at various
mealtimes. The package rates each prepared menu
according to nutritional facts and individual .seeds:

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Approximately
90 minutes.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES To develop the skills of
selecting and eating nutritious food while staying on a
limited budget.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Basic tixth grade
reading skills and knowledge. of the four basi food groups.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used in
conjunction with the NUTRITION TUTORIAL in home
economics or health classes. It could also be used in a
consumer affairs unit to simulate life skills problems.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The reviewers liked having the
option of a short or long game. The idea of a "shopping
spree" is creative and could be a valuable learning ,

activity relating to the purchase of food Items while
taking into account a limited budget and Calorie values.
The unplanned purchases had good variety. The screen
layouts are consistent throughout.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The major problem with this
package is that it operates very slowly. Long delays
during the operatidn of the simulation causes the students
to loose interest. At other times the screen changed
before the user was finished reading. The directions were
minimal and difficult to follow. The evaluation could be
expanded to give more explanation of what was.done right
and wrong.

OTHER COMMENT& An I/O error occured causing the
program to break in line 8065.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
.- * Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.

a Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose. ,

Content presentation is clear and logical. ..

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicsisound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective. -

a Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain
changes were made. (Note changes under weaknesses or other comments.)

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 85

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewer%
who are representative of potential users of thr courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby grant. J.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Nutrition Tutorial

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: EN1C Publishing
300 York Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55101

EVALUATION COMPLETED: August 1984 by the
staff and qmstituents of TIES in Minnesota.

COST: $55.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Health, Home Economics
TOPIC: Nutrition
MEDIUM OP TRANSFER: 5 1/2 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II+ o.e lie,
1 disk drive, monitor, (color preferred).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Dos 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTION AL TECHNIQUE& Drill and
practice and tutorial.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program -
suggested grade/ability level(s), program
operating instructions, pre-test,,post-test,
sdent's instructions. In supplementary material
- instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, sample program output, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
textbook correlation, follow-up activities.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

'NW ,====ze

EMIw Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.MI Content is free of stereotypes.am Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined ;.tarpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Gra hicahound/color are wod appropriately.111 ...

11010

Use of pacli,age is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) The
nutrition tutorial is designed to teach:
identification of the five basic food groups and
the foods that compose.them; minimum daily
requirements (i.e., number of servings
recommended from each food group); definitions
of relevant terms such as nutrition amd calorie;
the function and source of important nutrients;
the relationship between calories and activity
levels; the format and the importance of
information on nutrition levels; factors relevant
to menu planning such as the following: the role
of snacking, seasoned foods, cost, and the
vegetarian diet.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) None listed but reading level at 6th
grade is needed.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Nutrition
Tutorial contains one disk and a User's Guide.
The disk contains five interactive tutorials
covering food groups, serving size, nutrients and
calories, nutrition labeling, and menu planning.
Each tutorial provides mastery-based instruction
using multiple choice, fill in the blank, true/false,
or matching format. The material is broken down
into small units.. Following every block of
instructional material is a mastery .exercise which
test understanding of key concepts. No test
results, record keeping or reporting is included.

"Continued on back

SA A D SD NA
Learnir controls rate and sequence.

I11

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials.are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

EMI Information displays ere effective.

EI
El

Ill Users can operate easily and independently.

II Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree SA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or nochange.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to, I (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 8

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative oil poienttal users of the courseware package.

Permission so reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION l

Nutrition Tutorial, continued

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: About
90 minutes to complete all five units.1The
individual units would take 30 min. for food
groups, 15 min. for serving size, 30 min. for
nutrients and calories, 7 min. for nutrition labels,
and 7 minutes for menu planning.

POTENTIAL USE This package could be used to
provide individualized instruction on nutrition at
the secondary level. A few of the five units could
be used at the jugior high school or upper
elementary level. It would also be a good review
for college students. The material covered is
appropriate for use in health, life science, and
home economics as an introduction or review of
topics in nutrition.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The materials in this
lesson are thorough, accurate, and presented in a
logical and organized manner. The menu provides
the flexability to use any of the five sections as
needed. The five sections represent a good
variety of activities. The tone of the package is
positive and motivational. It requires interaction
appropriate to junior high school and above but
does not 'teach down' to the audience. The
reviewers liked the `way the package incorporates
the number of servings and variations according
'to the users age group.

MAR WEAKNESSES: The branching. within the
progra is mini The learner- cannot control
the sequ ce. e food group unit as presented
could be done as well using the traditional
textbook approach. There is too much rtiading
and it is presented too slowly. It presents too
much information on the nutrients before
feedback is required. The support materials are
for the teacher and notfor the student.
Sometimes it is difficult to identify the food
being pointed to in the graphic displays.

OTHER COMMENTS: A color monitor is
recommended for effective use of this package.
Without the color monitor some questions are
unclear.

risarI

a

Northwest R.0011111 Educational taboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Onion 97204
(50312486800

87

Thu evaluatiCM is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Orbit II

VERSION:. Apple

PRODUCER' Vernier Software
'2920 SW 89th Street
Portland, OR 97225

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Montgomery ,County
Schools, Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $24.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Sciences .

TOPIC: Physics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II+ or Ile, 48K, 1
disk drive and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 ,

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE& Simulation,
problem solving, demonstration

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED:. Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, using the Scientific Method, decision
making, measuring/quantifying.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
(instructions. Insjmplementary materials
instructional obj4ctives, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions, follow-up activities, prograin
modification, design notes.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE& (STATED) To
provide the student with the opportunity to
experiment with the paths of orbiting satellites.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Prior instruction of Newton's Laws
of Motion.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Allows students
to experiment with satellite motion. Students are
presented with nine challenges. Three examples
are

continued on bark

EVALUATION SUMMARY

M A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents Be of subject.

111 IP

Science ianes_presented objectively.

Content ban educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.
Content ls kee of stereotypes.

Purpose of package b well defined.1 Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior 'canting.
Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials areeffective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable compared to its irstructionat value.

valuators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

kaleale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content .3.71 Instructional Characteristics - 2.3, Technical Characteristics - 3.3.

Nonirwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 88

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro4IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SC1ENCEsourseware.

Obtain a circular orbit by launching from a space
station one earth radius above the earth.

Determine the escape velocity of the earth
experimentally.

Use the thruster rockets to correct the elliptical
orbit of the TDRS-A satellite and put it in a
geosynchronous orbit (as NASA did in the spring
of 1983). r

The student selects the launch speed and angle
and the satellite is launched. The satellite motion
is plotted and the heading, speed and distance
from the:earth are eontinuously,displayed at the
bottom of the screen. Thruster rockets may be
used for minor course corrections. When the
satellite motion is interrupted, the elapsed time
and final speed are displayed.

The 23 page manual includes solutions and
background information for the challenges, as
well as instructions on using the program in the
manual mode for demonstrations.

POTENTIAL USE& The best potential use of this
program is as a.classroom demonstration by the
teacher to show application of orbital calculations.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Average student learning time would be
approximately two claim periods.

MAJOR STRENGTH& Graphic treatment of
-subjects is a strength. This package is NOT
COPY OR LIST PROTECTED inorder to allow the
teacher to-modify the package and to make
additional copies for student use. Program design
notes are included.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES:` Program has very few
options for creative and critical thinking. If the
student is allowed to use the package without
teacher direction, guessing becomes the easiest
route, and trial and error dominates use. Student
users quickly found that guessing was the easiest
way to adjust speeds and direction of launch in
order to produce an orbit. The only instruction
provided to teach hew to calculate correct values
is contained in the User's Manual.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Stith Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(303) -r6800

ThU evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or More reviewers
who are.represeistative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Picnic

VERSION: 2.1 - Apple

PRODUCER: Computer Skill.Builders
3130 N Dodge Blvd.
PO Box 42050
Tucson, Arizona 85723

EVALUATION CO.MPLEfED: September 1984 by
the staff and constituents of The Program for
Research and Evaluation for Public Schools,
Mississippi.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through
post-secondary.
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Spelling
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/2 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Family,
1 disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction and enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice and game.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program -
program operating instructions and student's .
instructions. In supplementary material -

instructional objectives, sample program output,
,program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions.

'INSTRUCTIONAL OBJEC
vin

S:, (STATED)
Develop skills in problem g, spelling analysis
and pattern reconition, alphabetic sequencing,
logic and word recall. Detailed educational goals
are listed on page 4 on the documentation manual.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Reading level must be 4th grade or
above.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains one disk and a Users Guide. Picnic is a
gamte where the user tries to find the P:cret
spelling pattern in words selected by the
computer to bring something to the PICNIC. You
can play against opponents (2 to 18 players) or
against Hugo, your Computer opponent. Spelling
is checked against a 2,300 word list.

Play on one of three leveli Of difficulty. Level 1
patterns depend only on the spelling of the
keyword. Levels 2 and 3 show words whose
pattern depends on such factors as ttie last
correct word or the player's name. The computer
selects patterns at random, offering continual
challenge to children and adults.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content has educational value
Content is free of stereotypes.

' Purpose of package is well defined.
0

Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
,..

Difficulty level Is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package Is motivational.
, ..

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
.-,

Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

A
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

_ User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Sircnigiv Agree A-Agree D-Dtsggree SD- Stronih Diaagrer NA - Not AripliLahlr

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend this package. (Note reasons under
weaknesses.)

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 2, Instructional Characteristics - 1, Technical Characteristics - 1.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

so

This evaluation is based on,the evaluations of three or more reviewers
Who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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microfAFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Picnic continued

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15
minutes per day. Extensive time would be
required especially at the lower grade levels.

POTENTIAL USES: As an'enrichment activity
with groups of students at the elementary level.
As a problem solving activity.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Tlie idea of using
strategies to find,patterns is good. The number of
words in the word list (2,300) is very large. The
three levels of difficulty are very useful.
Students dto have to be good problem solvers
inorder to be successful with the game, however,
the package does not teach problem solving.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: This package would
require a lot of work on the part of the teacher
inorder to tte useful. The purpose of the package
is not clear. The level of difficulty is not
appropriate for most students in the elementary
grades. The program contains bugs at level two.

OTHER COMMENTS: Clues built into the
program to help the player make guesses would
enhhnce the program greatly.

as

Northwest Regionil Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oreion.97204 -9
(503) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereto, granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Projectiles II

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Vernier Software
2920 SW 89th Street
Portland, OR 97225

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Schools, Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $24.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades .9 through
post-secondary.
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Physics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II+ or Ue, 48K,
one disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
problem solving, demonstration.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: I A cOuiring
infomation, interpreting informatioh,Atsing the
Scientific Method, desicion making,
measuring/quantifying. .

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructoins, teacher's
information, student's instructions. In
saplementary materials instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, resorce/reference
information, student's instructions, textbook
correlation, follow-up activities, program
modification and design notes.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide the opportunity to experiment with
projectile motion.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Prior instruction on the effects of
the acceleration due to gravity on projectiles.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Allows students
to experiment with projectile motion. Nine
interesting challenges are presented for student
solution. One example:

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA.
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively._
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package al hieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphicsisound/color are used apprqpriately.
Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree

SA' A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

411/
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package withiittle or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 3.7, Instructional Chpxacteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 3.

INNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

92

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representatiim of potrntiat users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

V

Hit a target at a known range by launching
horizontally from a 100 meter cliff assuming no
air resistance.

Various modes complicate the situation by
changing the launch site, adding air resistance or
wind, or causing the targe to move. The target
position is selected randomly. The student enters
the launch speed and launch angle for the shot.
The projectile motion is then displayed on the
screen. As the trajectory is drawn, the
projectile's height, range and elapsed time in the
air is displayed on the screen.

Some challenges involve taking data and
investigating the relationship between variables
(e.g., launch speed and range).

The program may also be used in the manual mode
for demonstrations.

A 21 page manual with background information
and solutions for the challenges is included.

POTENTIAL USE& The program's strongest
potential use is as a demonstration for classroom
study in Physics.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Student time involvement in the program would
,vary. Average could possible be two class periods.

MAJOR STRENGTH& Program appears to be
fairly flexible with strong graphics and possible
use for drill and practice. This package is NUT
COPY OR LIST PROTECTED inorder to allow the

' teacher to modify the package and to make
additional copies for student use. Program design
notes are included.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Program could very
easily become a guessing game. Without
supervision, this program becomes another trial
and error Ocercise. Students commented that the
program "seems like a game and can get boring"
and were concerned that it had "lots of potential
for horsing around."

OTHER COMMENTS: If used without proper
teacher direction, the program is a game which
does not teach how to employ the basic principles
of projectile motion. The program's objectives
may be achieved by guessing. Sound effects
become monotonous, and a quick check of the
manual's directions failed to provide a means to
eliminate them.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2486800 93

This evaluation is based on the evaluation.t of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Pyramid Puzzler

VERSION: Texas Instruments

PRODUCER: Scott, Foresman and Company
1900 E Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025'

EVALUATION COMPLETED: August 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Region IV Educational
Service Center in Houston, Texas in Houston,
Texas. ,)

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through 6
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: ROM Cartridge
'REQUIRED HARDWARE: TI 99/4A, monitor or TV
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, drill
and practice.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In su lementary material
suggested grade ability level s , sample program
output, program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide drill and practice on multiplication of
whole numbers.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Knowledge of the multiplication
facts.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Pyramid Puzzler
includes one program where the student moves
toward the top of the pyramid by quickly and
accurately answering multiplication problems.
The program provides three levels of difficulty
and one or two person formats. Included are the
ROM cartridge and a 1.6 page users' guide.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15-20
minutes per level.

POTENTIAL USES: The package is designed to be
drill and practice and is designed to motivate two
students to compete against one another by using
their knowledge of multiplication facts.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program provides
excellent practice in multiplication facts.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Since the program is
designed for two players, it's not very challenging
for one. Playing against the computer is too
simple.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

. Content has educational value.
,

Content is free of stereotypes. -
Purpose of package N well defined.

Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriite to audience.
Graphicsisoundico lor are used appropriately.

Use'of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

i -S - Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
information displays are effective,

Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Stronglv Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Nou Appinable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this.package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristic's - 2, Technical Characteristics - 5

elNorthwest Regional Educational 1.811coraiory
100 S.W. Sixth Avenue l'ortlawwl. thrgun 97204
(503) 248.6800
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Ship Ahoy/Word Scramble

VERSION: 2.1 - Apple

PRODUCER: Computer Skill Builders
3130 N Dodge Blvd.
PO Box 42050
Tucson, Arizona 85723

EVALUATION COMPLETED: September 1984 by
the staff and constituents of The Program of
Research and Evaluation for Public Schools,
Mississippi.

awn $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL Grades 5 through
post-secondary.
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Vocabulary
MEDIUM.OF TRANSFER: 5 1/2 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple, 1 disk
drive, monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and Dos 33
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction and enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE& Drill and
practice, game, and control content.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In Supplementary Material
instructional objectives, sample program output,

program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
build vocabulary and increase word recognition
skills. Other objectives are stated more precisely
in the Documentation.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) To be at a 5th grade reading level.

CON"TNT AND STRUCTURE: This package
includes two word skill games that build
vocabulary and increase word recognition skills.

Each program can process 500 words of up to 25
letters each. You can add specific vocabulary,
target subject areas, and modify the level of
difficulty.

SHIP AHOY challenges players to guess a secret
word. Each correct letter appears in the word
while each incorrect guess causes the ship to sink
a little more.

Continued on back
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

a Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

.. User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective: .

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agee A-Agree D-Ditogree Strongh Dnagree NIA -101 Arplucable

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend this pack-Age. .(Note reasons under.weaknesses.)

Summary: Scale 5 (High) 1 (Low)
Content - 2, Instructional Characteristics - 1, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue .4 Portland. Oregon 97104 9
003) 248.6800 5

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reiewers
who are representative of potential users of the coursewure package

Permission to reproduce this docUment is hereby grunted.
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Ship Ahoy/Word Scramble, continued

MAD SCRAMBLE presents players with words
whose letters have been randomly rearranged. If
the player is having difficulty guessing Ihe word,
the computer gives the player a hint: the correct
first and last letters of the word.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20
minutes per word list.

POTENTIAL USES:. WIth individual students to
provide drill and praetide with a spelling list.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package is easy to
use. With the help of an adUlt even young
children are able to use the program. Students
found the word scramble game to be motivating.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package should
include atleast one ready made word list for
familiarization and demonstration purposes.
Reviewers questioned the educational value of
word scramble and word spelling games such as
these. They do not appear to increase word
recognition or vocabulary skills. The activity
promotes random guessing, especially with young
children, unless the user possesses a well
developed vocabulary in the area presented. To
develop vocabulary implies an understanding of
the mealling of the words which these 'programs
do not address. If a teacher were to use this
package it would require a great deal of effort.
The word scramble pfogram contained bugs.

I

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(50312486800 96

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Star Maze

VERSION: Texas Instruments

PRODUCER: Scott, ForeArvn and Co.
1900 E Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: August 1984 by the
staff and constituents of R-IV ESD in Houston,
Texas.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through 6
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic

-MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: ROM Cartridge
REQUIRED HARDWARE: TI 99/4A, Monitor or TV
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, drill
and practice.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's

'instructions. In supplementary material
Suggested grade/ability level(s), sample program
,output, program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL ORJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide drill and praCtice oh division' of whole
numbers.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) fArior instruction on dividing whole
numbers.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Star Maze
includes one program where the user moves from
star to star, scoring points by correctly answering
division problems. Three leVelof whole number
di'yision are provided. No instruction of division
is included. Included are the ROM cartridge and a
16-page users' guide. '

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15 to .

20 Minutes per level.

POTENTIAL USES: The package would he good
for reinforcing division facts as well as
completing long division problems for the
advanced and master levels. Paper and pencil
might be nei!ded, but it would be challenging for
students to complete problems in their heads.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This is a tfigh-interest
appealing program. It provides excellent division
practice.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: A drawback is that paper
and pencil are sometimes neefied.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes. -

Putpose of package). well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose!

--.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriatAv.

i

...
Use of package is motivational.

, Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
.j I Feedback is effectively employed.

a

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.

0
i Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

1 _t_ Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

1. Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A -Agree Disagree SD- `strongls iheitfrr \A - .sri'h'.u'h-

1 h11

Evaluators indicated that thy would highly recommend this package.
I-

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low) .
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(5031248.6800
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micro SIFT COUP*8EWARE EVALU,TION

The cruena used for this evaluation ha've been usrommi to Llicommodase SCIENCE courseircare

Tellstir

VERSION: Level I

PRODUCER: Scharf Software Systems
Suite 1068, 2111-M 30th Street
Dept. TJ
Bolder, CO 80301

EVALUATION COMPLETED. July 1984 by staff
and constituents of Jefferson County Schools,
Denver, Colorado.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 - post-secondary
SUBJECT: ,Soience
TOPIC: Astronomy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Family,
single disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DdS,.3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
.INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Laboratory
tool.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED:
Measuring/quantifying.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
supplerionlary materials sample program
output, program operating instructions, teacher's
information, resourceYreference information,
student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
reproduce the night sky from any location on
earth at any time over a period of 3000 years.

INISTRUCTIONAI, PREREQUISITES:
(INTERRED) Students need a knowledge of
celestial coordinate syStems.

CONTENT,A ND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of extensive users manual with
instructions and appendices. It locates, identifies
and describes stellar objects visible from any spot
on earth at any time.

. continued on back

.._
Content is accurate. ,

Content represents current knowledge of subject.'/ Science issues pfesented objectively.
Content has educaticinal value.

Science processes well integrated into package.
, Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation it clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good ute of computer time.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package Is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
. Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

Feedback is effectively employed.

Leainer controls rate and sequence. ,

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. .

User support materials are cOmprehensive,

, . User suppOrt materials are effectiii.
Package components are durable..
Information displays are effective.

,
,

Users can operate easily and ibdependently.
,. Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Stronglx Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the
4
packade is reasonable compared to its instructional

value.

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

glNorthwest Regional Educationel Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue 0 Portland. Oregon 97204
(5031248.6800 98

. ,

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

- The cruena used for this evalv.anon have been custonuzed to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

POTENT! ES: This package provides a small
planetarium foethe science classrom. Many
units in AstronOmy could make use of this
program to bring the night sky into the
classroom. I could be used as a teacher
demonstration tool or by individuals and small
groups.

ESTIMATED SUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
program will require one class pbriod for
understanding the functions, then the time needed

( is unlimited depending on the task chosen by the
user.

MAJOR STRENGTAS: This package is a valuable,
accurate, versatile tool for/seeing the sky. The
lab's that can be created from this tool could take
up a whole quarter: It is excellent for high school
and college students.

MAJOR WEAKN4SSIS: The program takes too
much time for calculations.

OTHER COMMENT& A teacher will ha9e to
write structuredjabs/assignment,4 or use it in a
demonstrition mode for it to be useful in seventh
and eighth grade.

fey

.co\ Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503!1 24840300 99

This evaluation is based on the evaluation., of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential Byers of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this docuipeni is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

That's My Story

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Learning Well ,

Depa'rtment AA
200 South Service Road
Roslyn Heights, NY 11577

EVALUATION COMPLETED: August 1984 by the
staff and constituents of 771e Area Cooperative
Educational 'Services in Hamden, Connecticut.

COST: $59.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Gradei 3 through 12
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Writing
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4"'disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple 13, one disk
drive, and monitor (printer): Also, available for
IBM PC.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONA4L PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Word
Processing.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
sample program, output, program operating
instuctions. In supplelmltammtts.Lials
instructional objectives, sample program output,
program operating instructions, teacher's ,

information, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
create a structure that motivates the creative

.writing process.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: NONE

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: T package
contains 1 disk and an 18 page User's Guide.
Students individually or in groups'may work from
a starter story given by the computer',hy ,

branching from "what ifs". Tilt teacher may
create new starter stories, view all of selected
copies and receive hard copies.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Varies.

POTENTIAL USES: Reviewers suggest the
program has more merit used with srpall groups or.
pairs rather than with individual students.
Individual students who have difficulty expressing
themselves or students who take an exceptionally
long time to, write might profit from the program.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The.program uses'simple
word processing to create the story. The only
problem is trying to delete more that one line.
For students who have trouble thinking of
something to write about, the program would help
support the first steps. Being given a:starter is
not the same as prewriting, howel)er, and teachers
should still conduct some kind of prewr4ing
activity to involle student's feelings and ideas
more actively.

Continued on back

.EVA4UATION SUMMARY

SA A Er SI3NA
Content is accurate. \_)

.

Content has educational value.
Content is free of steroutYPes

Purpose of package is well defined.

Package achieves defined purpose.

Contgat presentation is clear and logical.
. .

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics /sound /color are used appropriately.

the of package is motivational.
i Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rake and sequence.. Instruction integrates with'prior learning.

0
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employan erT--'spoy east v.

.Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA- Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Sirongh Disairer `A - 411 A nOlo, Ahlt.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or
no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(5031 248.6800 100

Thu evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware Package.

Permission to reproduce this document 13 hereby granted.



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

,That's My Story, continued

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: By erasing storyefrom
screen after a studenthas chosen to write a "what
if", they have no oppottdnity to tie their addiliOn
into what .waslast,written unless they can
remember word for word. As a result, store is get
choppy or totally disconnected. This also
encourages the student to write shortjr stOries
limited to screenfuls. A mechanism could be
found to allow students to create story starters.

IN

I

/ 0

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(S03) 2484800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of laver or-rnore reviewers
who are representative of potential suers of the coursieware package.

Permission lb..reproduce this document lJ hereby granted.
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Thecrena used for this e,valitantm have been custorturet.: to ,44-:comitodate SCIENCE courseware.

Tribbles

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Conduit
The University of Iowa,
Oakdale Campus
Iowa City, IA 52244

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Jefferson County
Schools, Lakewood, Colorado.

COST: $40.00

ABILITY -LEVEL: Grades 10 through
post-secondary
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Scientific Method
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, or
Ile, single disk drive and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3 and, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
simulation, problem solving.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
inforthation, organizing information, interpreting
information, using the scientific fnethod.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
Program operating instructions. In supplementary
materials Suggested grade/ability level,.
prerequisite skills/activities, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions, student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To be able to use the scientific method to solve
problems.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need to be able to follow
written instructions.

continued on buck

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively. '

I

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defines' purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level Is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.. Grsphicsisoundicolor are used appropriately.

....
, Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

4 Feedback is effectively employed.
, Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Leaning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays ere effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

Program is reliable in normal use.
SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable compared,to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 24114800 .102

This evaluation is oared on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The clean used for this evaluation have been custarr.zed to accommodate SCIENCE coursewatr.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette and a 43 ;page Student
Tutorial Balk let. ThiOntroductory unit on the
scientific method consists of a written tutorial
a.titi a computer simulation. The tutorial presents
students with a problem and guides them to its 4$

solution. The computer simulation pt ovides the
-data for making observations and for forming
tentative explanations and testing predictions. :To
eliminate the variable of background knowledge,
the problem takes place on an alien planet
inhabited by tribblesr

Il
POTENTIAL USE," The material can be used
independently or in small groups (2-3) as a tutorial
in problem solving. It could be used as an.
enrichment for a scientific problem solving unit.
It could be used with high ability junior high
students.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Minimum amount of time would be 2 hours.

MAJOR STRENGTH& Thel7dentific method of
problem solving and the investigitive skills
involved are central to all science curricula and
have applicability to many areas. The manual
does an excellent job of leading,the student
through the program. It is a very effective.'
student tutorial manual.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: No teacher
documentation was' found the The
user can defeat the program itself by reading
ahead in the student manual. Once' the students
solve the "Tribble" problem the pa6kage is of
little use.

OTHER COMMENTS: This is nri\excellent
package for high, ability, academ e-oriented
students such as Gifted/Talented classes. The
program and the manual are powerful for the
development of problem solving processes and
deductive reasoning.

ri )

A

in Northwest Regional Educational La..ioratory
300 &W. Sigh Avenue Portland; Oregon 97204

This evaluation is based on the evaiLattons of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potenticti suers of the cowsiware package.

1C3(503) 2484800 germisdion to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Typing Strategy

VERSION: 1982

PRODUCER: Behavioral Engineering
230 Mt. Hermon pit #207
Scotts Valley, CA 95066

EVALUATION. COMPLETED: August 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Retion IV Educational
Service Center in Houston, Texas.

COST $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 12
SUBJECT: Business Edicatio9
TOPIC: Typewriting
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk ,

REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, IIe, 48K,
1 disk drive, monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL,TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, game "-

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In 12vun
sample program output, student's instructions.. In
supplementary material instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, resource reference
information, student's instructions.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
lead the user to full keyboarding/typing
competency (80-120 wpm with 95% accuracy).

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None stated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE This program
ccntains one disk and an 8 page users Guide. It
uses animated hands and keyboard to tea,ih
keyboarding accitacy. Drills, exercises, and
games are used to increase both speed and
accuracy.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
documentation specifies, "an hour a day for five
trays. and you'will type 20-30 Wpm accurately".

POTENTIAL-USES: "Typing Strategy" could 'be
used with individuals to supplement a keyboarding
unit at the elementary level or a typing course at

. the secondary level.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: It is excellent for learning
the position of keys and correct fingering.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The' instructioni are
inadequate. The program would be difficult for a
student to use wit Rout assistance.

Content is accurate.

Content has educational value. .

Cointent is free of stereotypes.

Purpdse of package is well defined.

Package achieves defined purpose. .

a/ Contenipresentation is Blear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audiefice.

Graphicshowid/color are used appropriately.
Use of,ackage is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed..

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction inteviles with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are dffective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly AireeA-Agree 0-Disagree SD - Stron..1% Disagree Nor APO", AM,

Evaluators' indicated that they would would use or recommend use of this package only if
,certain changes were made. (Note changes under weaknesSes or other comments -)

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
1503). 248.6800 104

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or morc revirwer%
who are reprzsentaiive of potential users ul the courseware package

Permisston to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The cruena used for this evaluation have been customized to-A:commodate SCIENCE cotuseware.

Vector Addition II

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Vernier Software
2920 SW ,89th Street
Portland, OR 97225

..0

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Schools, Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $24.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 throiigh
post-secondary.
SUBJECT: V Sciences
TOPIC: Physics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II+ or Ile, 48K,
one disk drive,.monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Demonstration.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
instructional objectives, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions, follow-up activities, program
modification and design notes.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) 'To
provide a graphic representatign of the sum of
vector.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITE:
(INFERRED) Prior instruction on vectors and
vet' addition.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A 11 SD NA
Content is accurate. a

' Content re sents current knowled e of sub ect.
Science issueb presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Comers free of stereotypes.

of package is well defined. .

Package achieves defined purpose. ---.4
Content presentation is clear and logical.

...
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience, r/
The package makes gogd use of computer t&e7
Graphics/Wand/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

is effectively employed._Feedback

Learner controls rate-and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can bb generalized.- .
User support matetials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components aredurable.

_ Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.its
' Program is reliable in normal use.

A-Agree D-Disagree SD Strongly Disagiee NA - Not. Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable compared to i.ts instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little 'or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4.7,. Instructional Characteristics - 4. Technical Characteristics 3.7.

tfr

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 105

This evalgation is based 9n the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is ,hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The 4.-riterut used for this evaluatunt have been eustointi.e.1 t: 44:comm: kilt,. SC I E \CE.. 10 Nett zre

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
giaphically' adds and subtracts vectors.
Nlagnitude and ckir,ection are input for each vector
to be added dr subtracted. A maximum of lq
vectors may be used. Arrows representing the
vectors are first drawn tail-to-tail and then'
redrawn head -to -tail. The resultant is drawn and
flashes on and off to distinguish it from the other
arrows. The magnitude and direction of the
resultant are printed at the bottom of the screen.
On 'a color monitor, each vector is drawn in a ,

different color.

Ast the completion of a 'run you may elect to add
the same vectors in reverse order, display or print
the components of each vector, or go on to .

another vector problem.

Vector Addition II provides a quick, efficient way
of going over physics problems involving vectors.

Three utility programs are included on the
diskette Computer Stopwatch, Hex-decimal and

,Rounder.

A 13 page mamma is also included. %

POTENTIAL USES: Program utilizatipn could be
directed toward vector addition after initial
instruction. It could be used as demonstration,
then as drill and practice on vector addition,
perhaps in a, lab. However, the program is very
elem tary and may not be needed for more than

ree periods'for in-class use. Emphasis should he
placid on initial teacher instruction prior to
student use.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME'REQUIRED: It
probably takes students 30. minutes /o learn how
to use the program. Further learning would vary
until student masters concept level involved.

Noriliwest Regional Educational Labotatory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

111.
106

\.JOR STRENGTHS: The program offers
variety of vectors which m1sv !)t, added. This
provides Drill and Practic in .a suhloPt of -

cruiTictilar importance. Su h eNpOSUT'..! is neP(le,1
by beginning Physics stude ts. This package is
NOT COPY OR LIST PRO ECTED inorder to
allow the teacher to modify the package and to
make additional copies for student use. Program
design notes are included.

MAJOR WEAKKESSES: Its strength of Drill and
Practice precludes extension of concept, thus
limiting its use to do one thing over and over.

OTHER COMMENTS: If the user chooses to draw,
the yectors'in colors, some vertical vectors may
not completely appear on the.screen. If the
vectors are drawn in' white this wilinever happen.

evaluation is based un the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of pottrittal users of the ourseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this evaluant m have been custortuzed w a:cornrnolue SCIENCE courseu,

Wave Addition II

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Vernier Software
29?0 SW 89th Street
Pottland, OR 97225

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Schools, Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $24.95

tiBILITy LEVEL: Grades 11 through
post-sed-ondary.
,SUBJECT;. SCiences
TOPIe: Physics .

MEDIUM-OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II+ or Ile, 48K,
one disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft DOS, 3.3.
.INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction:
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
problem solving, demonstration.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
information, measuring/quantifying.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Inpssm.am
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementer materials
instructional objectives, sample program output,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
student's instructions, follow-up activities,
program modification and design notes.

INSTRUCTIONAL. OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
demonstrate how waves add together according to
the superposition principal.

. INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Prior instruction on wave addition.

continued on buck

EVALUATION SUMMARY

M A D SD NA

4

Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
,

Sciedce issues presented objectively.

.
r lo- v.- .l--, ' Content has educatioal value. '

,

......---

Science 'processes well integrated into package.

Content IS free of stereotypes. .. ,-
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieve* defined purpose.- I I

Content presentation is clear and logical. ''

cultyappropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer title.

, Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

. Use of package is motivational. .

SA A D SD NA.

111:=INCE

... _

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
. Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

. Information displays are effective.

, 4
Users can operate easily and ipdependently.

. Teachers cakensploy package easily.

Computer capabilities, are used appropriately.
- Program is reliable in normal us

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA,- Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compal.ed to its instructional value.

Eviiluators indicited that they would use orirecommend this package with !ttle or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content.- 3.3, Instructional Characteristics - 2.7, Technical Characteristics - 2.7.

A\ Northwest Regional' Educational Laboratory
300 SW. Sixth Avenue Portland.pregon 97204
003) 248.6800 107

This evaluation u based on the evaluation., of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The cntena used for this evaluanon have been clistotruzed to accommothue SCIENCE onasetture

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE.. Graphically
demonstrates the superposition of waves. The
program operates in nine different modes. Some
mqdes are programmed to demonstrate various
principles with no additional student input.
Examples are Fourier synthesis and beats. In
other mqdes, the student selects the waves to be
added. Up to nine waves may be added., The
result of the superposition of the waves is drawn
on the screen after the component waves are
drawn.

The program provides a quick and efficient way of
demonstrating many wave phenomena, including:
the relationship between wavelength, frequency
and wave speed; constructive and destructive
interference; beats; fourier synthesis of a
sawtooth wave, square wave and triangular wave;
and the effect on wave shape when various
overtones are added.

Three utility programs apie includeciron the
diskette: Large Print, Mary, and Calculator. An
18 page manual is also included.

POTENTIAL USES: This prograin is more:suited
to individual teacher demonstrations of ripple
effect for a class. It may also be utilized for
laboratory use on wave studies. Potential use of
the program on an individual student basis is not
anticipated on a free ent basis..

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
program would require a variant amount of time
from 30 minutes to 90 minutes to Identify what
the package is capal?le of doing.

MAJOR STRENG'FliSs Excellent graphics of wave
super positions; simulation of wave,iddition is
good. This package is NOT COPY OR LIST
PROTECTED inorder to allow the-teacher to
modify the package and to make additional copies
for student use. Program design notes are
included.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Graphics tend to become
"cluttered" when several waves are added. This is
very true on,small computer CRT's.. Harmonic
sections develop too slowly. The utility programs
are of minimal use.

OTHER COMMENTS: Students using the program
identified strengths and weaknesses sun liar to t,
teacher evaluations. Few would not use it;
however, few would recommend it highly.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission, to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Wiz Works

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: DU, Inc.
One DLM Park
PO Box 4000
Allen, TX 75002

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of OTIS in Eugene, Oregon.

COST: $44.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Varies
SUBJECT: Mirellaneous
MEDIUM OE TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE Apple It, He, 1 disk

trive, monitor (color preferred), printer
(optional), joysticks (optionui).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3 Applesoft.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE§: Content
control, drill and practice, game.

DOPUMENTAtION AVAILABLE: In
supplementary material program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student
worksheets, follow-up activities.

,Y

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide individually tailored learning experiences
with spelling words, numerical or letter
sequences, math problems, or symbols.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) St4dent familiarity with content
provided by teader, and with operation of
computer.- Students should alsb be given
instruction or demonstration on playing the game
prior to running the program for the first time.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
includes a manual, one diskette, and a set of
Blackline Masters. The program is designed
around a microcomputer program in game format
,to which teacher.; add,specific contefit. The
games provide drill and practice activities, and
can be played using the keyboard or joystick. The
game can be altered by teacher by cnanging
options such as speed; running time, or sound.
Teachers can create 36 games of differing
content per disk. In addition, game titles and lists
can be primed. The worksheets are for timed
practice drills, FOcord-keeping, and a quick
reference chart summarizing commands and
keystrokes.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUM

SA A D SDNA
RY

ContSnt is accurate.
Cont nt has educational value.

Cont t is free of stenotypes. .

, Purp4se of package is well defined.
S1 Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentatic ft is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is apvropriate to audience.

a Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is t :ivetional.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

_i Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materialrare effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and inde tidently.
Teachers can employ package easi y.

Computer capabilities are used ap ropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.,

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree DDisagree SD- Strongl Duagree tin -'poi AppinFlt

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or
no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low)..'
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
003) 248.6800

3, Technical Characteristics - 3.
This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewer%
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.109
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Wiz Works, continued

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: As the
content would change given teacher evaluation
and input, achievement of objectives would
depend on student ability.

POTENTIAL USES: Practice and review of
spelling patterns.

00

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The capability of taking
teacher Input and incorporating it into a
computerized game format, according to
individual student needs.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The game moves a little
too fast for yOunger students.

OTHER COMMENTS: The firing and moving
controls are too confusing rind should be limited
to fewer keys. The program should include
directions when first starting up which can be
bypassed by experienced users. However,
joysticks may be used.

'Mt

dr.

r

0

elNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(303) 2486800
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This evaluation is based on she eva4iations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Mathematics Life Skills, Volume 2:
World of Work
VERSION: Apple

PRODIkE\R:

9'

Computer Age Education, Inc.
5225 WisconSin Avenue, NW
Suite 601
Washipgton, D. C. 20015

EVALUATION COMPLETED: August 1984 by the
staff and constituents of the East Central
Network for Curriculum Coordination in
Springfieldt linbis.

COST: $29.95
Complete Series $79.95

tar

, ABILITY LEVEL:. Grades 6 through postsecondary.
SUBJECT: Mathematics, Vocational Education
TOPIC: Career Exploration
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4 in. disk.
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, 11+, or
lie -single disk drive, monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial, drill
and practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program -
Program operating instructions and Student's
instructions. In Supplementary material -
Suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional

objectives, prerequisite skills or activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
pre-test, teacher's information,
resource/reference information; student's
instructions, and student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: STATED
To teach about work related concepts such as
salaries, commissions, pay periods, and paycheck
records.

49,

INSTR CTIONAL PREREQUISITES: STATED
The tea er will need to select the. appropriate
problem set, prior to the students using the
computer. The students need to be familiar with
whole kimber operations, fractions, deCimals, and
calculators.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette, a teacher's guide, and a
user's guide. It is the second volume in
Mathematics Life Skills Series. It helps the
student understand many important work related
concepts such as salaries, commissions, pay
periods, and paycheck records.

The lessons are self-explanatory and can be used
by students with no prior computer experience.
No preliminary instruction by the teacher is
necessary since complete instructions are
available on the disk as well as in the user's guide..

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

-.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package rs motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
f Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

-,
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized,

User support materials are comprehensive.
s.-

1 User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily...
Computer.capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongh Wee A-Agree D-0,attree SD- Strongh thagree \A s,t

,Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no
change.

Summary: Scale: 5 (High) 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Or

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800 111

This evaluation is ba-sed on the evaluations o/ three or more reviewer%
who are representative of potential users of the couriewure packaer
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World of Work, continued t

The program includes four independent lessons
each including several sequential problem sets,
Each set helps the student learn one objective.
Student progress is measured by the computer to
determine when the-objective hds been mastered.

Lessons and problem sets within the lessons can
be selected according to student needs. Once a
problem set is selected, the student solves
problems that teachrIthe concept while
simultaneously testing for mastery.

There are three optionsavailable to aid the
student in finding thvolution to the. problem.

eThey ar entering t e solution to the problem,
turning on the on-screen arithmetic function
calculator for computations, and requesting help.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Sioce
the student can ..begin with any lesson and any
problem within a lesson, it is possible for the
student to complete the package in several short
sessions. The number and duration depends on the
age, motivation and ability of the student. A
rough estimate might be one and one half hours.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
with individuals or pairs in a general mathematics
or life skills course as remediation at the junior
high school.level or above.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Motivational and fun for
students: Great graphics'.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The only time the user is
told the keys to use on the calculator Is in the
beginning when one says "yes" to seeing
instructions. It appears obvious, but could be
confusing to students.

p

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(50312800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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50 Defense vs Run
VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Sterling Swift
Publishing Company
7901 South IH-35
Austin, Tx 78744

EVALUATION COMPLETED: September 1984 by the
staff and constituents of The Program for Research and

'Evaluation for Public Schools, Mississippi.

COST: $99.95

ABILITY LEVEL: .Grades 7 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Physical Education
TOPIC: Football
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5.1/2 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II+ or IIe, 48K, 1 disk
drive, monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Dos 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL. TECHNIQUES: Tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In am program
operating instructions, student's instruc ons. In
supplementary material - instructional objectives,
program operating instructions, post -test, teacher's
information, resource/reference information, student's
instructions, student worktsheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE& (INFERRED) To teach
the fundamentals of football. A detailed scope and
sequence is given on page 7 of the documentation.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUEUTES: (INFERRED) Prior
exposure to the game of football.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This packag4 is the first
of a 5-part series designed to teach the fundamentals of
football. Thg package consists of two disks (each with
three lessons) and a Coach's Manual. The software is
intended to help players and those interested in football,
in general, to understand the fundamentals of each
position on the team. It combines instructional,tutorials,
testing of fundamental concepts and principles, with,
reinforcement feedback, and graphics (including an
automated chalkboard). The six lessons included in this
package are Defetisive Goals, Principles, End Play,
Linebacker Play, Perimeter Play, and Down Lineman Play.

The remaining packages in the CEFT series 50
DEFENSE VS PASS, OFFENSE (RUN), OFFENSE (PASS),
KICKING (OFFENSE AND DEFENSE) will bereleasid
at a later date.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Total time: 2
hours.

POTENTIAL USE& Appropriate for use at junior high
level with beginners or at higher levels as an introduction
for novices.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package provides ,an excellent
introduction to the topic and is easy to operate.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The screen displays are too slow.
More variety in the method of introduction would add
interest.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.

Package achieves defined purpose.. .
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience. -
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

-

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and segwince. -
Instruction integrites with prior learning.
Learning can be.generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

. Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree O-Dttagree SD- Sttongl% Umagree tiA - Not Anoltkablk

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no
change.

Suminary: Scale 5 (High) to I (Low)
Content - 4, Instructional Characteriestics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewer;
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 II who are representative of potential toe's of the courseware package
(503) 248.6800

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Reg kmull 300 S.W. Sixth Avenue . Portland. Oregon 97204 (503) 248-6800Educational
Liboratory TELEX: .701716 CABLE: NWREL SOURCE: STL.058

71-:;i:
./

DATE: December 1984

'All Dissemination Sites

FROM: Dave Weaver -.2.71g4,,/

SU4JECT: LIBRA REVIEFS

Enclosed you will find a set of '99 reviews of junior high school science
software for your dissemination. These reviews were made possible by 'a
grant from SCHIO corporate contributions and differ slightly from the
regular MicroSIFT reviews. The forms used to produce these reviews were
designed to take into account the special interests of Science
instruction.

0

Also enclosed is a printout of the updated MicroSIRT Ine containing
Set 12'and the enclosed science reviews: The index is .sorted alpha-
betically by title and by subject. Anyone interested in obtaining a
PFS-File data disk for the Apple containing this inforiation may do so by
sending a self-addressdd mailingjabel.and a P.O., check, or money order
for' $10.00 to the attention of Lynn Gfeen (soon to be Lynn VanBladeren)
at the address above.

Thank you for your participation in the dissemination of MicroSIiT
reviews. If we may be of any further assistance, don't hesitate to write
to the above address or call 503/248-6800 extension 517.

T,

114
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
Thi.sircport made pos4ibh. by a grant
from SOHO Corporate. Contriberbions.

Acid Rain

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER:

A

niversified Educational
e:nterprises

725 i+lain'Street
Lafayeqe, IN 47901
317/742 -2690

The mend used for this evuluati,m have"Nen customized to accommi Niue SCIENCE ...oursew,nr.

e.

EVALUATION COMPLETED: 'November 1984 by
the staff and eonstitlients of Montgomery County
Public Schools, Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $60.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 12
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Ecology, Environmental Education,
Biology.
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II Family, 48K,
1 disk drive, monitor

'REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction and enrichment.

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial and
sirfitilation.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information and decision making.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
change, cycle, interaction.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Pro am
program operating instructions, stu ent s
instructions. In Supplementary Material
suggested grAde/ablity level, instructional
objectiyes, sample grogritm output, program
operating instructions, post-test, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
student's instructions, student worksheets,
textbook correlation, follow-Up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
give students an overview of the problem of acid
rain.

INSTRUCTIONAL. PREREQUISITES: None stated.

continued on buck -0,-.
EVALUATION SUMMARY

.SA A D SE3 NA
T

Content is accurate. .

al Content representi current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is tear and logical.
Difficulty level is approWiate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphicidsound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD A
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.

...1
User support materials are comprehensive. '

User support mate Q; are effective.
Package components are durable. .
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree p-Disagreit- SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.
Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (tow)

Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 3.

siNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W, Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 '.rho are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 24.6800

115 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby grantedv
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been cistorniied to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains one disk and a 41 page User's `Guide.
Acid Rain is a tutorial that explores the
relationship between the generation of electrical
power and the deterioration of the qquatic
environment. It con' ains an interactive quiz and
a simulation of a lake being destroyed by acid rain.

POTENTIAL USES: The program can be used as a
lead in for a unit on acid rain, for a discussion of
relevant science issues, or for a lab introduction.
The program requires some backgro!asll on acid
rain.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: One
class or lab period.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The documgatation and
graphics are excellent. .1

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program could have
incorporated a data collection and analysis
section. The package lacks a concise definition of
aoid rain.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sinth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

.
who are riptesevuative of potential users of the courseware package.

003/ 2484800 11.6 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criterja used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE C1111Tewarv.
6

Air Pollution

:VERSION: 'Apple, copyright 1982

PRO_ DUCER: Educational Materials and
Equipment Company

P.O. Box 17
Pelham, NY 10803

EVALUATIOt7 cOMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Institute for Educational
Research, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: Apple; $37.00
TRS-80; $38.50

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 12
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Environmental Education
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, II Plus, Ile, or
Ile, single disk drive, and monitor. Also available
for TRS-80 Model III and IV.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3 and Applesoft

'INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
simulation, laboratory tool

OTHER FEATURES: Content control
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Organiiing
information, interpreting information, using the
Scientific Method, inferring, hypothesizing.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
,change, interaction.

DOCUNFENTATION AVAILABLE! in program .

program operating instructions, post-test,
student's instructions. itsupplementary materials

instructonal objectives, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) The
Ajlt POLLUTION program will help students to:
understand the factors which affect atmospheric
C9 pollution, manipulate a computer !nodel and
interpret results, evaluate hypotheses in light of
experimental results, analyze data and improve
problem-solving skills, design experiments, and
plan a research project.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need a general knowledge
of the terminology used in discussing air pollution.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledif sub
Science issues presen ed objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.

0 Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieve* defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

. GraPhiesisound/color. are used appropriately.
_

Use of package is motivational. s .

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Inforniation daplays areleffective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Progiam is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree 0-Disagree SD -'Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (LA).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
3011 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

117

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this evaluatiqh have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

t.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of a circulation disk, a back-up disk, and
a Teacher's Guide including some student ,

worksheets. The AIR POLLUTION program
places the student in the role of an environmental
planner whose job it is to control 'air pollution,
specifieally'carbon monoxide (CO) in "Pollution
City." In the introduction the program reviews
the effects of CO on humans, U.S. CO Standards,
the fadtors that affect atmospheric CO levels,
and the °awes and effects of a thermal
inversion:* A special section entitled. Developing a
Computer Model clarifies the assumptions,
advantages, and limits of computer models while
emphasizing the use of safety margins and
worse-case analysis. In the Experimental Mode
the computer simulates CO levels under various
conditions in a large city. The student uses the
computer model to develop a plan to reduce CO
pollution to acceptable levels. [This is done by
.testing the effect of changing factors that
influence city CO levels including number of
vehicles, average traffic speed, amount of
pollution produced by each vehicle, availability of
mass transit, and wind speed. beThe program
concludes with.a review quiz.

POTENTIAL USES: This package can be used to
show how variables affect air pollution both as a
classroom demonstration and individuaUras
enrichment and remediation. It is also a good
example of how computer models are used.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20-45
minutes

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Very good graphics
enhance the package. Excellent structure and
follow through are present throughout the
program.

OTHER COMMENTS: The program is.a very
worthwhile purchase.

a

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory . This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more riviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2484800

0
a Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The 4.7nena used for this evaluation hate been customized to acc(;mm(klate SCIENCE courseuw.

Approximation, Estimation,
& Standard Form

VERSION: Apple, 1981

PRODUCER: PUBLISHER
geott-Voresman & Co.
Electronic Publishing Division
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

DEVELOPER
He nemann Computers
22 Bedford Square in Education
London WC1B 3HH

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by staff
and constituents of Oakland, ISD, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST: $59.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through
past-secondeiry.
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic

-.MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/0 disk

REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple Il, II+, Ile,
or Ile, single disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, and DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remedial, standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill &
practice, problem solvingi,
OTHER FEATURES: CdIffent control.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing inforniation, interpreting
information, 'measuring.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification, significance, scale.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: tysogram
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's initilletions. In
su 'lementary materials Instructional

ectives, prerequisite skills/activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's is for ina t ion .

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJE'aTIVES: (STATED) To
stimulate students to think more about numbers
and how to manipulate them. To develoti skills in
estimation.

continued on bak

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. .

Content represents curttnt knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science proCesses well integrated into package.

i. --..
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined. ,

Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

, Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA .

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner-controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning csLn 1st generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package celliponents are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 972041
003) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to at COMMA klate SCIENCEcourculm.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students should have been introduced to the
concepts and methods covered by the programs
prior to use.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE:' The Package
consistiof one diskette, a back- up,diskette, and a
14 -page manual. This materill_ is designed to give
a student practice with significant figures,
approximation, estimation, and converting from
standard form to sciextific notation or
vice-versa. The computer generates questions to
the level of difficulty set by the user, and keeps
count of the pupil's Score.

POTENTIAL USES: This program could be used '-
for drill and practice with small groups or an
individual. If is appropriate for both the math and
science 'classroom at the middle school (advanced
student) and high school levels. Stigients need
prior exposure to the topics before using the
program.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Depending on student needs, the program could be
used from 10-20 minutes :for two to four days or
for one Clam period. .`..

_MAJOR STRENGTHS The program provides
excellent drill and practice in a clear,
unambiguous manner. The student gets a second
chance after a wrong answer before the correct
antwer is given.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program is very
limited in its scope: Drill and practice is not very
stimulating. The manual needs better
explanations of using theixekage and Whati.to
expect from it. The students also need more

_1111 rience than the manual suggests. The
: &age might be tco hard for some middle school

students..

OTHER COMMENTS: It does a good job at what
it is attempting to do but its scope is very
limited. The topic is really more math-oriented
than science. It seems that this disk could be
combined with "Scales" by the same producers.

Ets

),/ Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland Oregon 97204 120(303)24841800

This evaluation is b on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representativ of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to rep e this document is hereby granted.
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Astronomy: Stars for All Seasons

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Educational Activities, Inc.
P.O. Box (392
Freeport, N.Y. 11520

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and bonstituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesota.

COST: $5900

ABILITY LIWEL: Grades 5 through 12
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Astronomy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple LI Plus, Ile, or
Ile; and TRS-80, Models III and IV, and
Cortimodore 64, single disk drive, and monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Apple: DOS 3.3, and
Applesoft;.TRS-80: TRS9OS
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruotion, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECH N IQU ES: Tutorial,
simulation

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information, observing,
relating time-space.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Change,

' model, order, scale, system, time-space.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In 2rograin
instructional objectives, program operating
instructions; student'kinstructions. In
supplementary materials --- suggested
gra&fability Never, instructional objectives, .

prerequisite skills/activities, sample program
output, program operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) Upon
completion of the program, students will have
learned why the stars appear to move, how
latitude and longitude measure a star's position,'
how stars compare in magnitude, and a visual
recognition of some of the constellations in the
Northern Hemisphere.

continued on back -or-

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

.. Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated infe package,
Content is free of stereotypes.

-- -
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

....

Content presentation is clear and logical..- .
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time..-
Graphie.dsoundir3lor are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence. .

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
lnfortnation displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable compared to its instructional value.
.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest' Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

121(SO)) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

INSTRUCTIONAL PhEREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students need a fifth grade reading level.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
allows users to view easily observed constellations
as they would be seen from any latitude in the
Northern ilemisphere and to.observe seasonal
changes of the constellations by viewing monthly
sky maps of a'particular latitude. Users can call
any single constellation of the 34 presented in the
program .'encl'observe it "close up." A tutorial
section provides a graphie explanation of why we
see differpiit stars at different latitudes and at
different tithes of the year: An astronomical
chart provides infOrmation on each star including
magnitude, declination,- eight ascension, and light
years from Earth. No prior knowledge of
astronomy is needed to operate or understand this
program.

POTENTIAL USES: Reviewers felt the program
would be useful in a variety of settings. It could
be used as an individual tutorial, review or
introduction to Astronomy. It would be excellent
for classroom demonstration if displayed with a
large screen or monitor.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
introduction requires 15 minutes and can be
repeated. *The length of time for parts 2 and 3
depend upon the student and the number of skies
he/she chooses to view. One:class period of 50
minutes for all three parts would be the minimum.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Reviewers liked the
introduction, because it provides a review, and an
introduction or reinforcement of the terminology
used,in part 2 and 3. The student controls the
pace of the program with the option of backing up
to a previous section and skipping a section. The
program can be used oai. a period of time by the
same student. Students can skip the introduction
and go directly to ,cart 2 and 3.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: In part 2, the student
must proceed through all constellations found, and
can not back up or quit. In part 3, when viewing
the individual stars, it would be helpful to have
the name of the constellation on the screen.

OTHER COMMENTS: A list of lntitude$ and
!Longitudes is1 the documentation and/or on the
did( of major cities would be helpful.

9

IIINorthwest Regional Vocational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon'97204
1503) 248.6800. 122

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of ocreential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Atari Lab

VERSION: Atari, 1984

PRODUCER: Atari, Inc.
1399 Moffett Park Dr.
P.O. Box 3427
Sunnyvale, CA 94088

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by staff
and constituents of Oakland IS D, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST: $99.00

ABILITY LEVEL: grades 4 through
post secondary.
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Laboratory Tool
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: ROM cartridge:
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Atari 800 or 809 XL+
monitor, disk drive and print& are optional.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
inspuction.
INtTRUCTION AL TECHNIQUES: Laboratory
tool, interfacing.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting

information, using the Scientific Method,
inferring, hypothesizing, measuring.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Quantifying,
interaction, replication, system, validation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions. In supplementary materials

suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, st dent's instructions,
student worksheets, folio -up activities.

INSTRUCTION AL OBJE IVES: (INFERRED)
To provide a tool for ex oring tile concept of
temperature. To provide practice in measuring
temperature, anGi using science processes.

INSTRUCTION AL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need prior instruction on
the concept of temperature.

CO NTE NT AND STRUCTUPE: This package
contains a ROM cartridge, an Atarilab interface,
a temperature probe, a thermometer, and a 1 43
page manual. The manual outlines numerous
experiments that can be performed with this

continued on hack

EVALUATION SUMMARY'

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Dlthculty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics /sound /color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA -Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.

--.
Learning can be generalized.

. ....
User support materials are comprehensive.

, User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

A-Agree D-Disagree SD - StronglvlYisagree NA - Not Applicable

Evalu8tors indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 5, Instructional Characteristics 4, Technical Characteristics 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
( 503) 248-6800 123

This evaluation I% based on the evaluattons of three or more rectetver%
who are representative of potential user, of the courwware package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this et.oluatitnt have hten custtmmed ,kcononolue SCIENCE eorsettare.

equipment in detail. The manual also provides
programming informatior in both basic and logo
to enable the student to use the equipment to
create their own experiments.

POTENTIAL LOSES: This program. could ba used
by a 5th or Gth grade teacher who has "gifted"
students who would be willing to study the
instruction book prior to use. It could be used by
7th-9th grade general science teachers with
students reading at approximate grade level.
High school age students would probably best use
chapters 2 and 3 after completing chapter 1 as an
introduction to the use of the program.

The program is best used in the laboratory setting
to conduct experiments requiring analog
information about temperature. The support
materials detail a number of appropriate
experiments. The program could also be used as a
large group demonstration tool. It replaces the
conventional thermometer with a much more
versatile tool.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIMEREQUIRED: The
user needs' at least one hour to read and
understand the instructions in the booklet and the
operation of the basic program. Another hour is
needed to run each experiment: set up materials,
collect data, use the computer and print the final
results.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The programballows a wide
range of variables and options. The.results are
not obvious prior to completing the experiment.
The program completes calculations in a much
shorter period of time than a student could
complete the same calculations with paper and
pencil.

Tested as a temperature monitor, this seems to be
abetter tool than a conventional thermometer.
.High interest was shown by the test class. This
program makes excellent utilization of the
computer as a scientific monitoring-measuring
device.

The ability to print data on an Epson is a plus.
. Students can also save '.hei; data to a disk.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 246-6800

124.

M AJOR WEAKNESS ES: The program requires
that the students hate the ability to read and
understand directions as printed in the instruction
booklet. The program on the computer does the
calculations and graphics but does no,t-explain how
and why - this comes from the booklet. Students
who do not read and comprehend at grade level
may have problems understanding what they are
doing and the significance of the results.

The explanation of the basic principles is not
stressed enough. The temperature probe wire is
too short (6 feet would be better). As tested, it
does not rep-; went the most fascinating area of
science.

OTHER SOMMENTS: The program is good for
what it is intended to do. It does not teach any
science it simply makes the calculations and
graphics and, from these results, the student has
to learn the scientific concepts.

The package has many possibilities.in reference to
science fair projects. A science fair
experimentation guide would he a worthwhile
.addition. Other kinds of continuous monitoring
ideas: barome ir! pressure, wind speed, wind
direction, sur,!., duration-intensity, humidity
and event rer,:,

Th 4aluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for dus evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE coursewarer
Baffler

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Conduit
The University of Iowa,
Oakdale Campus
Iowa City, IA. 52244

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by staff
and constituents of Area Cooperative Educational
Services, Hamden, Cornmecticut and Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland,
Oregon.

COST: $50.00

AlttILLTY LEVEL: Grades 8 through
post-secondary.
SUBJECT: Scieritce, Math
TOPIC: Reasoning,
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, He,
or Ile, single disk drive,and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Appresoft and DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, problem
solving.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, using the Scientific Method,
inferring, hypothesizing.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Interaction,
cause-effect, invariance, model, system.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Ingmarn
program operating instructions, teaa&
information, student's instruction. In
supplementary materials suggested
grade/ability level, instrumental otjectives,
sample_ program output, teacher's information,
student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
help students develop their deductive reasoning
and problem solving skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need some prior knowledge
on the concept of co-ordinate graphing.

continued on back -sp....

. EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. .

Content represents current knowledge of sub'ect.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotyptui.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
, .

The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

...
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning caribe generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers 'can employ pack* easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agreel D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagive NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(!03) 2484800 125

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Remission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE coursewair.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette, and a user's guide.
BAFFLES is a simple interactive game designed
to challenge a student's problem-solving skills. To
be successful at playing the game, students must
use some form of_scientific inquiry; that is, they
must discover systematic, economic procedures
for formulating, testing, and confirming
hypotheses consistent with observations made
during the game. The program thus helps students
develop their ability to reason deductively.

BAFFLES is appropriate for science and math
classes from the high school to college levels
(particularly for units in logical problem solving)
and may be presented in conjunction with lectures
or as a laboratory exercise. Methods of scientific
inquiv may be discussed before using the
prograyn, although students can also play he
game without previous discussion. The User's
Notes included with the program provide
RFFE- y-step procedures for game play, in addition
to an explanation of how BAFFLES exemplifies
scientific problem solving.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be,used to
introduce the concept of reasoning in a math or
science classroom. It could be used individually
or in small groups, or as a contest tool between
small groups. ,

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 1-2
class periods.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This is a good activity to
develop deductive reasoning skills., The program
is challenging but motivating for it has a high
success rate. It is an excellent'example of the
scientific process. The student proposes a
hypothesis and then is given plenty of
opp6rtunities to test it. There are several levels
of difficulty. A user support phone number is also
included.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program does not
take the concept of deductive reasoning and apply
it to a concrete situation or discuss any
applications. The program is totally abstract in
this respect. It. ould be nice to have a "help"
section for students having problems.

OTHER COMMENTS: This program may be
helpful in expanding the spacial relationships
skills in girls, as well as a way to deal with the
basic concept of cause and effect in a simplified
form.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(5031 248.6800 126

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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microfilFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This report mad(' pihssibli. by n grant
from SOMO CorpoGni3Ointribut ions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Biomes and Food Webs

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER.: Yaker Environmental Systems,
Inc.
P.O. Boil 18
StantOn, NJ 08885

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by staff
and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $39.001

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Wildlife
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE 48K Apple II, II+, He
Ilc, single disk drive, and monitor., Also available
for the 113M-PC.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTION AL TECHNIQUES: Drill &
practice, tutorial, problem solving.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED:. Acquiring
information, organizing information, decision
making, inferring, hypothesizing.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification, interaction.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
Suggested grade/ability level,, prerequisite
skills/activities, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, resource/reference
information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) This
series is designed to instruct students of the
wildlife concepts of Biomes (and aquatic
ecosystems) and their Food Webs.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
It is'recommended that the students be familiar
with the following terms: Ecosystem, Food.Chain,
Food Web, Diversity and Producer.

continued on back -4.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
ontent is accurate.Con

Content rIsenterrent knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package

- Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well cleaned.i Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivations!.

SA A D SD NA
.

.
Student creativity is effectively stimulited.

,
...-

Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence. .

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
_Learning can be generalised.

User support 'bitterish' are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently. 1
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was unreasonable compared to its
instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from ,5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluatioci is based on.the evalualos of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 127 who are representative of potential users of the ccnirsewaie package.
(303) 2486800

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby'granted:



IniCro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate §CIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette and a documentation
booklet. In the program, each ,biome described
requires the studelt to graphically construct a
Food Web. The student is forced to visualize the
interrelationships of the food web to its Biome 'or.
Aquatic EcosysteM. Also included are man's
influences on food webs using Acid Rain, Toxic
Wastes, Pesticidei and Radioactivity.

POTENTIAL USES: This program could be used as
a lesson to impart informatibn about biomes and
foodwete or as a review of the concepts. It could
be used by individuals or small groups.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20-60
minutes.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: A lot of information is
contai*d in the program an'd it is in a well
organized format.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The documentation is
very poor and too brief. No behavioral
objectives, goals, lesson plans, pre or pOst
activities, or general teacher information is
included. 'the presentation is all in the text mode
and is very factual, as a result does. not maintain
student interest. The student responses are
limited to multiple choice. There is no use of
graphics (except for the title page) and very
limited use of branching.

OTHER COMMENt The topic is interesting and
relevant.

4

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is brued on the evaluations of three or more reviewers300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 128 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.(503) 2484800
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This rep( in mac possible by n 'grow
from S01110 Corporme Cemlributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have seen customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Body Systems

VERSION: Commodore 64

PRODUCER: Micro Ed,
P.O. Box 444005
Eden Prarie, MN 55344

EVALUATION COMPLETED July 1984 by staff
and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $34.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 9
SUBJECT: Science, Health
TOPIC: Body Systems
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE- Commodore 64, single
disk drive, and monitor.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill &
practice, game.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED Acquiring
information.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Organism,
perception, quantification.

'DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level, inst*tional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
introduce the principles of circulation, digestion,
repioduction, excretion and respiration.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need some prior knowledge
of the four major body systems.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one. diskette and a documentation
sheet. The heart and blood, excretion, digestion,
and respiration are the four body systems that are
covered in this package. BLOOD BAS,
EXPLORER'S DIGEST, SECOND WIN% and
SUNNYSIDE-UP are the names of the programs.

continued on back N.
EVALUA s N SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues preseinted objectively.
Content has eduwionsi value.
Science proceises well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

..... Content presentation is cleat and logical
Difficulty level is apprppriatn to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used apprqpriatelv.
Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Aetee A-Agree D-Dlsagree

M A D SD NA
.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
Userlilipport.materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes were
made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 3 Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2484800

129. Permission to reproduce this document ia hereby granted.



microlSIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

The learner will be asked, at random, a series of
questions in each of these programs. S/he will be
given different options in each of the programs to
attain a certain goal.- For instance, the learner
may be running a hlood bank in search of donors
or helping Lewis and Clark on their expedition to
the Pacific. S/he may also be trying to break the
four minute mile or trying to be a successful egg
farmer.

This package of four programs is not a series,
each program was developed independently.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used as
a review of the four body systems in the grades 5
'throt---irg 9.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Each
of the four activities would take about 20-43---
minutes.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Reviewers felt the
specified target area of grades 5-9 was very
appropriate for the package.

MAJOR WEAKNESSE24 The program focused on
reviewing information rather than acquiring
information. If the user asks for information,
which is never sequentially related to the question
at hand, they are penalized. This feature is not
very motivating. Thesupport materials are very
limited and inadequate. The objectives are very
broad for each section while the questions are
very specific.

4

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(303) 248.6800 .130

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of pc4ensial users of the courseware package.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This roport "mac possible. by grant
from S01110 Corporate Ct marl/tut ions.

The cruena used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE ,oursettat.

Cause and Effect

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Marshware/Marshfilm
P.O. Box 8082
Shawnee Mission, KS 66208

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through
pcet-secondary.
SUBJECT: ,Science, Math
TOPIC: Problem solving
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, lie,
or I1c, angle diik drive, and color monitor is
desirable
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, problem
solving.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED:
Hypothesizing, inferring, observing, practicing.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: rause-effect,
change, force, model.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operatihg instructions, studentTs
instructions. In supplementaryprogram
suggested grade/ability level, program operating
instructions) teacher's information,
resourceireference information; student's
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
introduce inductive and deductive reasoning skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students should have some
understanding of inductive and deductive
reasoning.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: INDUCT() and
DEDUCT() are imaginary planets in another
universe. The creatures living on these planets
are flat and easy to identify. There are

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY,

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

..

Content.represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

III Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Coptient is free of stereotype.

Pule of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level isapproptiate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.-
Graphics/sound/color are Lured appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SDNA.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed. _
Learner commis rate and sequence. ' _
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

f User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

--.1
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and indepema.
Teachers can employ package easily..
Computer capabilities are reed appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D- Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators Judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content 3, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory evaluation is based oh the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2484800

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The meta used for this evaluation hate been customized to accomm, date SCIENCE courseware.

"curved line creatures" like circles and ovals.
There are "straight line creatures" like squares
and triangles. Strange "FORCES" can change
these creatures.

The game format of the Cause'and Effect disk
features the "FORCE" to illustrate the
differences between inductive and deductive
reasoning skills. It introduces new
problem-solving tools which students can use in
their everyday lives.

The package includes one diskette and a
documentation booklet.

POTENTIAL USES: This program could be
integrated into a presentation of the scientific
method, problem solving, perception, or.a
reasoning and logic unit.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 1-4
clan periods.

MAJOR STRENGTH& The program is extremely
flexible due to the fact that there are many
options including levels of play, numbers of
forces, point options, etc. The purpose to
practice indUctive and deductive reasoning is well

, 'defined and achieves its purpose in a fun way.
The comparisons of these reasoning processes are
well done. The instructions given to the user
throughoutthe are very clear and direct.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: When repeated mistakes .

are made, nothing comes up in the program to
"Help" you. The program itself isolates the use of
inductive and deductive reasoning from the real
world. An example of a generalized use of
inductive reasoning in given in the manual but not
in the program. Most students in grades 3 thrOugh

'Would have difficulty with this program and
would need help from the teacher.

OTHER COMMENTS: Quicker and more accurate
decisions can be made if a tally of outcomes is /'
kept.

G

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory s'-r This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 &W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 248.6800 132 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
T hi tiN111 whir p(Aihic !..:y a grata

wn S01/10 C( )ratt. C()turilito

The cnrena 11 ed jar this evaluanon have been cust(muzed to accommodate SCIENCE courwuun,

Cell Growth and Mitosis
VERSION: IBM

PRODUCER: Classroom Consortia Media,
Inc.

57 Bay Street
Staten Island, NY 10301

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by staff
and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $69.95

I NSTRUCTIO N AL TECH N IQU ES: Simulation,
laboratory tool.
OTHER FEATURES: Assessment.
SCIENCE PROCESSESINVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Organism,
change system, cause-effect, validation.

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through
post- secondary.
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Living systems
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk .

REQUIRED HARDWARE: 128K IBM PC with
RGB monitor, or PCjr with composit monitor. A
printer is optional. Version's are available for
both a dual-sided disk drive or two single-sided
disk drives.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remedial, standard
instruction, enrichment.

.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In rplorlata
program operating insffiluctions, Post-test,
student's instructions:1n supplementary materials

suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, poit-test, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
student's instructions, student worksheets,
follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
explore the study of living systems. Detailed
objective; are included in the documentation.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The students must have a general
science background.

continued on back
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subfect.,
Science issues presented objectively..

Content has educational value. ---,
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achiever defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logicall
Difficulty level is appropriate to audienc4.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively' employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruct on integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

-. User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

- Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics 3, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 133

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microliiIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION ---

The critena used fortijoevaluation have en customized w accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
indludes (Mei diskette and a comprehensive
Tea Cher's guide. It is designed for any science
curriculum-that includes study of living systems.
Color graphics.show the detaile4 process of cell
divisiqn, beginning with a Thorough analysis of
*by a cell divides. Interactive simulations
illustrate surface area/volume ratio, chromosome
number, chromosome replication, and cytoplasmic
division. Students analyze and interpret graphs as
an integral part of the learning.process. Topics
include Surface Area/Volume of Cells,
Experimenting with the Size of Cells,
Chromosomes in Cell Division, and Stages of
Mitosis. ,

POTENTIAL USES: This program could be used in
a high school Oiology class. The two sections /
could be used;st an introduction to mitosis. The /
last two seAons might be best used as
reinforcement to the topic.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: I
class periods.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program fits a eal
need,. for the topic Is important as well as
difficult to understand. The program wil not go
on fo new information until the student as
answered enough questions on the old i formation
correctly. It studenti to set up he process

s of cell division in the order thought to be correct
and then observe those -processes in that order.

. The use of graphics is outstanding. They enhance
the program through instruction and illustrations.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES:- Because of the use of
ratios in the program, students below the ninth
grade would probably find the program very
difficult. The program is Very linear with limited
looping and branching. Some of the multiple
choice questions can be answered from
grammatical form instead of by content. In some
sections questions are asked before or without the
concept being presented.

OTHER COMMENTS: Because of the animation
and 'careful methodical presentation of complex
cell processes, this program gives the teacher a
way to display and present information better
than by using a book or pictures.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who ate representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2484800
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This rep ott tnadv possible by a grant
from $01110 wporat Copiribtit ions.

The criteria used for this

Characteristics of a Scientist

VERSION: Copyright 1983 - Apple

PRODUCER: Cygnus Software
8002 E. Culver
Mesa, Arizona /15207

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesota.

COST: $39.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 12
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Problem Solving, Process
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 571/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or 11+, Ile,
or Be, single disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED:
Hypothesizing, inferring, interpreting data,
observance.

=ON SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA f. 3

Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value. it
Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of pickage is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logictl.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

ion have been customized to accommodate SCIENCEc.,ursetvine.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, post-test,
student's instructions. In supplementary materials

suggested grade/ability level, program
operating instructions, teacher's informatiott,
resource /reference information, student's
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To introduce the fouPbasic characteristics of a 4
scientist. To dispell the Hollywood stereotype of
the scientist.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURa: This package
provides an introduction to the inethods of a
scientist. It shows how curiosity, observation,
skepticism, and open-mindedness enable the
scientist to obtain information and arrive at the
correct conclusion. The student is given the
opportunity to put the characteristics into
practice through a series of puzzles, quizzes,
observations, and tricks played by the computer.
It utilizes high resolution color graphics and a
questioning technique.

continued on back -
SA A D SD NA

....11111

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
----.

Feedback is effectively employed.
-

Learner controls rate and sequence.
...Int.auction integrates with prior learning.

Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
o Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective. .

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately..
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable when compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics 4.

Ninth*** Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 4. who are representative of potential users of the courseware package..
(503) 248.6800 -LOD Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE COUTSetant
4

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
interaction, model, perception, theory, validation.

POTENTIAL USES: The program could be used as
an introduction at the junior or senior high level.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: One
claw period of 45-60 minutes.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is very
interesting and motivational.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Reviewers felt the
readability level of the program is too high.
There is too much reading on many of the
screens.. Some sex stereotyping existed in the'

A program. For example, programmers and farmers
are referred to as he throughout. It also-refers to
he/his in the quiz questions. There are several
minor technical changes needed. The user support
materials are poor.

OTHER COMMENTS:. Garbage appears on the
screen after "Chicken/Fox/Grain" puzzle. The
program asks if you can guess the answer to the
"Beaver puzzle", however input ig not accepted.
The screen sciplls on the "Quote from the Bible"
Section and also on the quiz. In many places the
print appears, on the screen slowly, as If typed.
This breaks the comprehension and slows reading.
It would be best if the print came on all at once.
The program throws you into Basic at the end. It
would be more classroom usable if the program
ask the user if he/she would like to go back to
reivew a section or to start over and let someone
else use the program.

1

O

4

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Orescht 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evatkations of threr more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This rcport rno(it possible by Arzini

from SOWO Corporot,.

-The ,-rtteria used for tlus evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE our sewum

Chetimid

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Ventura Educational Systems
3440 Brokenhill Street
Newbury Park, CA 91320

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Schools, Rockville, Marylartd.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 thrAdugh postsecondary.
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: 'Chemistry, physical science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4 in. disk.
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple H Family, 1 disk .

drive, monitor (color prefered).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft Basic, DOS
3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction and enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill &
practice, tutorial, game, and information
retrieval.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Classifying
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Fundamental
entities.
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In_program -
Teacher's information, instructional objectives,
student's instructions. In su elementary material

Suggested grade/ability lev , program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions, student worksheets, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: INFERRED - To
provide drill and practice in identifying and
spelling the names of elements in the periodic
table.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: INFERRED
- Prior instruction on the periodic table.

Luaintsed on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

(. tent is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

I
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.

Us support materials are effective.
.

--.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

-..
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Ape! 'A-Agree 0-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

The cost of the package is reasonable compared to' its instructional value.
-+-.--.1

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes-
were made.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regicinal Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
0031 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce the; document is hereby grunted.



miCrofiFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains one disk and a Users Guide. The
CHEMAID learning system presents the elements
of the periodic table according to their symbol,
classification, and position on the chart. The
system includes an Element Recognition Game
and a Data Retrieval Utility. Color graphics
enhance the program, which also includes basic
facts about each of the elements, sue as the
atomic number, atomiq structure, uses and
chhracteristics of the element. A Teacher's
Guide section includes lesson plans, and student
worksheets.

POTENTIAL USES: This package provides drill
and practice for physical properties of elements,
and their symbols. It can be used by individuals or
small groups.

ESTIMATED STUDENT,TIME REQUIRED: 15 - 20
minutes at a time for two to three days.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The immediate availability
of physical property information is valuable.

MAJOR wgAKNESSES: The target audience is
too low, the package is appropriate for 9th grade
and above. It contains very little information
which is not available in other ways. Some-
symbols are in all capitals, some in upperand
lower case. The on-screen instructions are
inadeqUate

'
many operating commands must be

memorized. The program is slow to respond in
places.

-JO
43.

a

jrip,,
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This evaluation is based on the orations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of po rid Issas of the courseware package.
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micro SIFT COU6EWARE EVALUATION
This report midi. in by is grant
Ir'tn SOHIO C:einfribitt ions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommixtate SCIENCE COWS...Wall'
4

Chemical Element Game

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER:, PUBLISHER
Scott -Foresman & Co.
Electronic Publishing-Division
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

DEVELOPER
Longman Group Limited
Lohgman Resources Unit
33-35 Tanner Row
York, England YO1 1JP

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by staff
and constituents of Oakland ISO, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST: $59.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through
post-secondary.
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Chemistry
MEDIUM OF TRANSFElt: 5-1/4...disk

REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, Ile,
or 11c, single disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remedial,
enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game.
OTHER FEATURE& Content control.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information,, interpreting
informatkon, using the Scientific Method.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
Invariance, probability, replication, validation.'

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program --
programprogram oper 'ng instructions, student's
instructions In sumlemen.tar mate is
suggested ade/ability level, mstructilnal
objectives, teacher's information, student's
worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
reinforce student's knowledge of some properties
of the elements ant their compounds, and of
trends in the.per iodic
table.

continued on back -.
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA4 D SD NA
. Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues. presented objectively.

Content has educational value. : f

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content *free of stereotypes.

Purpose of packige is well defined.
Package achieves acfined purpose.. _

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty, level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

fa Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational*.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

---...
Learner, controls rate, and sequence. -

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Laing can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials ant effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective, ,

Users can operate easily and independently..
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. ,

SA - Strongly Ave A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree. NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional/viilue.

Eitaluators indicated that they. would use or recommend use of this package only if
certain changes were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Cont t - 4, Instructionalrharacteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics 3.

This evaluation is aril on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth A /enue Portland, Oregon 97204
003) 248.6800 13R
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microliFTCOURSEWARE EVALUATION

The cnteria used for this evaluation have been customized to Llecommodtue SCIENCE COUTWW(IR'.

grades 10-12 but could be used for 8th and 9th
graders .(advanced students) with special
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students must have been introduced
to the elements, periodic tare, and properties of
the elements included in the game.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
consists of two diskettes, a manual and student
lea flets.

: Each student, or group of students, is allocated a
mystery element randomly chosen by the
computer from a total of 34 elements. The
Vudetit is told the appearance of the element
under normal room conditions. The task is to
identify the element using the least amount of
information. Information is supplied by tests
performed on the element.

''Al

The student leaflets describe the task, the
procedure, the scoring, and also lists the tests
available. In general, the cost of obtaining
information increases as the test becomes more
discriminating. The cost of an incorrect attempt
at identification is high, to discourage guessing.
If the student requests the identity of the element
(by typing GIVE UP in response to the prompt
'Option?') his score is reduced to zero.

If a student's score falls below zero the game is
automatically terminated and the identity of the
element is revealed. No limit has been placed on
the number of elements the student may attempt
to identify; this decision is left to the teacher or
the student.. The same element will not occur
twice in any series of ten elements..

POTENTIAL USES: It should be used as a review
of descriptive chemistry and periodicity. The
game format stimulates the memorization of
facts which can be used to identify the element in
question. The competition could be between
groups of students, between two students or a
student competing against his/her previous
performance. Since communication is only
through text on the careen, the students must he
close.enough to the computer screen to read
easily.

Individual students may work with the program as
reinforcement or make-up. Small groups (2-3
studknts) could use this in a laboratory setting.
Especially viable for Chemisty I students in

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
student could benefit from as little ,is 20 minutes
of use or as much as, one hour per day for a week.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The student control of
tests. performed on the unknowm is important.
Student guesses are augmented by an excellent
list of the properties of the elements. Each test
the student chooses to 4"do", cost him/her points
as does each wrong gueSs. Therefore each
interaction is either rewarded or penalized. The
student may work from memory of the Properties
of the elements or be given the chart of
properties with which to work.

The game format stimulates the student to learn
the properties of the elements. By playing the
game, the pro9ess of identification is
emphasized. The usefulness of the concept of
periodicity is evident in the reasoning process
required for success. The results of each test.are
clearly stated and kept in view throughout the
analysis.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: There is no use of
graphics or lab simulatiolis relevant to the ,tests
conducted only the test results are stated.
Therefore, if a student has not conducted the
actual tests, the results must often seem abstract
,,and in a void. A student must come to the
program with quite a bit of descriptive
background and an understanding of the periodic
chart. Although excellent for review, this
program is not the place to begin learning
chemical properties and periodicity..

The elements are not randomly selected - i.e.
Mercury is always first followed by Beryllium,
etc. This means that the effectiveness of the
program is greatly diminished. Ina class, all
students would be working on the same "unknown"
and, after working on the program one day, would
return to the same beginning unknowns the next.

OTHER COMMENTS: The unknowns must be
randomly generated so that the student does not
learn the sequence of the unknown.

112
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503).248.6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This report male possiblt. by n grant
from SOHIO Gx-poratt Contributions. ,

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE coursewale.

Classification

VERSION: Apple, copyright 1984
er

PRODUCER: MECC
3490 Lexington Avenue North
St. Paul, MN. 55112

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Institute for Educational
Research, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: $3600

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through 9
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Biology, Life Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II Plus,
Ile, or Ile, single disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Problem
solving, database
OTHER FEATURES: Content control
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Organizing
information, clarifying

SCIENCE CONCEPTS I NVOLVED: Populations,
validation
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE:, In program
program operating-instructions, student's.
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
post-test, teacher's information, student's
instructions, student worksheets, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
identify the basis for classifying objects and to
place objects into their respective groups baSed
on a common characteristic.

continued on back -4.-
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A 1J1 SD NA

Content is accurate.
, ' Content re seats current knowled.e of sub ect.

Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educaticnal value.

Science processes well integrated into packa;-
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
I

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphicslsoundlcolor are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD SIA

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

ti -,
Learner controls rate and sequence.

-
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised. .
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

...--1Package components ate durable.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and' independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabil er";;;WTned appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be unreasonable compared to its
instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend use of this package.
1.

Summary: Scale fr9m 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 3; Technical Characteristics 1.

Northwest Regional Educati
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue
(S03) 2484800

Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evduations of three or more reviewersMend, Oregon 97204 141 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The crturia used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
Contains a users disk, backup disks, and a 48-page,
teacher's guide. Classification is an important
process in science because it aids in organizing
and making sense out of large bodies of
information. As `the amount of information
increases, our ability to handle iefeffectively
decreases. Fortunately, hoWever, computers can
greatly aid our use of such Information; This
module uses a simple database inquiry system to
enter, search, and sort data. Both the process and
results of this activity are closely related to the
process of scientific claisification. This.
two-lesson module includes handouts,
transparencies, and a'quiz.

POTENTIAL USE: This package is one,of a series
of three programs designed to integrale computer t?'
literacy topics into science. The package focuses
more on data base vocabulary and function than
on classification. It is useful where a teacher
desires instruction or practice At grouping and
organizing relatedinformation. The two7lessen
module is designed for individual ot small group

'use of the.coinputer. The teacher's manual
provides suggestions for when computer
availability is limited.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 2-3
class period.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This is a goodprogram for
exploring,dataolpse organization and function.
Thfil lety thorough set of support activities,
handout masters, and worksheets is well designed
and useful. An information organizing activity
that contrasts the efficiency of file cards to that
of a computer data base is effective. The
program is not limited to life science. New data
bases can be created that apply to any content
area. The skills of data base use are egseful for
any topic, in an information age..

MAJOR VEAKNESSES: The prograM fails to live
up to its name, CLASSIFICATION. Worksheet
activities focus on data base use and do not
emphasize classification processes sufficiently.
The on-screen instructions for certain data base
functions are complicated and many 6th-9th grade
users will require more explanation than provided
in the support materials. Reading level on
handouts is above the taiget age group. In some
cases too many new terms are presented in one
paragraph and then the newly introduced
vocabillary is not used consistently in subsequent
text.

O

Northwest Regional Educational. Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sizth Avenue Portland. (Nese. 97204 142 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 248.6800
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This nurt mule. p)ssible 4rant
Input S01110 Contrihtiti(w.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been fttstomized to accommodate. SCIENCE courseware.

Classification of Living Things

VERSION: Apple, 1983

PRODUCER: Educational Activities, Inc.
P.O. Box 392
Freeport, NY 11520

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June '1984 by staff
and constituents of Oakland ISD, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST: $59.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 10.
SUBJECT: Biology
'TOPIC: Classification
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, III+, Ile,
oc Be, single disk drive, and color monitor. Also
available for the Commodore 64.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft andDOS 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remedial, standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial.
OTHER FEATURES: Reporting function,

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOL \(ED: Acquiring
information, organizing inform tion, interpreting
data, classifying.
SCIENCE CONCEPTSINVOLVED: Model,
organizing, population, theory.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In sugplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, resource/reference
information, student worksheets, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
Students will gain an understanding of: the need
for and the value of organization, why biologists
classify living things, how the ancients classified,
Binomial Nomenclature and the concept of
"species", the Modern System of Classification
and its 5 Kingdoms, and the evolutionary trend
that is found in a phylogenetic tree.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents Current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

10 Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.

to Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is c1r and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

'_ Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.
, Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disigree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable, compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use of recommend use of this pnekage with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 4, Instructional Characteristics 4, Technical Characteristics 4.

rajNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Orson 97204
(503) 248.6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential user, of the courseware package.
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micro*IFI'COURSEWARE-ILVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodae SCIENCEcourseware.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students need to be at a reading level of 5th
grade or better.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
consists of ode diskette and a manual, along with
answer keys for the fur quizzes in the program.
The program teaches,. through an interactive
tutorial, the historical bac)cground and
development of the modern, five kingdom system
of classification of living things. A glossary,
classification bank, Dichotomous key and four
quizzes are part of the prograrri.

POTENTIAL USES: The program is designed for
grades 7 through 10 and cAn be used as a tutorial
to teach new material or review content already
covered. The program is probably best suited for
9th and 10th grade Biology, particularuly parts 3
and 4 because of the difficulty of the vocabulary.
Parts 1 and 2 would be a good introduction at the
lower grade levels (70, and Sth grade Life k

Science). The introduction to the dichotomous
key is a good stepping stone for the teacher to
introduce other, more specific keys in follow-up
activities.

Although some information is provided in Section
4, the package could be most effectively
employed if characteristics of each subdivision
were presented in the documentation. Otherwise,
it must be used in conjunction With classroom
instruction It would be difficult to use this
software as a class demonstration tool.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
first two parts of the program take about 15-25
minutes. The remaining sections could be used to
classify organisms as requested by the instructor
or to identify specific characteristics of a
particular group of organisms. Time would .vary
considerably up to one class period.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program has nice
graphics and they are used effectively.- The
worksheets included with the User Guide are
ackEtate and the presentation is logical and
generally quite clear. The review quizzes are
appropriately spaced and the scoring program
allows the instructor to see a student's progress.
The introduction to the dichotomous key at two
levels is well thought-out.

Kids liked the use of mnemonic device's to
remember the classification sequence but said, it
gets "kind of" boring. Hints are given to incorrect
responses on the learning activities and the
information presented is summerized and
reviewed. The package is easy Ito use and the
documentation provides suggestions for pre- and
follow-up activities. Each unit is nicely branched.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The definition of species
should be changed.to include: share a common
gene pool; can prciduce viable o fspring;
geographically or physically iso ated. Theware
important concepts in Biology f Species
formation.

The program should give examples of
hypothesizing rather than letting questions be
answered by guesses. The quiz questions are too
easy.

;Fart 4 includes misspelled words: spirocles and
annids. Examples given in the section "What's in a
Name?" fly by too quickly for a slow reader and
cannot be user-controlled. The organisms listed
as examples in the dichotomous key should be
listed in the user materials so the teacher could
easily assign organisms from the classification
bank. The genus/Species boxes were confusing.
The frames with the branching kingdom to three
phyla and the relationship of classes to one
phyllum were unclear.

The documentation,does not indicate that color is
required. The program cannot be used with a
green screen monitor. The presentation is
uneven, it leaps from overly simplistic
introduction to drill' and practice on genus and
species. The program presents an overabundance
of information in an inconsistent manner. Users
are not advised where to get more information on
performing searches.

OTHER COMMENTS: The information presented
in this package could be more effectively taught
with other media. Suggested changes:
accommodate green screen monitors, clarify
presentation, and define the terms before giving
drill and practice on them: Incorrect
grammatical use phrases such as "Animal are"
and "Planfare" rather than "Animals are", etc.
need to be changed.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(s03) 248-6800
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This rtport made possiblt. by a grant
Inert SOHIO Corporate- Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Climate

VERSION: Apple 1981

PRODUCER: PUBLISHER
.Scott-Foresman & Co.
Electronic Publishing Division
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

DEVELOPER
Heinemann Computers in
Education Ltd.

22 Bedford Square
London WC1B 3HH

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by staff
and constituents of Oakland, ND, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST: $59.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through
post-secondary.
SUBJECT: Earth Science
TOPIC: Climate
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk

1

REQUIRED HARDWARE 48K Apple II, II+, Ile,
or Ile, single disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3:3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE:. Remedial, standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill St
practice, tutorial.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
informaton, inferring, hypothesizirig.,
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quanitification; validation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In sum lementary materials
suggested grade /ability level, prerequisite
skills /activities; sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide students with practice in interpreting
data on world climates.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students should have prior instruction in concepts
of climate covered in the programs.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content re resents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has edkcadonal value.

Scieotice processei well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty levels appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphicahmundkolor are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with pridr learning.
Learning can begeneralized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

. Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

'Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.'
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend-we of this package only if certain changes
were made.

Summary: Scale from 5, (High) to 1 (Low),
Cohtent - 4, Instructional Characteristics 3, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800 145

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of !Sree or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accoinmodtue SCIENCE COUTSeWalt

CONTENT AN I) STRUCTURE: The package
consists of One program diskette, a back-up
diskette, and a 12 -page manual.. Data on climatic
conditions are presented and students are guided
by multiple-choice questions through a
step-by-step miysis process. Data is randomly
generated wi in set limits and help is available
to the user. eachers may control data
parameters.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is probably best
used at the end of a unit as a drill and practice
program. It is not designed to start a unit
bec e it will lead to a great deal of trial and

or responses. With a printer, it could be used
to test a students understanding of the topic, and
cut down on trial and error giisses to questions.

The program could be used individually to see
graph and data table interpretation. It has some
potential for a demonstration for the entire class.

ESTIMATED STUDtNT TIME REQUIRED: A
complete run of the program would take between
10 to 20 minutes if used after the concepts have
been learned.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Each run of the program
can use a different set of variables and is thus
better than a printed exercise. It allows for
various levels of difficulty and makes good use of
graphics.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: As ti drill and practice
exercise, the objectives of. the program could also
be accomplished with a printed page. If student
time is not controlled, the program could be
completed with only trial and error responses.
Notes for the teachers are not complete or
detailed enough.

The list of climate types is the British version and
does not match ours. The feedback on answers
does not clearly discriminate betWeen a correct
and incorrect response. If the response is
incorrect, the user can get caught in loop until
he/she exhausts every possibility.

ti

OTHER COMMENTS: Students should not he
given this program to run without detailed
instruction of objectives and procedures. The
program should be used to demonstrate
relationships of climate variable only after the
students nderstand the basic concepts.

0

4
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micro IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This n port ak, possible by n grant
from SORlO Cirporote Ce intribut vs.

The cnteria used for this evaluanon have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

COMP-USOLVE
VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Educational Activities
P.O. Box 392
Freeport,, NY 11520

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by staff
and constituents of Jefferson County Public
Schools, Lakewood, Colorado.

COST: $t09.00 or $59.00 each

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 2 through 12
SUBJECT: Math-Science
TOPIC: Problem Solving
MEDWM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple U, II+, or
Ile, single disk drive, and color monitor. Also
available for TRS-80 Models III and IV and the

"Commodore 64.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Garnet-problem
solving.
OTHER FEATURES: Reporting function. k

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
information, inferring, hypothesizing.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
model, perception, interaction.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In ro ram
program operating instructions, stu enis
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, resource/reference
information, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) The
major objective of COMP-U-SOLVE is to promote
and stimulate problem-solving. Some of the
problem-solving objectives that are develok.d by
completing COMP-U-SOLVE are:. developing trial
and error techniques, guessing at solutions
(hypothesis testing), reasoning using IF THEN,
reasoning using EITHER OR, examining
different cases, reducing problem to similar
problem, finding equivalent problem to solve,
using graphing and branching techniques, looking
for patterns, organizing data, and working
backwards.

continued on back -a..
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.-

-----T
Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.
- I 1

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time., ...
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA

0/III

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

p---
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials arc comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
, Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics \4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 &W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 1.47
(50312486800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permifsion to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
The puzzles do not require any special
prerequisite skills. The user who has had some
experience with problem-solving' techniques will
have greater success.

Some techniques that might be discussed prior to
working with the puzzles include: the 4se of trial
and error procedures, looking for differ
alternatives, trying IF-THEN and EITHER-OR
reasoning, defining Is smaller puzzle of the same
type, looking for patterns, organizing data,
working backwards, and recording information.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of 2 diskettes anil a documentation
manual. COMP-U-SOLVE PROGRAMS are
simulations of classical puples that test and
stretch the thinking capacity of your students as
they try to solve the problem in the least possible
moves.

Each thought-provoking.program offers two levels
of play. The Regular Mode provides feedback
based on student responses. The computer
"knows" if the user is progressing toward a
desirable solution in an effective manner. If not,
s/he is given feedback such as' motivating
statements, specific hints, general guidelines and,
if necessary, the complete solution. In the
Contest Mode, all hints and feedback are
eliminated and, if available, a more difficult level
of the program is offered.

Each of the 10 games (5 per disk) are graded from
easiest to hardest, and uses high resolution
graphics, sound and other embellishments to make
the games motivating.

POTENTIAL USES: The program could be used
with pairs or small groups of students to
supplement a unit on logic or problem solving. It
is good for extra credit, spare time work, or after
school where students can work independently.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Each
puzzle would take from 10 to 30 minutes
depending on the puzzle, difficulty level and user
experience.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The manual includes a
description of each puzzle and the solutiqns. The
puzzles are interesting to all ages. There are
various levels of difficulty to challenge any
ability. One reviewer commented that students
were "actively" working with the program.

0
MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The directions are not
very clear for some of the puzzles (Align the
Laser). When you change puzzles you have to go
back to the introduction.

OTHER COMMENTS: A color monitor is
necessary.

Northwest Regional Educational laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 1 4 8,
(503) 2484800

This evaluatIon is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Pe111140011 to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micrciiiIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This report oasNibb. by .1 &O
trim SOHIO Ctptwat Cinuributiiins.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE otirwware.

Computer Biology Lab: Frog

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Cross Educational Software
1892 N Trenton Street
PO Box 1536
Ruston, Louisiana 71270

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Schools in Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $30.00 "

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 10
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Biology, Life Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/2 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE Apple II Family, one
disk drive, color monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction and enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNI4UtS: Drill dc
practice, tutorial, simulation, laboratory tool, and
demonstration.

V

SCIENCE PkOCESSES INVOLVED: Observing
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Organism

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
post-test and student's instructions. In
supplementary material instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
pre-test, post-test, teacher's information,
student's instructions, and student'worksheeta.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide a support activity for the frog
dissection lab.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
To be used in conjunction with the Frog dissection
lab activity. The student should be familiar with
proper lab procedures and practices.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

,Content re .risents current knowled: e of sub ect.Ni/p Science issues pretented objectively.
III Content has educational value. AilEis Science processes well integrated into package.

Content

'sofPurpose package is well defined.i
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentations is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.i, Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

.--i
Information displays are effective.

Users .an operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.II Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. (

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Ap licable

The cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little (moo
change.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low)
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics - 5.

A,(is Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 14 9
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of notential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



rnicro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware..

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains a circulation disk, a back-up disk, and a
16 page users guide. .The Program provides a
pre/post lab computer activity on frog dissection
which identifies the major organs and their
functions.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
with large groups in a demonstration mode to
provide instruction on the dissection process, and
the placement and identification of the organs. It
would be useful Aurink the lab to assist students
having difficulty. After the lab it could be used ).

as review with individual students.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 1-3
class periods depending on how it is used

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package is a good
pictorial representation of the dissection process
and organ placement.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Some labels are difficult
to read and associate with proper locations.

V

d

. e

0
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9

1

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory '041 Thij evaluation is based on the evaluations 14 three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 972 . who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2484800 .
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This rcixirt rtwith fRissiblc by 4rant
IniT/1 SOWO COrp4:10 Gintribtitiwts.

The mteria used for this ecaluaaon have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Connections
VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Krell Software Corporation
1320 Stony Brook Road
Stony Brook, N.Y. 11790

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Institute for Educational
Research, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: $99.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 12.
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Reasoning
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II Plus,
lie, or Ile, Atari, Commodore Pet and 64, TRS-80,
IBM, single disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Apple Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Problem solving
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting

Noomonon.
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

information, using the Scientific Method,
inferring, hypothesizing.
SCIENCE CO NCEPTS IN VOLVED: rause-effeCt,
interaction, model, perception.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
teach the art of scientific reasoning, mental
agility, and intellectual acuity.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The
CONNECTIONS Game System includes four game
formatsBIRDS OF A FEATHER,
CONNECTIONS, PARTITIONS, and NEWTON.
Each is designed to demand as well as to teach
the ar43 of scientific reasoning, mental agility,
and intellectual acuity. players formulate and
test their own hypotheses as they seek the
relationship that "connects" a set of data.

CONNECTIONS is accompanied by a series of
data bases pertaining to different subject areas.
The initial set of data bases (included free with
the game system) deals with geography,
chemistry, mammals, mathematics, tools, and
everyday obia,cts.

continued on back -4.-1.

Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

IDIII

NII6

Content has educational value.
Science proceues well integrated into package.

stereotypes.content is free of
Purpose

oriumm Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentationis clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner contrail rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displaVe are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes
were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (Hip.h) to I (Low).
Content 3, Instructional Characteristics 2, Technical Characteristics 2.

1.
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 r 1- (503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permit:On to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

This gaine system allows users to create their own
data bases and to utilize the data bases created
by others via the CONNECTIONS USERS GROUP.
EXCHANGE PROGRAM.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
for enrichment or remediation exercises for
individual or groups of students.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 30
minutes or more

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The general objective, to
provide practice in determining relationships
(connections), is excellent. The package is
valuable for practicing a skill that is difficult to
develop in standard instructional modes. The
package is flexible, allowing. user created and
expanded data bases.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The user support
materials are inadequate. 'Me basic operating
instructions lack details. The description of the
database-format and logic is too brief. Certain
screen instructions are cryptic and misreading.
The user must do a lot of trial-and-errot exploring
to become familiar with the program.
Considerable preparation will be necessary to get
students using the package as intended.

11

'a

faNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory e n This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Orcson 97204 t) I who are representative of Potential users of the courseware package.
(303) 2484800

Permission to reproduce this document hereby granted.
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frnm SOMO Corfk,r;ilf. CHturibta

The criteria used ji rr this evaluation have been customized to accommoduie SCIENCE olinewiire.

Discovering the Scientific Method

VERSION: Apple

PRODUL:ER: Focus Media, Inc.
839 Stewart Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Public Schools in Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $49.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 12
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Process
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/2 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: '48K Apple II, 11+ or He,
single disk drive, and monitor. Also available on a
16K TRS-80.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: ApplesoPt and DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
Instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial, problem solving.
SCIENCE PROCESS INVOLVED: Hypothesizing,
inferring, interpreting data, observing

6

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program -
.studen't's instructions. In supplementary material
- suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
student's instructions, student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
define the terms HYPOTHESIS and ANALYSIS,
ORGANIZE DATA into simple categories,,
RECORD the RESULTS of experiments, DRAW
CONCLUSIONS from recorded data, and MAKE
GENERALIZATIONS from their conclusions.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES;
(IN FERREL)) None stated.

continued on bak

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.L_
Science issues presented objectively.

.4 Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Cont nt presentation is elearInd logical.
Diffic ty level is appropriate to audience.
The pac age makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.

..--
Learning can be generalized..,
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

is' Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independenti'
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriate
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree .A'-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

The cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this pnekage with little or no
change.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 3, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregan 972.04
(503) 248-6800 153

Iv.

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCF0:oursetvare.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette, back-up disk, and a
Lesson Planner Guide.

The disk contains two educational computer
programs that provide a model of scientific
inquiry.

The first program in the package is tutorial in
nature and introduce the concepts of hypothesis
formation and data analysis. Once this is
mastered, the student progresses to dle second
program, which contains three problems. Each
problem 'presents information for the student to
"solve" by forming hypotheses, performing tests,
and analyzing the results of these tests.

At the end of the TEACHER'S LESSON
PLANNER there are a set of student worksheets.
The worksheets have been designed to allow the
teacher to review each tudent's work, spot
difficulties that he/she may be having, and
provide an opportunity to make suggestions that
will assist the student in becoming a more critical
thinker.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 45
minutes.

POTENTIAL USES: With individual students or
pairs of students as an introduction to or review
of the scientific method.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Modular approach to
problem solving.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program can only be
used once for each student because the program
presents the same problems each time it is used.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
,00 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 15
(503) 248.6800

Thu evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to feproduce this document is hereby granted.
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,This report made possible by a 4ratit
from SONO Corporate Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized toticcoinmodate SCIENCE otaseware.

Discovery Lab

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: MECC
3490 Lexington Avenue North
St. Paul, MN 551.12

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory.

COST: $44.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through 9.
SUBJECT: Sciences Process
TOPIC: Life Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk,
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Family,
single disk drive and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Microworld,
problem solving
SCIENCE pROQESSES INVOLVED: Controlling
variables, designkng experiments, hypothesizing,
inferring, observing, predicting .

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Organism,
population, and model.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In Supplementary Material'
suggested graderability level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, student's instructions,
student worksheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE5. (STATED)
After using all three levels of this package the
student should be able to: identify variables and
name suitable controls; desige an experiment that
controls five variables; collect and record simple
data from Observations; provide la ..cal
predictions and conclusions from data and
information; suggest appropriate experiments to
solve simple problems; run multiple trials in orler
to increase the accuracy of experimental results.

continued on back .4.- 111.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
-; Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package I well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

. The package makes good use of computer time.
0 Graphics/sound /color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

The cast of the package is very reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low).

Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics 5, Technical Characteristics 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 248.6800 155 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Reading
level of 5-6 (Da le-Chall)

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains one disk, a back-up disk, and a 40 page
manual. Discovery lab is designed to introduce
students to scientific processes: specifically,
.observation, experimental design, and hypothesis
testing. Students are challenged to design
experiments in order to determine-the
characteristics of imaginary mystery organisms.
The package contains three separate labs of
differing difficulty. As students progress through
the labs they must control additional variables
and analyze increasingly complex organisms.

Each lab contains five types of organisms and a
graphical chamber where the students may design
and rtfirtheir experiments. Students study the
characteristics of an organism by altering the
conditions Ivariables) in a chamber. Students
learn by testing and observing an organism's
behmiior under the different conditions.

In "Training Lab" students control two variables,
light and temperature. Each of these variables
can be set for one of 'two distinct conditions. The
organisms in this lab always display a preference
for one of the conditions.

Students working in "Explorer Lab" control five
variables. Each variable in this lab can be set Tor
one of two conditions. Most of the organisms in
this lab will display a preference for one of the
two conditions. In some cases, however,
organisms will not have a. preference for either of
the conditions.

In "Challenge Lab" students control five
variables. Each variabia in this lab can be set for
one of three distinct conditions. Organisms in
this lab may display a preference for one
condition or .they may not exhibit a. preference for
any of the conditions.

Students may continue to design experiments in a
chamber until they are satisfied that they have
discovered the behavior patterns of the
organisms. The final results are analyze id

compared to the actual characteristics G. the
organisms. Possible redesigns of the experiments
are suggested when the students' findings do not
match their organisms' true characteristics.

=111In
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2486800

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
with individual students or pairs of students in a
life science class at the intermediate level. It
could also be used with large groups in a
demonstration mode.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Approximately 30 minutes for the "Training Lab".
The other two labs would require a longer time to
complete, but it can be done in sections over
several days. students would benefit by repeating
the labs several times. To do a good job on the
advanced labs would require several days to a
week.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: "Discovery Lab" is an
incredible simulation of science experimentation.
The reviewers especially liked the amount of
control the student has in simulation. By
controling two to five variables the user is able to
observe the resulting changes in a fictious
organism. The &cumentation is excellent. All
possible outcomes are examined-in the manual..
The reviewers liked the student worksheets which
are provided in the support materials. Use Of the
program encourages accurate record keeping.
One reviewer commented that this package was
the best computer package they have seen that
simulates the scientific method of problem
solving.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Each level is limited to
fisie organisms that are not randomized in their
behavior. Once these behaviors are discovered
the usefulness of the package deminishes.

14.-N

OTHER 'COMMENTSisStudents may get a little
bored while waiting for the organism to "react" to
changes in the variables. But, this wait time is
realistic. If students jump to conclusions before
the organism reacts their results may he
inaccurate.

.156
This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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Earth Science

VERSION: Atari 2.3

PRODUCE& MECC
3490 Lexington Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55112

This upon moth. possibly by grant
from SOH10 Corporate Contributions.

The .-ritena used for this evaistatton have been customized to accommodate SC I E NC E courseware.

North

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by staff
and constituents of Oakland ISD, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST: $46.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 9.
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Earch Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Atari 400, 800 or
XL series, single disk drive and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE Atari Basic cartridge.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill dc
practice, simulation, game, problem solving.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information. Inferring, hypothesizing.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
interaction, change, model, quanitification.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In.progam
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In su . elemetIt. materials
suggested lty
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, student's instructions,
students worksheets, follow -up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
calculate the epicenter of an earthquake given
lag-time information from three reporting
stations. To define the following: seismographs,
Richter scale, epicenter, shock waves, primary
and secondary waves, lag-time. To recognize
those characteristics of minerals'that identify a
unique mineral. To examine or perform tests on a
,specific mineral in
response to computer prompts. To classify
minerals by the criteria each meets or fails. To
experience a systematized laboratory process of
.examining and testing objects for classification.
To learn the names of planets. TO learn the
distances between earth and the planets. To
compare distances and various modes and speeds

continued on back -0.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

M A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content re . resents current knowledge of subject.
I I Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

'
. _4

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
I ,

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed..
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
: -

User support waterials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachitrs can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

I Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics 4, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 57

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby' granted.
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The criteria used l'or this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCEcuurseware

of travel. To compare body weight as measured
on the planets, moon and sun. To correctly use
terminology associated with astronomy. To
Identify the five major constellations around the
North Star. To observe the apparent rotation of
the stars by viewing the sky a_ t different time
periods.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students need to be at a 7-8th grade reading level.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
includes a Ter's disk containing five prbgrams on
four earth science topics, a back-up disk, and a 53
page support manual.

Solar Distance, Ursa Lesson, and Ursa Rotation
cover the astronomy topics of distance in space
and the rotation of constellations.
EARTHQUAKES and MINERALS instruct students
on calculating the distanCe to an earthquake
epicenter and on identifying 29 common
minerals.

POTENTIAL USES: The package could be used in
physical science, geology or earth science
classes. Each of the five programs have a
different potential.

Minerals: This program could be used with
individuals or small groups after a unit on
minerals to reinforce the concepts.

Earthquakes, Solar Distance, and Ursa Rotation:
These programs could be used with individuals,
small groups, or for large group demonstrations
using a large monitor.

Ursa Lessons are appropriate for use with
individuals or small groups.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQU.IRLD:
Earthquakes: 30-90 minutes; Minerals: 15-20
minutes; Ursa (Lesson and Rotations): 1 hour and
Solar Distance: 30-60 minutes.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Earthquake: The sequence
as suggested in the support manual leads to
comprehension of the concepts at a very high
level. It is a very well done simulation.

Minerals: The program is very good it shows
how a computer easily calculates various input
and reaches a conclusion rapidly.

Ursa Rotation: Tills program uses clear graphics
to simulate events that cannot be observed during
a regular school day. It encourages students to
make actual observations of the night sky to
confirm the accuracy of the sVnulation. The
package includes a good set of suggested
classroom activities. Ursa provides a valuable
learning experience for the student without any
other materials.

Solar Distance: The program is well done.
Distance and weight conversions are done in a
clear, easily understood format. It has a high
_Interest level with information provided in real
world terms. It can be used with fairly good
concept developement with no preparation.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Earthquake: Graphics
could be sharper and clearer. There was some
difficulty observed with overlapping lines and
stateborderlines (bright red circles might be
better). Simulated graphs could be larger and
would be better with a scale of intensity. The
package doe4 not,provide enough information on
the causes of earthquakes.

Minerals: This is not a stand-:alone program.
Much teacfiir ipvolvement and preparation is 1
necessary for a worthwhile experience. .More
background on minerals and their characteristics
is needed. used to replace actual work by a
student, this program would be a misuse of
computer technology.

Ursa Lesson: This program is poor in introduction.,
design and presentation. The program does not
provide enough background on the historical
significance of constellation names, and'why
constellations are used today and in the past as
identifiable groupings of stars.

Ursa Lessons and Rotation: Relative brightness
(magnitude) of stars in constellations was neither.
mentioned nor simulated.

Solar Distance: Stud4nts should have had 'a fair
amount of astronomy time/distance experience
for most effective use.

OTHER COMMENTS: The' Ursa lessons should he
dropped from the package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Earth Science Series

VERSION: TRS-80 III/IV Disk, copyright 1980

PRODUCER: nrc Software
2128 W. Jefferson Road
Pittsford, NY 14534

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Institute for Educational
Research, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: $68.50

ABILITY LEVE Grades 7 through 12
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Earth Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K TRS-80 III, single
disk drive, and monitor. Also available for 16K
TRS-80 Model I and III with cassette recorder.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: TRS-DOS
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard itttruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial, simulation, lttboratory tool

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, measuring, inferring, hypothesizing,
using numbers.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: ,Cause-effect,
interaction, significance, model, validation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE:. In ro ram
program operating instructions, student s
instructions. In supplementary materials --
instructional objectives, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions, student worksheets.

IN OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide students with instruction and drill
designed to reinforce class material. Specific
behavioral objecties ape stated in the manual for
each of the 12 programs in the package.

a
INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
,(INFERRED) The student must have received
prior instruction oil the concepts covered by each
program.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY lit,

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well Integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.

,

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

fr
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

I1 1 Use of pickage is motivational. 1

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed. .,

Learner controls rate and sequence'.
Initruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package' easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree , A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicaiile
==i

Evaluators judged Mal the cost of this package was unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional ,Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 159

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evahvition have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
Consists of one diskette and a manual. The
manual contains general operating instructions,
objectives and a description for each of the 12
programs in the package. Also included in the
manual are reproducible worksheets and handouts
for use with the package, as well as an answer key
for all program activities. Programs on the
diskette are: Gradient, Heat Energy Lost or
Gained, Latitude and Longitude, Basic Chemistry,
Stream Erosion, Water Budget, Siesmic Waves,
Earth History; Seasons, Meterology, Percent '
Error, and Lab Aid Program.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is a tutorial
program. It is designed for one student doing the

spackage alone.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 25
minutes per section.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: There is a variety of
subjects covered in the ptogram. Good use of
graphics enhance the package. There is good
reinforcement for, the students correct responses.

MAJOR. WEAKNESSES: The tutorial information
needs to be-expanded. Before the students are
allowed to continue, they must answer with
correct responses wAthout any branching to help
screena. This encourages guessing. Typing errors
and the use of abbreviations are confusing. The
student handouts are of poor quality. The
in-eerie' in the stream erosion program is not
resented clearly.

.;

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential wen of the courseware package.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware

Eat Smart

VERSION: Apple, 1981

PRODUCER: The Pillsbury Company
Pillsbpsy Center, M.S. 3286
MinneTivpolis, MN 55402

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $19.75

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Health, Science
TOPIC: Nutrition
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, lie,
or He, monitor, single disk drive, and printer
(optional).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
OTHER FEATURES: Nutritional Analysis
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting data, questioning.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification, interacting, cause-effect.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In prograin
Program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In s materials
Teacher's information, student worksheets.

. .

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide nutritional analysis of the student's
diet for one day.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need some prior
instruction on the meaning of RDA and some
nutrition concepts would be useful in
understanding the program output.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The EAT SMART
nutrition computer program is an easy-to-use
computer program that analyzes an individual's
diet for one day. The
program was designed to create awareness of key
nutrients in the diet and ways individuals can
improve their diets by making different food
choices.

a

continued on back -s.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

I A ,

Content re . resents current knowled : e of sub ect.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.

-

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpc.ae.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
'Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

....__
Feedback is effectively employed.

......_.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integkates with prior learning.
Learning can be'generalired._ ,
User support materials are comprehensive.

--,
. ._._

User support material, are effective. -.-.
Pacjcage components atp durable.

'Information displays are effective.

i
Users can operate easily and independently.

4*
Teachers can employ.package easily. - -- ___
Computer capabilitiee art used appropriately.

0. Program is reliable in normal use.
SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD Strongly Disagree' NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 972041
(503) 204800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of thtee or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The cnteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE cmoseware

The analysis is given as a percentage of each
user's Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA's)
for key nutrients and considers age, sex and
special requirements of pregnant or nursing
women. (The RDAs established by the National
Academy of Sciences, National Research Council,
1980, provide generous amounts of nutrients
needed for good health.) Included in the kit are
the following: one diskette, program manual and
educator's guide, 30 food worksheets, food
substitution list, 30 "Learn How to be a-Wise
Eater" brochures. Several other activity
worksheets, and a nutrient compilations book.

POTENTIAL USES: EAT SMART could be used as
an introduction or conclusion to a nutrition unit.
This package could be used in a classroom
demonstration where selected daily diets are
entered and displayed to the class for discussion.
The program could also be used with individual
students. Each student could keep track of their
diet for a day and enter it into the computer for
analysis. Another possible use if for the class to
collect data on the snacks eaten during a day to
see how many calories or how much sodium was
consumed by the whole class.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Each
student will require approxiamately 30 minutes of
computer time to enter their personal data.
Additional time would be' required to introduce e
the activity, go over the worksheets, and discuss
the additional brochures.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The nutritional data is
accurate and up to date. The program *gathers
information and gives an analysis of that
information. No particular view point or
philosophy is presented. Reviewers liked the
using of personal data for analysis. There is a
tremendous amount of nutritional information in
this package available to the user which would
otherwise require much research and reading.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program does not
take advantage of computer graphics. The entire
program is done in the text mode. Although, if
you are using a printer to print out the analysis,
this will be an asset. The students are required to
handle a tremendous amount of unorganized
numerical data, after an analysis. The
information display format is very poor. The
folder which holds the components of the package
is not durable.

OTHER COMMENTS: If an entire class of
students is to enter their data individually on one
computer, it would take a considerable amount of
time to complete the rotation.

Northt:vest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(5031 248-6800 1 62 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for-this evaluation have been customized to accommi Jute SCIENCE courseware.

Energy and Power
VERSION: Commodore 64

PRODUCER: Micro Ed, Inc.
PO Box 444005
Eden Prairie, MN 55344

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory.

COST: $34.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 9
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Physical Science
MEDIUM. OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Commodore 64, single
disk drive, ,and monitor
REQUITED SOFTWARE: None
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill &
practice, tutorial, and problem solving.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
data.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
force, quantification

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In SupRlementary Material
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
introduce the relation of power and mass to
moving objects and creating energy.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student should he familiar with
the terms; work, power, energy, watts,
foot-pounds, joules, and mass prior to using the
package.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette and documentation sheet.
The programs "Hay Day", "Demolition Derby",
"Watts Up", and "River Run" deal with the
physical science topics of power and mass.

continued on buck

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics /sound /color are used appropriately.i Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated;
Feedback is effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effictive.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

..

A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable_

The cost of the package is not reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes
were made. (Note changes under weaknesses or other comments.)

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3 Technical Characteristics 4.

alNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 16
(503) 2486800 3

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reiewgrs
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package?
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The cntena used for this evaivatum have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE coursewan.

The learner will see that work and time are
directly related when finding power. Power will
be measured by the amount of work done lifting
hay bales into a loft. The faster you can get the
work done, the more powerful you'll be.

"Demolition Derby" shows how mass can be a very
powerful force. The learner will see that it's-nor
always how big something is, but more
importantly how much mass is contained *Rhin
it. In this case. it hts to do with demolititA derby
cars.

Power can' also be expressed in a metric unit
called a watt. A watt is an electrical
measureilient which the learner will apply to a
conveyor belt. The concepts of time and enemy
are also included in "Watts Up".

The final program in this series deals with
horsepower. You will find the power generated by
rivers while developing an understanding of the
many diffe'rem ways one can use and measure
power.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
with individuals or pairs for drill and practice
with the concepts of power and mass.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:. Each
of the four programs can be done in 10 to 20
minutes depending on the compiltational speed of
the user. The "Watts Up" program requires the
use of pencil and paper, and perhaps-a calculator.
The other programs use values that most students
can do mentally.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: These programs show how
to calculate values for power, etc. which serves
as a good example of applied mathematics. They
can be used effectively as math drill problems.
The objectives are clearly stated in the program
and in the documentation. The graphics used to,
reward correct answers are very well done. The
programs do an excellent job of allowing the user
to control the flow of the programs at all steps.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The reviewers felt that
the user is shown HOW to do the calculations but
not .WHAT the calculations, mean. The package
can be seen more as a math drill and practice.
Consequently, it may be more useful in'a
mathematics class than in a science class. The
graphics are somewhat misleading in that the.
distances are shown the same regardless of the

.,diirjension. The picture stays the slime and only
the-numbers change. The producer indicates that
the package maybe used as early as third grade.
Most of the,programs would be too difficult for
that level. Two fatal errors oceured ih the
program "Watts Up".

rt

glNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 9720
0031 248.6800 6 4

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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Energy House

VERSION: April 1983 Apple H

This n prt ni,4( lx)..:sibl by 1, grant
fr. un SOMO Corpor.lit Onitributit,n.s.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE:.'bterseware.

PRODUCER: Ties
1925 West County Rd. B2
St. Paul, MN 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1 sr I by the
staff and constituents of Program for Research
and Evaluation for Public Schools, Mississippi
State, Mississippi.

COST: $49.95

.ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 8
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Energy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" Fle:cible Disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II+, He, or
He, single disk drive, monitor, printer (optional).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURP9SE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTION AL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, simulation, problem solving
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Problem
solving, evaluation of data, observing.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Cause-effects, change, interaction, model, system.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level s), instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills or activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, resource/reference
information, student's instructions, student
worksheets, follow-uriactivities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
become skilled in locating and correcting energy
waste at home.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQULSITES: (STATED)
Students must be introduced to the energy related
commands used by Energy House, and have some
knowledge of the common energy wasters in a
home.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: ENERGY HOUSE
is a simulation/problem solving activity in which
students will examine rooms or a house to find
and correct energy waste. Students travel

continued on back -4.-0.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content reyresents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.'

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphicalsotuukolor are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated,
Feedback is effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

The cost of the package was judged to he resonable compared to its instructional value.

I would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale form 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 4, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
)00 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800 165

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE ourseware.

through a house of two to seven rooms looking for
ways to conserve energy., After deciding what
changes should be made to a'room, the student
types in commands to correct the problem. If the
student's response is correct, the energy
efficiency of the house will increase. This
increase registers on the thermometer on the
screen, which kepi track of the score. However,
the percentages given are not true indicators of
the amount of energy saved by each correction.
At the end of the program, a student's success is
stated in terms of energy efficiency. A
management system provides the teacher with the
student's name, the number of rooms examined,
the ending time, and the final energy efficiency
rating.

POTENTIAL USES: This package would be
beneficial when teaching a unit on energy
conservation, in the home, at the upper
elementary level. Students could use it
independently prior to and following instruction.
It can be used for assignment purposes, because it
stores a student record.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 1 to
1-1/2 hours for mastery.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This program deals with
things a student can control at home (i.e. leaving
lights, stereo or TV on). It also makes allowances
for personal comfort, such as leaving lights or
heater on when someone is in the room.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The color graphics are
not clear, alot of time is spent in attempting to 4
figure out what you are looking at. if the
program was used on a B/W monitor, the problem
would be worse. This is a major problem and
could be very frustrating for students.

OTHER COMMENTS: The program puts a time
limit on each student, thus avoiding lengthy
sessions. The teacher should demonstrate or
explain the graphics prior to student use of the
package.

(

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more revieviers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2484800 .166 Permission to reproduce this document is rereby granted.
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This n INIssible by ;t grant
lr ++m S01110 Ctn-por;itt Contributiams.

Energy Search
VERSION: Apple

The criteria used for this evaluatum have been customized to accommodtue SCIErsCEcounean

SCIENCE CO NCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
interaction, replication.

PRODUCER: McGraw Hill
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $180.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 9
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Energy Conservation
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 -1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II plus,
Ile, or Ilc, single disk drive, and monitorei
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3
:NSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE& Simulation
OTHER FEATURES: Speed limited
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, inferring, hypothesizing.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In ogam
Sample program output, teacher's information,

.,,,studenVs instructions. In supplementary materials
Suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional

objectives, prerequisite skills or activities, sample
program output, program operating, instructions,
post-test, teacher's information,
resource/reference information, student's
instructions, student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
help students learn the following science-related
skills: vocabulary, record-keeping methods,
systematic procedure for making decisions,
energy information, principles of energy
management, and energy needs verses ecology
issues.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQULS1TES: (STATED)
Students need to be at a 6th grade reading level
and have a knowledge of how to operate a
corn pu ter.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content reprtsents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.
.... s

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

I Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational. '

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
lnfoimation displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

__ Computer capabilities are us-d appropriately
PrOgram is reliable in normal use.

A-Agree D- Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5' (High) to I (Low).
.Content - 4, InstrUctional Characteristics 3, Technical Characteristics 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W..-Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 972041 67
1503) 24844300

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this dcyment is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: In ENERGY
SEARCH, your students are directors of an energy
factory that is supplying energy to the homes and
businesses of the 'surrounding community. The
computer helps them run the factory by keeping
trpck of the areas in the factory that need .money
and the amount of money being spent. The goal is
to keep the factory running smoothly and not
allow a shut down to happen. To reach their goal,
students make various decisions based on both
content information in the Searchbook (student
workbook)' and changing data from the computer.
The process involves reading, interpreting and
recording data, and decision makingall basic
skills that enhance the study of energy or the
study of the history of energy.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is designed for
toe-with a large class setting of students grouped
into decision making units of three to four
people. The reviewers recommended use with
higher ability 5th through 9th gradefs. Average
or below average students would have problems
understanding the flow of activities from group to

gtc'uP

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 1-2
weeks of full class periods.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The information on various
energy sources is well covered and up to'date,
including the section on solar nuclear power. The
'ogram is structured for a class to make use of
one computer and provides for constant decision
making processes to be carried out while the
other'students are using the computer.

MAJOR WEAK NESSES: Once a decision has been
made it cannot be changed. Students are only
allowed to make decisions from a pre-set list if
they are to succeed. There is little reference to
prior knowledge or experience. The information
is for the mosfpart4self contained in the
program. The graphics and sound are limited or
non-existant. Pacing the use of the computer and
workbook could be a problem depending on the
level of the user group.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This report math. possible. by a grog,
from SOHIO Crpgrat t Co dart/nit ions.

The c-ruena used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Energy Series

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Focus Media, Inc.
839 Stewart Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Public Schools in Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $69.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 10
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Ehvironmental Education/Energy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/2 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+ or Ile,
single disk drive, and monitor. Also available on
48K TRS-80 Model III, 32K PET, and Commodore
64.
REQUIR41) SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial and game.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Interaction

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
student's instructions. In supplementary material

suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
resource/reference information, student's
instructions and follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To improve the students' understanding of heat
and sound energy.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need prior knowledge on
the topics included in these games.

Lotinnued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge ofsubject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.
. Content is free of stereotypes.

1

Purpose of package Is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effeoively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning./
s Learning can be generalized. .

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are.effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective. .

Users can operate easily and independently. '
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal tale.

A-Agree D-Disagtee SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable ,

The cost of this package is somewhat reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no
change.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low)
Content 4, Instructional Characteristics 2, Technical Characteristics 3.

121 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Aienue Portland, Oregon 97204

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users,o1 the courseware package.
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micro IPT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
'consists of one diskette, back-up disk, and a
Lesson' Planner Guide. It includes two .

reinforcement programs dealing with the world of
heat and sound energy. In the program 'Heat
Energy and Temperature' two students answer
questions and receive snowballs as rewards. Once
the questions are.completed they play Snow
Castle in which they use their accumulated
snowballs to knockdown the opponents wall. The
topics include heat and temperature, conduction,
convection, radiation, and calories. 'Sound Energy
Ind ,Waves' is a game where students. try for the
privilege of becoming a sharpshooter.- The topic
includes sound waves, pitch, amplitude, echoes,
speed of sound, and music. In both programs
incorrect answers result in tutorial information.-

POTENTIAL USES: With pairs. of students as a
review of heat/energy information.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 45
minutes.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The games contain a good
set of questions to review heat/energy concepts.
When a question is missed the program provides a
good tutorial on the topic.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None stated.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
1

rA4 This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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microkr COURSEWARE EVALUATION.
This report made possible by a grant,
from S01110 Corp ( watt, Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accomnuxiate SCIENCE courseware.

- Experiments in Human Physiology

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: FIRM Software
175 Tompkins Avenue
Pleasantville, NY 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March 19.84 by the
staff and constituents of Total Information
Education System, Roseville, Minnesota.

COST: $249.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Physiology (Human)
TOPIC: Respiration, Circulation
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk.
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II or II plus
single disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Problem solving
OTHER FEATURES: Interfacing.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Controlling
variables, designing experiments, collecting data,

interpreting data, measuring, questioning.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,'
change, interaction, perception, probability,
quantification, significance, validation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
supplementary materials suggested
grade/ability level(s), instructional objectives,
prerequisite skills or activities, program operating' -
instructions, teacher's information,
resource /reference information, student's
instructions, student worksheets, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED). To
make physiological measurements and
experiments on: Response time, Calibration, Skin
temperature, Respiration rate measurement, and
Heart rate measurement.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Minimal teacher preparation is
necessary for each of the above topics.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content teas educational value.

Science processes weU integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.. Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independeatly.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

The cost of the Qackage was judged to be reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 5, Instructional Characteristics 4, Technical Characteristics 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 171(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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micro SI Fr COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The critena used for tits evaluatum have been customized to accommolue SCIENCEcoursenare.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
includes hardware and software needed to
complete the ten experiments on human
physiology. The hardware includes: interface box
to connect to Apple's game paddle port,
temperature probes, a timer plug, a light and light
sensor and four extender cables. In the program
students make physiological measurements on
response time, skin temperature, respiration rate,
and heart rate. The software allows students to
collect and store data automatically in each
area. In recording the same event over a period
of time, students can use the Computer to prepare
averages and create graphs of physical behavior.

A 75-page teacher's guide includes instructions
for experiments, suggestions for further activities
and student data sheets for recording results,

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
for enrichment. On going physiology experiments
could be accomplished by having students cycle
through the station in small groups. The package
could be used as a class demonstration using a
large monitor. It would add a new dimension to
how human physiology topics are covered in a
class and woui provide additional experiments to
those normally done.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: To use
the full potential of the program, it would require
computer use once a week for a semester. A
minimal time allowance would be one day on
response time, one day on skin temperature, one
day on respiration, and one day on circulation.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This package provides a
visual (real-time) display of the physiological
functions. The program makes excellent use of
the computer. It has a good technical summary,
including a chart, to aid in using the peripherals.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Directions for using the
software should be given on the disk as well as in
the documentation. The polygraph system is too
complex and it is difficult to get all three systems
to function at the same time. The average graphs
arc shown at this point, but not the continuous
graphs.

The filing functions are not very satisfactory in
retrieving previous data, for again you get the
average graph and not the continuous graph. The
peripherals are not totally reliable, some of the
results are not always reproducible. The heart
rate works successfully with only a few studenti,
even if a variety of methods are tried. The lack
of reliability of the peripherials can make this a
highly frustrating activity for students. For large
class use this system would need much teacher
preparation and debugging of perpherials.

OTHER COMMENTS: The package is a good
addition to a course of study.

CINorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
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SIEPCOURSEWARE EVALUATION
This n port mule 1> ,s.si bir by n grant
Irum SO/110 Corptirate Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been cusunnized to accommodate SCIENCE i11141 .u.ttre.

Experiments in Science
VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: FIRM Software
175 Tompkins Avenue
Pleasantville, NY 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by staff
and constituents of Jefferson County Schools,
Lakewood, Colorado.

COST: $249.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 through post- secondary
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Earth and
Planetary Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, He,
or He, single disk drive monitor and other science
equipment not provided with the package (see
CONTENT AND STRUCTURE for list).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: aborato-y
tool, interfacing.

OTHER FEATURES: Equipment to sense
temperature and light and to interface them with
the computer.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, usingthe Scientific Method,
measuring.
SCIENCE CO NCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification, validation, cause-effect, change.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
su lementar materials Suggested
grade ability level, instructional objectives,
prerequisite skills/activities, teacher's
information, student's instructions, students
worksheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide the hardware need to use the computer as
a laboratory instrument. To provide authentic
experiments in biology, physics, chemistry, and
earth and planetary science.

INSTRUCTIONAL' PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) To be able to use the computer and
to have the science skill required to carry out the
experiments described in the Teacher's Guide.

continued on back ...OW .411.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

e Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of Stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose. I

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Diffi-ulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

_,
Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

..,
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are t:sed appropriately.
1 Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content 4, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300

ow ri
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 972041 f 13
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

711. criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Experiments in
Science provides a series of 12 programs on a
agrce-fre, along with special hardware, that enable
the student to use the Apple II computer as a data
gathering/analysis tool for a dozen experiments in
Biology and Physiology, Chemistry, Physics, and
Earth and Planetary Science. The experiments
are described in the Teaching Guide, and further
investigations are suggested. Hardware includes
an interface box that connects to the Apple
game-paddle port; sensitive probes to measure
heat, light, and other physical phenomena; and
extender cables. Other hardware necessary for
these experiments, but NOT provided include:
(flashlight, stopwatch or accurate watch with
second hand or digital readout, string and
tape/masking tape, electrical tape, cellophane
tape, immersible'Celsius thermometer, ruler or
tape measure, styrofoam coffee cups, black or
construction paper to block light, test tube
[13x100 mm] and test tube rack,.hotplate, pyrex
flask and beaker for boiling water, ringstand and
two right angle rod connectors, short piece of
half-inch dowel or aluminum rod, coins or other
weights, table or support rod for pendulum,
aluminum foil and polytehylene wrap, ice cubes
aid insulated container, notebooks and pencils,
moth crystals [paradichlorobenzene], various
standard chemicals, graduated cylinder, pipettes,
medicine droppers, stirring rod, Auction bulb, light
bulb in holder, wick [or shoelace], marking pencil).

0

POTENTIAL USES: This package was designed
for use in Grades 9 to 12 but, could be used at
Grades 7 or 8 with the appropriate teacher
direction and supervision. It can be used for
teacher demonstrationsm, or as a science lab to
be used by individuals or small groups. The
complete package complements standard courses
in general science, and individual experiments can
also be used in the relevant science subjects.
Computer science students can work with the
programs as an introduction to the use of the
computer as a laboratory instrument.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: A
student would not work through all of the
experiments but would,do selected ones for a
selected class. The time could run from 15
minutes (if teacher has it set up) to several weeks
for "a design your own program."

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package provides an
accurate and versatile tool which allows for
student's creativity. The instant graphic feedback
helps make the package very motivational. The
support materials are clear and comprehensive.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package could be
intimidating to some instructors due to the
complexity and time allotment to set up. It would
be difficult to adapt for use in a large class and
would require a dedicated computer in the science
classroom. For seventh and eight*grade
students, liquids and computers may not be
compatible.

taNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97104
(503) 248-6800
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This rrport moth. possible by a grant
from 501110 Corpora: t Contri hitt ions.

Explorer Metros: A Metric
Adventure

VERSION: Apple

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to twcommoJair SCIENCE cow u-tvarq.

PRODUCER: Sunburst Communications
39 Washington Avenue,
Suite RMS
Pleasantville, NY 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by staff
and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Port lend, Oregon.

COST: $55.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through
post-secondary.
SUBJECT: Science, Mathematics
TOPIC: Metric measurements
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED. HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, Ile,
Ilc, single disk drive, and color monitor preferred.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3 and Applesoft.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
problem solving.

OTIIER FEATURES: Content control.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, estimating, inferring, hypothesizing.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS IN VOLVED:
Quantification.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, sfudent's
instructions.' In supplementary materials
suggested graderability leirel, instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
resource/reference information, student's
instructions, students worksheets.

1

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
give students experience in using metric
measurement and to develop estimation skills,
using mass, capacity, length and temperature.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: .

(INFERRED) Students need an introduction to
the metric system.

1.7

EVAL /ATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content re . resents current knowledge of sub'ect.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processe*well integrated into package.
. Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
....

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A SD NA

continued on back

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence._
Instruction integrates with Prior learning.

"lb Learning can be generalized.

I I User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Dlsagree SD - Stro gly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics 5.

111
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been cu.shnnized to a4:commixLue SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This metric
measurement simulation package consists of one
diskette, back up diskette, and a teacher's guide.

Students explore a colorful, alien planet while
learning the estimation skills of metric capacity,
mass, length and temperature.

As leaders of an exploration party, students must
face randomly generated encounters, make
decisions and report back to the captain. Speedy
decisions are important, since time is counted.

Students choose one of three options presented.
They may eqnsult a metric table or a robot named
Dugan beforb answering, but if they fail to
complete all encounters in the allotted time, they
are beamed back to the ship. Colorful graphics
help make this program a favorite with students.

The ability of the computer to Nary the elements
of the simulation each time the program is run
allows the program to be used repeatedly. This
program also provides a summary after each use
of the simulation, listing those areas of metric
measurement which appear to need more practice.

The Teacher Option of the Explorer Metros
program allows modification of the
preprogrammed material, substitution of material
designed by the teacher for the preprogrammed
material, or the addition to the program of
material designed by the teacher. This permits
the program to serve the specific needs of
particular students at different levels of
experience with metric measurement.

POTENTIAL USES: This program would be good
as a metric review for students or small groups of
students. Students must have a basic knowledge
of metrics before using this program.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
program would require about one class period as
long as the student has a good metric background.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: It gives the student a
motivational and fun way to practice estimating
metric measurements and decision making. The
feedback is immediate and rewarding. The
editing feature which allows you to design some
or all of your own "metric adventure" is very well
done.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package is limited to
estimating measurements with no actual
measurements involved. The wording in
"Encounter #6" is a little confusing.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 1.7( who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
003) 248.6800 Permission to reproduce this.document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This rrixl ma possibl by a grant
In m SOI110 Corporate Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate`SCIENCE courseware.

Fun House Maze

VERSION: Apple, copyright 1984

PRODUCER: Sunburst Communications
39 Washington Avenue,
Suite RMS
Pleasantville, NY 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Institute, for Educational
Research, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: $55.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 12
SUBJECT: Sciences, Mathematics
TOPIC: Problem Solving
MEDIUM OF,TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple I1, II+, He,
or fic,single disk drive, and monitor (color
preferred).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, problem
solving

I

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, inferring, hypothesizing.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
model, perception, probability.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program --
program operating information, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills /activities, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
improve problem-solving skills. Specific
objectives are listed in the manual for each
classroom and computer lesson in the package.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students need to be at a fourth grade or above
reading level. Students must
complete the series of seven classroom activities
before attempting the software activity.

J continued on back -a.
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content !accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

4
..

Content presentation is clear and logical.
- Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.-

The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphicsisound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA .A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectivel0 employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

4 User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effecti: e.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Ev.aluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 5.

111
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate .SCIENCt courseware:.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Tie package
consists of a 'manual and two diskettes (one
'program and one backup) in a plastic three -ring
binder. The manual contains background'
information for the teacher; seven preplanned
classroom lessons with handouts, worksheets and
teacher information; a lesson plan for use with the
software lesson; and hints for working with the
Apple computer. The classroom lessons 'are
sequential prerequisites to the software lesson.
The FUN HOUSE MAZE classroom activities are
designed for students in grades four through six,

. but the software is appropriate for older students
as well. FUN HOUSE MAZE provides students
with practice in recognizing patterns or
sequences, successive scanning (using trial and
error), searching for clues and hints, and
constructing a model skills that ultimately lead
the student through the maze to the exit. FUN
HOUSE MAZE offers five levels of difficulty with
each level containing a set of mazes randomly
selected by the computer. The object orthe
game is to recognize the pattern needed to get
through the maze.

POTENTIAL USES: The package could be osed to
teach problem solving strategies. The program
would be a nice addition to a problem solving
unit. It could also be used to develop spacial
relation skills.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15
minutes to one hour.

MAJOR STRENGTM: The program is challenging
and requires good thinking skills. It is both
interesting and mo9vational. The program flows
in a sequential manner.

O

MAJOR WEAK NESSFS: Some may find the
package difficult, for it requires a certain skill to
complete it. Students who do,not have good
spacial relations skills will have a lot,of difficulty
understanding the changes in directions.

4

rs
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The criteria useillor this evaltuttilni have been customized to acommukkue SCI I' NC E counewar

Genetics

VERSION: Apple

This upon math. possibb by ri grunt
from 501110 Corpoulte Contributions.

6.!
PRODUCER: TIES

1925 W. County Road B-2
Roseville, MN 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of PREPS, Mississippi
State, Mississippi.

COST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 8
SUBJECT: Science, Health
TOPIC: Genetics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple'll plus, lie,
or lie, single disk drive, and color video monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill &
practice, simulation, problem solving.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
information, predicting, using numbers, inferring..
SCIENCE CO NCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
interaction, model, invariance, replication,
validation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
Student's instructions. In supplementary
materials Suggested grade/ability level,
instructional objectives, prerequisite
skills/activities, sample program output, program
operating instructions, post-test, teacher's
information,.. student's instructions, student
worksheets, follow-up activities.

IN gritucno N AL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
Chrorny Bug to identify and correctly use the
rules for determining the parental gene traits that
will be transmitted to offspring. Blood Typi9g
to use the following to correctily determine the
blood type of an offspring: a) rules for identifying
blood types; b) blood type test results; and c) the
parent's genotypes.

continued on hack

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation ixclear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

. The package makes good use of computer time.
GrFphicelsound/color are used appropriately.

.- Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectivyly employed.
Learner controls rite and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. .

User support materials are comprehensive.1 ,
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable., Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional .value.

Ewiluators indieated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 4, Instructional Characteristics 4, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 1 79
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used iITT this evaluation have been customized to accononodate SCIENCE itawicare.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
For Chromy Bug appropriate after a study of:
1) function of genes and chromosomes; 2)
relationship between dominant and recessive
genes; 3) mechanism for transmitting genes from
parent to offspring; and 4) basic structure and
function of the cell. For Blood Typing
appropriate after a study of: 1) blood
composition; 2) blood typing procedures; 3) how
blood types are inherited; and 4) use of Punnett
Square to determine possible gene combinations.

CO N TEN T AND STRUCTURE: Genetics contains
two drill and practice/simulation programs. In
Chromy Bug, students use the rules of dominance
to decide which of the parent's gene traits will be
dominant and will be transmitted to the
offspring. In Blood Typing, students are given the
rules for inheriting blood types and simulated
procedures for typing blood with Anti-A and
Anti-B serums. The students then ,identify blood
types in a simulated hospital laboratory.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used by
individual students, small groups, or as a class
demonstration model for blood typing.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 3 to 4
hours total.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program along with
the several worksheets and assignments give the
stUdents'good practice in blood typing. The large
lettering, enables the program to be easily viewed
by a group. It is useful for the teacher to be able
to evaluate the student records on the diskette.
The graphics in the program are well done.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Blood typing appears to
be tile better of the two programs. In Chromy
Bug, a population would eventually be completely
dominant if developed with this model. Also for a
pair of' fiats there is only one possible offspring.
This is not a realistic model. To enter the 15
traits takes a long time, this may be too slow for
some, and too advanced for others. The eyes do
not appear until the eye color is selected.

OTHER COMMENTS: The package is a hit
misleading in that it implies genetic codes,can be
changed. Rather than go back and change an
existing bug's code, a new bug should be created.
In,the Chromy Bug program the concept of
semi-dominance is introduced to show how
recessive alleals can in combination cause.
changes. This is not cledr eut concept and-needs
to be expanded in the guide book so that teachers_
can deal with it. The term semi- dominance has
not shown up in any of the genetics reference
material.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) Z48-68 10

In..; valuation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are ,c;resentative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



inicrorIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This report male possible by a grant
In int SOIllO 6g-poriitt Contributions.

The Search Series: Geology
VERSION: Apple

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCI E E courNewart.

SCIENCE CONCEP'T'S INVOLVED: Change,
interaction, 'model.

PRODUCER: McGraw Hill
1221. Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by staff
and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $180.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 9
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: 'Geology
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, He,
or tic; single disk drive and monitor. Also
available for the TRS-80 Model III and IV.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
problem solving.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, inferring, hypothesizing.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In prozain
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, resource /reference
information, student's instructions, student
worksheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTION AL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
have the students learn new vocabulary, he able
to organize information about the science of
geology, learn principles of energy management,
and to inform the students of the history of oil
exploration.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQULSITES:
(INFERRED) The students need to be at a fifth
grade reading and comprehension level.

continued on hui...k

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA.
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.--..i..--
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphics/soundkolor are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

...

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.--
Computer capabilities ate used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend this package only if certain changes were

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics 3, Technical Characteristics 3.

macie.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204181
(50) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro iFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used far this evaluation have been en customized to accommodate SCIENCE COUTSCWCITY.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of diskette, back-up diskette, teacher's
guide, and 20 student booklets. This simulation of
a geology search requires critical thinking. The
students learn to make intelligent decisions based
upon information from rocks, fossils, and
underground structures to drill for oil. This
program is designed so that a single computer
serves an entire class. The diskette will keep up
to 100 different user-groups seperate.

POTENTIAL USES: This is a simulation that
would require a considerable investment of time.
It was designed to be used with a class divided
into teams consisting of 3-4 people. It would
require students that are logical, competitive, and
have a long attention span.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 1-5
class periods.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program allows for a
lot of creative thinking as well as logical thinking
on the part of the user. The student is required to
interpret and make numerous decisions based on
their data. The graphics are utilized extremely
well for they require students to analyze what is
shown and use them to make decisions.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The target group of
grades 5 through 9 is too low. The program
requires a tremendous amount of patience. In the
student workbook there is blot of information and
vocabulary given. It is not always presented
clearly and logically. It is difficult to see the
correlation between the workbook and the
simulation game at some points.

OTHER COMMENTS: Reviewers would be
reluctant to use this program with average or
below average students due to the long and
tedious process. There needs to be some levels of
difficulty built into the program. They would not
use the program at all with 5th or 6th graders.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory r) This evaluation is blued on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 18 4 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(S03) 2484800

Permission lc reproduce this document is hereby grunted.
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This sport mitdc INISSi bit` by if griini
!WM S01110 Corporatis Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Graphs and Charts

VERSION: Commodore 64

PRODUCER: Micro Ed, Inc.
P.O. Box 444005
Eden Prarie, MN 55344

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by staff
and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $34.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 9
SUBJECT: Science, Math
TOPIC: Graphs and charts
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Commodore 64, single
disk drive, and monitor
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill 6c
practice, tutorial, game, problem solving.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information, inferring,
hypothesizing.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
quantifications, scale, time-space.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade lability level, instructional
ohjectives program operating instructions,
teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) .To
introduce making graphs and charts, and show how
to use them to analyze data and reach conclusions.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette and a documentation
sheet. This fir -pack stresses the value of graphs
and charts as a way of presenting information and
making comparisons. The learner is challenged to
analyze the data shown and reach certain
conclusions.

continued on back -4. -4.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Conrtnt is freef stereotypes.

0_ Purpose of paikage is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience. .
The package makes good use of computer time.
GraphieshouncUcolor are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA'- Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary!:?Saale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content Instructional Characteristics - 2. Technical Characteristics - 3.

Nortirivest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 $.:W. Sixth Avenue ortland, Oregon 97204
(503)-146.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Sa Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: 'This package
consists of a 1, ulation disk, a back-up disk,
Teacher's Gui s e, and student worksheets. The
program provides for an.evaluation of the
nutritional value of the student's diet and gives a
quiz on knowle:e of nutritional value of foods.

POTENTIAL USE& This package could be used by
individuals or small groups at the junior or senior
high school level in science, health or home
economies classes to suppleMent a unit on
nutrition. The package is most useful as a unit
culmination activity or as a teacher
demonstration tool.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15 to
20 minutes for the student to enter the data after
completing the forms. 10 minutes per student to
take the quiz.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The ability to add to the
food list for diet analysis is very useful.
Background information provided in the manual is
helpful. The list of follow-up activities is good,
but minimal in detail. Once the data has been
entered, the analysis is supplied quickly.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Instructionally, the
package has a fixed sequence.of presentation.
Even the quiz, which contains few questions to
start with, presents them in the same order each
time the quiz is taken. Since the package
employs no graphics, the use of the package is not
very exciting for students. The motivation comes
from nixing the results of the analysis. No help
screens are available for the student who
encounters difficulty. One evaluator pointed out
that this package provides nothing that couldn't
be done using printed materials and charts. The
documentation lacks student instructions and
program operating instructions. Consequently,
the teacher must provide a considerable amount
of instruction to the students. The time required
for each student to enter the data after
completing the form would make the package
difficult to use with limited hardware.

OTHER COMMENTS: It would be helpful if the
student could review the foods she/he has already
entered in the diet analysis program as she/he
goes along.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers300 &W. Sixth Avenue P,irtiarid, Oregon 97204 184 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.0031248'6800
P01,11130011 to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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This report made possible by a grant
from SOI110 t. porte Contributions.

The entena used ft this evaluation have been custom-zed to accommodate SCIENCE oilmen me.

Home Automatic Weather Station

VERSION: Commodore 64, 1983

PRODUCER: VAISALA, Inc:
2 Tower Office Park
Woburn, MA 01801

EVALUATION COMPLETED; By the staff and
constituents of the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratdry, Portland, Oregon.

COST; 199.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through postsecondary.
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Earth science/Weather
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4 in. disk.
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Commodore 64, single
disk drive, monitor, printer (optional).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: An initialized blank disk
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Laboratory
tool and demonstration.

OTHER FEATURES: Interfacing
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
data, measuring, observing, and pl'edicting.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
change, cycle, interaction, quantification, and
scale.
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
Program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary material -
Instructional objectives, prugram operating
instructions, teacher's information,
resource/reference information, student's
instructions, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: STATED To
help the user obtain precise readings of the
temperature, barometric pressure, wind,
humidity, cloud formation, and precipitation of
the local weather quickly and easily.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: INFERRED
Students need to know weather realted terms and
their meanings.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD N A
Content is accurate. . .

Content reeLesents current knowledje of sub'ect.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.
-......

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear ati logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.,

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. J

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: SCale 5 (H;gh) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics 3, Technical Characteristics 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers

185 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby.granted.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette, a weather sensor, and a
47 page support manual.

POTENTIAL USES: This program could best be
used in a science classroom where a computer is
stationed for a block of time, perferably the
entire year. The program would compliment any
unit on weather. It would be used mainly as a
demonstration tool for the teacher which gathers
and displaysgdata. It would make a good interest
center in which daily readouts and predictions
could be posted and then compared with the
actualweather conditions. It could also be used
in a computer science class to show an application
of the computer. There is also a "user
Programming" section in the manual that gives
ideas for creating other weather programs. This
would make a nice project for computer-science
students doing a science fair project, or for
talented and gifted students.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: After
the teacher has set up the program (entered the
constants, and installed the HAWS unit) and
explained its operation, students could spend as
little as 5 to 10 minutes at one setting obtaining
the local readings.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: It is like having your own
weather station in the classroom. The data
appears to be very accurate and sensitive to
weather changes. It is a good example of how we
use meteorological data to determine such things
as growing seasons, chill factors, heating
concerns, and others. All of the displays are clear
and uncluttered. The program gives the user an
option of using the actual readings or inputting
their own. This allows for some "what if"
exploration by enabling the user to compare and
analyze the relationships of the different
readings. The program is very versitile in its uses
and easy to use once it is set up. The support
material contains a. well done introduction,
program operating instructions, and background
information on each topic.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program accesses
the disk many times and some of the readings are
rather slow. On some of the graphs the values on
the vertical scale are not easily determined and
can be misleading. The amount of change that
appears on the graph may appear larger than it
actually is unless the user calculates the
difference on the vertical scale. In a couple of
the programs, input that are too small or too
large will cause the program to break, and give an
illegal quantity error..

OTHER COMMENTS: A lot of important
instructions and background information is
presented in the users manual only. Therefore, it
is imperative that the instructor read through th'e
manual to be able to fully utilize the program. In
most of the programs, the data and/or analysis is
given with little or no explanation. This package
is a tool and not intended to perform instuction.
The teacher will have to integrate the program
into the curriculum to make it motivating and
relevant to the student. A printer is needed to
really utilize the capabilities of the program in
the classroom setting. An additional disk is also
needed to save data when using the program
entitled TREND. There is no sound and little
graphics in the program. This program has a lot
of classroom potential given the right situation
and instruction.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97704 18 6 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(303) 2411480Ct

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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ThiN rypori milt. possible. by grant
film; SOHIO Corpormt Cuntributinns.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Health Awareness Games
VERSION: Apple, 1983

PRODUCER: HRM Software
175 Tompkins Avenue
Pleasantville, NY 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Jefferson County
Schools, Lakewood, Colorado.

COST: $99.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Life Science, Health
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, Ile,
or 11c, sines disk crive, and monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game
OTHER FEATURES: Personal inventory
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Inferring,
hypotheilzing, interpreting data.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
interaction, organization, model.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
Suggested grade/ability level,,program operating
instructions, resource/reference information,
student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To develop an awareness of those factors which
influence your health.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The complete
package includes the five health topics described
below which are included on a single disk. A
Teaching Guide accompanies the disk.

Coronary Risk asks the user to answer a series of
questions. 'It then calculates the individual's risk
of coronary heart disease and explains the risks.
If the
individual does not know his or her cholesterol
values or blood pressure, these are taken from
averages of comparable groups of people whose
values have been recorded. The various risks that
a person faces are discussed.

continued on back
,, EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value. ---,
Science processes w. l! integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined. --,
Package achieves defined purpose.,
Content presentation is clear and logical.

-
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

_-.
User support materials are comprehensive.

---,
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

__
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes
were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 4, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics 3.

181
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 87
(503) 2486800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used fur this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SC I E NC E...inirseti.,in.

btsr Do You Smoke? determines each smoker's
primary reasons Tor smoking, based on the
smoker's answers to 18 multiple-choice questions.
The reasons fall into six groups: stimulation,
handling, pleasure, reduction of tension, craving,
and habit. Each of the six groups is analyzed and
the individual profile is presented. Advice on
dealing with smoking and its effects is offered.

Exercise Weight asks a series of questions, and on
the basis of the answers determines the most
desirable weight for the individual. The right
caloric intake to achieve ideal body,weight is then
calculated, and the user is given a diet pattern
that will best suit his or her needs.

Life Expectancy dramatically demonstrates the
effect of a number of life conditions andiersonal
characteristics on anyone's expectettrespan. As
the respondent answers each of a series of
questions, the answer is matched to the program's
database, and the resulting change in life
expectancy is shown.

Lifestyle offers advice based on the effects of
personal living habits on health and life
expectancy. The program correlates a wide range
of significant life-affecting behaviors and gives
them a numerical value.

POTENTIAL USES: One possible use would be as
ari enrichment activity, allowing students to go
through whichever programs interest them. This
package was designed for use at the secondary
level and above. However, students at Grade 8 or
below may effectively use the package by giving
their parents or older siblings a questionnaire
about the material covered and then go through
the programs using those responses.

EsTim ATE I) STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: One
class period.

MAJOR sTRENGTIIS: This software deals with
important health issues and provides a means for
personalizing health information.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The information and
material is not appropriate to junior high school
students. It is difficult for junior high students to
personalize risk of a heart attack. The Exercise
Weight program appears accurate only for people
over 25 years old. In Life Expectancy the most
recent year of birth accepted is 1969, which is out
of range for most junior high students.
(According to the producer, an updated version
will be available soon allowing for input of dates
more recent than 1969.) More emphasis on
exercise and drugs would increase its interest
level.

OTHER COMMENTS: Changes need to be made
to accommodate younger ages in terms of data,
projections, and teacher instructions.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 188 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2486800 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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This rcport mad' pussible by armil
him S01110 t.`4 nik wish. Contrilnif iuns.

The cntena used for this evaluation have been customized to accommi.klate SCIENCE courseware.

Heredity Dog

VERSION: Apple, 1983

PRODUCER: Human Relations Media Software
175 Tompkins Avenue
Pleasantville, NY 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Jefferson County
Schools, Lakewood, Colorado.

COST: $49.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 through 12
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Biology, Genetics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple H, II+, He,
or He, single disk drive, and monitor (color).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE DOS 3.3 and Applesoft.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
simulation.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting

information..
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification, interaction, validation,
fundamental entities, model.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program --
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials

.Suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
resource/reference information, student's
instructions, student worksheets, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide an introduction to or review of the .

following key concepts: Diploid organisms have
two copies of each gene,,which may compromise
two identical alleles (homozygous) or two
different alleles (heterozygous); and each parent
passes on only one member of each of its pairs of
alleles to its offspring. To develo and extend
understanding of the relationship
between genotype and phenotype. To develop and
extend understanding of the concept of dominance
or recessivenes f phenotypic traits. To develop

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD ISA
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational wilt
Science processes well integrated into packag4.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.

1
I ,

Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience. ;

The package makes good use of computer thine.

Graphics Isound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable. --...
Information displays are effective.

O Users can bperate easily and independently.
---

Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - NOt Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use of recommend use of this package with
little or no change.

Summary: Scale for .5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 18 9
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



snicro41FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized w accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

an awareness of the randomness of allelic
segregation, as expressed in the equal probability
of transmission of each member of a pair of
alleles from a parent to its offspring. To develop
an awareness of the randomness of gene
assortment, as expressed in the independence of
transmission of alleles of one gene from the
transmission of alleles of a second gene.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need prior instruction on
the concepts listed under objectives.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Heredity Dog is a
genetics simulation that allows students to mate
dogs of different coat colors and patterns. The
computer then produces litters of pups and
students can study the relationship of the
genotypes and phenotypes of the pups to those of
their parents.

There are two series of simulations. In the first,
"Single Gene Inheritance," five different examples
of single gene inheritance are available. Each
gene has two alleles that have a simple
dominant/recessive relationship. In the second
series, "Inheritance of Two Genes," five two-gene
systems are available. The genes are autosomal
and assort independently. For two of the systems,
the action of one gene masks the phenotypic
expression of the other gene.

POTENTIAL USES: The package is designed for
use at the secopdary level but could be used with
the higher ability junior high student. It could be
used for review or for development of concepts.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 2-3
hours if all worksheets were used.

MAJOR STRENGTH& The program allows the
user to choose parent genotypes and a large

'number of offspring for determining genotypic
and phenotypic ratios. Inclusion of suggested uses
with procedures and worksheets are useful to the
teacher.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The general junior high
students will find the program difficult. The
dihybrid cross and the concept of randomness is
too hard.

Northwest Rigional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 &W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware 'package.
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Home Energy Conservation

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Educational Materials
and Equipment
PO Box 17
Pelham, NY 10803

This roport nub. po.,..siblt, by . rani
from SOHIO Corpor, t vorrblit

The eruoia toed tnr this eV-144111071 have been custormzed to act:mm/1(0,w SCIENCE, inirseicare.

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of Montgomery County
lote)lic Schools, Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $55.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Energy, Environment
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II Family, one
disk drive, monitor and optional printer. Also
available for TRS-80 Model III.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction and enrichment

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
laboratory tool, problem solving, and inventory.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information and measuring.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification, energy-matter

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
Supplementary Material suggested grade/ability
level, instructional objectives, prerequisite
skills /acti' 'ties, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
resource/reference information, student
worksheets, follow-up activities and glossary.

0)116711441m hack

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

.. Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well i:efined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
4nstruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. .

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

'Information displays are effective,
..4

Users can operate easily an independently.
Teachers can employ packs easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

A - Strongly Agree A-Agree 0-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

The cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructonal value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no
change.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 191
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE oiursewarr

INSTRUCPTIONAL OBJECTIVES; (STATED) This
package will help students to:
1. find ways of conserving thermal and electrical
energy, 2. identify. the features of a building' that
affect its energy efficiency, 3. develop a plan to
reduce heating costs and electricity consumption,
4. understand the advantage of more efficient,
electrical apegnees, 5. evaluate hypotheses in
the light of experimental results, and 6. improve
data interpretation and graking skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students should have a basic understanding of the
relevant forms of energy (thermal and light);
energy sources (fuels, electricity, solar);
temperature and its measurement; and insulating
materials.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE:"This package
contains a circulation disk, a back-up. disk and an
11 page Users Guide.' With the Home Energy
Conservation program, students perform an
energy audit on home space heating and
electricity usage. There are two major modules:
1. Home Heating Audit students manipulate
variables such as house speciticatigns, climate
and type of fuel to determine conservation effect
and cost effectiveness of each factor. Results
are displayed in a Heat Loss Summary Table, with
print option for hard copy, a "Heat Photo"
diagram and bar graph. 2. Conserving Electricity
and Hot Water divides the consumption of
electricity into seven categories and provides a
list of appliances for each. Students may change
an appliance's wattage and/or hours used to
determine the effects of replacing appliances
with more efficient ones and/or changing use
patterns. The cost of electricity may also be
changed. Results are displayed on a Usage
Summary Table. The print option provides hard
copy of the Summary Table and any or all
category lists. The "spread sheet" technique is
used where a change in one variable is
immediately reflected in all other dependent
variables.

POTENTIAL USES: This package will work well
for grades 7-12 independent study projects, labs
on energy conservation, or team problem-solving
situations. Students could valuate their own
homes and compare the re with others or
they can "design" the ideal' nergy efficient home.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIREDv One
week.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Students are free to
explore home energy conservation with great
flexibility and control. The program is very
versatile and easy to apply to different classroom
activities. The opportunity to analyze the results
is enhanced by graphing and printout capabilities.:
The personal approach stimulates student interest.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None stated.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800
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This evaluation is based on the tvgluations of three or more reviewers
Who are representative of piiiMV. users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Chia rtpari rnadc'liasNible by .s grant
lawn S01110 Corpnrisif

Home Energy Savings

VERSION: Apple, copyright 1983

The criteria used for this evoluau have horn iliStattlitCd mint( date SCIENCE o mrseware_

PRODUCER: FIRM Software
175 Tompkins Avenue
Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
,staff and constituents of TIES, Roseville,

Minnesota.

COST: $35.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Sciences, Environmental Education
TOPIC: Energy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple) Ii, 11 Plus,
Ile, or 11c, single disk drive, monitor,/and 32K
TRS-80, Models III add IV
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Apple: Applesoft, DOS
3.3, Trs-80: TRSDOS
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment

\. INSTRUCTION.AL TECHNIQUES: Game, problem
solving

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Inferring,
hypothesizing.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause- effect,'
change, interaction, quantification, inodel.

fgo

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary...materials --
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, student's instructions,
follpw-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
understand several parameters of home energy
savings. T4 list the most _cost-effective measures
in reducing heating bills. To understand the
problems that can be associated with making
home energy improvements. To list energy saving
home improvements. To understand the
relationship between the heating bill and the
weather. To understand.the cost effectiveness of
various energy saving home improvements.

continued on hack

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content id-accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes..

1 Purpose of package is well defined.
Package ar4ieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty evel is appropriate to and ence.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

...
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User ..upport materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective. .

& Package components are durable. .

Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Diragree SI) - Strongly Disagi ee NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use.of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content 3, Instructional Characteristics = 3, Technical characteristics 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800 193

This evaltiation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware 'package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby ;framed.
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he criteria used fOT th4s evaluattun hat; been.customized to (14:,.;.mon(kLue SCI E NC Eonirseware. r

CONTENT A i ST UCTURE: This game can be
played by ons or more students. Their task is to
make sensible inifestiments, within a given budget,
that will help them to conserve energy in the
home. In the process of spending their limited
dollars, students learn abbut insulation methods,
storm windows and doors, furnace replacement,
lowering the thermostat, and other easy
measures. The program lets students compete in
a friendly fashion for energy savings and learn at
the same time.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be useful .
to promote interest in a unit on energy. It would
make'a good starting point for a class discussion
on home energy conservation. It could be used as
an individual or small group activity in a physical
science or applied science class. In a unit on
energy, it could be used'both as a pre- and post.
activity.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: It will
take approximately 20 minutes for a 5-year cycle

once the student is familiar with the options.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Reviewers liked the option
of one to four students using the program at one
time. They also felt the program Was very

,motivational. The same student can use the
program several-times.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The screen layout could
be improved. Colds need not be related to the
temperature of the house as is suggested by

'subtracting the cost of doctor bills from amount
clotted for heating.

OTHER COMMENTS: Options available in the
program need' to be expanded. 'Students should
hove a choice of the type of furnace in order to
compare costs. -It is important for the discussion
in the class to take place after the disk has been
used so students can share their. results.

4

.4

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 240-61400 194

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential/users of the courseware package.

Permission to reprothe this document .s hereby grunjed.
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This rt -port madt p isNibli by a grunt
(r))m SO1110 C(xrnorate Contribitt ions.

The entena used for this etlihumni haiv heel) irotoare,1 ..).1,:comitif Jaw SCIENCE,niinct9ite

In Search of the Most Aiinazing Things

VERSION: Atari

PRODUCER: Spinnaker
215 First St.
Cambridge, MA 02142

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March 19984 by,the
staff and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $40.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through 11
SUBJECT: Science
'tOPIC: Mapping, Problem Solving, Scientific
Method
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWAM: 48K Atari, single disk
drive, color monitor, and joystick. Also available
for Apple.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Basic cartridge
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECITNIQUES: Simulation,
problem solving

I
OTHER FEATURES:, Mtipping
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information; organizing inrorinatitin, interpreting
information, using the Scientific Method, decision
Making.
SCIENC4 CONCEPTS INVOLVEDi Intehacting
model, population.

'DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
Sample program output, program opehtin
instructions, student's instructions. In

`supplementary materials Program operating
instructions, resource reference information,
student's instructions.

INScRUCTIO NA!, OBJECTIVES: \(INFLItliED)
To give Students experience in making decisions
based on information they are given.

INSTRUCTIONAL PRE,REQUIS1TES:
(INFERRED) Students need to be able to read at
a 6th grade ledel and know how to operate a
computer (the disk must he turntd over during
play)

nfintid on back -0

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA.
Cantetit.is accurate.

1 Content represents current knOwledge of subject.
, Science issues presented objectively. i

Content has educatilinal value.

.., Science processes well integrated into package.
' Content is free of stereotypes. -

:.. Purpose of pack Ise is well defined. -

Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.. Difficulty leveliz appropriation° audience.
The packagemakes good use of computer time.

. . Graphics/sound/color are,used appropriately.
,

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student' creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. ,

User support materials are comprehensive.

MID User suPport materials are effective.
Package components are able.
Information displays are effective. ,

-4.--

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teacherd can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Stronev Agree A-Agree D-Disagrxe SD - Strcin)ily Disagree NA - Not Applicable .

Evaluators wou1i use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 3; Technical Characteristics 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800 195

This evaluation is based on the eva;untions of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential wets of the courseware package.

PC1111411i011 to reproducethis document is hereby grunted.
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The criteria used fir this evaluafuni have ken customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

4

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
includes one canridge, a small book with the
story and background of the simulation, and a
reference card forquick access to 'information.
This is a high leVel interest adventure game.
Students command a vehicle which rides or flys
over the surface of a planetoid. The user must
outfit the liner and make several decisions along
the way. The ultimate gime is to search'the
planet for. the mostamazing thing, avoiding wierd
creatures, interviewing strange cultures and not
get lost. ,

POTENTIAL USES: This package could,qt as a
high level interest builder, enrichment activity,
and .motivational device. It is an advpnture game
which can be played by individuals or small
groups. It would not be suitable for large groups
due to the fact that it goes too slow. With
appropriate support materials it could be used to
teach such concepts as logic, mapping, force and
"notion, information gathering, plannifig, etc.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
minimum time would be'375 class periods. The
maximum tine is unlimited.

MAJOR STR,ENGTHS: The program stimulates a
high level of interest as well as creative thinking.
The student is making constant decisions from a
,variety of choices, which. lead to additional
choices and in soi9e cases consequences. The
student input is given both verbal and graphic
responses.

.MAJOR ,WEAKNESSES: The purpose as a game is
defined, but as an instractiongtool the purpose is
only generally defined in the support materials.
There is no real attempt to give educational
content or to integrate it into the classroom
curriculum. The program does noealways make it
clear what actions are.appropriate.

OTHER COMMENTS: As an instructional device .

this program would require the development of
.extensive supplemehtary materials.

9

I

410

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W.Sizth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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,11

bv. rcporf m:)(1,. po.,;ibb, by .0,r:inf
frfga SOMO CutlfrIbu4.11.,.

Interpreting Graphs
.ERSION: Apple

, PRODUCER: Conduit
The University of Iowa
Oakdale Campus
Iowa City, IA, 52242

The criuma used jor this ettil!umun have been cu.stinnized 1L o.07/4 h Lite St IFNCE

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
information, using the Scientific Method,
measuring, inferring, hypothesizing. .

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
interaction, model, symmetry, time-space:.

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 19R4 by tile
staff and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratdr), Portland, Oregon.

COST: $45.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 8 through I.?
%SUBJECT: Math, Science
TOPIC; Graphs .

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIREp HARDWARE: 48K Apple ". II+, Ile,
or Ile, single disk drive, and monitor. lso
available for the Monroe.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remedial, standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
microwcirld, game, problem solving.

r

DOCUMENTATION AVAILAI3LF: In program
Program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions.. In
su lementary materials Suggested
grade ability,level, instructional objectives;
prerequisite'slalstactiyities, sample program
output, program operating instructionyreacher's'
information, resource/reference inforination,
student's instructions, follow-up activities.'

INS'T'RUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
help students learn to make meaningful
interpretati9ns of graphs of physical phenomena.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITZS: (STATED)
Stddents should have familiarity with graphs and
some experience using rectangular coordinates to
locate points on a grid.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A, SD NA

Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.
. Science processes well integrated into package.

.. ....,Content is free of stereotypes..
Purpoise of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate ts audience.
The package makes good us. of computer time., .
Graphicahioundlcolor are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA

Lonnnued on back

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

--,-Unmet controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.t Learning can be generalized.
' User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable...

-,
information displays are effective. . 4

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

A -Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

F,villuators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.
Evaluators indicated that they would use or, recommend use of this package with little or no chnup;e.Suggest more inforniation in guide on how to set coordinates in ESCAPE game..
Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 4, Instructional Characterics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 3.

}.Fiji Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory 0 This evaluation is based on the evaluations of jhree or more reviewers300 S.W. Sixth Avcnue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.(503) 248.6800 197 Permis1ion to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The ortierta used for this evaltuuton have been customized to accommiklate SCIENCE course wan..

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
includes one diskette and a copy of Instructor
Notes. The first program intrOduces students to
.using graphs and descriptions of physical
phenomena. A brief description of an event is
written below the graph, and the student selects
the graph line whose shape is most appropriate for
the given event. The emphasis is on visualizing
the general relationship between two variables.
The second program, is a game that uses a
rectangular coordinate grid as a city map. There
are three levels of difficulty in the game. The
emphasis is on interpreting data from a Kraph,
which is often ;neomplete and requires problem
solving techniques, and the'plotting.of the
coordinates in the four quadrants.

POTENTIAL USES: The program could be used to
teach graphs in connection with physical
phenothena. It could be used effectively with
small groups or on an individual basis. The first
program is .a tutorial on traphs and the second
program is a game using information froth graphs
and plotting points on a grid.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 21)
minutes per program.

'MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program uses varied
. examples for Interpretation on the graphs. It

eliminates the incorrect_ graphs so the students
. can study correct graph before it continues. The
program is set up as a series of events to which
the deer must respond and then reviews all missed
items at the end of each series. The
documentation is brief but adequate and complete.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Responses in the program
are very impersonal. In the "Escape" segment,
the user Is under a time-pressure which could bc
very frustrating, as there is no provision for
adjustm - ts. Also, the instructions on how to set
the coor : tes are poor. The axes and scale is
not displayed on the grid of the ESCAPE game.'
This slows down repsonse time and increases
frustration. Success requires lots of practice..

4,

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory .This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
00 S.Walot Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential suers of the courseware package.
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This rt port irkdt .)n)ssihil byPe, grant

SO/1/0 wix Ir; if I Cf r xis.1..
The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware,

Introduction to General Chemistry

VERSION4 Apple

PRODUCER: Compress
A Division of Wadsworth, Inc.
P.O. Box 102
Wentworth, NH 03282

EVALUATION COMPLETED: -July 1984 by staff
and constituents of Oakland ISD, Pontiac, .
Michigan.

COST: individual Disks with back-up; $70.00
Entire 8 Disk series with back-up;
$470.00

ABILITY LEVEL: 3rades 7 through
past - secondary.
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Chemistry
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk.
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, He,
or He, single disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.

INSTRUCTIONAL TECH N IQ UES: Drill
practice, tutorial, simulation, game.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED; Interpret
data, inferring, hypothesizing, observing.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS' INVOLVED:
Quantification, model, internetion, fundamental
entities, validation order.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
studentt instructions. In supplementary materials
-- program operating instructions. student's
instructions.*

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To pr vide a series of supplementary computer
activities for a chemistry class.

INSTRUCTION AL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need prior instrutation on
the topic covered in the various activities.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains eight disks, a two page .instruction sheet;
and a four page list of all the programs on the
disks.. The disks cover topics in chemical
elements, inorganic nomenclature, chemical
formulas and equations, atomic weights, percent

'continued on back ;a.
. EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA °A D SD NA

content is accurate.
` Content represents current knoWledge of subject.

II Science times Otesentri objectively. j
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes. ....

i . Purpose of package is well defined..
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience. .

the package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

I 1

Use of package irmotivatiimal.

SA A D SD NA'
Student creativity it effectively stimulated...--.--,.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with !Mar learning.
Learning can be generalised. .

User support materials are comprehensive.'
'User support materials are effective.
Package components ate durable.
Information displays are effective.
!'sea can operate easily and independently.

.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

- Program is reliable in normal use.
SA -SIT01110Y Agree A-Agree .D- Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA -. Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics - 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewcs300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of flotential users of the courseware package.(S03)14848w 19 Permission to reproducethis document is hereby granted.



microrSIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The auena used for this evaluation have keen cusumuzed to accommodate SCIENCE ,iourseurre

time. The graphics and instructions are good and
clear.

composition, chemaze, ideal gases; and acids and
bases.

/POTENTIAL USES: This program provides
'excellent remedial or supplemental materials
usefql when teaching basic chemistry concepts. It
is most appropriate for high school chemistry
students. It could be used as a large group
demonstration tool in Chemistry I or in a Physical
Science class for the introduction to the periodic
table, atomic particles, etc. There are drill and. "-
practice possibilities for grades 9-12. With
teacher assistance, this program could be used in
middle school (names of elements and properties
of sortie elements).. Most of the programs can be
Wed as tutorials to teach new material or review'
material previously taught.

ESTIMATED STUDENTT1ME REQUIRED: Since
this set covers so many topics, .it can be used
many different times throughout the year, at one
hour per day'for up to three days at a time:
Because the interactive tutorial mdnus are.
divided into small parts of a large topic, a
specific segment could be used for ten minutes.at
the end of a period as' a review. 44;

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Many of the programs
make excellent use of graphics and sound. The
text is very attractive. The response to wrong
answers during the tutorials is further information
and a retry. Two wrong answers results in the
correct answer being-given. After the student
enters the correct answer, the program then
continues to the next question. The topics are
broken up into segments. The lab simulations are
well done and represent, important experiments
similar to those done by firstyear chemistry
students. These materials are an example to
other"producers, they are excellent:

Periodic Table: The mystery element is
imaginative, challenging and engages the mind or
the student. The student controls the speed of
the program. A score is kept during the test
time. Properties of Elements is a good student

, interaction - program.

Nomenclattfte: A score is kept and the student is
told the number of practice problems that are
left. Instructions are constantly on the screen to
enable the student to leave the program at any

Chemical Formulas and Equations: HgO
experiment and subsequent equation writing is
imaginative and effective. The Sodium
experiment is also excellent as is Acid-Base. The
drill problems are non-threatening and effective.
The explanations are clear and concise. The
sound can be controlled.

Atomic Weights: The mole concept is used in a
non-threatening manner. An attractive,
uncluttered screen enhance the program.

44
Percent Composition: The program gives good
problems and, immediate feedback on student
answers. Help is available when needed. When
the student errs, the program forces him/her
work out the problem step by step. The studet&----
sees the physical'experlment -that demands the
calqulations. Students did very well with this
program. .

Cheriaze: The student has to know chemical
reactions and predict the result when certain
chemicals mix. It is a clever idea.

Ideal Gases: The graphics enchance the student
interaction. Calculators are built in to handle the
math problems. The simulations are clearly' ,

effective.

Acid and Bases: The graphic representation of the
transfer of proton helps a student understand
acid7-base relationship. Explanations are given
after the student answers the more complex
question. This reinforces the concept. The
program covers many acid-base concepts (ph,
equilibrium concentrations, rate of reaction). The
program is extremely effective. ,

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The level of difficulty is
appropriate for first year chemistry students but
it would be nice if a more talented student could
go into greater depth with more challenging
questions or problems. Some of the programs loHd
more slowly than others.

_continued

alNorthwest Regional educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
1503) 2484800 200

This eialuasion is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware 'package.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria sued for this evaluation have been custorruzed to accommodate SCIENCE coursewcue.

Periodic Table: An answer was incorrect if the
space was not inserted between words. This is
unusual for these disks - they usually recognize
spelling errors as such and accept or correct them.

Chemical Formulas and Equations: The
experiment would be enhanced by color.

Atolic Weights The weights are accepted
regardless of the decimal values. The periodic
chart gives values to one decimal place. This is
not consistent.

Chemaze: This is a "PacMan"-like game. A
student has no control over the rate of moving
articles. No variation of the board is available.
Success depends greatly on the students' ability to
manipulate the computer keys.

Ideal Gases: The program is slow in loading,
althdugh this is understandable when one sees the
complex student interactive graphics. The
pressure is in Torrs and atmospheres. This might
be a disedvantage for those using kilo pascals.

Acids and Bases: The program concentrates on
the HC1- HC2H302 system which. is good for
reinforcement but also gets monotonous.

OTHER COMMENTS: This is a good teaching
tool. *A color monitor would be a real advantage
for best use. The teacher needs to monitor the
student use of the package to insure that they are
involved in the appropriate 'activity. The program
received excellent comments from all students ,

who worked on them. Students prefer to have
instructions on the disk rather than in text. All of
the 'instructions are clear, appropriate and located
on the disk with the progrism being used at the
time. Several components of the packagt are
disk-actiye,thus additional copies of the disks
must be purchased for.multiple machine use.
Those components are; periodic table,
nomenclature, percent composition, and acids and
bases.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or ,tore reviiirrs300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential suers of the courseware par . .

,
(503) 2484800

Permission to reproduce this document u hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Law's of Motion

VERSION: Apple

Thi;: re .0 4.1 mt. tar pi )..'41)11' by , t rant
lrrnrnSOl11O (%)rt), 4t, ri hot

The Lntenti it.,0,1 joy this iliduation'hove I\-ill )01.1011;C,1 ) L1,11J111,,,i,o, SCI E. NC li. ii? 14 .0c

PRODUCER: Educational Materials &
\vEquipment

PO Box 17
Pelham, NY 10803

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Schools, Rockville, Maryland.

4 COSTA $93.50

ABILITt LEVEL: Grades 8 through 12
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Physics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER:" 5 1/4 in. disk..
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II or Apple II+,
one disk drive, monitor. Also available for
TRS-S0 Model III.
REQUIRED. SOFTWARE.: DOS.3.2.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTION AL TECHNIQUES: Drill lc
practice, tutorial, and simulation.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information, using the
scientific method, measuring.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: cause-effect,
force, Quantifying.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE In
supplementary material - Suggested grade/ability
revel.; instructional objectives, program operating
instructions, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: STATED 1. To
understand theebasie concepts of mechanics
thtough experiments using the inclined plane and
an "A-machine'. , 2.. Understand and mtnipulate
variables which affect motion of objects. 3.,
Enhance data interptetation and graphing skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Beginning
knowledge of the principles of mechanics.

continued on hack
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A I) SD NA , ,

Content is accurate. .

Comet represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educitional value.

Science procesies well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.

. Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical. .

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
the package makes good use of computer time.

.. Graph Ics/sound/colOr are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

--' SA A D SD NA

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
. Feedback is effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence. .

Instruction iniegtitteewith prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User-support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package componems are durable.

Information displays are effective,

Users can operate easily and independently.
.Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used.apprwriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Afire: D-Disagree SD'- Strdngly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

'The cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.
(

Evaluators indicEhed that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1,(Low).
Content 4, Instructional Characteristics 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixt4 Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers

O 2
who are representative of potential users of the courseware packair.

Permission to reproduce this doc.uMent is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation hate heels custimuzed to dcoymmiiL.ite SCIENCE coursev,u3r.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
contains two disks: Disk has experiments using
the inclined plane, Disk 2 has experiments using
the "A-7achine".

POTENTIAL USES: This package is good for
demonstration of difficult concepts or classroom
problem-solving activities ifs grades 7-9. It will
also be useful for individual remediation or
enrichment.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 'One 45
minute period for introduction to each disk. Any
quantity of time will be appropriate for individual
work.

MAJOR STRiNGTEIS: The user has control of the
variables, allowing exploration oD cause and
affect in t6e mechanical system. The user gains
practice in experimental design as he/she
manipulates The variables. The graphics are good
and vlearl§ demonstrate' the principles involved.

MAJOR WEAK AS.SES: None stated.

A

a -

.11 4

Northwest Regional EducatiOnal Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

.

This evaluatiOn is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers

2 3 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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Leaf: Structure & Function
VERSION: IBM

4

This n trviih pussibl by gristo
frim S01110 Ci (:Erinitit r dna it ins.

The cncena used for this evalitatiirn have been customized to aco mimixl.ue SCIENCE L out '(U re

PRODUCER:, Classroom Consortia Media,
Inc.
57 Bay Street
Staten Island, NY 10301

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, .Oregon.

COST: $69.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through
post - secondary.
SUBJECT: Science, Biology
TOPIC: Plants
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWAREi 128K IBM PC with
RGB monitor or PCjr witiVb6p1posit monitor. A
printer is optional. Versions are available for
both a dual - sided disk dri'Ve, or two single -sided
disk drives.
INsirgu grio NAL PURPOSE: Remedial, standard
instruction, enrichment.

INSTRUCTIn N AL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
simulation.
OTHER FEATURES: Assessment.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information.
SCIENCE CONCEP IS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
changet.organism4alidation,

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In 2ogam
program operating instructions,-Post-test,
student's instructions. In supplementary materials

suggested grade/ability level, instructional.
objectives, sample program. Output, program
operating instructions, post-test, teacher's .

information, resource/reference inforenation,
student's instructions, student Arorksheets,
follow-up activities.

I NsTaucTioN Ai. OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
Upon completion of this program, the student
should be able to: describe the structure and
function of the petiole, stem, veins, midrib, and
blade; identify the exterior' parts of a leaf;
compare xylem and phloem tissue; explain water
and food transport in plants; label a diagram
which shows the parts of a leaf in cross-section:
state the function for each layer of typical leaf;

continued mi back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content *accurate,
Content represetts current knoWledge of subject.

. Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content iktree of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

----.-...Graphics/sound/color are used approptigitely.

Use of package is motivational. .

SA A D SD NA

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.'

. .

Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive. ,

l. 2,1ser ss upport materials are effective.User

Package components are durable.
EP - -1

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD 7 Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable 6ornpared to its instruetional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Seale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instructionnicharacteristies 3, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 4

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

ft -mission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The cnwnu used fIrr this evaluanon have ken cust(nniztd t aA:commodate SCIENCE (naean

define photosynthesis; describe the structure and
function of chloroplasts; explain photosynthesis;
describe how 'the materials for photosynthesis are
obtained; list the materials needed and the
products obtained from photosynthesis; describe
the structure and function of stomates; and
explain how varying ce,..z..,entrations of glucose and
water affect the opening and closing of stomates.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITE&
(INFERRED) The students need a general science
background.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
includes one diskette and a comprehensive
Teacher's Guide. TI lig courseware package is
designed for any general science and biology
currivlum. Color graphics illustrate the anatomy
and pfiysiology of the leaf. Students explore the
role of theleaf as the "chemical factory" of the
plant. Simulations, in which students can alter
variable, provide feedback/The topics include:
Transport in tbe Leaf, Structure of the Leal,
Photosynthesis and the Leaf, and Action of the
Stomates in Gas Exchange.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used as
a reinforcement activity or as a review before an
examination in a biology or general science class.
It could be used by individuals or by a teactier as a
demonstration tool.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 1-3
class periods.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: he presentation is very
clear and logical. In t !"Reviews" and.
"Photosynthesis and the ;Leaf" the concepts are
very well explained. The answers are done in a
random order in the quiizes, thus rAluiring the
user to th;:,k each time they use it. It tests the
user for understanding of 1.!rms and sub-concepts
before going onto the next concept, If a question
is missed, it goes back over the material. The
package is convienent and Llurable to use.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Whenthe pogram takes
you back to review a concept you missed, it t,
repeats the original information. In section 2,
'Structure of the Leaf," the program asks the user
to label the *11 diagram. The program did not
teach or review the parts of a generalized cell,
thus without prior knowledge the user would he
frustrated. There are limited interactive parts to
this program. The graphics simulation of celery
absorbing ink is misleading. Celery does not
completely change color as indicated by the graph.

OTHER COMMENTS: Vith the exception of the
"stomate" experiment, a book and lab experiment
could present the material as well.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800 205

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package..

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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/'his rcport mach. p?ssibb. by a grant
(vim SONO C(Tporan. Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaliquon have been customized to accomMadate SCIENCE courseware.

Limiting Factors and Carrying
Capacity
VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Yaker Environmental Systems,

" 7.0. Box 18
ei Stanton, NJ 08885

r

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Juiy 1984 by the
-staff and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $39.00

.ABILITY LEVLL: 9 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Sc,ence
TOPIC: Wildlife
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, Ile,
or Ile, single disk drive, and monitor (color
recommended). Also available for the IBM-PC.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill dc
practice, tutorial.

4

0 -Ns,

OTHER FEATURES: Assessment
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information. ,

SCIENC& CONCEPTS INVOLVED:- Cause-effect,
interaction, population.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
Program °pertain instructions, post-test, ,

student's instructions. In supplementary materials
Suggested grade/ability level, prerequisite

skills /activities) program operating instructions,
resource/reference information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) This
series is designed to instruct students on the
wildlife concepts of limiting faetors and carrying
capacity.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
It is recommended that the students be familiar
with the following terms: Ecosystem, Food Chain,
Food Web, Diversity and Producer.

conanuedon back -I..
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA, Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

. Difficulty level is appropriate tit audience. °

The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivadork

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

4 Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are 'comprehensive.
.. ,

User support materials are effective.
P ckage components are d Table.
I ormation displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

. Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Appli.cable
11=11111111-.,

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Bvaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes
were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 3, Irritructional Characteristics - 2, TeclIcal Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educatii laboratoryratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
003) 24&61300 206

This evaluation is based on gWe evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential suers of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

The first lesson, BAR GRAPHS, shows a
horizontal bar graph with basic information in
whole number units. The object is to interpret
the graphic data and make calculatiOns by
addition and subtraction to answer a list i of
questions.

The second lesson, LASERSECT, features a
coordinate graph, often.used in mathematics, that
the learner must be able to read by identifying
locations (20-on ttte graph. These locations are
then used, along with time and,speed, to intercept
moving objects that represent laser targats.

Two other programs, THE AD.GAME.and THE
GREEN MACHINE, are more advanced and
require deeper anarlysis,Of data. One shows a
series of bar graphs portraying advertising
consumers that must be matched with a certain
product by graphic inspection. The other deals
with a detailed set of statistics and charts use
plot the growth of' algae in a pond.

AU four programs utilize graphics, animation, and
sound.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
with individuals or small groups to supplement a
unit on charts and graphs in either mathematics
or science.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Each
of the four programs on the disk would require
from 15-20 minutes to complete.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The graphics are well
done. The objectives are listed at the beginning
of each program and a summary of the student's
accomplishments are displayed at the end. The
program has many built in options such as sound,
available "help" section, the ability to view the
answer at any time, etc.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The feedback message
for incorrect responses on all of the programs are
blunt and non-encouraging and do not always
explain why the response is wrong. In the
program LASERSECT, the incorrect response
message does not remain on the screen long
enough to be refill. In the program GREEN
MACHINE, the user needs to continually go back
to the information sheet in order to answer the
questions. It is possible for some students to
complete. all fair programs using trial ancrerror,
and never learn the material. The structure of
die inputs needs to be changed to insure learning
will occur. The user support materials are very
limited, they only jive the "skill" and a brief
description of eacli program. Although the
producer states the package is appropriate for use
above grade five, the reviewers felt students
above grade nine would find the material boring.
One reviewer felt the material could be taught
just as effectively using a workbook.

OTHER COMMENTS: The four programs in this
package are not a sequence of instruction, but are
a collection of programs dealing with the'same
subject matter. Consequently, they do not
thoroughly address the topic.

r

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503124&6800 2 0

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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This rtport rnalf paNsibb, by o gulls(
from S01110 Carp( watt. Cmi(rihitt ), IN.

The critend used for this evahuA nt list hrrn ilLS(IMIIZed date $

Mathematics for Science Series lr & 2

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: .Merland Scientific Ltd.
247 Arm:itrong Avenue
Georgetown, Ontario, Canada

EVALUATION COMPLETED: .October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Schools, Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $62.00

AMITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through 9
SUBJECT: Mathematics, Sciences
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Commodore 64, 16K
Commodore Pet, 48K Apple II+, He, or H with
languagecard, single disk drive, monitor. Also
available on disk for Commodore.
REQUIRED SO1 1TWARE: Apple: Applesoft + DOS
3.3

gar

IENCE coursocare.

4'

INSTRUCTIONALPURPOSE: Standard
instruction, remediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill ana
practice, tutorial
SCIENCEPPROCESSES INVOLVED: Using
numbers, Measuring
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: 'Quantification
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: I Pro: am
Instructional objectives, program -rating
instructions, pre-test, post-test, udent's
instructions. In Supplementary aterial
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, resource/reference
information, student's instructions.

cominued on buck

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science puxesses well integrated into package.

.-,
_

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of packageis well defined.
Package achieies defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.. -41

The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
. Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

,
Instruction integrates with prior earning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displaytAire effective..
Users can operate easily and independently. -
Teachers can employ package easily.
Coliputer capabilities are used appropriately.

. Program is reliable in normal use.
A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

The cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators 'indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics -.5.

soNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800 208

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who a7e representative of potential users of the courseware package.
Permission to reproduce this tii?ument is hereby groped.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) In
Basic Math Techniques: To determine the
number of significant digits in a given number.
To round numbers to a given number of significant
digits. To show the results of adding or
subtracting measured quantities with the
appropriate number of digits in the answer. In
Measurement: To read a simple scale and record
the reading usin&the correct number of digits.
To read various linear scaleN and to record the
measurement using the appropriate number of
digit 3. To read a vernier scale and record the
reading using the correct number of digits.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need to be functioning at
sixth grade ability level. ,e '

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE This package °

consists of one diskette and a support manual.
Thidseries of programs is designed primarily for
science students who need specific mathematics
skills for use in their science courses.

Each program has a similar-format: an objective
is stated, the'h the student is given a choice of
doing a lesson or proceeding directly to a set of
drill questions designed to test the skill.

Many parts of the lessons and all drill questions
are randomly generated so that a student .

repeating an exercise be presented with
different questions each time through.

The program "Significant FigUres" teaches the
student how to. judge the number, of significant

.digits.in a number. A.
.40

The program "Rounding Off",teaches proper
rounding techniques.

In the program "Calculations and Rounding Off"
students are asked to perform mathematical
(addition and subtraction) calculations (a
calculator is simulated on the computer screen)
and they write their answers rounded to the
appropriate number of digits.

The program "Scale" teaches' the fUndomental
skill of reading a simple metric scale and
estimating answers to the nearest of a scale

The program "1.; esca xtends the ideas
covered in the p evious program, Scale Reading.
The student will Learn to read a variety of linear
scales and express the reading answers ith the
appropriate number of digits.

The lesson "Verscale" begins by showing the
student what is meant by the term vernier scale.
The idea of a vernier scale is illustrated with an
animated drawing of veinier calipers.

POTENTIAL USES: Excellent for classroom
demonstrations or individual reinforcement.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: .One 45
minute period per disk.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: 1. Many lessons include a
pre-test and the results are used to match the
lesson to the learner's ability. Each lesson
includes a good review. 2. The package is very
through and covers a large quantity of material.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The amount of screen
text to read is slightly excessive.

OTHER COMMENTS: An excellent program for
these topics in both math and science. This
makes the program more valuable and cost
effective.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sinth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who-are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro*1FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This rcport mode p;ssihlt, by arms
from SOHIO Grporinc Contribui inns.

The critena lord for this evahiatti;n. have heen customized to a,:commu.late SC I E NC E cmincicalc.

Matter and Energy

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Focus. Media, Inc.
839 Stewart avenue
Gaiden City, NY 11530

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Public SchooLs in Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $159.00

ABILOY LEVEL: Grades 8 throggh 12
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Chemistry, Pihysics, Physical Science,
Matter, Energy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/2 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+ or 11e,
single disk drive, and monitor. Also available 48K
TRS-80 ,Model I, III, IV; 32K PET; and Commodore
64.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial, game a

SCIENCE PROCESSES IN V,OLV8D: Acquiring
inform'ation
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Energy-matter:

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In Supplementary Material
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teachdr's information,
resource/reference information, student's
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide review to an introductory unit on matter
and energy. Detailed objectives for each program
are listed in the Lesson Planner.

connnued on hack -40

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D'SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues-presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes._
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose. ,

:0 Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer dine.

Gra.phics/soundlcolor tre used appropriately.

Use of .package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

4

SA 'A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated..
Feedback is effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence.
__,...

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable. /
Information displays are effective.

x Users can operate easily and iridependentiv.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA.-- Not Applicable

The COS t of the package is not reasonable compared to, its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend this package.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 4, Instruqtional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics 2.

goNorthwest Regional Educational labors.. v
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800 21.0

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential user; of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



inicroliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been custorniztcl to accomModate SCIENCE courseware.

INSTRUCTIONAL RREliEQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need prior knowledge on

- the tbpics included in this package.

CONTENT AND. STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette, back-up disk, and ,a
Lesson Planner Guide. There are six-menu-driven
programs that cover elements compounds,
'mixtures, physical and chemical changes,
potential' and kinetic ertrgy, and energy
conversions. All six of the programs are games
that help the student learn fasteroand retain
more. Incorrect answers by the student result in
tutorial information.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
with individual or pairs to provide a review or
drill and practice of topics covered in chemistry
or physiescience.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Varies.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package provides a
comprehensive coverage of materials.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The and practice
format allows for very little creativity.:

ti

rr

lj

Northwest .6tegiohal Educational Laboratory Thu evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sikh Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 211 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Metric 1 to V

VERSION: IBM

This rcpiirr avidc ixissibb. grunt
fn >rn SOIHO Corporate Contribut

The d his al ha be La SCIENCE IvLliterld used f

PRODUCER: Cleissroom Consortia Media,
Inc.

57 Bay Street
Staten island, NY 10301

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Northwest Regional .

Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: Each disk - $49.00; Series (5 disks) $225.00.

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 12.
SUBJECT: Science/Math
TOPIC: Metric System
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-t1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 128K jBM PC with
RGB monitor, or PCjr with composit monitor. A
printer is optional. Versions are available for
both a dual-sided disk drive or two single-sided
disk drives.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remedial, standard
irkitruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill Sc

practice, tutorial, problem solving.
qp

or v mason ve en Lustomize to aCCoMMO( e LoilTUtVil

OTHER FEATURES: Assessment.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information, measuring.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, post -test,
student's instructions. In supplementary materials

suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, post-test, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
student's instructions, follow-up activities.'

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
teach the fundamentals of metrics to students in
elementary through high school levels.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) To know how to quickly and
accurately handle problems in mathematics
dealing with the four whole number operations.

iuinvn nit Ihk.k -40.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A 'D SD NA
s Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues present objectively. ,.

0 Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

- Content is free of stereotypes.
' Purpose of packIge is well defined.

Package achieves defined purpose. ,

Content presentation is clear and logical.
. Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time._

., Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
_

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence.

instruction integrates with prior learning.
. Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are compreheniive.
._

User support mate Is are effective. _..........
Package components are durable.

. Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

. Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -.Strongly Agree "A-AIree D- Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
content 4, Iistruetionrtl Characteristie4 3, Tekihnieal characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory 1,

300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97304
(503) 248.6800

el 212
This evaluation is based on,the evaluations of three or more reviewer%
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The critendused for this evaluation have been customized to accomnukiate SCIENCE olurewaw.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This is a series of
five interactive software packages designed to
teach the fundamentals of metrics. Each package
includes one diskette and a comprehensive
Teacher's Guide. The package includes ,

Fundamentals of Decimals, Math Applications,
Units of Measurement, Linear Units, and
Area/Density Measurements.

POTENTIAL USES: This paAage could used to
introduce or reinforce decimal s, math
applications, units of measurements, linear units,
and area/density measurements in a math class.
The package could also be used to reinforce math
skills before Using them, in a science activity or
experiement.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Each
of the five programs will, take approximately one
or two class periods.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The graphics enhance the
program by illustrating the concepts in a variety
of ways. The presentation is very clear. The
program use careful explanations of the process
being developed including step by step
illustrations in the tutorial. The key points are
highlighted in color. At the end of each program
there is'a test. Missed problems are given an
explanation when it is requested.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: There are a MIN
inconsistencies in the, program. The user enters
answers from right to left in the tutorial to they
can do the problem as they go and left to right in
the drill and practice section,because they are to
do their work on paper and just enter their
answer. Although reviewers knew why this was
so, they felt it might be confusing to students.
Some of the programs will give you a hint after
several errors and some will not. The program
has'no p-ovision for the teacher to how the
student did on the program.

OTHER COMMENTS: Much of what is achieved
by this package can be done just as well with a
textbook and direct teaching. If it was less
expensive it would be more useful.

*

O

to

0 ..
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S WAixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(303) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluation:, of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseivare package.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATIO1k1
This report rnade possible by a grant
from SOH10 Corporate Coniribut

The criteria used for this evaluationihave been .::,4stomized to accommodate SCIENCE courww e.

Modeling

:VERSION: Apple, copyright 1983

PRODUCER: MECC
3490 Lexington Ave. North
St. Paul, MN 55112

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Institute for Educational
Research, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: $36.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through 9
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Scientific Models
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II Plus,
Ile, or Ile, single disk drive, and, monitor. Also
available for a 128K IBM PC, or PCjr.
REQUIRED §OFTWARE: Ap,1'..tsoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
problem solving
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring

information, organizing,information, interpreting
information, using the Scientific Method, decision
making, *measuring.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect, '
force, interaction, model, populatior,
quantification, replication, significance, system,
validation, time-space.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Irjrogram --
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, sample
program output, prograiii operating instructions,
post-test, teacher's information, student's
instructions, student worksheets, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
describe the purpose of a model and list some of
the historical purposes that models have
recognize that populations increase ge, inetrically;
describe some of the factors that control the
growth of populations; recognize thei importance
of refining a model by considering other factors.

continued on bat k

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject...

, Science issues presented objectively.
1 ......

Content has educational value.
° Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose. I

' Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audienct.
The package makes good use otcomputer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

I1- Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed. --..,
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized..
User support materials are comprehensive
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily. -

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. , ____

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree. SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 2, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 3. 'so

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97

2

nes4 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 248.6800 4. Permission to reproduce This document is hereby granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for evacuation have been ctatomited to atk-ommgdate SCIENCE courseware.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students need an introduction to algebraic
variables.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains a users disk, backup disks, and a 48-page
teacher's guide. Much of what scientists believe
to be true about the world cannot be seen
directly. We can't see an atom, or heat, or the
"stuff" that makes up light. Scientists therefore,
develop models as useful ways of thinking about
these invisible things. MODELING develops the
concept of a model through experiences with
"black box" machines. An exponential model
describes population growth. Students experiment
with the trajectory of flying objects, using the
computer to calculate the distance that thr.:
objects will fly. By observing the differences

-between calculated and-experimental distances,
students can.observe the need for change and
refinement of the model. This module, divided
into three lessons, includes computer programs,
handouts, trahsparencies, and a quiz.

POTENTIAL USES: This program is designed to
be used as a demonstration model in front of a
class, as well as for use by small groups.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Part 1,
lessAthan 1 class period (30 minutes); Part 2t more
than 1 class period (1 hour); Part 3, l class period
(40 minutes).

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package has an
excellent teachers manual with transparencies
and handouts. Good error trapping occurs in the
program. The use of graphics enhances the
program. The step-by-step Instructions are clear
and precise.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES; Some of the responses
are inappropriate, i.e., slang "Awesome", and
negative "WRONG!". The program assumes the
learner knows to push RETURN after each
response. There is no informaton on how to
operate the disk system. Reviewers questioned
the use of the Dart gun for junior.high students.

In the bart Gun progrtm, the graphics are out of
scale. Irrthe sections which require small groups
to use the program, the reviewers anticipate some
conflicts over the scheduling (in Suma and Dart

_ Gun). The program assumed that the teacher has
some programming experience in the Gloops
population program.

OTHER COMMENTS: Thenigviewers felt the
term "modeling" was not emphasized enough'.
There are very feW references to the term and
how it correlates .to simulations.

re,
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
hilen it-I mit le. v t;ri

Iv int SO/II() ( win Ir. IN ( int r but

Niche: An Ecological Game
Simulation

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER; Diversified Educational
Enterprises

725 Main Street
Lafagette, IN 47901

The crufna used for thi, hove been customized to dee( t no, lat SC I ENO': , ,i111.cu ,Ire.

EVALUATIQN COMPLETED: November 1984 by
the staff and.constituents of the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland,
Oregon.

COST: $70.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 8 through post-secondary
SUBACT: Biology
TOPIC:- Ecology
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 41-1/4 in. disk
RpUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Applell Phis or

-/ Ile 1 disk drive, monitor. Also avaktable for TRS
80MOdels 1 and HI.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment

S.

a

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Sirnultion,
game
SCIENCE. PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
information, using the scientific method, decision
making
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Organism,
change, cycle, system, order

DOCUMENTATION AVAILITBLE: In Program
,student's instructions In Stipplementary Material

Suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, sample program olitput, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
resource/reference information, textbook

,correlation, follow-up activities,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
introduce students to the concept of an ecological
niche and to some of the interrelated variables
which determine an organism's niche.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQMITES:
(INFERRED) None stated.

as.

continue.] on hack -0.-.
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issu :5 presented objectively.

Content has educational value.
' Science processes well integrated into package.

4. Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Convent presentations clear and logical..--.,--..
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphics/soundlcolor are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
it, Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

Feedback is effectively employed. T

Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates, with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operatte easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

L Program is reliable in normal use.

A-Agree D- Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators strongly disagreed, that the cost of the package was reasonable compared to it
instructional value. .

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend this package. (Note reason; ontivi
weaknesses.)

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low)
Content - 2, Instructional Characteristics 2, Technical Characteristics 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue tt Portland, Oregon 97204
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more retewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware fauckume.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been custonuzed to accommodate SCIENCE. courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
contains one disk and a 21 page User's Guide.
Niche is an interactive program .which uses a
stimulation game format to explore the concept
of an ecological niche. In Niche, students must
attempt to correctly place an organism in its
proper niche by specifying the environment,
range, and competitor for the organism. The
organism may flourish in a well-specified niche or
fail in a poorly specified one. Niche is best used
in ;small group classroom situation. Because of
its ilelative simplicity and enjoyable game format,
It is recommended as an introductory program
which can be used as a bridge between computer
game playing ancignore serious computer
simulations.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is best used
with small groups of 2-4 students, grades
'13-conege, and after studying fundamentals of
ecology. .

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15-30
minutes for 1-2 days.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The game presents a
variety of different niches to explore by changing
food, space, and predators.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Because the user is not
given enough background information to make
intelligent and logical choices, the program
becomes a big guessing game. For this, it does
not make a good introductory program but should
be used after one has a background understanding
of ecological variables and terms. The program
does not develop problem-solving skills.

Oft

Nakhwest Regional Educational Labiiratory
300 S.W. Sixth.Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 246-6800

This'evaluasion is based on the evaluations of three or.more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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9 micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This rem irt p %NNW/. by n tint
from SOWO p( wit int rabid aims.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Nutrition and Food Groups

VERSION: Apple 1984, 1.0

PRODUCER: MECC
3490 Lexington Avenue North

/ St. Pa 111, Minnesota 55112
t

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Institute for Educational
ReSearcb, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois

COST: $36.00

.

.ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through 9
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC,: Health, Nutrition
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II Plus,
Ile, or Ile, single disk drive, monitor. Also
available for 128K IBM PC or PCjr.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, remediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Laboratory tool

SCIENCE PttOCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information,
cornmunicatIng information.
SCIENCE,CONCSPTS INVOLVED: Model,
interacting, quantification.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplements materials --
suggested grade/ability level(s)ry, instructional
objectives, prerequisite .lcills/abilities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
past -test, teacher's information, student's
instructions, student worksheets, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
identify the basic food groups and th% types of
foods included in each group; to recognize the
Value of choosing a variety of foods to get
important nutrients; and to be aware of the kinds
and amounts of nutrients found in certaln foods,.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content re . resents current khowled:e of sub ect.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Con*fit presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is ar-tivational.

SA A D SD NA

continued on back -

Student creativity iii effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are coeprehtsive.
User support materials are effective.

_...........
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

_ Users can operate easily and independently.
..,

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that,they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.
Summary: (1 = Low, 5 = High)
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics 3, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Nonhwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregonk97204
(503) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The cntena used for this evaluanun have ken customized to accommodaie SCIENCE ciiurseware

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This.package'
contains a user's disk, backup disks and a 39-page
teacher's guide. The aim of nutrition education is
to establish good habits which will result in wise
food selections. Today, the computer has the
capability of providing consumer information,
analyzing the nutrient content of foods,
calculating food costs, and aiding the user in
grocery shopping and menu and budget planning.
Increased use of computers in the nutrition field
has the potential for providing significantly
improved methods of farming and for increasing
overall food production. This module includes_a .

"Lunch in the Cuter Cafeteria'' food selection
activity, a " Nutri- Bingo" game, and a homework
assignment. All of .these activities are designed
to teach about the nutrient content of food, to
review food groups, and to demonstrate the
importance of making good food choices.

POTENTIAL USES: This progriim couic: be. used to
reinforce concepts previously tatrght.

ESTIMVED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20-30
minute per sitting.

MAJOR-WEAKNESSES: The same thing can be
accomplished in many other ways. The package is
drill and praqice, and there is not much
creativity or motivation. There is no positive
reinforcement used in the program.

OTHER COMMENTS: This is not an interesting
Way of using the computer. There should be a
better explanation of the Nutri-Bingo games
master sheet included.for major nutrient-food
types and the Bingo sheet.

ID Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
0031 24&6800 219
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This rclkwf malt ixissibli by ti grant
Irrim S01110 C ponitre (:( intr dug it ins.

Nutrition A Balanced Diet

VERSION: Apple

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

fir

PRODUCFR: Educational Materials
and Equiprhent Company

.P.O. Btu 17
Pelham, NY 10803

EVALUATION COMPLEtED: April, 1 984 by the
staff and constituents of Portland Public Schools
and Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
Pottland, Oregon.

COST: Apple: $35.00.
TRS-80 $37.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 and 8
SUBJECT: Science, Health Edtkation, and Home
Economics
TOPIC: Nutrition
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II Plus, disk
drive, monitor. Also available oh TRS-80.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

AliOlOP"

Ae?

INSTP.UCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Laboratory tool
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, and measuring/quantifying

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, post-test,
studIvIt's instructiohs. In supplementary materials

instructional objectives, teacherts information,
student worksheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
allow students to evaluate the nutritional quality
of their diet.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED' Knowlete of the vocabulary used
o '3CUSS nutrition.

continued on back

Content is accurate. .
Content represents ..._.m...subject.)...1....ritintknowledge 'of ub eci."
Science issues presented objeitively.

O.

Content has educational value.

...., Science processes we internee intoto package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of coti titeyetime.
Graphicsisound/color are used appropriately:
Use of package is motivational.----

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence. '

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comptehensi0e.
User support materials arc effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

1
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - t Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only ircertain changes
were made.

Summary: (l = Low, 5 = High)
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory\ 04 This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2484800
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria useci for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE This package
consists of one diskette 9nd a documentation
booklet. It explains two of the most important
wildlife concepts, limitinufactors and carrying
capacity. The program relates habitat, wildlife,
man's effects, and the student's personal value
system by using color graphics and text.
Terminc'ogy, a learning section, a scored review
section, and quiz complete the package.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used as
a review or reinforcement of the wildlife
concepts by individuals or small groups. The
instructor could use "carrying capacity" as a
deMonstration tool for discussion.

EST/MATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 30-90
minutes. .

MAJOR STRENGTHS: A lot of information is
contained in the "Limiting Factors" portion of the
program in a well organized format. The package
is easy to use.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Thedocumentation is
poor and inadequate. Useful information is
presented in "Limiting Factors" but the
presentation is all in the text mode and could
better be presented using a different r: odium.
Incorrect responses in "Limiting Factors" received
no feedback. In the "Carrying Capacity" portion
of the package, the only feedback the user
receives is the growth or decline of a line graph.
There is no explanation as to ,why the response is
positive or negative. The program does not
consider any view point other than that of the
wildlife, i.e. farmer:

p

fa

Northwest/Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2484800 2 21. Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
this rupori mirk possibly by It grant
(nun SOMO Ci Cow r thin n ins .

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Oh, Deer!

VERSION: Apple 1984, 1.0

PRODUCER: MECC
3490 Lexington Avenu, North
St. Paul, Minnesota ut.112

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Institute for Educational
Research, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST:' $44.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 9
SUBJECT: Scineces
TOpIC: .Life Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II Plus,
Ile, or TIC, single disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
problem' solving
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting

information, using the Scientific Method, decision
making .

SCIENCE co wcyrrs INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
cycle, change, eqbilibrium,, interaction, population.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In eu lementary materials
suggested grade ab 1 ty levels, instruct onal
objectives, prerequisite skillVactivities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's Information, resource/reference
information, student's instructions, student
worksheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
apply inveitigative thinking skills to make
decisions based on logic and factural information
(Science SELO ill:B-1, Social Studies SELO 1:D-H,

III:B); to recognize the effect(s) of natural
and human-created variables on the natural
environment (Science SELO. Social Studies
SELO I-C): to use estimation and computation
skills to determine ideal herd size, figures for a
defined parcel of land (Science SELO MA-4).

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA-
Content is accurate'

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.
e

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is fteebof stereotypes.
. 4

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achievei defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
4 Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

The package makes good use of computer time.
I /

1

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA

=g=°--AZ

.. Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

. Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are compre ive.

User support materials are effective
Package components are durable.

, ,. Information,displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily...

.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be veasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: (1 = Low, 5 = High)
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24154800 222

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITE& (STATED)
Students need to be at a sixth grade or above
reading level.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains a user's disk, backup disk, and.a,38-pagi
support manual. Based on a real-life model,
DpER: challenges students to manage a herd of
white-tailed deer in Whitetail Hollow, a
residential area. During a five-year period,
students make a series of decisions necessary to
maintain a herd size which is in balance with the
natural environment and human tolerance. When
a controversial issue like this arises, it becomes
necessary to consider the views.of the people who
are affected. Residents of the area have varying
ideas about whether deer sould be removed. This
scenario allows students to experience the social
pressures of the situation, as well as the effects
of control measures on the deer herd.. Small
groups of students or individual students explore
various solutions to the situation. Using
estimatiori and computation skills; decisions are.
made and tested. The program produces yearly
managemint reports based on decisions made by
the students. This leads groups to an
understanding of population dynamics, controlled
and uncontrolled variables, and animal/human
relationships.

POTENTIAL USES: This program could be used in
an Ecology unit on population density, biomass,
and population estimate topic areas.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 30
minutes

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The pa6kage deals with
contemporary problems. Excdllent use is made of
the capabilities of the computer. The game type
format is motivational. The package promotes
decision making and problem solving skills.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Some of the graphic
animation, i.e. deer walking, ,does not look
correct

OTHER COMMENTS: Ahunting option showing
the revenue generating power of licensing hunters
as a population control factor would be nice.

111 Northwest Regional Educational Lal3hgatory This evaluation is bated on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 &W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 2486800 22 Pertniuicm to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE 'EVALUATION
This n'porl makv pfissiblt. by et grunt
from SOHIO Corporatt Contributions.

'Passive Transport

VERSION: IBM

PRODUCER: Classroom Consortia Media,
Inc.
57 Bay Street
Staten Island, NY 10301

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

OTHER FEATURES: Assessment.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information.

'SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
change, validation, organism system.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operatiilg instructions, post-test,
studgIt's instructions. In supplementary materials

suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, post-test, teacher's
information, resource /reference information,
student's worksheets, follow-up activities.

EVALUATION COMPLETED July 1984 by staff
and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, ?ortland, Oregon.

COST: $69.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Biological Systems
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 128K IBM PC with
RGB monitor, or PCjr with composit monitor. A
printer is optional. Versions are available for
both a dual-sided disk drive or two single-sided
disk drives.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remedial, standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
simulation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) Upon
completion of this program the student should be
able LO: define matter, atoms, elements,
con ounds, and molecules; identt y and Interpret
e em ca ormulas;list the characteristics of
molecules; explain and interpret a graph that ,

shows the movement of moleetfles from an area of
greater concentration to an area of lesser
concentration over a specific period of time;
define diffusion and passive transport; dcribe
how some FT-10 ecules pass through selecti ely

continued on back -I.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

1 Content is accurate.--,--..
Content represents current knowledge of subject.

\--\.. Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.

4__, Package achieves defined purpose. .

Content presentation is clear and logical.
. Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
A

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence. ,

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effeitive.
'' Package components are durable.

lnformador displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. t

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional_Characteristies - 3, Technical Charaetli 'es - 4.

IINorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(x03) 2484800
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. This Moho:Won is baied on the evaluations of three. or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document 4 hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION .

The criteria used for this evaluation have been cusumitred to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.'

permeable membranes; define selectively
rmeable explain: why glucbse will diffuse

t ou a selectively permeable membrane into a
starch suspension; explain hoiv equilibrium is
achieved; define osmosis; explain. and illustrate
osmosis; and the pfroeess of osmosis with
diffusion.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The students must have a eeneral
science background. -6-

4
CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
includes one diskette and a comprehensive
Teacher's Guide. It is designed for any science
curriculum that includes a study of biological
systems. Graphics and real-time animated
simulations illustrate the processes of diffusion
and osmosis. The inquiry approach helps students
discover the concepts that are basic to
understanding these crucial processes. Students
analyze graphs and receive extensive feedback as

. they learn. Module topics include: Structure of
Molecules, Process of Diffusion, Transport
through a Membrane, and Equilibrium and Gsmosis.

POTENTIAL USES: This program would be best
used as a reinforcement for the topics of plant
physiology, or osmosis and diffusion. Students
need some prior knowledge of chemical symbols:

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 1 -2
class periods.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The use Of graphics is
outstanding. They are used in g variety of ways
and forms. They animate processes, illustrate
structures and present problems. A nice Mature
of the program is that students can set their own
pace. The computer simulation of diffusion shows
in detail what actually happens.

MAJOR WgAKNESSES: The pro.gram does net
cover a large amount of information. The basic
topics include atoms, molecules, diffusion and
osmosis. For the most part, the program is linear
with looping back only for the immediate question
at hand. It alloWs no creativity in interacting
with the computer.

OTHER COMMENTS: This program would not
stand alone well, it needs to be integrated with
other instruction.

r

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluationsof three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portb td, Oregon 97204 who are representative o potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 4&6800 225 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*S1FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This rkpori math. prissible by a grant
from SOHIO Corporoiv Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE coursewerre.

Personal Energy Inventory

VERSION: Apple, copyright 1983

PRODUCER: HRM Software
175 Tompkins Avenue
Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesota.

COST: $39.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Sciences, Environmental Education
TOPIC: Energy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk .

REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II Plus,
Re, or He, single disk drive, monitor, and 32K
TRS-80, Models Ilrand IV
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS
3.3;, TRS-80: TRSDOS
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Peisonal
inventory

SCIENCE PROCESSES I N VOLVED: Interpreting
data, controlling variables, using numbers,
observing.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
interaction, change,,model, quantification.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: I ro rani
program operating-instructions, studint's
instructions. In supplementaryrnaterials --
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, student's instructions,
student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
have students learn their own personal energy
uses through an inv@ntory. To'understand the
different types of heating and hot water systems
in their own residence. To have an awareness,of
the large number of specific energy uses in a
given day. To understand the differences in
energy use among specific appliances. To
Understand the differences in energy use among
other students. To understand how changing one
partidular item will affect overall energy use.

continued on back -*

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

t

I

I

Content is ra .

antent represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objwively.

. Content has educational valise..

Science processes well integrated inid package.

, Content is free of stereotypes. .

Purpose of paikage is well,defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time..

Praphicsisouttdrcolor are used appropriately.

I I Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively emplOyed.
Learner controls rate and sequence. __
Instructigs integrates.with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

. User support material: are comprehensive.--
User support materials are effective..

s
....

Package components are durable.
, Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D- Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

gvaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable compared with its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes
were made.
SUmmary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 1.

Northwest Regioial Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
0031 248-6800 226

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this dbeument is hereby granted.



microiliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accuinnuxkue SCIENCE courseware.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Prior
instruction on the meaning of the various units of
measurement encountered during the inventory.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Students take
home a survey form'that allows them to audit
their own use of energy-consuming appliances,
transportation, heat, hot water, air conditioning,
light, and so on. They 'monitor the use for several
days, bring in the survey sheets and feed the

. simply coded data into the school computer each
day. They can then use the results to compare
their use oft different days, to compare thef .

usage with that of others, and to check their
usage against national and local averages.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used asa pre- or post- activity for an energy unit.

STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: It will
require a w claw periods to enter and use the
data.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The concept for the
package Is very good. The context appears to be
relatively accurate. The programming seems to
be free of bugs.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The design of this
package should be redone with the amIstance of
an instructional designer. The screen displays are
poorly designed and far too bluttered. ,There
should be short student directions on the input
screens. The feedback about endrgy consumption
aftd conservation could be,incorporated within the
package. There is no easy way to "escape" from
the program. Also, there Is no way to go back to
previous screens to edit input. There are too
many directions on th<help" screens, and the
readability appears veN high. Consideration
should be given to the possibility of asub-menu.
Reference is made to "HIT" return. Students
should not be told to hit keys, perhaps press would
be a better word choice. There-is not an easy way
for teachers to delete or reset local data, they
must go through the entire program as a student.
first. There is not enough room allowed for a long
student name. If a long name is entered, the
name will wrap around the screen.

raNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800
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This evaluation is haled on the evaluations of three or more ressrwers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This report made possible by a grant
Irtim S01110 CtIrpor;itt Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluationhave been customized to accomModate SCIENCEcoursewinr.

Photosynthesis and Light Energy

VERSION: IBM

PRODUCER: Classroom Consortia Media,
Inc.
57 Bay Street
Staten Island, NY 1 0301

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $69.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 8 through pot-secondary
SUBJECT: Science .

TOPIC: Living Systems
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 128K IBM PC with
RGB monitor, or PCjr with domposit monitor. A
printer isioptional. Versions are available for
both a dual-aided disk drive or two single-sided
disk drives.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remedial, standard
instruction, enrichment.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA.
Content is accurate.
Content re . nts current knowledge of sub ect.
Science lutes presented objectively.
Content bas educational value.

In Science . eases wtQ integrated into package.
Content b free of stereotypes.

Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation Is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good usikof computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational. .

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
simulation.
OTHER FEATURES: Assessment.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Organism,
cause-effect, change, validation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, post-test,
student's instructions. In supplementary materials

suggested grade/ability level, instructional
'objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, post-test, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
student's instructions, student's worksheets,
follow-up activities..

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) Upon
completion of this program, the student should be
able to: define photosynthesis, list the materials
needed for photosynthesis (reactants and
products), explain why light is necessary for
photosynthesis, explain the need for controls in
any experiment, define control

continued on buck -.

SA A D SD NA --
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

, Learner controls rate and sequence.
v- -

Instruction integrates with prior learning. .--.
Learning can be generalized. - -
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.

'4. Useri can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately._
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was unreasonable compared to its iftstructional value.

Evaluatois indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes
were made.

Sufnmary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(303) 2484800
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This eValuation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to dccommodatP SCIENCE coursewaie.

and variable, define light, describe the dispersion
of iiiifirbirt prism, explain why different colors
of light are either absorbed or reflected, explain
why blue and red light are absorbed by
chloroplasts, explain why green tight is reflected
by chloroplasts, describe the growth rate of
Euglena under white light, describe the growth
rate of Euglena under different colors, and
compare the growth rate of Euglena under white
light with the growth rate under varying
wavelengths.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The students need a general science
background.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
includes one diskette and a comprehensive
teacher's guide. It is designed for any science
curriculum that includes study of living systems.
The inquiry approach is used to investigate the
biochemical process of 'photosynthesis. Animated
simulations, challenging activities, and color
graphics illustrate the characteristics of light and
its role as an energy source. Students see
controlled experiments with concise explanations
that ensure comprehension. Topics include: Light
as Energy for Plants, Variables and Controls,
Characteristics of Light, and Wavelengths of
Light Used by the Chloroplasts.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used in
a general science class or biology class as a
review or reinforcement of the concepts of
photosynthesis and light energy. It could be
utilized by individuals or by a teacher for
demonstration in a group setting.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 1-3
class periods.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The graphics enhance the
program. They are very colorful, use a good
variety, and are interesting to view. The Help
and Review sections are well done an are very
reinforcing. The presentation of a variable and
control are nicely done. The overall package is
very durable and easy to use.

M AJOR, WEAKNESSES: Throughout the program,
terms are used that are not explained or defined.
In section 5, there are new and different terms on
the test which were never mentioned or
introduced to the user. Due to the terminology
used in the program, 5th and 6th graders would
probably find the program confusing and
difficult. There is a great deal of reading and
very little manipulatromorvarrables by the
student. The student sees gad learns,about
scientific processes but dofignot actually use
them. There is no way for a teacher to easily
monitor what a student is learning from this
package.

OTHER COMMENTS: A textbook and direct
teaching will do it better and for less cost.

5

aNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W; Sixth Avenue o Portland, Oregon 97204
(303) 2484800
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micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION c'

This sport ilt lov:iblt 1,4 a grant.
from S01110 Corporate Omit:slit/6(ms.

Physical Science Baseball

G chemist

VERSION: Apple, 1982
-

PRODUCER: J & S Software
140 Reid Avenue
Port Washington, NY

The ni for this evaluuthm have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE coursemm..

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
iupOlementary materials suggestid
grade/ability, level, instructional objectives,
progrdn operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
increase understanding of definitions and concepts

11050 in physical science.

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by staff
and constituents of Jefferson County Public
Schools, Lakewood, Colorado.

COST: $29.50

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 10
,SUBJE,CT: Sciences
TOPW1 Physical Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER; 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, Ile,
or Ile, single disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE DOS 3.3. and Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill &
practice, game.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need prior instruction on
the, bjectives stated above.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package,
contains one disk and a two page manual. The
disk contains a game where the student is asked
questions on definitions and concepts in
chemistry. The correct answer advances a
baseball player to the next base. Wrong nwers
are considered an out.

POTENTIAL USES: This program would be
suitable only for review.

continued on. back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. d

Content re seats current knowled: of sub ect.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Packagi achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logital.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes gpod use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color ate used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A SD NA

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

[ 411,
Learner controls rate and sequence.

. .
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

I User support materials are effective. -
Package components are durable.

information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently. -
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. _

SA - Strongly Agree A-Airee D-Disagrie SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use-or recommend this package only if certain changes were made.

Summary: Seale from 5 (Iligh) to 1 (low).
Content - 4, Instructional chartieterislies 2, otelittiitl ClittrtitItiristies 4.

At
.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 B.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(003) 248.6800
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluaticr have been disunited to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: One
game could be played in five minutes if the tiger
answers the questions wrong. Someone who
answers the questions correctly could play for
hours. The usual time would probably be one class
period. .

MAJOR STRENGTH& It is nice for drill awl
practice.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: There are no support
materials. The packaging is non-existent. The
game format is not effective.

OTHER COMMENTS: There is a note indicating a
new edition due in July 1984 that will allow the
teacher to change the questions, this will enable
the teacher to use the package as a test, or as an
apessmenf tool.

p

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Pordand, Oregon 97204
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This nporl marh. 1)ossihh bye n grant
from SOHIO Corporier Ctintribut

The criteria used for this evaluation have been custom zed to accommodate SCIENCE cow %mine.

Physical Science Programs/Bonding

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: j & S Software
140 Reid Avenue
Port Wttshington, N.Y. 11050

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April 1984 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesota.

COST: $29.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 9
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: PhySical science, Chemistry
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II Plus,
lie, or He, single disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3..
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial

4

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

OTHER FEATURES: Content control, reporting
function
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
data, inferring, hypothesizing, formulating models.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification, validation, model, energy matter.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: in program -"r
Program operEtting instractions, student's
instructions. In su lementam materials
suggested grade ability-level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skths/activities, prograrn
operating instructions, teacher's information,
resourcelreferenc information, student's
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
ToDelp the students review and learn the main
concepts of Bonding:

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students need prior exposure to the topic of
,Bonding.

Content is accurate.

, Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

. Science processes well integrated into package... _Science

is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presto:Won is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphics/sound/color ate used appropriately.

Use of package is modvational. ,

SA A D SD NA

continued on back

Student creativity is effectively stimulated..
Feedback is effectively employed. I
Learner controls Tate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning
Learning can be generalized.

. User support materials are comprehensive. 1
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and ?ndependently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable compared with its instructional value.
. .

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.
U

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics

Northwest Regional Educationld Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 4484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseepare package.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The cruena used fin- rho evaivawni have been cusunru zed to akcommodate SCIENCE courseware

CONTENT. AND STRUCTURE: This package
exposes students to a review of Bonding. They
are asked questions and if they have difficulty are
then gilien a review of the main ideas in the unit.
At the end of the lesson the students are given a
scorel Each unit requires 30-60.minutes to
complete. Student names and grades are stored
for teacher use. This 'unit-on Bonding is only one

, of fourteen physical seienee programs. The
complete set c.:sts $250.00. Also included with
each unit is the program CHANGE Question. It
allows you to change any of the questions and
responses or get a listing of the questions in the
program.

POTENTIAL USES: The program could be used as
drill & practice and the student must have been
previously exposed to the material. This could
also serve as a review or self-test as the program
provides a great deal'of respepse to incorrect
answers.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Students have the option to work through one to
twelve questions, thus time required will vary. To
coinplete 12 questions, the first time through, it
would take about 15 minutes.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The branching on
introrrect answers is excellent. An explanation is
given for the first incorrect answer and a second
chance at selecting the correct answer is
allowed. If the second response is also incorrect,
additional information as well as the correct
response is provided. Students can exit the
program at any pointt a score is given as well as
the starting point for the student to resume the
program a' 1 lrtter date. Teachers have the -
option of changing questions in the program.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The loading of each
question is time consuming. The viewing screens,
especially the introduction, tends to be cluttered
and hard to read. Questions and corresponding
picture are on two different screens it would be
better to see the graphics as each question is
read. The graphics in Atoms are poor.

OTHER COMMENTS: Some graphic exercises
were difficult, an example is counting the number
of electrons around the atom.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Seth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800 233
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This report mimic possibly by it grant
him SOHIO Corix)ratt, Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Physical Science Programs/Radioactivity

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: J & S Software
440 Reid Avenue
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050

EVALUATION CU aPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesota.

COST: $29.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 9
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Physical Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II Plus,
Ile, or IIc, single disk drive, monitor
,REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE4 Drill and
practice, tutorial

OTI1ER FEATURES: Content control, reporting
function
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
data, inferring, hypothesizing.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Model, order,
validation, energy/matter, field.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials --
suggested grade/ability level, i ructional
objectives, prei.equisite skills/ tivities, program
operating instructions, teach 's information,
resource /reference informati r., student's
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To help students review and learn the inain
concepts of Radioaetiifity.

INSTRUCTION AL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need prior exposure to the
topic of Radioactivity.

continued on back -41. re.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
. Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

64 Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defiled.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Contetwpresentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

. Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
. Use of package is motivational.

M A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instructibn integrates with prior learning._
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are.effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. .

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagreto SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this program to be reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this program with little or no change.
Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics 3, Technical Charteteristics 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The cntena used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE coursetvan..
A

CONTENT AN STRUCTURE: This packge
expoSes students to a review of Radioactivity.
They are asked questions and, if they have
difficulty, are then given a review ct the main
ideas in the unit. At the end of the lesson the

1 student is given a score. Each unit requires 30-60
minas to complete. Student names ana trades
are stored for teacher use. This unit on
Radioactivity is only one out of 14 physical

. science programs. The complete set costs
$250.00. Also included with each unit is the
program CHANGE Question. It allows you to
change any of the Aestions and responses or to
get a listing of the questions in the program.

POTENTIAL USES: The program would be useful
as a testing instrument.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The ability to change
pictures, questions, and answers was cited as a

. strength by the reviewers. The student
management sector is nice to have included, but
could be a little more sophisticated.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: There is a need for a
more comprehensive manual, especially in the
areas of changing the questions and -answers. Also
the manual needs to include background to the
program and additional activities. When using an
Apple Ile you need to undo capsllick'to rewrite
questions, 'and there is no reference to this.

ti

p

N hwerc Regional Educational laboratory This evaluation is baseacon the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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In am SOHIO Corp wat v 0antribttli (ms.

The criteria used for this evaluation havebeen customized to accommodate SCIENCE cpurseware.

Physical Science Series

VERSION: Commodore, copyright 1982.

PRODUCER: Microphys
1737 West 2nd Street
Brooklyn, NY 11223

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Institute for Educational
Research, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: $250.00,

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 9<,44

SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Physical Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Commodore 64, single
disk drive, and monitor. Also available for
Commodore PET/COM, Apple II, II Plus, Ile & IIc.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
problem solving

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
informations organizing information, interpreting
information, using the Scientific Method,
inferring, hypothesizing, measuring..
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification, cause-effect, interaction,
validation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program r-
student's instructions. In supplementary materials

suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, student's instructions,
student worksheets, textbook correlation,
follow-up activities, materials. list.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
Objectives 'cover a wide variety of concepts in
physical science.and are stated precisely in the
documentation.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The students need prior instruction
on the appropriate objective.

continued on back -0-0.
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A SD NA

Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of tubject:
SCience issues presented objectively.

: COntent has educational value.

Scienciprocesses well integrated into package.
. Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined, purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time
Graphlcslsoundkolor are used appropriately.

_ . Use of package is motivational.

tO

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

11, Al

Learner controls rate and sequence. .

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support material, are effective. .

Package components are durable. 1
Information displays are effective.

_ Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appiopriateY
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agtee D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional EdUcational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800
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1 ne criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: ,This package
contains two disks, a set of teacher's notes, and
student worksheets for each of the 13 physical
science lab experiments. The experiment titles
are: Volume By Displacement, Density of Solids,
Density of Liquids, Density of a Gas, Saturatea
Solutions, Decomposition of Water, Synthesis br
zinc Chloride, Composition of Compounds I,
Composition of Compounds II, Compounds of
Copper and Chlorine, Thermal Expansion of
Solids,- Thickness of a Thin Sheet, and Oleic Acid
Molecule. Students perform the experiment,
obtain their data, and produce and analyze their
results. The associated computer programs have
the following features: 1) In all experiments
involving quantitative data, students can readily
check their calculations and discover their
errors. If difficulty is encountered, detailed
computer assistance is displayed on the screen. 2)
If students are absent or are unable to complete
an experiment, the computer may be directed to
random generate sets of reasonable data which
may then be analyzed as if this data had been .

obtained during the laboratory investigation. 3)
The extensive use of graphics and animation to
portray events and equipment serves to add
interest to the programs and may be used as
either an introduction to, or review of, the
particular experimental procedure. 4) Most of the
programs enable student groups to feed data and
results into-the computer which then generates a
histogram Oar graph) displaying the array of
values entOred. If a printer is available, a
print-out of, the histogram may be generated for
each of the various student groups. NOTE:
Experiments are coordinated with the

. Introductory Physical Science (IPS) text published
by Prentice-Hall.

POTENTIAL USES: This program would fit into
the curriculum of a physical science class. It
would be best if the program could be used with
actual experiments. ,

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20
mibutes per experiment.

1111

4,1

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The graphics are-good and
they.inhance the program. The visual
representations of the experimental procedures
are done well. The help section is very
informative.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program\ is very
slow. The cost is too high. The feedback to
students incorrect responses are poor. When
mathematical errors are made by the student, it
is very frustrating even with a "help section".
The students are limited to what values will be
accepted by the program.

0

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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This report made possibly by a grant'
(nun SOH/0 wporat e Cowling ions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCEioursetvaw.

Physics Gems, Volume 12

VERSION: Copyright 1 983

PRODUCER: Cross Educational Software
. 182 N. Trenton Street

P.O. Box 1536
Ruston, Louisiana 71270

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Institute for Educational
Research, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: $35.00.

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 trough 12
SUBJECT: Sciences . iv

TOPIC: Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics,
Astronomy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Plus Ile,
or He, one disk drive, monitor , t
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

O

5,

practice, tutorial, simulation, laboratory tool,
game
OTHER FEATURES: Reporting function
SCIENCE.) ROC ESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
information, measuring/quantifying
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Ouse- effect,
interaction; model, quantification, significance,
validation, scale.

DOCUMENTATIO'N AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
Sample program output, program operating
instructions, teacher's information.

'.6

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: This package
covers a wide variety of topics in physics,
chemistry, and mathematics.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student must have received
prior instruction on the concepts covered by each
program in the package.

continued on back -4.4.
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SO NA
ti

. ,
.Content is accurate.

9........Lie Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package..
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logicaL
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes gooduse ofcomputer time.

, Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package h modiationaL

SA .Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree

SA A D SD NA, ' Student Creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

, Learner controls rate and sequence..
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support ma are effective.
Package co . ., ne is arse durable.

i on displa ,

Users an operate easily and Independently.
Teachers an employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. .

SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judgeil that the cost of the package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated tfiat they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: (1 = Low, 5 = High)
Content - 3, Instructonal Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 3.

in Nonliving Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been nisei:ivied w o acComimodate SCIENCEcoursewale.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
consists of one diskette and a manual. The
manual provides basic operating instructions, a
statement of back-up and copying policy, and a
brief description of each program on the diskette,
including any special program notes the user may
need to.operate a particular program. Programs
included on the diskette are: PHYSICS Home
Energy (Hourly), Home Energy (Daily), Stopwatch,-
Two Paddle Timer, Metric Height and Weight,
Damped Harmonic Motion, Driven Harmonic
Motion, Gravity Equipotentials, Electric
Equipotentials, Thermal Expansion; CHEMISTRY

Box of Molecules, Reaction Rates, Finding
Absolute Zero, Random Walk, Least Squares Fit;
ASTRONOMY Moon Flight; Weight on the
Planets, Gravity Equipotentials, Ellipse, Comet,
Retr6grade Motion of Mars; MATH Factorial,
Square Root Game,,Random Walk, Least Squares,
Sine Plot, Inflation, Fourier Synthesis, Fourier
Analysis, Square Wave Synthesis; COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING Apple Introduction, Sine Plot,
Graph Maker, Text with High Resolution
`Graphics, Grade Averaging, High Resolution
Picture Saver/Getter, Graphics Tutor, Sine Sigh,
Graph Paper. This is the last volume of a 12
Volume Physics series. Each package in the series
is sold separately.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used in
conjuction with lecture type materials or
worksheets. The examples in the program would
help to explain possibly complex concepts that
might not normally be easily understood.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 1 1/2
to 2 hours to complete.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Because of the variety of
devices included, the students have many
different activities making it motivational to
use The demonstrations and graphics are good.
There is good use of the capabilities of the
computer, i.e., fast and accurate. Producer has
deed and recommends copying each section of the
package to increase usability.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package would be
better if there were different disks for the
various subject areas. The package takes too long
to load.' or

ti
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This report math, posy;ble by a grant
from SONO Grporatt Contributions.

Plant Growth
The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

C

VERSION: IBM

PRODUCER: Classroom Consortia Media,
Inc.
57 Bay Street
Staten Island, NY 10301

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 b1 staff
and constituentd of Northwest Regional('
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $69.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through
P post-secondary.

SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Plant anatomy
MEDIUM OP TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: f28K IBM Pc with
ROB monitor, or PCjr with composit Inonitor/ A
printer is optional. Versions are available for
both a dual-sided disk drfve or two single-sided
disk drives.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remedial, standard
instruction, enrichment.

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
simulation.
OTHER FEATURES: Assessment.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
inforination, interpreting information.

. SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
organism, change, validation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, post-test,
student's instructions. In supplementary materials

suggested grade/abili y level, instructional
objectives, sample pro am output, program
operating instructions, t-test, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
student's instructions, student worksheets,
follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTION AL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
explore the study of plant anatomy and
physiology. Detailed objectives are included in
the documentation.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(IriFERRED) The students need a general science
background.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

? Content is accurate.
Cost represents n pLIcurrent knowledged of sub ect.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is flee of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color ire used appropriay.. .

Ulie of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

: Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can ge generalised..
User support Materials are comprehendive.
User support materials are effective. _
Package components are durable. ..
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used apptopilately.
Program is reliable In normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to` its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics"-: 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of t ree or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sizdi Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 whb are representative of potential users of the ourseware package.
(503) 248.6800 2,10 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microin COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SC1ENCEcouneware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
includes one diskette and a comprehensive
Teacher's Guide. It is designed for any science
curriculum that includes study of plant anatomy
and physiology: Color graphiCs and stipulations
illustrate the physiology,of growth from seed to
plant. Students study hormone don trot, feedback
mechanisms, transport, and differentiation. They
interpret graphs and receive extensive drill and
practice as they learn. The topics include:
Growth, Root Tip of the, Plant, Stem Cross
Section, Terminal Bud, and Plant Hormones.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used as
an introduction or reinforcement to plant growth
conceptits at a high school level.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 5-10
class periods.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The presentation is very
clear and logical. The graphics enhanee the
program, they are both instructional and
motivational. The final test Is well written, and
tests on the concepts taught throughout the
program. The feedback to a student's repsonses

,both correct and incorrect are well done. This.ii
a convienent and durable package to ,ise.

1

'MAJOR WEAK NESS ES: The age level of the
package should be high school biology and up. The
vocabulary and graphs ire probably too difficult
for 5th-8th graders. Also, the program presents
too much information in too short a time without
developement of those ideas for the junior high
age and below. Too much reading. More
applications of the learning activities need to be
included in the package.

OTHER COMMENTS: A text book and direct
teaching will do it better and for less cost.

Pa

Northwest Regional Educational Laimrstorr
300 S.W:Shith AVenue Portland, Oregon 97204 241.
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micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This ryport mady possible by ,4 grunt
from SOHIO Corporate Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Plato's Cave

VERSION: Apple II

PRODUCER: Krell Software
1320 Stony Brook Road
Stony Brook, N.Y. 11790

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Institute for Educational
Research, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

OST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 12
SUBJECT: Sciences, Mathematics
TOPIC: Problem Solving
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, Ii plus,
Ile, or Ile, Acorn, Commodore 64, IBM-PG,
IBM-PCjr., TRS-80, single disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Apple: Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,,
microworld, problem solving
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information organizing information, interpreting

information, using the Scientific Method,
inferring, hypothesizing.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause - effect;,
interaction, model perception, probability.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
sample program output. In supplementary
materials program operating instructions,
student's instrutions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To teach the students to draw logical inferences
from experiences.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE This package
introduces the relationship between evidence and
inference. Plato's cave contains an unknown
object. The user must determine the con teats by
interpreting the results of sensing in light beams.
There are six levels of difficulty available in the
package.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Conceal current of subject._tn
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has eduesitional value.

Science processes well integrrted into package.

Content is free of. stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

i -
Content presentation is clear and logical.

level is appropriate to audieice._Diffictilty
The kage makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sinful/color are used appropriately.

Use of pr &age is modvadonaL

SA A D SD.NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback Is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequenct..

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective. .
Package components are durable.....
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently........
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Dhagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this packge with
little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low). .

Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics-- 3, Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 972D4
(503) 2484860 2 4 2 to reproduce this document is hereby granted.

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
ho are repr-sevuative of potential users of the courseware package,



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

POTENTIAL USES: This package provides
practice in the skill of inference. It also. develops
observation *ills. It can be used by individuals
and groups.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20
minutes or more

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program teaches the
development of a logical plan of attack.
Inference skills are not generally taught, thus this
package provide material in an area needed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The visual appeal of the
screen display is low. The program is an enhanced
version of Hurkle. When using the program, you
need to have :e alongside at all, times.

rib

O

faNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory t This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 972040 (.1 -who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This wpm! made possibly by a grant
from SOHIO Corporate Contributions..

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE coursewarr.

POLLUTE:
A Simulation of Water Pollution

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Diversified Educational
Enterprises, Inc.

725 Main Street
Lafayette, IN 47901

EVALUATION COMPLETED. June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesota.

COST: $70.00

ABILITY LEVEL; Grades 9 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Sciences, Environmental Education
TOPIC: Ecology
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE 48K Apple II, II Plus,
Ile, or Ile, single disk drive, and monitor. Also
available for TRS-80 (Models I or ID, IBM-PC, and
IBM -PC jr.
REQUIRED SOFTW4tE: Apple: Dos 3.3 and
Applesoft.

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
laboratory tool
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information, using the
Scientific Method, controlling variables,
predicting.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
change, equilibrium, interaction, model, system.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementark materials --
suggested grade/ability level, Instructional
objectives, prerequisite s'ills/activities, program
operating instructions, post-test, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
student's instructions, student worksheets,
textbook correlation, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: After
completing the POLLUTE simulation the student
will be able to accomplish the following
objectives: 1) Given a series of

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA_
Content is accurate.

Content mpg/lents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science procesrs well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

GraphicsisouncUeolor are used appropriately.

O Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed. ,
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. It--
User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
<-

Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D- Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this program unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 4, Instructional Characteristics 4, Technical Characteristics 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avebue Portland, Oregon 9720
(503) 2484800 44

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micrii*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria Used for this evacuation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

,statements the students will select the one that
best .describes the relationship between: a. the
level of organic waste std the Biological Oxygen
Demand (BOD) of an aquatic ecosystem; b. water
temperature and the BOD of an aquatic
ecosystem.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The
students need a knowledge of the types of
pollutants and what BOD is. Students should know
realistically how many pacts /million of pollution
might be dumped into a water source in order to
use the program effectively.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE POLLUTE is a
student-interagtive simulation which studies the
impact of pollutants on the oxygen content and '-

fish lire of various bodies of water. The student
is directed.to study the impact of water
temperature, waste type, waste treatment type,
rate of waste dumping, and type of body of water
on the oxygen content and the survival of fish in
the water. It graphically displays the effect of
industrial and sewage waste on four different
bodies of watertin regard to oxygeniconsumption
and temperature. The package disci shows the
effects of primary and secondary types of
treatmpnt, so it could be used when studying
about sewage treatment plants.

POTENTIAL USES: The package could be used in
Biology, Ecology, or Envieonmental studies classes
to study water pollution.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: It will
take students.about one hour if subject has been
presented ahead of time. Students should be
prepared with test data.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package effectively
shows the effects of pollution and treatment on
bodies of water`.' This would be even more
valuable to the,students if local data could be
tested. The ability to return to previous screens
is a nice option.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program is limited in
scope to specific objectives. It would be nice if
several programs related to the subject were on
the disk. It could be more interesting if graphics
were effectively used.

v,
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microliiIITT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This report ,modt. passible by 4unit
from SOHIO Corpt)ri t-Civitribut

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE coursetvarr.

Pond Ecology

VERSION: Apple, 1983

PRODUCER: PUBLISHER
Scott Poresman & Co.
Electronic Publishing Division
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

DEVELOPER
Longman Group, Ltd.
Longman Resources Unit
33-35 Tanner Row
York, England YO1 1JP

EVALUAl
staff and
Michigan.

ON COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
stituents of Oakland LSD, Pontiac,

COST: $59.95

ABILITY LEVEL:` Grades 5 through
post- secondary.
SUBJECTS Life Science
TOPIC: Ecology
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER:' 5-1/4" disk.

REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, Ile,
or IIC, single-disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3.
I NSTR U CTIO N AL 'PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.'
INSTRUCTIONAL.TECHNIQUES: Simulation,'
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interiireting -

information, controlling variables,:predieting
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
interaction, oWnge, model, quanitification.-

D0CUM'ENTATION AVAILABLE: inlrovam
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions. In
supplementary materials -- instructional
objectives, sample program output, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
Student worksheets,. follow-up activities..-

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRER)
TQ provide understanding of interrelatIonships
among organisms in a freshwater 'community and
of theiariables which, effect ttiOse..
itherrelationships. -

continued tki back -v.

EVALUATION SUMMAR

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. .

Content represedts current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.

......

Science processes well integrated into package.
&rent is free of stereotypes.

'Purpose 'Of package is well definet
Package achieves defined purpOse.

k Contentpresentadon is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is at_._2, a sal .ence

The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphicsisound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational. .
.

SA A D SD NA
Studer& creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

. Learner controls rate and, equence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.

-
..., --

Learning can7se genetsdiced. ,

User support materials are consprehensive:
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
information displays are effective. _

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ packag earriily.---.
Computer capabilities arc used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Aire* A-Agree D-Disagree, SD - Strongly Disagree It% - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged thtt the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its 'instructional value..

.1d

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend this package only if certain changes were male.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (tow).
Content -; 3; Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 972042 4 6
(843) 248.6800

n .

This evaluation is based on the evaliations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of Potential users of the courseware package.
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micro COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria usea for this evaluation have been custom; tu: to accommodate SCIENCE coursewair.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students should be familiar with the organisms
used in the simulation and have been introduced
to the concepts and terminology included.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE; The package
consists of two diskettes, a 24-page manual and
student leaflets. The program is a simulation of a
freshwater community. Students are able to
manipulate variables in order to study
interactions among various levels of life and
man's effect upon them.

POTENTIAL USES: This packet is appropriate for
the high school level but,for a specific audience.
A course in Envircnniental studies and /of Ecology
could devote, the time necessary to adequately
conduct the activities and computer program.
The entire packet would make a nice independent
study unit for the "interested" and highly
motivated student.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
supplementary activities could be completed and
discussed in 3 to 5 periods. The computer
software might take 3 more periods depending
upon the number of variables being changed and
the number of years the pond study is followed.
The instructor should plan to spend 1 hour of prep
time for each 1/2 to 1 hour class/computer time.

e

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program allows
simulation of population dynamics in a pond
'ecosystem by the use of a simplifik model. The
software makes use of the computers graphing
capabilities with the introduction of different
variablc.:. Data generated by the software could
be used to create pyramids of numbers for
different seasons. Several variables can be
manipulated in the program (4 of fisherman, 4 of
fish caught, closed and open seasons, pollution),
although the teacher would need to discuss the
idea of "controls" in the experiments for this to
be helpful.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Some of the
programming key words are long (i.e. "continue
could be keyed to "C", Help to "H", etc.) Activity
A requires live materials, Daphnia and chlorella.
It is difficult to compare data when the numbers
are changed. It would be nice if the second graph
should show over the first graph. The scale of the
graph is very small making it difficult to interpret
datatand they are not very motivating to watch.
The graphic displays should be faster, followed by
questions to test comprehension. The average
biology student would lose interest in this
program easily.

There is not enough background information
available in the program.

OTHER COMMENTS: The software does not
stand on its own. It is not Ei tutorial and is not
appropriate at the introductory Biology level. An
option for print-outs would also be a nice addition
to the program.

IINorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

, . (503) 248.6800
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'This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This n'porl math possible! by ,a grant
from SOHIO Corpora& Contributions.

The criteria used fair this evaluation have been cust.md7ed to accommodate SCIENCE coursewdir

Power Grid

.
VERSION: Apple, copyright 1983

PRODUCER: HRM Software
175 Tompkins Avenue
Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: june 1984 by the
staff and Ongtituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesot4

COST: $59.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 12
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Energy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIR D HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, .II Plus
Ile, or Ile single disk drive,, monitor, and 32K
TRS-80, odels III and IV
REQUIR SOFTWARE: Apple: Applesoft, DOS
3.3, TRS-80: TRSDOS
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
problem solVing

S

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpretilg
information, inferring, hypothesizing, measuring..
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification, cause-effect, interaction, change,
model. ,

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials --
instructional objectives, sample program output,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource/reference .information,
student's instructions, student' worksheets,
follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
know the different methods used to produce
electricity. To understand the advantages and
disadvantages qt each method of producing
power. To underltilnd the complexities of
supplying power to consumers. To understand
principals of supply and Oeinand. To understand
the consequences of over and under production of
electricity. To understand the variations in power
demand throughout the day as well as in different
seasons.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY
f1

SA A 'D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Contfnt represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content educational value.

Science ret,cesses well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined parpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
,- Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

The package makes good use of computer time.
braphicsisound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.
af

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ.package easily.

Computiiir capabilities are used appropriately.

Prokram is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to.its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated thlit they would use or iiecommend use of this package with little or'no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 3, Instructional Characteristics 3, Technical Characteristics 3.

/\"\
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 248

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



mIcro4IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.
ti

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED)` Students need prior introduAon to

. the concepts listed above.

CONTENT A 4TRUCTURE: This program .

offers a kvomplex ulation of an electric.utility,
drawing its resource From a number of plants
fueled by coal, oil, nuclear power, and water
power.- A student, or a group of students working
as a team, acts as the power grid engineer,
making decisions to meet the anticipated demand
for electricity of a given day. The engineer must
factor in the cost of each fuel, the temperature
and other climatic conditions, trade-offs in safety
and plant breakdown, and the availability of
purchasable power from private sources.
Unscheduled breakdowns occur. The engineer
Mai points for estimating need and corresponding
production correctly and Cost-effectively.

POTENTIAL USES: Students explore relationships
between types of power available to run a city
power plant this could be used during a unit on
energy consumption. The program is best used in
small groups and students should run through a
Cycle at least 'twice. The first time through,
students are learning to read graphs and operate
the control boards, while the second time they
can concentrate on the power problem.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Students will need 30 minutes to learn the
package. It will take about 45 minutes for a small
group to run through a cycle allowing some
time for discussion. Additional time in class is
needed for discussion after all students have run
through the simulation.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The data sheets provided
for student comparison are useful. Studehts
immediately view results of their decisions on the
computer screen. Decisions are made after
stutents read the graphs and do a comparison of
data. They are also forced to do some long range'
planning, fpr they must scan ahead in order to
turn on therplants in time to ready them. for
production and must deal with emergency
breakdowns. Students can use the program
several times and at different levels of difficulty.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Further instructions are
needed. The first time through is trial and error.
The package is more appropriate for high school
students than junior high. The control board a
screen is very busy and searching for, the
commands at the bottom of the screen is tiring.
If you do not respond with a Y/N, the control
board appears again With plant options; this is
Confusing.

OTHER COMMENTS: It would be helpful to have
a preview run in the beginning of the program,
then the students could learn to run the plant
without taking so much time going through an
entire cycle. A follow up discussion should be
held with the entire class to compare the results
and discuss some of the consequences. Students
need information on the consequences of their
actions.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

249(3443) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This report twilit, possible by ri grunt
from SOHIO Corporal( Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodutopSCIENCEcoserseware.

Problem Solving Strategies

VERSION: Apple, copyright 1984

PRODUCER:. MECC
3490 Lexington Ave. N9rth
St. Paul, MN 55112

' EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Institute for Educational
Research, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: $48.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 9
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Problem Solving
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II Plus,
IIe, or .Ic, single disk drive, and color monitor
(color is needed for the last program)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
problem solving

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED:, Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, using the Scientific Method, decision
making, measuring/quantifying. .

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Perception,
systems, change, interaction, model.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials --
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
post-test, teacher's informatie,
resource/reference informaton, student's
instructions, student worksheets, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) TO
identify three problem solving stisategies: Trial
and Error, Exhaustive Listing, and Simplifying the.
Problem; state advantages and disadvantages of
using these problem solving strategies;
demonstrate the application of these strategies to
the problem of diagonals in a dodecagon;

continued on buck

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. '

Content represents curren,t knowledEof subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defintd.

0 Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level Is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphicslsound/color are used appropriately.

'Use of package is motivational. .

SA

SA A D SD NA. Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

4 Learner controls rate and sequence.

...

...._ .-
Instruction integrates with prior learning........--
Le;rningican be generalized.

....._....
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.

1 Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package is reasonable conipared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional,,Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 3.

4
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miero*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

criteridused for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

complete a table of data accurately; id ntify
patterns in number sequences; classify igures as
dodecagons; apply these strategies to the problem
of finding the squires in-a grid; apply Trial and
Error to a complex problem; relate. strategies
.learned in a simplified case to a complicated
situation; estimate the results of multiplication;
apply a variety of strategies to a complex
problem situation; collect data on a chart; find
patterns in data; predict outcomes based on
discovered patterns; use a simple ease to
generalize about'a morloomplex case.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
The students should t?e at a seventh grade reading
level.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains a users disk, backup disk, and a 75-page
support manual. Two interactive tutorials,
DIAGONALS and SQUARES, teach students the
strategies and Error, Exhaustive Listings
and Simplifying the Problem. Students collect
data, create charts, find patterns, and make
generalizations as they apply these strategies to
the graphically presented puzzle problems. Two
other innovative programs challenge students to

'apply the strategies to more complex, open -ended
problems. In THINKING WITH INK, students
compete for the lowest possible cost by coloring a
pattern of rectangles. POOLING AROUND,
studepts discover rules to predict the behavior of
a ball by analyzing data they collect from a
simulation of a simplified pool table. The support
manual contains extensive student handouts for
all four programs, as well as suggestions for
classroom use and detailed program previews.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used in
a math class to promote thinking and problem
solving skills.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20-30
minutes each part.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This package is
challenging, motivating, and does a nice job
holding your interest. The teacher support
materials are good. Patterns can be seen from the
data. It is a good practice program for developing
skill andovercoming math anxiety. It should help
develop spacial relationship in girls.

M AJOR WEAKNESSES: The program is math
oriented the concepts may be too difficult for a
student with a poor math background. The
problems, are not based on real-life situations. It
is possible for students to go through the entire
package without applying any learned information.

OTHER COMMENTS: The package could be used
in a science class but would require additional
teacher guidance to make the transition from
math to science concepts.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 &W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

-(503) 2484800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This report made 1)6::ible by a grant
Irom SOHIO Corporate Contribittil

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommi date SCIENCE courseware.

Protozoa

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Ventura Educational Systems
3440 Brokenhill Street
Newbury Park, CA 91320

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Biology, Life Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE:. Apple II Family, single
disk drive, color monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction and enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial, game, and information
retrieval.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
data.

)

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Organism,
model, and order.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
Student's instructions, teacher's, information, and
post-test. In Supplementary Material
Suggested grade/ability level, progam operating
instructions, student's instructions, student
worksheets, and follow -up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide drill and practice identifying
microstructures of single celled animals. To
provide information on the parts of the
microicope., To provide information on plasmodia
and makiria cycle.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student ,nust have some prior
instruction on single celled organisms and be
familiar with the associated terminology.

contmued un buck

(VALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD N
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of e jubilee.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.. Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.. Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level Is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materialh are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.

---,

. Users can operate easily and inippendently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

I1 I I Program is reliable in normal use.

' SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree - SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

The cost of the package is not
(reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated tl they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes
were made. (Note changes under weaknesses or other comments.)

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 &W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(S03) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

252 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains-one disk and a Users Guide. Piotozoa is
a learning system. which presents data on four
representative organisms in the protozoa phylum.
The user practices identifying the spelling the
microstructures found in Amoeba, Euglena and
Paramecium. The system also includes a s ial
unit on Plasmodia and the Malaria Cycle. e
educational software package includes a dat base
describing the cellular parts and their funeti ns, a
Data Retrieval Utility.foi accessing information,
a Quiz Machine which presents a multiple' choice
quiz and a special Microscope Study Unit, which
gives detailed information about how to operate a
microscope. A Teacher's Guide section includes
lesson plans, a lab guide, and student ,worksheets.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
with individual students in a high school biology
club to review single celled animals and the
stages of the malaria cycle. It could also be used
to study the parts of a microscope.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15 to
20 minutes for 2 to 3 days.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The reviewers liked how
theprogram collected the words missed on the
quiz and fed theni back to the user. Feedback
information is very accessible and thorough.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: This package would be
too difficult for 7th grade students. A more
appropriate target audience is ninth grade and
above. The materials do not include comparative
-anatomical systems. The manual contained no
explanation forthis. The drawings are difficult to
read. Sometimes it is hard to tell what is being
indicated for identification. There is some
animation available, but it does not facilitate the
instruction. The support materials lack a
compilation,of the materials covered in the
program. The user must be familiar with the
information in the support materials inorder to
operate the program.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Slob Avenue Portland. Oregon 972
(503) 2464e00

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereto grunted.



micro COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This report made possible by a grant
from SOHIO Corporate Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Robot Odyssey I

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: The Learning Company
545 Middlefield, Suite 170
Menlo Park, CA 94025

ti

EVALUATION COMPLETED: November 1984 by
the staff ancLeonstituents of the Northwest -

Regional,Educational Labgratory, Portland,
Oregon,

COST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 8 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Science$
TOPIC: Problem solving; Chip /Robot Design
MEDICIM OF TRANSFER: 5,1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II Family, 64K,
colot monitor
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE& Microworld,
game, problem solving
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Observing,
predicting, interpreting data, hypothesizing
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Model, system

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program --
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In Supplementary Material
suggested grade/ability level, sample program
output, program operating instructions, student's
instructionsotudent worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (I NFERRBD)
To learn fundamentals of digital logic, circuit and
,chip design. To practice problem-solving skills:
defining the problem, breakingli problem into
'manageable tasks, looking for multiple solutions,
testing and analyzing a solution.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Priori
experience with the package entitled "Rocky's
Boots" by tbe same company would be helpful but
is not a necessary condition for use.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
-Content is accurate. .

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clfrar and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

..

SA A D SD NAr
Student creativity is effectively stimulated. . 1...

Feedback is effictively etnployetf.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective. .

Package components are durable.

, Information displays are effective. .

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily. ,

LComputer capabilities are used appropriately.
1 1 Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD -.Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators strongly agreed that thd cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (WO
Content 5, Instructional Characteristics 5, Technical Characteristi s - 5.

Northwest Regionil Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 9720) 5 4 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503).2484800

Perinission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT' COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The cntentiused for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE coursewine.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
contains one double-sided disk and a 47 page
User's Manual. There are two worlds in the
Odyssey to explore: Robotropolis, an underground
city populated by robots, and the Innovation Lab,
a robot workshop.. In addition there are three
Robot Tutorials on the disk that explain about life
fin the Odyssey, including how robots work.

In Robotropolis, the user journeys through the
underground metropolis seeking a way out. The
only way to escape and return to civilization is to
program robots. Thereare several levels to
travel up, and each has obstacles that require
different types of robots.

IR the Innovation Lab, the user tinkers with robots
to create projects. Here, there are three
programmable robots to use for experimentation,
a robot tool kit, and a maze area for investigating
robot mobility.

The Robot Tutorials explain how to program
robots. The user begins this three-part course
with Robot' Anatomy, then goes to Toolkit, and
finally explores Chip Design.

POTENTIAL USES: Useful in computer science,
electronics, physics, and general science classes.
After running through the tutorials as individuals
or as a class, students can work in small groups
solving problems in the Innovations Lab. The
ability to save existing "runs" makes the program
useftil for on-going problem-solving work. It
would also be useful in developing cause-effect
and spacial relationships.

ESTIMATED STUDENfTIME REQUIRED: Each
tutorial requires 30-45 minutes. Time in the
Innovations Lab will vary; it depends on how
quickly the robots can be programmedprobably
more than 1 period for most students. The
Robotropolis Adventure will take many hours.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This program provides
numerous, excellent problem-solving situations.
The program is very motivational; once started,
it's hard to quit. The program is easy to use and
can be used by students of different ability levels
with most finding success. The 'program operatezi
at all levels of Bloom's Taxonomy. The save
feature makes it possible for teachers to greate
situations that reinforce specific concepts.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program's
complexity may be overwhelming or frustrating to
non-mechanically minded, particularly if the
games Are attempted prior to completing the
tutorials.

OTHER COMMENTS: It is fun.

Northwest Regional Educational laboratory
300 S.W. SiadkAreasue PoOland, Oregon 97204 25 r
(S03) 2484800k ; )

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Perstiission to reproduce this document is hereby granted. 7,1



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This report math. possibly by a grant
from SOWO Ctrpormt, Contributions.

The criteria wed for this evaluation have been customized toaccommodate SCIENCEcourseware.

Rocky's Boots

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: The Learning Company
4370 Alpine Road
Portola Valley, CA. 94025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of The Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through post-secondary
SUBJECT:. Science
TOPIC: Logic, Electronics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 disk

REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II plus, ,

He, or Hc, single disk drive, color monitor, and
joystick (optional).
Also available for IBM PC and PCJr from IBM,
and Commodore 64
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
simulation,' game, problem solving.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, decision making. inferring,
hypothesizing, controlling variables.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
change, force, interaction, system.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In prrarn
Sample program output, program operating
instructions, student's instructions. In
su lementary materials SuggesteW
grade ab lity leT/Wtructional objectives,
program operating instructions, student's
instructions, glossary; map of Rocky's challenge.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
identify various gates and describe their
functions. To create simple electronic machines,
using wires and gates.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need familiarity with the
keyboard and'coordination,of eye/hand movement
It:Mallow precise movement of objects on the
screen, using the keyboard or a joystick. They
will also need an adequate reading level to
comprehend the instructions.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. '''

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

ti 'Coqtint has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is Well defined.

I ,- .` Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Ii Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately..
Use of package is motivational. j

SA A D SD NA
I Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

Feedback is effectively employed.
-.............

Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.

.-4---User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

e ......,
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Useri can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instrt!ctlonal Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 91t
(503) 248.6800 6

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to (accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains a sequence of six colorful graphics
programs. Four of the programs teach the skills
needed to play the two games, one more advanced
than the other. In the games the student builds
simple, animated machines using wires and logic
gates, which select certain targets that score
points. The package includes a feature where the
student can save a game for later completion. It
also provides a "make your own game" room
where the teacher can taylor the package to meet
individual needs.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used in
computer literacy classes, mathematics classes
studying a formal logic or Venn diagrams, a
science unii on electricity/electronics, in gifted
student programs stressing analysis and synthesis,
in units on creative thinking, to demonstrate
cause and effect, and as an enrichment activity
for any class. The package is also useful for
developing spacial relationships and mechanical
skills in girls. It could be used on an individual
basis or in small groups.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Each
tutorial program will probably take a student 10
to 15 minutes minimum. The games would require
15 to 30 minutes minimum and are addictive. The
amount of time required to complete the package
can be greatly reduced by covering the tutorials
with the entire class in a demonstration mode
using a large monitor.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package encourages
and strengthens analytical, synthetic, and
creative thinking skills. It allows and encourages
divergent thinking by enabling students to.
experiment in making machines. The program has
a high degree of student control. The movement
of graphic elements is precise and movement
directions are excellent. The student has many
choices and can always change things. The ESC
key is used to exit program, to return to the
mlnu, or to the previous screen. Clear,
step-by-step instructions are part of each
program. It is an exciting use of the computer to
simulate electronic circuits.

It enables students to have an experience that
would be virtually impossible without the
computer. It is a highly motivational activity,
addictive in the same way video games are to
some young people. It is technftlly excellent;
the programs themselves are extremely creative.
It uses the capabilities of the Apple II to their
fullest. The graphics are extremely diverse and
motivating, and the color is very good. The
program is useful with a wide range of age levels
and includes a wide range of challenges. The
ability to make your own games and save games
to the disk increases the usefulness of this
package.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: It is color dependent.
The electricity is orange and is not visible on a
black and white monitor, making the program
impossible to understand on a black and white
monitor. It requires a commitment of time and
concentration on the part of the student to learn
the skills before playing the games. The
instructions are long and detailed, but generally
clear. There is a lot for the student to learn. A
younger chlid (7-9 years old) would have trouble
getting through the entire disk without teacher
assistance. The instructions for the first game
are not totally clear from the documentation or
screen. The programs sometimes ask questions on
the screen without allowing a typed response.
(But the student can see the answer by watching
the animated objecth on the screen.) Follow-up
discussion topics or references and other related]
activities would enhance'the package. The
explanation pamphlet is helpful but a general
background explanation at the,beginning would be
useful In getting started.

OTHER COMMENTS: The vocabulary may he a
problem for some students (e.g., oscillator).
CTRL-G controls the sound being on or off. It is
not possible to pick up two objects which are on
top of each other. The package is good for a child
who bright but easily distracted.
A repackaging of Rocky's Boots is available
through Addison Wesley which includes the same,
disk as the home version and extensive support
materials for use by teachers and students.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential Wen of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Scales
1010.01..

This rrport mad possible by It grant
from SOHIO Corporate Contributions.

The criteria

VERSION: Apple, 1981

PRODUCER: PUBLISHER
Scott-Foresman & Co.
Electronic Publishing Division
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

DEVELOPER
Heinemann Computers in
Education Ltd.

'22 Bedford Square
London,England WC1B 3HH

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Oakland ISD, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST: $59.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through
post-secondary.
SUBJECT: Sciences, Mathematics
TOPIC: Measurement
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk.

OM.

used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, Ile,
or He, single disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remedial, standard
instruction;
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill &
practice, tutorial.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Measuring,
controlling variables, predicting.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:

'Quantification, scale, significance.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In su lementary materials
prarequisite sic lls act vibes; sample program
output, program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide practice in reading seven different
measuring devices.

INSTRUCTIONAL PR EREQU&I'ES: (STATED)
Students should have seen each of the seven
devices in actual use find be aware of the
appropriate measure units for each device.

continued on back -0.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA-
0 Content is accurate.
0 Content represents current knowledge of subject.

-
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is wen defined.
Package achieves defined pima,.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

.,

, -
Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA I
Stude$ t creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed. -

' Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruetion integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised. ,

User sdpport materials are comprehensive.
User hupport materials are effective. -

s. Package components are durable.
.,

Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

l Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend this package only if certa:n changes were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6600 259

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The critena used for this etttluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
consists of two diskettes and an 11-page manual.
The program generates readings on: a
thermometer, a measuring cylinder, a burette, an
ammeter, a stop-watch, a vernier, and a
micrometer screw gauge. Students provide a
numerical reading for the device shown using the
proper number of significant figures. Feedback
for incorrect answers includes the correct answer
and method to obtain it.

POTENTIAL USES: The program would be
especially useful in a first year chemistry class or
any class where students are reading an
instrument for the first time. When introducing a
device to the class, this program would be very
helpful in a demonstration or lecture, but students
must be close enough to read the scales on the
screen clearly. After the teacher uses the
`program as a demonstration tool, individual
students or small groups could make good use of
the program.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Five
to fifteen minutes would be needed for each of
the seven scales. Time is also needed for teacher
explanation on each type of scale.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The scales are clearly
drawn using hires graphics, which makes
measurement easier. The program uses the
concept of significant digits in residing the
scales.. If an incorrect reading is entered by the
student, the correct value is displayed with the
scale still visible.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The feedback to the
students is poor. It would be better if an
incorrect response were followed with "too high"
or "too low" and the student was given a second
chance before reporting the correct value. When
an answer is 13 the input must be 13.0. This is
confusing to some students. It would be nice to
have a "help" section to cover possible errors such
as this.

, No branching upon either failure or mastery
occurs in the program. There are no real
student-oriented objectives.

It would be helpful to see the Whole tool being
read at some time. The program could be more
interesting with actual scales! The score is
displayed as a graph, but this is not very
interesting graphics for a computer! It would also
be more motivating to have some sound, even if it
was liquid filling the cylinders.

OTHER COMMENTS: Better teacher
documentation, and duplication-ready handouts
would be great!

Northwest Regional. Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2486800 259

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of threeeor more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This wear, mule possible by I, grant
Imam SOHIO Cow{ oratv Corltribut ions.

The ciuena used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Science Challenges

VERSION: Commodore 64

PRODUCER: Micro Ed, Inc.
P.O. Box 444005
Eden Prarie, MN. 55344

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by staff
and constituents of Northwest Regional ,
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: P4.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through 10
'SUBJECT; Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Commodore 64, single
disk drive, And monitor.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, problem
solving.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, using the Scientific Method,
estimating; iderrIngOlypcthizing.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS,INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
interaction, quantification.

1.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student!
instructions. In su pplementary material;
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information; rettourceireference
information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
investigate the principles of radar, irrigation,
electricity, and geology.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette and a documentation
sheet. These programs, TORPEDO ALLEY,
EARTHQUAKE, ALFALFAiMILLIONAIRE, and
LIGHT FIVE, cover a variety of science subjects

r in an interesting and game-like way.

continued 0714. ..11.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. ,

Content represents knowledge of subject._Ekcnowlurreri
Science issuespresented objectively. ,

Content has educational value. , . .

Science proceues weft integrated into package.'
r I

Content is free of stereotypes., , ,

Purpose of package b well defined.
-

,
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

' Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
. The package makgs good use of computer time.

. raphicsisofinclicolor are used appropriately.
Use of package' is motivational.

SA .A

44

SD NA
. Student creativity iseffectiveli stimulated.

Feedback:is effectively_ employed.
.

Learner controls rate and sequence. .)

e _Instruction* with prior learning.
1

- 6 Learning can be .
.._

User support materials are comprehensive.
- /

User support materials are effective.-

---"-----""--"#
Package components are durable.

-aQ"--"-----'divineInformation ecrive.
Users can operaa easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer-capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable is normal isite.

-SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value...

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend this package with little Or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 3.

goNorthwest Regional Education& Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97,204
(S03) 2484800

.2P0

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are reftresentiuive of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria -used for this evaluation hate been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

The program TORPEDO ALLEY covers the
concept of radar. The learner will use it to find
and destroy a mine field to clear a path for your
submarine.

The program EARTHQUAKES introduces the
process of fincfing the surface origins of various
earthquakes. The learner will use different shock
waves produced by the earthquakes and different
locations'to achieve this goal.

Estimating and scientific method will be used in
ALFALFA MILLIONAIRE to irrigate a field of
crops over a ten year period.

Finally, in LIGHT FIVE, the learner will gain an
undarstanciing of the relationship between volts,

. amperes, and ohms. These three variables can be
`," changed in many ways to serve a variety of uses.

,:rhe objective 1.4 to light five lights as quickly as
'Or/Able using knowledge of electricity.

,
This packageof four programs is not a series,

t each pfogram was developed independently.

POTENTIAL USES: There are four seperate
activities, 'each will have a slightly different use
in the alaisroom. They could be Affectively used
by individuals or small groups as drill and practice
el:veep:illy in the junioe high agelevel or upper
elementary grades. The programs could be useful
to, introduce the respective topics.

_ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Each
of the four activities would take about 20-40
minutes.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The graphics are simple
and clear. They illustrate and help clarify the
material presented. "Earthquake" is a good drill
:and practice activity, but the topic of finding
earthquake epicenters and the idea of

intersecting, must have been previously taught for
Vie students to be successful.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: This package has no
unifying factor and each activitAis suitable for a
very different grade level. The Action dealing
with radar does a poor job. "Alfafa Millionaire"
would be a "cute" guessing game for the older
students wither any real educational value.
"Torpedo Alley" does not use enough variety of
the numbers in the problems. The presentations
of the formulas could be confusing depending on
the useA math background.

OTHER COMMENTS: "Light 5" would fit into
upper elementary curriculum. "Earthquake" is
best used at a junior high level. "Torpedo Alley"
target area should be 5th through 8th. "Alfafa
Millionaire" would be appropriate for 3rd and 4th
grades.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory.
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
IS03) 24134800 261

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three nr more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro iITT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

This t( pot! made possibb. by (t grunt
from SOHIO CorpoNstl' Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCEcourseware.

Sem Ca lc: The Word Problem Solver

VERSION: TRS-80

PRODUCER: Sunburst Communications
39 Washington Avenue,
Suite RMS
Pleasantville, NY 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $95.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through 12
SUBJECT: Math
TOPIC: Problem solving
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K TRS-80, single
disk drive, and monitor. Also available for 48K
Apple II and Atari 800.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill
practice, tutorial, problem solving.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Organizing
information, using numbers, controlling variables.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification, scale.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
sample program output, program operating
instructions, student's instructions. In
supplementary materials suggested
grade /ability level, instructional objectives,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
student's instructions, textbook worksheets,
follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
help students solve story problems.

TN STRUCTIO N AL PREREQUISITES( The
students need an understanding of the four basic
mathematic operations.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
includes one diskette with tutorial, backup, and
Teacher's-Guide. SEMCALC helps students solve
word problems by focusing on the units rather
than the numbers. Correlated for use with 27

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
ID Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively. 17

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined pUrpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Pickage components are durable.
Information displays are effective.

ULrs can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Coinputer capabilities are used appropriately.
Propram is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 9720;62
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is baled on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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The criteria used for this evahsatiim have been customized to acoinnii,dige SC IENCEcoursewan:.

textbooks, this teaching tool helps students avoid
inappropriate calculations by stopping them from
processing incompatible units; helping them
convert to common units; leading them through
the steps of making conversions between related
units; and using "unit awareness" to help students
determine the correct operation.

SEMCALC keeps notes on the processes that go
into each computation. Thus the student can see
how an answer was reached and whether or not
the units involved were renamed or converted.
Users can also add their own notes for future
reference, or can request help at any time from a
built-in tutorial.

POTENTIAL USES: This package would work
nicely as an introduction to a story problem unit.
in mathematics. It could be used with ibdividual
students, in small groups, or as a demonstration
tool for a class discussion or lecture.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: From
10-30 minutes per student or group of students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: It is very easy to move
through the program. The user can easily scroll
the text forward or backward using the and
keys. The program enables the user to input data
from their own problem allowing the computer to
be used as a tool. A 'help' function is available at
almost any time.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The content is very
limited for the price you pay for the packege.
The package is not very motivational and would
not hold the student's attention for more than a
few minutes. There is little use of graphics.

OTHER COMMENTS: Semantic Calculator should
be demonstrated to the student(s) prior to using
the program in order to insure proper
understanding of the concept.

A video tape on the use of this package is
available from Sunburst Communications. The
tape is intended for the teacher wishing to learn
how to use the package but would be
inappropriate for use with students.

a
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4
The ,Titena 1430 jar this evaludtion have been custotnized hi) accommodate SCIENCE cow %cleave.

Simple Machines

VERSION: Com'irrodore 64

PRODUQER: Micro Ed, Inc.
PO Box 444005
Eden Prairie, MN 55344.

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland,
Oregon.

COST: $34.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through 9
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Physical Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Commodore 64, single
disk drive, and monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: None
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill dc
practice, tutorial and problem solving.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
data.

a

1

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
force, quantification.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In Supplementary Materials
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, pr9gram operating instructions,
teacher's infomation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
show the function of first, second, and third class
levers and how they can be used.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED)
Students need prior instruction and introduction
to the three classes of levers, the inclined plane
and the relationship between. resistance, effort
and the location of the fulcrum.

.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
' Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.

. Content isfree of stereotypes. ,

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined puvose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

es Graphics /sound /color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls -ate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Liarning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.---
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
1nformation displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

The cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary:. Scale 5 (High) to I (Law).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics 3, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
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'This.evalliation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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The enteric used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette and a documentation
sheet. "Balance Beam", "Bull's-eye", "Direct Hit ",
and "lock Stacker" deal with the three classes of
levers and the inclined plane.

First, second, and third class levers are used by
all of us almost every day in one form or another.
These programs will show the funtion.of each of
these levers and how they can be used. All of the
levers have three things in common. Each has
resistance or weight, an effort, and fulcrum or
pivoting point. The difference between the levers
is-shown as the differerice in the location of each
of the three variables. The programs are
highlighted by interesting graphics, animation,
and sound.

The final program shows the inclined plane in the
form of a set of steps. The learner will use these
steps to carry blocks to the platform on top. The
height of the platform and weight of each block
will vary, and the learner's job will be to find the
amount of work 1ieeded to carry each block. The
principle of work will be explained in a very

. interesting and informative faspion.

POTENTIAL USES: This program could be used
. with a large group as an introduction to levers, or

to provide drill and practice for individuals
following a lesson on levers. It could also be used
as an example of ratios in a math class.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Each
program requires 10. to '15 minutes to go through
the first time. There are a couple of questions
that are a little tricky to understand which may
slow some students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This program provides a
good description of the three classes of levers.
The purpose of the package is clearly stated in
the program and in the documentation. The
relationship between distance frbm the fulcrum
and effort is well done. The graphics for
rewarding a correct answer is well done. The
plow of the program is controlled entirely by the
user. ,

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The missing element in
this package is how these levers are used.
Examples like wheelbarrows, shovels, crowbars,
etc. are needed. The reviewers felt that the
program does show the user how to calculate
loads, but it might be more effective to show a
comparison of the three levers in handling the
same load. The spatial relationship of distance
and work in "Block Stacker" is not clear.
Elementary children need to see the distance
change when the numbers change. The producer
indicates that the package may be used as early
as third grade. The programs entitled "Balance
Beam" and "Bull's Eye" require an understanding
of fractions which makes them too difficult for
that level.

OTHER COMMENTS: If used as a math exercise,
other examples of ratios could be brought in when
these programs have been run.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more review,
300 S.W. kith Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 248.6E100
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Sky'Travel

VERSION: Commodore 64

PRODUCER: Commodore Educational Software
1200 Wilson Drive
West Chester, PA 19380

EVALUATION COMPLETED: November 1984 by
the staff and constituents of the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland,
Oregon.

COST: Varies

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through post-seOondary
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: ,Astronomy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Commodore 64, disk
drive, monitor (color preferred), printer (optional)
BACK-UP POLICY: Replacement disk-$5.00
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
laboratory tool
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
data

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: System,
model, time-space

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
Program operating instructions, student's
instructions, follow-up activities. In
Supplementary Material Suggested
grade/ability level, sample program output,
prograjn operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
student's instructions, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTION AL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To learn the location of celestial bodies in our
galaxy. To explore relationships between
historical and astronomical events. To view
distance and location relationships between
celestial bodies.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None stated.

continued on buck -*..d

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA .

Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

................, Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

.. Content presentation is clear and logical. ,

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used "appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials e comprehensive.

User support material are effective.' ..--.....
Package component . re durable.
Information displ sare effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

_.
SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable1

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characterisitcs - 5, Technical Characteristics 5.

1

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97200 r
(503) 2486800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE:, The package
contains one disk and a 138 page manual. The
program is like a pictorial data base that can
double as a planetarium. Star maps and general
information is available for the planets, sun, moon
and 1200 stars in the galaxy. knight sky from
any location and time in history (or future) can be
displayed. The manual outlines several
exercises/explorations for the user, this includes:
telescope, phases of the moon, eclipses, the
"Jupiter Effect", Halley's Comet, star of
Bethlehem, navigation, and many mese.

POTENTIAL USES: This program is useful for
classroom demonstrations on a large color
monitor or for individual and small group work.
The program has applications in astronomy,
physics, history, archeology, geography, and
navigation. It can be used effectively in grades 7
and up.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: As
little or as long as you choose. Most of the
exercises provided require 15 - 30 minutes. it will
take one period to demonstrate the program
operation to a class.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This package is very
versatile, containing a wealth of information in
the program and in the accompanying manual.
The program allows the user.to explore the
heavens from any location, any viewing angle, any
direction (N, S, E, 'W), and from any point in
time. The graphics are great and the program is
very,user friendly: The directions and the screen
displays are well laid out and easy to follow.
There are a lot of functions to remember but the
documentation provides good support.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Parts of the program are
slow to load. The print option is useful but is very
slow. There is no method to abort out of a print
option short of turning the printer off.

OTHER COMMENTS: This is an excellent
program.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(50312486800 2M7
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The criteriaAsed for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Star Search

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Earthware Computer Services
P.O. Box. 300 39
Eugene, OR 97403

EVALUATION COMPLETE!): July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Jefferson County Public
Schools, Lakewood, Colorado.

COST:

0

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through pcst-sec9ndary
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Astronomy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, He,
or Ile, one or two disk drives, and monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3
(RAM disk necessary for Apple
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information, inferring,
hypothesizing.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Time-Space,
system, scale

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/abililty level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
resource/reference information, glossary.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide practice in interpreting scientific
information. To provide information on the types,
mass, temperatures, and atmospheres of the
planets in our solar system. To provide
information on the rliationship between the
location of a planet in relation to the central
"star" and its temperature and the effect this has
on life forms.

continued on back -v.-0.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA- A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knOwledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free stereotypes._._1___'uof package is well defined.

---,
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color an used appropriately.

.9 Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction Integrates with prior learning,

lLearning can be generalized.

Uset support materials are comprehensive.,----4 User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal vise.

SA - Strongly Agree A4gree D- Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes
were made.

Summary: Scale fr6m 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need to be reading at sixth
grade level or above. Some prior instruction on
planets, the solar system and space travel is
needed.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
consists of one program diskette, back -up
diskette, and a manual. STAR SEARCH is
deigned for use by one to four players or teams.
The players are to assume the roles of Captains of
ships in a fleet, sent out from the main base for
interstellar expeditions on the planet, Pluto. The
fleet will have the same number of ships as there
are players or "Captains". The assignment is to
travel to, explore, and return from a distant
planetary system. The highest priority in this
expedition is to assure the SAFE RETURN of the
fleet and all crew members. The next highest
priority is to disoirrer extra terresterial life forms
and; if possible, communicate with them. Third
priority is to gain reasonably comprehensive
information about the characteristics of the
targeted system. Strategy and tactics to fulfill
thee aims in part ate the joint-decisions of all
the Captains, in partiby individual Captains.
Captains have diverse sources of information and
(simulated) remote-sensing devices to assist them
in these tasks. The game ends when an essential
resource for one or more ships is depleted to such
a level that the margin for safe return to Pluto
Base in threatened, or when twenty turns have
elapsed.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
for enrichment, review or with computer club.
Small teams (2-4 students) work best.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Eight
plus hours are necessary on just the first level.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The game is elaborate and
motivational: it makes good use of graphics and
requires creative thinking. For the interested
student, the program is a tool for learning about
possible careers, equipment, vocabulary, and
problem solving skills. The method of exploration
and the results are good.

,

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The excessive time
required severely limits the program's classroom
use. It is too complicated for ?th and 8th
graders.' The program has inadequate feedback
for the choice of professions made by students.
The relationshipbetween the profession of a crew
and his/her ability to analyze the data from each.,
investigatiod is never explained. Certain
operating terminology (the "standard" key) is not
fully explained.

OTHER COMMENTS: This has potential as a
game with educational value but it is not an
education program in game format.

el Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

This evaluation u based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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Stellar Astronomy

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Cross Educational Systems
1802 N. Trenton Street
P.O. Box 1536
Ruston, Louisiana 71270

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and constituents of Montgomery County
Schools, Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $30.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 12
SUBJEOT: Science
TOPIC: Astronomy
MEDIUM OF' TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple 11+ or He, single
disk drive, and monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction and enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill &
practice, tutorial and simulation.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information and interpreting information.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Fundamental
entities, theory
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In Supplementary Material
suggested grade/ability level, htstrat Mai
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, teacher's
information, textbook correlation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To develop astronomy concepts.
INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) This package assumes some prior
knowledge of astronony

continued on back-
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.

_ Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior isarning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little )1' no change.

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Conteht - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics 2.

rjNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

270(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCLursewarr.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The program
inqudes lessons on: constellations, sirius do the
white dwarft, doppler effect, types of stars, death
of a star galaxies, cosmology I and cosmology H.
Types of Stars draws a diagram and explains main
sequence of stirs, no and super novas, white
dwarfs, red giants, blui giants, and variable
stars. Cosmology I discusses physical theories for
the origin of the universe and Cosmology II
explores other philosophical possibilities.
The Documentation describes individual programs
and ceganization for programniers who would like
to change programs.

POTENTIAL USE: The package could be used for
classroom demonstration, review, and
enrichment. The programs titled Constellations,
Sirius, and Death of A Star are appropriate for
8th grade. The others are useful for enrichment,
gifted students, or high school level.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 45
minutes for demonstration or quiz on
constellations. 200 minutes for individual use and
enrichment.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program helps to .

demonstrate concepts that are difficult to show
or explain. The programs are accessible; it is easy
to move from one lesson to the next.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: In some of the lessons
there is a lot of screen text to read. The
documentation is weak; it assumes "computer
familiar" users.

1
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Temperature Grappler

VERSION: Copyright 1983 Apple

PRODUCER: FIRM Soft Ware
175 Tompkins Avenue
Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesota.

COST: $75.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 12
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Chemistry, Physics, Biology, General
Science.
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II Plus or
Ile, single disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Laboratory tool
OTHER FEATURES: Interfacing

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, measuring, inferring. .

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
QuantifiCation, cause- effect, change, interaction,
model, validation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials ---
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, program operating instructionsj
teacher's information, resource/referenc#:
information, student's instructions, fotloW-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide teachers and students with a new
laboratory tool that displays temperature in real
time on the computer. To provide teachers and
students with a flexible computer program that
faCilitates maximum use in the laboratory. To
provide teachers and students with an

continued tin back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
..

Content 4accurate.
. Content represents current knowledge of subject.

Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.
,..

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

- - Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience..
The package makes good use of computer 'time.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
AI,

Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive. --.
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable compared to itvinstructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend use or this package.

Summary: Scale froni 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technieal characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE coursewary.

introduction to the wide use of computers in
science instruction.

INSTRUCTIONAL' PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need prior experience with
the process of measuring temperatures in a
laboratory setting and tabulating the results.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
uses a pair of temperature-sensitive probes
(supplied) connected to the Apple through the
game paddle port. After calibratingAhe probes,
students can use one or both to record
temperatures in a number of suggested
experiments. The data are logged directly into
the computer and appear on the screen as graphs
of temperature against times. Some of the
applications are: measuring temperature inside a
solar collector, measuring temperature inside an
insulated container for ice cubes, and plotting
temperature changes in cooling liquids. The
temperatures of two different materials can be
plotted and compared. This program offers a
basic laboratory utilty to introduce student to
the use of a computer as a laboratory instruPhent.

POTENTIAL USES: This paCkage could interface
witb lab work both in a science setting and in a
classroom unit on weather, energj, or solar
heating. The program could be used to measure
temperature of different liquids, how quickly
liquids change temperature in different
environments, or to measure the temperature of a
classroom at different levels.

ESTIMATED STUDENT-TIME REQUIRED: The
time required to go through the program is
dependent on the sophistication of the
measurement being taken, how often, etc. The
temperature probes should be calibrated prior to
the student atctivities.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Reviewers liked the
manner in which the program illustrated
temperature curves. The ability to save a graph
for display later, as well as the wide variety of
applications were also noted as a plus to the
program.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Reviewers felt some of
the display screens could be polished less text
and better spacing is needed. The complex
procedure for saving and displaying of a graph was
cumbersome. This might have been better
accomplished from within the program.
Documentation for saving and displaying graphs
should be much more detailed.

OTHER COMMENTS: The program made
excellent use of the computer in a variety 'f lab
activities. The package could be very useful with
simple temperature measurements in elementary
and more complex experiments at upper levels.
The temperature probes must be calibrated for
each computer they are jised with.
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microifilFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This n.por milt. lxssibit. by .1 gritni
(rung SOHIO Ciirpotiotf. Cuniribotiune.

The Factory
VERSION; Atari

PRODUCER:

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to at comp SCIENCE courcr wan..

Sunburst Communications, Inc.
39 Washington Avenue,
Suite RMS
Pleasantville, NY 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of the Depirtment of
Defense Dependents Schools (DoDDS),
Washington, D.C. and Northwest Regional
Educatiohal Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $55.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 12
SUBJECT: Science, mathematics
TOPIC: Problem Solving
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 18K Atari 400, 600XL.
800, 800XL, 1200XL, 1400XL, 1450XL, color
monitor or TV with adapter and single disk drive.
Also available for: Apple U, II+ Ile, Commodore
64, TRS 80 Color or Color 2,-64K IBM PC, and
128K IBM PCjr.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues prisentedobjectively.

II .1

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

. Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience. .

The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

.
_

REQU TWARE: Atari BASIC, DOS 3.2
INSTRUCTION L PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Problem
solving, simulation,
OTHER FEATURES: '6

SCIEN 'PROCESSES INVOLVED: Decision
.making, observation, inferring, interpreting data,
predicting, contiolling.variables.-
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVE!):
model, 'replication, system, cause-effect, change,
cycle.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions. In su lementary

suggested grade/ability leVel(s
objectives, prerequisite skills, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student
worksheets, preliminary and follow-4 activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: To increase
visual discrimination, spatial perception, and logic
*ills; to tain experience in understanding the
importance of sequence and order.,

K4.

continued on back

SA t% D SD NA
o Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

1 Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instructimi integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

, User support materials are comprehensive.

. User support materials are effective.
Package-components are do iablt..

information displays are effective. '

Users can operate easily and independently.,
Teachers can employ package easily. ,

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in,normal use.

A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree . NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend this pb -,kage with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more tr.isewer;
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The Cigna used het this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE 1:1 iuriewure.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
gives the students the opportunity to develop
problem solving abilities through three levels of
challenging simulated production line activities.
The first part, TEST A MACHINE, allows a
student to try each of three machines to see the
effect each has on a raw material. The second
part, BUILD A FACTORY, allows the student to
put up to eight machines together in sequence
which will affect the raw material. In the third
part, MAKE A PRODUCT, students are shown a
product made by several machines and asked to
reconstruct the sequence of events to produce the
product.

POTENTIAL USES: The program may be used for
independent work, small group discussions or as a
large group activity dealing with problem solving.
It would be useful in teaching students spacial
relationships and the concept of cause and effect.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 31)
minutes to one hour for mastery.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This package does a good
job of teaching sequencing and 3-Dimensional
visual perception in a problem solving
environment. It is very general in its approach,
which makes it applicable to a variety of
curriculum uni4. The technical quality of the
program is good.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The fine detail in
graphics can lead to confusion. The raw material
does not look square if it is turned 45 degrees and
it is sometimes hard to see the difference
between the square holes and the round holes.
Since this discrimination is critical to the
solution, an expanded display area might help.

OTHER COMMENTS: The program requires
imagination and keen visual perception.
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The Food Processor

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: ESHA Research
606 Juntura Way SE
Salem, OR 97302
503/585-6242

Tfiis report mule possible by ., grant
from SOMO Corp wirt. Contributions.

The criteria used for th15 evalunnan have been customized to dew/m/11,4k SCIENCE onineware.

EVALUATION COMPLETED: November 1984 by
the staff and constituents of the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland,
Oregon.

COST: $120.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 8 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Nutrition, Health
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II series, 48K '

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft & DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Laboratory
tool, inventory
OTHER FEATURES: Reporting function

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: classifying,
organizing information, interpreting data
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification, cause-effect
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In Supplementary Material sample
program output, program operating instructions,
resouree/reference information, student
worksheets.

4.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide nutritional information on the food
eaten by an individual. To analyze the nutritional
needs of the individual (persoRal Recommended
Dietary Allowances). -

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Knowledge of basic terminology
used in nutrition.

continued on back
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content re .resents current knowledge of stIi!st._,
Science issues presented objectively.

..

Content has educational value.
.,...

Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is nsotivarl6nal.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD'NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.. Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

is Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

Tackage comp°.nents are durable.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easil y .

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

A-Agree D- Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators viewed the cost of the package as being reasonable compared'to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this paCkage with little or no change.

Summary: 5 (High) to 1 (Low)
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technical Characteristics - 5.
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodam SCIENCEcourseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
contains 2 double-sided disks, a back-up set, and
an 100 page manual. The program centers on a
data base containing nutrient information on 1500
foods. The data base supports the following
features: 1. Cornputes RDA profiles personalized
for age, sex, weight, height, and activity level;
and you can save them for re-use. 2. Nutrient
calculations: calculates ONE or ALL of the'26
nutrients in daily food intakes, menus, recipes,
etc., and you can see them on the screen; print
them out; and save for re-use. 3. Daily food
intakes can be aver'aged for an unlimited number
of days, and compared to the RDA profile for that
individual. The percentage above or below the
recommended amounts are clear and easy to read
and interpret. 4. Recipes and menus can be
adjusted foi number of servings. 5. New foods,
recipes, menus and daily intakes can be added to
the system. 6. Trial menus can be analyzed and
quickly adjusted to the student's needs. 7. Easy
Entry: you can enter foods by common measure
or weight...the system converts it for you.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used in
large group demonstrations or by individuals to
analyze diets, comparing fast foods, cafeteria
food and home cooking. It would be useful for a
,
reference/resource available to coaches, health
teachers, biology teachers, and school nurses.
Students should use the forms provided to
organize their data prior to using the program on
the computer to minimize data entry time.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: If the
daily food intake worksheet is filled out in
advance, a student can determine a personalized
RDA and get a nutrition analysis of the food
he/she ate in 15-30 minutes.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This is a very versatile
program. Individual food items, single meals, or a
whole day's meals can be analyzed, giving 26 t
nutrients consumed. The program is well-written
and carefully explained; it is designed for the
novice computer user.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: In a' classroom setting
(Jr.-high level) a teacher would need to prepare
for and structure the use of this program. It is
very comprehensive and might be overwhelming
without sufficient adult direction.

.
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three of more reviewers
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The Heart Simulator

VERSION: Apple

This nix Irt math: iH,ssililt. by g7 ant

In wit S01110 Corpnri tie Ctintri Init ions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been custorniz, t:: a4A,ommotitue SCIENCE co cram..

PRODUCER:. Focus Media, Inc.
839 Stewart Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by staff
and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $49.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through 12.
SUBJECT: Life Science, Biology, Health
TOPIC: Heart .

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, IIe,
or Ile, single disk drive, and color monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remedial, standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill &
practice, simulation, game.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring

information, interpreting information, inferring,
observing, formulating, models.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Model,
system, organism, change.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
studenVs instructions. In supplementary materials

suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
resource/reference information, student's
instructions, student's worksheets, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
enhance understanding of the structure of the
mammalian heart, to demonstrate the functional
coordination of heart chambers, to demonstrate
heart-lung coordination, to depict oxygenated and
deoxygenated blood flow accurately, t9 test
knowledge bf the structure of the mammalian
heart, and to offer practice in timing the heart
rate.

continued on buck -0. -4.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
C.mtent is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated irto package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose- of package is well defined.

. Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/coTcWhre used appropriately.

Thse of package is motivational.
SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

...--... Instruction integrates with prior learning.
._._

Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective. '-
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

. Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instructioiial Characteristics 4, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Poniard. Oregon 97204
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The criteria used for, this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need some prior exposure
to 'the heart and its functions.

CONTENT. AND STRUCTURE: This package
. consists of one diskette, Lesson Planner with

documentation, and one back-up diskette. The
HEART SIMULATOR uses high-resolution color
gaphics and nnimation.to depict blood flowing
through the heart as it beats. The program
includes a timing exercise for the heart, an actual
representation of blood flowing through the heart,
a simulation of heart to lung blood flow (with the
blood changing color as it flows), as well as an
interactive program in which students are asked
to identify the parts of the heart.

The programs are designed so the teacher can
use it to demonstrate with a computer as an
integral part of your lessons. Only one Classroom
computer is necessary when using this software
package, although students using these programs
as part of an individual study project may easily
do po without teacher intervention.

In addition to a First Time User's Guide ,and a
step-by-step explanation of program sequence in
the Planner, there are many
useful suggestions regarding possible units or
topics related to the package.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
effectively by the classroom teacher as a part of
the lesson, as a demonstration tool, and/or as part
of laboratory'exercises. Also, the routines for
defining the parts of the heart would serve well
for remedial individualized student work.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 2-4
class periods.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The documentation is very
comprehensive and effective. The color graphics
showing the flow 'of blood through the heart and
lungs is extremely useful. Being able to stop the
flow enables the instructor to explain parts, flow,
etc. in much more detail to the entire group. It
also allows the user to single step the heart beat.
The large displays make the program very useable
for a demonstration.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: It would be more
effective to have section six, "Parts of the Heart
Defined", before section four, "Identifying Parts
of the Heart". The mode that shows the flow of
blood in the heart and lungs is difficult to see and
does not show the branching out and the coming
back together of the blood flow.

OTHER COMMENTS: You need a color monitor
for the program to be effective:

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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This rvp.)rt mak, pas.sibh. by 1, grant
lnim 501110 Coquina(' Contributions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

The Incredible LabQratory
VERSION: Atari

PRODUCER: Sunburst Communications
49 Washington Avenue,
Suite RMS
Pleasantville, NY 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by staff
and constituents of Oakland ISD, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST: $55.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through
post-secondary.
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Process .

MEDIUM OP TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Atari 800 or 800XL,
single disk drive and monitor. Also available on,
the Apple II and Commodore 64.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Atari Basic
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, problem
solving.

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
information, using the Scientific Method.
Inferring, hypothesizing.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quanitification, cause-effect, interaction,
change, model, significance, validation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE:In program
studenVs instructions. In supplementary materials

suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills/activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, resource/reference
information, student's instructions, student
worksheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) .To
help students to use trial and error and other
strategies as tools in problem solving. To enable
students to practice note taking by making
organized lists of information.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
The user's manual contains six lesson plans
containing teacher notes and worksheet materials
for classroom use. These lessons are in a
sequential order and the prerequisite for one

continued on back 0
EVALUATION SUMMARY

SAA D SD NA
Content is accurate.

, Content represents current knowledge of subjea.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value. ,

Science processes well integrated nto package.
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.i Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SAA D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effee.---- --,
Packer components are durable.

-
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree ' NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that. the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

'Evaluators Indicated that they would use or recommend this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from .5 (High) to 1 ,(Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

lesson is the preceding lesson. The first lesson
has no prerequisites stated other than a fourth
grade reading level.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
contains one program disk, a backup disk and a
user's manual.

Students playing THE INCREDIBLE
LABORATORY use trial and error to discover,
how various chemicals combine to create colorful
and unusual monsters.' Each chemical determines
a variation of one of the monster's body parts
the head, eyes, arms, body, legs or feet. In the
higher skill levels, chemicals have changing
properties and may be combined to create
entirely new variations.

The INCREDIBLE LABORATORY has three main
sections: Novice, Apprentice, and Scientist. The
Apprentice and Scientist sections are divided
further into two sub-levels each.,

All three sections and their sub-levels contain
both a Play and a Challenge mode. In the Play
mode, students try.to determine the effects of
the chemicals: they form and test hypotheses by
creating monsters with different chemical
compositions. In the Challenge mode, they use
their conclusions to competitively build and
recognize monsters.

POTENTIAL USES: As an exercise in observation,
deduction and thinking, this program would be

"\ best used with Individuals to learn how to use the
program then with pairs to work on the
challenge. It is also effective as a single focus
large group activity. It would be useful in
presenting students with an opportunity to make
organized lists and practice information gathering
- skills needed in scientific wklrk.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Allow
from 30-40 minutes per session for up to five
consecutive days.

MAJOR sTRENGTIIS: The prol.Tiiin IMS V1-1r1/ gOOd

(Inettmentiltion with sonic: worthwhile 1.

activities that complement and smoothly lead into
the use of the software The,lesson plans for
using the software are also outstanding. While
interest of middle school students was high for a

short time, they quickly were frustrated and
interest dropped sharply after about 15 minutes of
student-directed interaction with the program.
Classroom lessons' were then introduced and
worked through. After three days, students were
again involved with the program at a very high
enthusiasm level that lasted 40 minutes. When
class ended, about half the class stayed to
continue with the program. The graphics are very
good and interesting - as well as the feedback on
predictions..

nit program allows students to use combinations
of choices to achieve different results. Students
discover how each variable affects the. final
results.. The various levels and play/challenge
option give the program versatility in use for a
number of grade and ability levels.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: After data is keyed, the
time it takes for the flask to boil off and the
monster to form seems to be longer than
necessary. The students become very impatient
with the process. It might be nice to add a
technique such Weed-up" key to shorten the
time needed tof uce a monster.

Students could get carried away with "creating"
various types of monsters on strictly trial and
error basis if there is not strict teacher control on
computer time and lesson objectives.

Eleventh grade students and above may not find
the exercise as interesting as younger students.

a

OTHER COMMENTS: The objectives could be
better reached if the program is not used as a
"game".

While. the science content of this program is
fiction, the problem solving content is accurate
and current.

Northwest Regional Echicatiosuil Laboratory
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This,report midi; possibly by a grant
from SOHIO Corporate Contributions.

The cnceria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommolue SCIENCE courseware.

The King's Rule

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Sunburst Communications
39 Washington Avenue,
Suite RMS
Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesota.

COST: $55.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Sciences, Mathematics
TOPIC: Process, Problem solvig
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple, single disk
drive, monitor. Also available on Commodore 64
and TRS-80 in the Fall of 1984.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applescift, DOS 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECIjNIQUES: Game, problem
solving

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Using the
scientific method, forming and testing hypotheses
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
Quantification, validation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program --
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials --
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills/abilities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, resource/reference
information, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) Co
train students to form and test hypotheses. 'l'o
build skills in recognizing numerical patterns and
relationships. To develop problem solving skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
The students must be at fourth grade reading
level (Fry) and have a good grasp of the four basic
mathematics operations.

continued on buck

III
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics Isoundlcolor are used appropriately.

Use of. package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA

II1

Student creativity is effectively stimulited.
Feedback is effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
...

Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately,
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged the cost of this package to be reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.
Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content.- 5, Instructional Characteristics - 5, Technictil characteristics 4.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accc;nmodate SCIENCE courseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
included one diskette, backup, and a teacher's
guide. It is a game that requires students to
generate and,test hypotheses. Players try to
discover numerical rules that allow them to work
their way through a king's castle. Each rule fits a
set of three numbers presented by the program
for example, 2-4-6. In this instance, students may
come up with the rule: It appears to be "counting
by 2". However, the real rule may be hidden. In
this case it may be "even numbers." Students
generate and test a working hypothesis by askOg
questions, trying out new number combinatio4
and requesting recaps of data. Six levels of play
'give students practice in forming and testing
increasingly subtle hypotheses. A special option
allows teachers to require students to start at
certain levels.

POTENTIAL USES: This package presents an
excellent method for students to understand
hypotheses and the testing of those hypotheses to
discover rules. This would be great for teaching
higher level problem solving strategies and
pattern testing. It could be useful in an individual
or small group setting.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: It will
take approximately 20-30 minutes per leyel.
There is a total of 6 levels with the sixth level
taking the longest.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Reviewers liked having
numerous rules and patterns. The program did not
seem to get'repetitious if done over many times.
It makes good use of the computer capabilities.

'MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Level 1 through .3 must
have 3 riddles answered in a row to go on to next
level. Once a reward (key, shield or whatever) is
obtained it should not be lost because you get the
next riddle wrong. The program should be
consistent. In levels 4 through 6, rewards are
kept until you get 3 total and are allowed to go
on. The program would be better with a student
management section included.

OTHER COMMENTS: Besides the weakness noted
above, it is a very good program with nice
documentation.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboiatory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800
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The Micro Gardener

VERSION: Apple

This sly( Irt wssible by . grant
mi 50/1/0 Corp watt. Contribut Ins.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE cburseware.

PRODUCER: Educational Activities, Inc.
P.O. Box 392
Freeport, NY 11520

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $59.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Science .

TOPIC: Plants
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER:.'5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, lie,
or Ile, single disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
problem solving.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, using the Scientific Method, decision

making, observing, controlling variables,
interpreting, data, predicting.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
change, cycle, interactions, organism.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
Program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
resource /reference information, student's
instructions, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: To study the
area of growth requirements of green plants.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: To be able
to read at a fourth grade level or above.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: There are three
levels of difficulty in this simulation program.
Beginners are given guidance and immediate
feedback as they make decisions

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowlede of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes wen integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes. ,

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity isfiffectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

Learner controli rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalised.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effeLtive.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.I
Program.is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use e or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (Highrto 1 (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

Northwest Regional Educational laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

about planting a seed and the amount of light,
water, and fertilizer, etc. a growing`house plant
requires. The intermediate level requires the user
to mix potting soil and to make decisions with less
assistance as he or she works to GROW A
HOUSEPLANT.

The advanced level, GROW A POTTED PEPPER
presents a plant with different requirements than
the more tolerant houseplant.

In addition to the variety of requirements for
plant growth, students learn the difference
between Celsius and Fahrenheit temperature, the
importance of the path of the sun and the amount
of light available in different exposures, and the
part chance plays in growing plants. Alas, even if
no errors are made in watering, feeding,
temperature, and exposure, an insidious plant
disease lurks in the air and attacks without
warning.

These programs are learn-by-doing simulations.
They have the flavor of a game, aided by high
resolution graphics of the growing plants. Users
who succeed in growing the houseplants to
maturity are rewarded with a first place ribbon;
the pepper plant yields two juicy red peppers to
successful horticulturalists:

This package consists of one .diskette, one backup
diskette and a documentation manual.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used as
a part of a unit on plant growth. Students need an
introduction to plant growth and the in depth
processes involved before using this program. The
program could be useira7sa learning station with
individuals or small groups. It could also he used
as a large group activity or as a class
presentation. It would be a useful program in
areas where the growing season is short or as a
preparation to growing your own.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Each
of the three levels of difficulty will require
approximately 20-45 minutes. To be effective the
program should be run several times.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program does a good
job involving the student. The students time is
well used because the student is constantly
interacting with the computer with little or no
dead time. It is motivating because it offers a
challenge, allows student control, and is done in
an interesting format. The program provides a
fun way to reinforce the growth needs of plants.
Information is displayed graphically in a direct,
Meaningful manner. The use of graphics and
sound enchance the package. Trial and error
plant cure is a reality in life.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: If the microgardner
accidentally chooses a correct procedure, the
program makes little or no comment as to why it
was correct. More complete responses would
enhahce the program. A student record sheet or
graph to record the results would promote the
learning process.

V
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6 ,

This rrport piissibl by a firing
SOHIO Corp Coniribui

The criteria used for this etuduation have been customized hi iltCiannrnilate SCIENCE rnurseWan '

The Scientific Method

VERSION: Apple 1983

PRODUCER: Cygnus Software
8002 E. Culver
Mesa, AZ 85207

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Jefferson County Public
Schools, Denver, Colorado.

COST: $39.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 12
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Process
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, Ile or
IIc, single disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3 and Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
problem solving.
SCIENCE PROCESSES. INVOLVED: Using the
Scientific Method, inferring, hypothesizing,

interpreting data, observing, cause-effect,
validation, perception, theory.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
Prokram operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials --
Suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
post-test, teacher's information, student's
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
introduce the student to the Scientific Method.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This tutorial
introduces the student to the scientific method by
presenting the following steps: define the
problem, collect information, make hypothesis,
check hypothesis, and reach conclusion. Finally,
the student is given the opportunity to act as a
scientist and put all the steps together to solve a
problem. Throughout the program the importance
of the use of control factors is emphasized. A
series of puzzles, mysteries,
problems, and questions teach the student to use a
logical WA common sense approach to solving a
problem.

continued on buck +O.

EVALUATION SI4MMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content re resents current knowled e of sub ec .
Science issues presented objectively.
Content has educational value.
Science processes well integrated into package.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

I Use of package is motivational.

SA A SD NA
Student, creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive
User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.
Information displays are effective.

---,

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. _..

SA -Strongly Agree A -Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 5, Instructional Characteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics - 4.

111
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

286(503) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCEcoursewuw.

POTENTIAL USES: This program could be used
with one or two students at a computer as an
introduction to lab experiments in any science
class, or as an introduction to preparing a science
fair project.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: A
student would need two class periods to complete
the program.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This program gives
excellent examples of skills needed by scientists.
It is very easy to use the program. The student
presses the space bar to Continue and has the
option, at several poitits, to review the previous
material. This program carries the student step
by step toward better thinking.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The packaging of the
program is poor. There needs to be a hardback
cover with a pocket to store the disk in.

OTHER COMMENTS: The program accesses the
disk during operation, thus it cannot be used to
boot up several machines at once. Overall the
program is EXCELLENT;

Northwest Region'. Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(903) 248.6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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This rtport math. ins;:ible. by .1 g!nuit
from SOHO Ctn-pnr, if I' CI )110-thilt
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The cntena used for tbi,s evaluation hate been customized to accomm(hlate SC I E NC E oile-sea .art..

The Skies Above/The Wateirs Below

VAORSION:

PR19.1)UCEFt `Aquaritis Publishing, Inc.
PO Bpx 128 .

Indian Rocks Beach, FL 33535

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the stafand constituents of Montgomery County
Publie-SChools, Rockville, Maryland.

COST: 4115.00
4

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through 10
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Earth Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II Family, one
disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE' Applesoft, DOS 3.3.

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice and tutorial
OTHER FEATURE& Reporting function.

Yy

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: None
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cycle, -

fundamental bntities
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
post-test, student's instructions. hi
Supplementary Material program operating
instructions, teacher's information, s'tudent's
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: ( INFERRED)
To provide instruction and practice on the topic's
of planets, stars, streams, rivers, and oceans.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Prior instructiOn.on the topics
listed above.

continua on buck

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SE) NA
Content is accurate.

Contentreptisents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphics/sound/cu lor are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

4

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed. .

-8 Learner c .ntrols rate and sequence. .

....--, / Instruction integrates with prior learning.,....,
Learning can be generalized.

Of User support materials are comprehensive.
4

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

Information displays are effective.

4 Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is retie le in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

'the cost of the package is not reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend this package. (Note reasons under
weaknesses.)

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content - 4, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregott97204
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more revtewers
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The attena used for tius evalumum have hero Lustonuzeil to accommodate SCIENCE on dteware

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains four disks and a 3 page Users Guide. The
four disks contain the program "The Planets",
"The Stars", "Streams and Rivers", bind "The
Oceans". Each program includes a management
system ahle to store records for up to 60
students. The programs provide instruction and
practice on basic facts and vocabulary for the
respective topic.

POTENTIAL USES: The four progrems could be
used or introduction, review, and remediation in-
Earth Science, Grades 7-9.

ESTIM ATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: One
class 'period per disk.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Certain graphics
sequences illustrate the subject clearly. The
Teacher Management Program, a useful
record-keening function, is capable of handling 60
records-. It reports the percentage corrector
each student user and is accessed by a special
code. The four disk program is nicely packaged in
a sturdy hinder.

M A,14-,Vt WEAKNESSES: The user's attention is
not effectrvely engaged during the initial
presentation of information. The programs begin
with infori-natio.n that the student will later be
quizzed on. This is usually 2-5 screens of text. ,

The' prwrain lacks features that eneourage the
student t(> remember the information. The user is
tested on the information in the same order that
it was presented. This promotes guessing and .

removes iinv challenge to remember the facts.
The program does not accept close
approximation of the correct answer. User
control is lacking. There is no way to leave the
program or alter the pacing of the presentation.

V

--

/A
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fl criteria used for this evairiation heeit ,:tortniazr,1 `.L I F_ N F , ,141%ett

Voyage of the Mimi: Maps and
,

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER:

This r,'/H /A hit r, .1 HI /I I ,Qt. ant

In Int S( )111( ( dna if InA..

Navigation

!Jolt, Rinehart & Winston
Order Fulftillinent Dept.
3R3 Madison Avenie
New York, NY 10017

EVALUATION COMPLETED: *November 1884 by
the staff and constituents of. the Northwest
Regional Laboratory in Portland, Oregon.

coST: $122.25 per unit

ABILITY ,LEVEL: Grades 4 through R
SUBJECT:: Sciences, Earth Science
TOPIC: NaVigation andMap reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER; 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED IIARDWARE: '64K Apple II+, Ile, or
Ile, one disk drive, monitor (color recommended).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOs,3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction and enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECIINIQUES: Tutorial,
simulation, game, problem solving.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD A

SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED:
Communicating, interpreting data, measuring,
observing, usirq numbers, and relating time and
space. F

SCIENCE GO ricEpTs INVOLVED: Order,
population, quantification, time-spade, and model.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program -*-
Program operating instructions, and student's'
instructions. In supplementary materials 7
Suggested grade/ability level, sample program
output, program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions, student
worksheets, and follow-up activities..

INSTRUCTION AL OBJECTIVES: (I N FERRET))
To develop skills in map reading. To be able to
use longitudeand latitude to determine positidn.
To understand basic concepts of navigation. To
understand the relationship between distance,
speed, time, and heading.

continued out back

Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.

Science issues presentedlobjectively.

Content has educational value..'
_

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free Of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
cline achieves defined purpose. '

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphicsisciund/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A' D SD NA.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

t Feedback is effectively employed.
. Learner controls rate and, equence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learnini can be generalized. .
User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
----,

Package components are durable.'
Information displays are effective. /

, Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

, . Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - NOt Applicable

Evaluators 'indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Seale from !) (Ilii.Th) to 1 (Low).
content 5, Instructional Characteristics Vii, Technical Characterkties 5.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
003) 248-6800
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rhis evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewer.
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The cniena wed for this evaluation have been I:tau/mud to accommodate SCIENCE ,ounewme.

I N ST R UC.TIO NAL PREREQUISITES:
N FE RRE one stated.

a,

cONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains two circulation disks, two book-up
25 Student Guides, end an Overview Teacher's
Giiirk! to the Series. Maps and Navigation is one
of a.four package series designed by The Bank
Street College Pfoject in Science and
Mathematics. "fhe software is intended to he usecl
in conjunction with the TV/video cassette series
and book efttitled 'Voyage of the Mimi'.

Other 'titles in the series are; Introduction to
(70inputintn Whales and Their Environment, and
Ecosystems.

Maps and Navigation include§ four programs; '
Pirates Gold, Lost at Sea, Hurricane, and Rescue
Mission. In Pirates Gold the user i the captain of
a ship §earching for sunken treasure. The user
must guide the ship to the given Latitude and
longitude using navigation charts, and retrieve the
treasure front the sunken pirate ship.

In hurricane the user is again the captain Of the
ship. The object is to, avoid the oncoming
hurricane by navigating the ship toian island vf
safety.

In Lost at Sea the user finds that their ship has
been damaged and slowly sibking. While trying to
fix the problem they have drifted and are now .

. lost. The user must determine their position using
the radio directin finder and the navigation
charts, find then radio for help.

In Rescue Mission the user must locate the
position of another'ship which needs helplreeing,
a humpback whale that was eatIght by mistake.e,
Ile/she must first locate the ship, plot the
appropriate course and navigate the ship to the
distressed whale.

to

POTENTIAL USES: Pirate's Cola, Hurricane, and
Lost at Sea are most appropriate for use with
iriOividuals or small groups. The Rescue Mission
gan(' could he used with as many as'four teams of
2. or 3 students. The package could he used in an
earth science class in a unit on navigation or in
conjunction with unit in geography.

ESTIMATE!) STUDE'N'T. TIME REQUIRED: 30
minute's a day for 3 to 5 days.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This package is very _

informative, edtientionally fun, and extremely
motivating. The directions are very clear. The
support materials are very effective.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES; The clear disk covers are
easily lost.

OTHER COMMENTS: The users need to have the
navigational charts from the Users Guide in front
of them at all times while using Rescue Mission.

O

a
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flu: criteria its'd tor ,hi, evahmtpm have anl:.l tU ett.0 mom ktitc SCIENCE , \clout..

The Worm

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Ventura Educational Systems
3440 Brokenhill Strcet
Newbury Pack, CA 91320

EVALUATION COMPLETED! October 1984 by
the_staff and constituents of; the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory.

(ZOST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through post-secondary
SUBJECT: Sciences ,

TOPIC: Biolbgy, Life Science
MEDIUM OF'TRANSFER: 54/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II Family, single
disk drive, color monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: ;DOS 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, er.richment
INSTRUCTION AL TECHNIQUES: DOB Lk
practice, tutorial, game, and information
retrieval. 4

SCI EN CE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Interpreting
data

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

410

SCIENCE CO NCEPTS I N yOL V 0: Organism,
model, and order.
DOCURENTATION AVAILABLE:In Program -
Student's instructions, teacher'sinformation, and
post-test. In Supplementary Material
Suggested grade/ability level, program operating
instructions, student's instructions,' student -
worksheets, and follow-up actittities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE*. (INFER-RED)
To provide drill and practice on the digestive,
nervous, circulatory, reproductive, and
locomotive systems of the common earthworm.

INSTRUCTION AL ,PREREQUIStl'ES:
(INFERRED) The user milk be familiar with, the
terminology associated with the anatomy of tie
worm.

(minuted ,in hikk

T

9' Content is accurate.
Content reEesents current knowledge of sab /ect.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content.' luta educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

4
el--Content is free of stereotypes: '

i
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clesjr and logiCal. .

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.tr
The package makes good use of computer time.'

-*--r--.-

' Graphicsitoundkolor are used appropriately.
...

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity Is effectively stimuifirel71.

Feedback is effecti9ely employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

instruction integrates with prior learning.
LearniQg can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective. --,
Package components are durable.

c Information displays are effective. .
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.. .

s. Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
. Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree 0-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicible

The cost of the package is not reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes
were Made. (Note changes under weaknesses or other QOM men ts.)

Sum :nary: Sale 5 (High) to 1 (Low). 4

content 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory .

100 S.W. Sixth Avenue t Portland. Oregon 97204
15031 248.6800 292

This evaluation is bused I n the evaluatifins ,ti three or snore reviewers'
who are representative of potential users of toe courseware PaStaste.
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4

The mend used for r!us evaluauon have peen Cusprruzed w accommotiate SC 1 ENCE ...4TWUtr/U

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains one disk and a Users Guide. The worm
deals in Mail with the digestive, nervous, .

cii.culatory, reproductive and locorhotive systems
of the common-earthworm. Students learn the
basic structures which are common to many
members of the Phylum Annelida.. The learning
system includes' n Identification Game which
provides.practice in identifying and spelling

. anatomical structures, a Data Retrieval Utility
which allows students to access detailed
information, and a Quiz Mactithe to help students
practice matching structures and funations. A
liticher's Guide section includes lesson plans, a
lab guide, and student worksheets.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used
with individual students in a high school biology or
life science class to review the structure of the
worm, or to prepare for a dissection:

ESTIMAT,ED STUDENT'TIME REQUIRED: 15 to
. .

20 minutes for 2 to 3 days.
I

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Theluiz part of this
program is well.done. If the user misses a
question the corriect answer is given along with a
good explanatioq. The program reviews the terms
missed in the quiz seotion.

MAJOR WEAKNESSEVS: The target audience br
seventh grade is too young, The package is more
appropriate foe trades nine and above. The
support materials do no include a compilation of
the materials covered in'the program. The
programs do not prompt the user. The user must
be very familiar with the operating instructions
t t are in the users guide in order to operate the

tem effectively. The error trapping within the
program is not very effective. The only penalty
for wild guessing is the loss of a point.

OTHER COMMENTS: The reviewer4 questioned
the use of the computer for this type of an

%. activity. Another medium may be more suited.

Mb

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based. on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. ;Rath A:VOIPMI Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(03) 2484E00 40 Permission to reproduce this doannent is hereby gronted.
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d

Think Like a Scientist

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Micro Learn, A Division of
MicroLab

' 2699 Skokie Valley Road
Highland Park, IL 60038

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 14'84 bj,
the staff and coristituents of Montgomery County
Public Schools, Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $35.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 10
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Science Process, Physics, Physical Selene(
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, He or He,
Single disk drive, moialtor. Also available for
Commodore 64 and 1BM PCjr.
REQUIRED SOFTWAktE: DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
Instruction 4

I NTR UCTION AL TECHNIQUES:. Drill and
prictice, and tutorial

a

14

OTHER FEATURES: Assessment
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Classifying,
hypothesizing; inferring, interpreti,ng data,
observing.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
energy-matter, field, force and fundainental
entities.

,

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
program operating instructions, post-test,
student's instructions. In Supplementary Material

suggested grade/ability level, instructional--
objectivesorKe-test, post-test, teacher's
information, student worksheets, follow-up
activities and glOssary.

,continued on back -v.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

III Content re'pegsents current knowledge of subject.

. no Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is wTII defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audienZe.

lingIIGraphics/sound/color
Di The package makes goodAPP of computer time.

are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

Feedback is effectively employed.

* -
Learner controls rate and sequence.

e. ' Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
.

lisec support materials are effective. --I
Package components are durable.

informasion displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and intkpendently.
._.

is, Teachers can employ package easily.

Comptittr capabilities are used appropriately.

, . Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree DIDisagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA= Not Applicable

The cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructionaivalue.

Evaluators would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes were made.
change under weaknesses or other comments.)

Summary: Scale 5 (High) to I (Low).
( 'on tent - 4, Instructional Characterisitcs Technical Characteristics

(Note

OMNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
WO S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(WI) 248-6800 294

This evaluation is based on the evaluations 01 Aire or more reviewers
who are representative, of potential users of the courseware package

Penniman to reproduc'e this ducument is heybv granted.



microliFir COURSEWARE EVALUATION'

The cruena used for dui evaluanon have been cu.sumured to accommodiut SCIENCE courseware.

I NSTRUCTIO N AL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
To develop prof icieocy in the application of skills
used in the study of physical science so that
students will approach the content in a logical and
systetatic manner. To reinforce concepts of

\electriCity, light, force, energy, and the nature of
!natter. To provide practice taking multiple
thoice tests.. To improve thinking skills by
introducing science processes.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISLTES:
(INFERRED) Prior instruction on the topics
listed in objective two above.

CO N TEN T A N I) SIR UCTURE: Users practice
thinking like a scientist as they review major
concepts in electricity, light, force, work and
energy, and the nature of matter. The package
includes a tutorial mode 'that gives explanations
for every answer choice, correct and incorrect,
help screens, arid practice on important concepts.
Test mode operates like the tutorial but without
helps.

POTENTIAL USES: This package. could be used
with small or large groups of students to
introduce the scientific.method. The, topics
covered make it appropriate for use during an
elementary mechanirs unit. '6

ESTIM'ATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Approximately twe class periods for each section,
one at the beginning of the unit and one at the
end of the unite This could be as much as from 10

,to 15 class periods total.

MAJOR STREN(.;THS: The package pr8vides a

.provides
introduction to the scientific method. It

Aprovides a good coverage of the topics. The
package is user friendly and it is easy to move
from one portion of the package to another.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The tutorials contain too
much reading. More graphics could be added to
enhance the explanations. The pa"ckage is a poor
use of computer time. All of the ,materials
covered in this package are available through
llher less expensive media.

OTIIER COMMEN'T'S: It is very important that
the student have a good background in the various
topics covered. The package requires thectudent
to.draw inferences that would be very difficult
otherwise.

A

Worthy/est Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portlind, Oregon 97204
(503) 24146800 295

This evaluation u based on the evaivattorts of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential titers of the courseware packuee.

Permission to reproduce this document is hireby grunted.
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micr4t1FT COURSEWARE N min SOHIO Cf rrik ir; (. Cunt r i but i(tns.
. r(port pi)ssibly by grant

The critenti used far this evaluunom have been ustarru zed ti. a.:ommi 'date SCIENCE , .141W11,11c

Time & Seasons.

VERSION: Apple, 1983

PRODUCER: Rand Mc Nally and Company
Educational Publishing
Division
8255 N Central park Avenue
Skokie, IL 60070

EVALUATION COM PLETED: July. 1984 by the .

staff and constituents of Oakland LSD, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST: $1L1.00
k

'ABILITY'LEVEL: Grades 7 through 9
SUBJECT: Geography, EarthiScience
TOPIC: SeaSons . .

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER:. 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+ or Ile,
single disk drive, and monitor (color preferred).
Also available for Atari 800.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: APplesoft and DOS 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remedial, standard
instruction, enrichment.

4 4;

a

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill
practice, tutorial, simulation, probelm solving.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpeking
information, inferring, hypothesizing.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: 'Nine-space,
quanitifcation, order, cycle.

. DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructiont, pre-teSt,
post-test, student's instructions. In .

supplementary materials suggested
grade/ability level, instructional objectives,

. program operating instructions, pre-test,
post -test, student's instructions, follow-up .

activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
develop an understanding of how time is measured
and regulated on earth. To develop an
understanding of how units of time on earth are
related to the earth's rotation and revolution. To
develop an understanding of the relationship
betwgen the earths inclination t9 its orbital plane
and its orbit around the sun as

connnued on back -4..

. EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD N
Content is accurate.

, Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined..
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content pesentatiorr is clear and logical.

___...iDifficultv
lb

level is appropriate to audience.
The pack ge makes good use of computer time.
Graphicshoundkolor are used appropriately.

Use of package, is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
_

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

Laprner,convols2te and sequence.

4 Instruction I negates with prioi learning.
1,4arning can be generalised.

User support materials are compriehensive..

User support materials are effective.
0_ Package components are durable.

Informatiorrdisplaysare effective.
Users can operate easily ati independently ...'

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in - normal use.

...J

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agee 0-Disggree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (Nigh) to (13w).
content 4, Instructional Characteristics 4, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
S.W.,Siath Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204

150311434800 296

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of Potential users of the tqueseware Package

Permission to reprodilCs this document is hereby granted.
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.aliCro*Fr COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The cnierto itwd fo, this evaluamm have /yen cusurrnizei1 to acc(1-nmodut

determiners for seasons and climate on earth. To
develop an understanding of the relationships of
seasons and climate between the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student needs prior knowledge
of thegeneral concepts of time and climate
covered,in the program.,

`tt.

CONTENT AND STRU (ITU R line package
consists of two diskettes, a teacher's guide and a
students log hook.

The courseware user i,s expected to interpret
color, lines, and scale; determine distance,
direction, and time on earth; locate and identify
earth's position related to its rotation and
revolution around the sun; and use knowledge
about time and seasons to solve problems. The
content is organized in a series of activities which
can be accessed from the contents as-follows:
Pre-test, Meridians/Longitude Lines/Time Lines,
Celestial Meridians Define Time Zones, Rotation,
Time Quirks, Seasons, Length of Day, Years,
Past-Test (accessible by special coding only), .

Simulation: The World Farmer, Simulation: The
International Phone Call, and Dictionary.

The Guide provides you with computer tips, a
scope and sequence of content objectives, a
description of the computer activities, and
;iggestiorv-; for,, integrating the disk in your
progeam.

PoTENTIA I, USES: This package could be used
instead of a workbook to enforce, review, or
introduce the concepts of time and seasons.
Students should have an introduction to the
various aspects of the topic prior to using the
software. The program would best serve a single
student or small group.

ESTI VI ATED STUDENT 'TIME REQUIRED: Each
of the 7 units would best be done as single
sessions of 20 to 50 minutes. The pre- and
past -tests are worthwhile and could be coupled to
the 1st and 7th unit.

.,
L\V

CIENCE,oursewaw

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The
t
numerous concepts

and content of the program are accurate. The
graphics enhance the program. The Pre and Post
is a clever test with a special code (for teachers)
to get a valid user's score. Provision of these
tests make the measurement of the objectives
much easier. The logbook had questions on some
activities that allow a better, understanding of the
student's comprehension.

The ability to exit the program at any point is
appreciated during a lengthy tutorial. Also, the
ability to back up for reviews is excellent.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(SO I) 148-6800 297

1.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Teacher and students
must do a great deal of reading to use the
progrtim. Some oF- the graphics are not clear, i.e.
turning the Earth from equatorial to' the polar
View. Some directions are incomplete (especially
on'how and when to movb the cursor in the unit on
meridians). There is also a direction problem with
the moving of Parallegswid Meridarts.

A correct response is required for. progress. The
user can answer incorrectly indefinitely which is
very 'frustrating.

OTHER Cfl MENTS: This is a very thorough
package. It requires a purchase of classroom
copies of the program, since the disk is%
continually accessed.

1

si

This evaluationu based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representakve of potential users of the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted. .sP



rnicroiiI,FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
011.: r. lx i po.:sildt. by .. gusto
!rent SOIlla /At it. t C'ottt r if is .

Visible Solar System
VERSION: Commodore 64

C.

The cntena used for the evaluation have been custonized to accommodate SCIENCE coursettliw

PRODUCER: Commodore Business Machines,
Inc.
1200' Wilson Drive
Westchester, PA 19380

EVALUATION COM PLETED: .July 1984 by staff
and coi)stituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $2905

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4through 8
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Astronomy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: ROM cartridge
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Commodore 64, and
monitor
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TEC)INIQUES: Game,
simulation.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, inferring.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Force,
invariance, quantification, resonance, time-space.

DOCU.MEN'tATION AVAILABLE: In.
4. supplementary materials sample progratIL

output, program operating instructions,
resource/reference information; student's
instructions. .

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To
provide information on the planets of the solar,
system.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one ROM cartridge and a User's, guide.
The student Mays the role of a space snip
commander who_ may travel about our solar
system exploring the planets. They learn key
statistics about each planet and compate the
planetary statistics using a feature in the program
called "A.ftro Cale ".'

POTENTIAL USES: This program could be used as
illeacher directed demonstiation to introduce the
first six planeta'of the solar *system. It could also
be used by individual studnts for review.

continued cin back

EVALUATION SUMMARY.

SA A D SD NA .
Content is accurate.

Content represents turrent knowledge of subject.
Science issues presented objectively.

11111

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

is free of stereotypes.eilContent

Purpose of package is well defined.

Immilmain.
1111loam

111 Package achlevesidefined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level-is fippropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

Gurapahicsisound/icsolor aredusoendaappropriately.I I

SA A D SD NA-
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.--,

.... Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction Integra with prior learning..
t Learning can be genera is .

User sup1ion materials are comprehensive.
-

User support materials are effective.
.

"Package components are durable. -
Information displays are effective.

Users can ope rateeasily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computeecapabilities are used appropriately.
., Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Ey'aluators judged Tat the. cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package'with little or no change.

Summary: 'Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
content -.4, Irrtructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics - 3.

111 Northwest Regional Educational Laborator"
)00 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon .97204

Thu evaluation is based on the evaluationiol three or more reviewers
who are repreternative of potential users of the I ourseware package

%1st1 $1 1414-M011 298 ParnIstime III rrimoduf r this dm miners. tt lortrbv gruniFil



inicro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The critena sand for this evithiluion have been cusunnized to accomnuAlaie SCIENCE courseware.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: l' to
1/2 hours.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The graphics of the

eiRltuanets

are well done. The program enables the
s dent tb compare the planetary statistics of any
two of the six planets. The data.is given as a
ratio.

.n
MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package does not
provide information for planets beydnd Saturn.
The, are no built-in help features or prompting,
so the user must refer to the manual in order to
operate the program'. The program gives a
persons weight on each planet assuming they
weigh 160 pounds on earth. The package would be
more motivational-if the student could enter their
own weight.

.
OTHER cbmm &NTS: This program is basically a
slide show with some animation. The program
may be considered more of a game than a learning
activity, however, it does have potential. It
ivould need to have a workbook or handout to
rilake'the package more Useful in the classroom

. setting.

a

k

.

300 S.W. Sisth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
-Nil Northwest Regional Educational laboratory ThU evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers

who are representative et potential users of the COliffelteff package.

. . . 29.9 Permission to reproduce tbis cioetiment is hereby 'granted.1503) 24644100
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
This rifx.tt meth, )s.,0 bir by .t Au Int

Intro S01110 Corfu Jr.-It Contrrhut ons.

rhe L-rueria used Iur this et ahuitlini have been custom ztal acctiintn,klate SCIFNCF .,I4TSCti

Visifrog

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: Ventura Educational System
3440 Brokenhill Street
Newbury Park, CA 91320

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1984 by
the staff and congtituents of Montgomery County
Schools, Rockville, Maryland.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through post-secondar,y
SUBJECT: Sciences
TOPIC: Biology, Life Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARg Apple JI Family, one
disk drive, color monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL puitpon: Standard

0 instruction and enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES:44*E &
practice, tutorial, game, and information
retrieval.
SCI EN CE PROCESSES IN VOLVED: Acquiring
information e,
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Organism

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Program
instructional objectives, post-test, teacher
information, student's. instructions. In
Supplementary Material Suggested
grade/ability level, instructional objectives,
Program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions, student
worksheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide practice in identifying and spelling the
names of the anatomical structures of the frog.
To provide information about the function of the
anatomical structures of the frog.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The user must be familiar with frog-
anatomy.

ninynted on hat. k

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA. A 13SD NA I

I I Content is accurate.

Content represents current knowledge of subject.
Science issues presillit!d oskojecvely.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves d! purpose:

..-
Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty levg) is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.

.. Griphicalsound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational. . ,....,

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback Is effectively employed. .

Learner controls rate and sequence.
instruction integrates with prior learning.
'Learning can be generalized.

r User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.--
--4

Package components are durgble.

Inforztation die lays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disa SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

The cost of the package LI reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use off' this package only if cerfain changes
were made. (Note changes under weaknesses or other comments.)

Summary: Scal 5 (High) to I (Low).
content - 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Tecinical Characteristics - 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is Imbed on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
WO S.W. Sixth Avenue Partiend. Oregon 97204 300 who are representative of potential uers of the coursew4e package.

(303) 2484800 D.....elemAza varimeseisara ,



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The crttena used lor this evaluation have been ciatorruzed Oa&ammodate SCIENCE cwaset.wor

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
containes one disk and a 30 page users guide. The
anatomy of the frog is displayed in computer
graphics. The' user practices identifying and
spelling the names of structures In the
musculature, digestive system, cardiovascular
system, nervous system and skeleton of the frog.
A data hase is included describing each structure
and its function. The VISIFROG learning system
also includes a multiple choice question and
answer game which challenges students to match
anatomical structures and functions. A teacher's
guide section includes 3 lesson plans, a lab guide,
'and 6 student worksheets.

POTENTIAL USES: This package couldbe used by
individual students or pairs of students, grades
9 -12, for review or remediation, or in conjunction

. with a frog dissection lab.lt is difficult to use or
classroom qemonstration on a large screen
monitor. k-color monitor is recommend.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME /4QUIRED: 20
minutes for 2-3 days.

'MAJOR STRENGTHS: The data base of frog
information is complete and accessible. The
feedback is immediate and includes a thorough
deScription of the frog part in question.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The cursor indicating tpe
anatomical parts in question is difficult to sees
The program does not discourage guessing in the
structure identification section. The program
lacks sufficient on-screen prompts. The user
mivt have basic operating instructions in memory.

. ry

4

10
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue ir 'Portland. Oregon 97204

'This evaluation is based on the tealinuions of three or more reviewev

MO) 24&6800 , 3 0.1
who we representative of potential viers of the courseware package.

0 Permission to reproduce this docusamu is hereby granted.' ,
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microiCT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

-7'Ais rut ort trio ussiblo by 4r,. Int

from S01110 Ct,(14)tAti. Cu ntribut ions.

cntena used for this evaluation have been customized to ticconimi.lue SCIENCE 'do ...oat,.

Water Pollution

VERSION: Apple, 19821

PRODUCER: Educational Materials and
Equipment
P.O. Box 17
Pelham, NY 10803

EVALUATION COMPLETED: (lime 1984 by staff
and constituents of Jefferson County Public
Schools, Lakewood, Colorado.

COST: Apple; $29.50,
TRS-80; $36.75

ABILITY LEVEL: Grilles 7 through 12
SUI5JECT: Science.
TOPIC: Environmental Sci
MEDIUM OF TRANSF 5-1/4" disk
REQUIR, ED HARDVr RE: 16K Apple II, II+, Ile,
or He, single disk drive, and monitor. Also
available for TRS-80 Model III and IV.
REQUIRED SOFNARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.3
INSTRU crio NAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.

tt

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
simulation, laboratory tool.
OTHER FEATUR 74S: Content control.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring .

information, organizing information, interpreting
information, using the Scientific Method,
inferring, hypothesizing.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVE!): Catise-effect,
change, quakification, validation.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In brograin
program operating instructions, post-test,
student's instructions. In supplementary materials.

instructional objectives, prograin operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions, student worksheets, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) The ..
WATER POLLUTION prograrii will help students
to: understand the variables that improve and
degrade water quality; determirte the impact of
water pollution on aquatic populations; predict the
effects of manipulating one or more variables;

Low:nue:1 (,71 buck 10.
=it

i.....ALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

QContent
0
II.

inII

is accurate.

Content represents current knowled of sub ect.

Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achleyes defined purppse.

'Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time. .,HIEn
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA - Strongly Agree

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

1

Feedback is effectively employed.
',garner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

' User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective. _ ___
Package components are durable. _
Information displays are effective.

Users tan operate easily and indlpendently.
,-

.Teachels can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

Program Is reliable In normal use.

A-Agee D- Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

EvciluatOrs indicated that they would use or recommend this package only if certain change were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) tot (Low).
4ontent 4, Instructional Characteristics 3, Technical Characteristics 4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(303) 248.6800 3

This rvalualion is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

'Permission so reProduci this document is hereby granted.



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The LTiterta used fur this evaluatum have been custirmszed tt) acunnymh Lite Sc I E NC E Ci 1111llt1T

jmprove data intrepretation, problem-solving
skills, and graphing skills; evaluate hypotheses in
light of experimental results; and design
experiments anti plan a research project.

INSTRUCTIONAL PIVREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) StuflentS need a general knowledge
of the terminology used in discussing water
pollution.

CONTE N AJ4!) STRUCTURE: This package
eorisiks of a circulation disk, a back-up disk,and
IA Teacher's Guide including some student
worksheets. WATtR POLLUTION is an
interactive computer simulation consisting of two
parts. The Introduction reviews the basics of
water pollutiorrincluding physical properties of
water, factors affecting dissolved oxygen levels,
types of water pollution, fishialls, biochemical
oxygen demand, and. primary and secondary water
treatment. The Ex erir_ Mode sets up and
runs water pollution experiments. In the
Experiment Mode, students manipulate the
variables which influence water quality. Results
aredisplayed in tables and graphs. A student lab
booklet provides basic activities to acquaint all
students with various aspects of water pollution,
a's well as advanced activities to challenge
brighter students. If possible, run the program in
advance to see what your students will
encounter. Prior coverage of water pollution
topics reviewed in the program's introduction is
recommended.

POTENTIAL USES: This package would be most
effective in Life Science or Applied Science. It
can he used with a class or individually.

EST,IM ATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
whole package would take 4 to 5 days to
complete. The computer time would require only
two of the days.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: In order to complete the
worksheets included in this package it is
necessary fostudents to concentrate and
perform some higher level thinking. The
worksheets also provide suggested starting
points. The graphs immediately let the students
know the effects when pollution levels, types of
waste, etc., are changed. The graphics are well
designed and interesting.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program needstbe
introduced by the teacher in order for the s dent
to wirk with it successfully.

OTHER COMMENTS: This padkage is an off
shoot of an unpolished publie domain program.-

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
MD 24144400 3

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who ate.representetir of potentutl users of the courseware package.

PewniWan to reproduce this document is hereby ranted.



microtTCOURSgWARE EVALUATION

A. This nix irt nvult fr,ssiblf, by 417 tot

Ivan S01110 Cttrik)r:th, intribot it *Is.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Weather

VERSION.: Apple, 1982

PRODUCER: PUBLISHEiR
Scott-Foresman & Co..
Electronic Publishing Division
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

DEVELOPER
Heinemann Computers in
Education Ltd.

22 Redford Square
London, England WC1B 3HH

EVA Lu knoN COMPLETED: JUly 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Oakland LSD, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST: $59.95

ABILlyY LEVEL: Grades 7 through
post-secondary.
SUBJECT: Earth-Science
TOPIC: Wekther
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk.

REQ RED HARDWARE: 48K Apple 11, II+, Ile,
or Ildrsingle disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and DOS 3.1.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL T CH NIQUES: Simulation,
teacher demonstrat* n.
SCIENCE PROCE ES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information.
SCIENCE' CO N ctrrs INVOLVED: Model,
quantification, change, interaction.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In pr.:val!!
program operating instructions, student s
instructions. In supplementary materials
prerequisite skills activities, sample program
output, program operating instructions, teacher's
information, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To develop knowledge of standard weather
symbols, terminology, standard weather concepts,
and the ability to interpret weather charts.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students shouldihave prior
instruction in terminology and concepts covered
by the program. continued on back

EVACUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

Content represents current of sub ct.
0- Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.
.

Content' is free of stereotypes.

Purposeof package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The package Makes good use of computer time.

r Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior leaining.
Learriing can be generalized. '

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

_

..-
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and indrpendently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

Program is reliable in normal use.

SA Strongly Agree A -Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonahle compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would we or recommend this package only if certain changes were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 5, Instructional Characteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics 4.

111
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratbry . This evaluation is based on the evaluations of titre; or more reviewers

300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Pordund, Oregon 912043 0 4 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

(101) 2484800 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
The anima used for dug evaluanon have been cusunnired to accummodA? SCIENCE couiseware.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The pac ge
consists of one-program diskette, a back-up
diskette, and a 27-page manual. The program
provides a hank of data in the form of synoptic
charts for teaching elementary meterology. The
data is available for 32 weather stations on the
screen. The, user can manipulate weather
information (i.e..; pressure, temperature, wind,
etc.) and view results of changes on weather
charts.

POTENTIAL. USES: The program could serve as a
supplementary activity or "lab" experience when
introducing or culminating the concept of weather
to students.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: This,
program would require 1 1/2 to 2 class periods (75
to 90 minutes) for most Vddle/junior high and
high school students. The user must also allow for
class preparation and intervention during class use
of the program.

M AJOR STRENGTHS: The graphics are good and
they allow several variables to be used. The
program could not be easily replaced by another
media.. It makes very good use of the computer's
ability to present a series of graphics.

The program teaches the fundamental concepts
about basic weather systems. A good sample
student data sheet is presented. It is a cleveu
Wm) to /,00ln in on sections of the map to'
highlight parts of station model. The weather
symbols used in this program are correct for U.S.
students though the program was written in Great
Britain.

MAJOR WEAK N ESS ES: Students 'must be
instructed in the objective of the lesson and told
how to operate the variables in the program. The
directions are complex and confusing, and would
requireconstant teacher supervision. The
instruction
manual suggests a worksheet to be used with the
computer program and that is essential. Students
should have'a chart listing all of the valid
commands that can be used to manipulate this
pr °gram.

The program does not give much descriptive
information within the program to support the
processes inyolved. It should give definitions of
terms with tymbols used in the program. it
ass-times the student knows basic meteorology
terms.

OTHER .COMMENTS: This is a good program and
with the proper teacher preparation, can become
an effective teaching tool.

I\

1

IINorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
100 S.W. Sixth Manse Portland, Oregon 97204
ISOM 248.6800 305

Thu evaluation It based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who ore representative of potential wen of the courseware package.

Petutisslon to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSI!WARE EVALUATION

Tht.N spin -t ktih. .1 4r. tot

ln,m.SOW O ;fp Judi ( II* I Ind ,I1N.

The menu used for this evaluation have been Lustomized miminklate SCIENCE t (114TV u

DOCURIENTATION AVAILABLE: IrrtyL-am --
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
sample program output, program operating
instructions, resource /reference information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERREMJ
To provide assistance in understanding weather
concepts and forcasting.

INSTRUCTION AL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Student should have prior
instructionin basic weather concepts before using
the package.

Weather Command: A Science Game

VERSION: Apple, 1984

PRODUCER: Educational Audio Visual, Inc.
Pleasantville, NY 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Oakland ISD, Pontiac,
M ichigan.

COST: $40.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through I?.
SUBJECT: Earth-Science
TOPIC: Weather
MEDIUM' OF TRANSFER: 5-1j4" disk.
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, It+, lie or
tic, single disk drive, and monitor.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft and Mt 3.3.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE;. F.nrichment..
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, organizing information, interpreting
;Fiformation, inferring, hypothesizing.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
change, interaction.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE.: The package
consists of one diskette and a 6-page manual. The
user is in the position-of a weather controller
assigned to provide proper weather conditions for
the arrival of a visitor frOm another' planet.
Various machines, charts and help sciteens are
made available to the user in manipulating the
weather. The user controls the, time and the
answer rate. A score is provided at the end of the
game.

O

O

COTIfilltlei! fin hack -0.

'EVALUATION SUMMARY

SAA D SD NAI
la

Content is accurate.
of subject.Cscontentiressmuessentsescnutrreednobt

1

jkeentoiwvelelvdete

Ni Content has educational value.

Science processes well integrated into package.

. Content is free of Stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

. Content presentation is clear and logical.

CI
111

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
The packaggomakes good use of computer time.

Graphics/sound/color ate used appropriately..1 Use of package is motivational. ..

SA -Strongly Agree A-A

SAA D SD NA
4 Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

. Feedback is effectively emOloyed.
Learner controls raicand sequence.
Instruction integylites with prior learning.

Learning can be generalized.
-..

User support materials are comprehensive.

User support materials ate effective.
Package components are durable.

. Information displays are effective.
,

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer,capabilities are used appropriately.

Program is reliable in normal use.

D- Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of the package is reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend this package only if certain changes were made.

Surtnary: Smile from 5 (nigh) to 1 (Low).
content 3, Instructional Chare.cteristics - 3, Technical Characteristics' 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation if based on the esaduattotu of three or more reviewers

300 S.W: Sloth Avenual` Portland. °region 97264 who are representative of potential usen of the courseware packaie.

15031 2484800 31 Permission to reproduce this donstnifIli is hereby granted.



micro FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The crugna toed for this evaluanon have been custonuzetito occonimodate SCIENCE cinotewate.

POTENTIAL USES: This program could be used as
a final activity of a unit on weather and would be
most effective as a reinforceThent activity.. A
teacher presentation on multiple or large screens
would be necessary for effective use.. Much
preparation and teacher-prepared handouts would
be necessary for any junior high or middle school
use. The program would work well with young
gifted students.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: To
investigate all of the outconThs of the various
weather machines on the weather andto predict
the appropriate actions to take for theigiven ,

situations will require several 30 to 60 minute
sessions.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The content of the
package is appropriate and the weather concepts
are well covered. The hints and definitions
provided are helpful. The user mist assimilate all
of the information and apply the factors to the
situation. The progra7inakes good use of color
and graphics.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The teacher must
complete the simulation prior to presenting it.12
the students so that they will understand the
operations of the variables and how to complete
the program successfully. Without better user
instructions, studenti,could waste a lot of time at
the computer. ,

It may be difficult for the students to predict the
appropriate action withott a previous study of the
concepts. The documen ion gives no
information concerning gr delevelitype of
audience, prerequisite skil or time. Although
the maps and other. graphi displays supply useful
information, they are not lways clear. More
background information should be supplied so that
informed decisions can be made. Too many words
are on the initial screen for the student to read
and there is no scroll control.
There is no sound after the title introduction:
Sound could help the program to be more
motivating. The program needs better
reinforcement and more hints for the student.

OTHER COMMENTS: This program is really for
high school level and i.:)ove. Eighth.grade
students could work the program after a few trial
and errors.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
)00 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(3031 248.6800 07

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more revsewers

who are representative of potential users of the Courseware padligge.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
Thns report made, plissible by a grant
Imm SOHIO Ctirporate Contribut ions.

The criteria used for this evaluation have been customized to accommodate SCIENCE courseware.

Weather Factors

VERSION: Commodore 64

PRODUCER: Micro Ed, inc.
P.O. Box 444005
Men Prarie, MN. 55344

EVALUATION COMPLETED: July 1984 by staff
and constituents of Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $34.95

ABILITY LEVEL! Grades 4' through 9.
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC: Earth Science
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: .5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Commeore 64, single
disk drive, and monitor.
ItiS ITTRUCIIONALPURSE: Standard
initruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill &
practice, tutorial, proablem solving.

:SCIENCE FROCESS'ES INVOLVED Acquiring
laformation, interpreting information.
SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: Cause-effect,
interaction, quantification.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
Prograth oPeratint( instructions, student's
Instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level, instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL.OBJE TIV (STATED) To
find distances to clouds, to understand how wind
speed and ebud height are determined, to use the
dew paint to find the height of elouds,and to
understand why the seasons change.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette and a documentation
Sheet. THUNDERBOLT, WIN D. CLOUD, DEW
DROP, and FOUR.SEASONS deal .with topics in
the area of Earth Science.

O

co nued tm back ,

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content represents current knowledge of subject.
*ipnce issues presented objectively.
Content hes..4Lducationid value.

Science pigiiisees well intermi! into package.
Content le free of stereotypes.

r--- Purpose of package la well defined.
0 Package achieves defined purpose.

'Content presentation it clear and logtcaL
Difficulty level is appfispriate to audience.
The package makes good use of computer time.
Gniphicsisoundicolor are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalited.
User / 'Wean materials are comprehrive.
User support materials are effective.

- Package components are durable.
3 Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily-
Computer capabilities are used appropriately
Program is reliable in normal use.

...

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or rocommend.use of this package only if certain changes
were made.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to I (Low).
Content 3, Instructional Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 2.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue 9 Portland. Oregon
003) 2404800 08

This evaluation is based on the evaluation.s of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package,

Perini lion to mprOduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The cntena used for this evaluation have been customized to aiscommodate SCIENCE courseware.

In the program THUNDERBOLT, the learner will
gain an understanding of the speed of sound by
finding the distance to a thundercloud using the .

difference in time between the flash of a bolt of
lightning and the sound of the thunder. Also

,inclUded frith's program, the learner will have to
'find the time it will take for the cloud to reach
them. This firings out an understanding of how
speed and distance can be 'related to time.

The program WIND CLOUD will show how time
and distance can be used to find a cloud's height,
as well as tts.speed. The simple use of a rising

*balloon will show the learner how both of these
objectives can be attained.

.
.

In the prograEW DROP, the dew point
temperature can be used to find the temperature
at which dew will forth on the grass, and the
height of clouds. The learner will see quite
quickly how important the dew point temperature,
as well as the ground temperature, is when finding
not only where but why clouds form.

Finally, in the program FOUR SEASONS, the
learner will gain an understanding of why the
earth has the four seasons: fall, winter, spring,
and summer. Using the e rth and sun's ,

relationship, the learner will see graphically how
importpnt the earth's tilt axis is. Also, they
will see why the seasons are not always the same
throughout the world.

This package of four programs is not a series,
each program was developed independently.

POTENTIAL VSESt This package could be used by
individuals as well as small groups, as an
enrichment or supplement activity.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 2-4
class periods.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The section on "Wind
Cloud" provides good practice in division and the
skill of substituting information into a given
formula and then solving the Problem.

A

MAJOR WEAKNESSES:- The instructions in the
program are poorly stated, or almost
non-existent. The support materials are brief and
inadequate. Some of the math fdrmulas are too
difficult, especially in the "Dewpoint" section, for
elementary students. The quality of feedback
uneven, in some eases you must continue guessing
until you get the right answer and others you hre
simply told you are wrong. The same material
could be taught jusi as effectively using actual
information, paper, and pencil.

OTHER COMMENTS: The instructor must
carefully prepare the students in thekoncepts
involved and in how to do the simulation, games,
and problem to be successful.

NprtInvest Regional Edustional Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(SON 2484800 309

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are etpresenuitive of potentsta users of the courseware package. /

Permission to reproduce this document is herebyqranted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

This re pe 4.1 in..011 pe by' n gr; Int

(rum 501110 Cteptroti Ctintribut ions.

The criteria used for this ,I,a1u.tutenlh.ive teen cusunnezed t.. accetnimektue SCIENCE courNeicare

What's In Your Lunch

VERSION: Apple, 1981

PRODUCER: Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California
MCEP
Berkeley, CA 94720

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1984 by the
staff and constituents of Jefferson County Public'',
Schools, Lakewood, Colorado.

COST: $24.95

ABILITY LEV^L: Grades 7 through 9
SUBJECT: Science, Health
TOPIC:. Nutrition
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, II+, Ile,
or Ile, single disk drive, and monitor. Also
available for PET, Atari, Commodore 64.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3 and Applesoft.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpreting information, measuring,
inferring, hypothesizing. .

.SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED:
...Quantification, population, cause- effect.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE,: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
instructional objectives, teacher's information,
resource/reference information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To enable a student to determine the nutritional
content and value of alunch.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students need to know how to read

graph and know the meaning of a percentage.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of one diskette and a teacher's guide: It
is an interactive program that gives the user the
nutrient value of a list of food items. Students
input name, age, height and activity level. They
look up menu items eaten for lunch and then find
their code and enter it. The program then
displays a graphical view of the percentage of
daily calories, carbohydrates, proteins and other
nutrients in the meal.

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

. SA A D SD NA
1111 Content is accurate.

Content re sent, current knowledge of subject.
preeeseeinted objectively.iI

MScience

CScuinetnencetissues

processes well integral into package.

Covent is free of stereoB
Purpose of package is well defined. ,,

-,

Package achieves defined purpose. .

Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

ill
MIGraphics/sound/colorII II

The package makes good use of computer time.
are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational. -

SA A D SD NA
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.
Learner controls rate and sequence.. Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.

thee support materials are effective.
Package components ate durable.

Information displays are effective.
--,

Users can operate easily and independently.

__
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.,.
Program is reliable in normal.use.

SA - Wilsey Agree A-Agree 0-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was reasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Summary: Scale from 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content - 3, instructional ChiFtMteristics - 4, Technical Characteristics 3.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers

300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

310 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted:(503) 248.6800
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micro*FT COURSEWARE EVA AT1ON

- . The cruena used for this evaluation &we been customized to aconime aut. SG IENCE, ourseuan..

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used as
an enrichment activity to a study of nutrition. It
could be used by a class in a computer lab or as
part of another activtiy where students used only
one or two computers and took turns. It is a
highly individual program so kids can work alone.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: One
period (40-50 minutes) would be necessary for
explanation, set up, discussion and computer
time. Time on the computer would be about 104
minutes for one lunch the first time and five .

minutes thereafter.

MAJOR S REN- CITHS; This program Is very
suitable fo nth and eighth grade students. It
is motivational and easy to use. It is adaptable to %.

many different types of sandwiches. The graphic
display is readily understood in terms of daily
requiiement of nutrients.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: More foods need to be
included especially to include school lunch items.
However, the program is not copy or list
protected which would allow the teacher familiar
with BASIC programming to make additions to the
menu. A printout of results would be a good
addition. In the background materials the use of
33% ci.ea reference point its confusing.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
1503) 248-6800

This es.Auation is basA on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are reprIe7isative of potential users of the voursetvari% package

°J. "Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

this rcport fissiblt by grant
hum S01110 e.'iirix)r.lti. Gain-unit ii ins.

Your Body Series I 64-11

VERSIbN: Apple

PRODUCER: Focus Media, Inc.
839 Stewart Ave.

'Garden City, NY 11530

The'entena used for this evaluation have been Lusioinized decommodLue SCIENCE 4. ()town att.

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill A
practice, tutorial, game.
OTHER FEATURES: Content abritrol.
SCIENCE PROCESSES INVOLVED: Acquiring
information, interpretingdata.

SCIENCE CONCEPTS INVOLVED: 'Organism,
symmetry, interaction, cause-effspt.

DOCUI1ENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
. program operating instructions, student's

instructions. In supplementary materials
instructional. objectives, post -test, IiiiWer's
information, prerbquisite skills/activities.

EVALUATION COMPLETE15: June 1984 by staff
and c9fistittuents of Jefferson County Public
Sch IS, Lakewood, Coloradd.

C r: $119.00 for each series or $238.00
together.

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades "6 through 10
SUBJECT: Science, Biology
TOPIC: Human Organism, Digestive System,
Blood, Cirbulatory System
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4"flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48KlApple G, II+, Ile,
or lie, single 'disk drive, and monnor. Also.
availaBle for,TRS-80 Models m and IV, PET, and
Cornmoddre 64.

AlIQUIRED SOFTWARE:1i DOS 3.3 and Appleioft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
help students test their knowledge of human
biology. Series tests on the concepts of cells,
tissues,brgans, digestive system, blood, and
circulatory system. Series II tests on the
concepts of muscular system, skeletal system,
brain, nervous system, and endocrine system.

contirfued un hack -«.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA'

4

Content is accurate.
Content represents current kpowledge of subject.IIIII

OMScience

Science issues presented objectively.

Content has educational value. ,..,
proceues well integrated into package.

Conlent is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package Is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpot "1.,

Content presentation is ckar'and logical.

le Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

0_ The package makes good use of computer time.

Graphicaisoundlcolor are used appropriately.

Use of package Is thotivational.

SA A D SDNAII Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

NM
1

am Feedback is effectively employed.

1 Learner controls rate and sequence.rn
Instruction integrates with prior learning.B 1
Learning can be generalized.

MnasEar
11

rrr User support materials are compiehensive.

User support materials are effective.
Package components are durable.

-1
Information displays are effective.

pill . Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.I
Computer capabilities are Used appropriately.

Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Niece D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA -. Not Applicable

Evaluators judged that the cost of this package was unreasonable compared to its instructional value.

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend this package.

Summary: Scale fi'om 5 (High) to 1 (Low).
Content 3, instructional.. Characteristics - 2, Technical Characteristics - 3.

111
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Slob Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(30312484800

This evaluation is basid on the etoluations of three ormsore reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

We here greased.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

O The cruenu used for dos evulutuum have been custorruzed c. accommodate SCIENCE Luurseware

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be\used
for drill and practice and for reviewing facts and
information.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Thirty
minutes.per segment - four segments in each
series.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Each series
consists of four programs, Lesson Planner with
documentation, and back-up disks. These series
are multiple choice questions with tutorial help on
the specific topics. THE HUMAN ORGANISM, in
series 1, provides a way for y6ur students to
reinforce their understanding of cells, tissues, '
organs, and systems of the human body. A money
game-board provides an element of risk after
each question. YOUR DIGESTIVE SYSTEM, in
.seriqs I, has students test themselves on their
knovhecigle of mechanical and.chemical digestion
and the parts of the digestive system as they
travel through a graphic of the digestive system..
JYOUR BLOOD, in series I, ask students
questions. Eabh correat answer about the
purposes and components of blood results in

c4 another part of the hUman body being built. If
answers are incorrect, extra help is available.
The last program in series I, YOUR
('IRCULATORY SYSTEM, is an auto race. If your
students understand how the heart works, the role
of the circulatory system, and the functions of
the arteries, capillaries and veins, then they can
win theCirculation Gran Prix Auto Race (For 1 or
2 players). YOUR MUSCULAR SYSTEM, in series
H, user high resolution graphics and a "space"
game to make your students want to reinforce
eoneepts about various types of muscle tissue and
how muscles work. YOUR SKELETAL SYSTEM,
in series H, is a mountain climiAng expedition.
The functions and parts of the skeletal system are
reinforced by means of questions about skeletal
structure, hone, joints, cartilage, ligaments and
more.. YOUR NERVOUS SYSTEM do BRAIN, in
series II, is a presentation with graphics of the
brain, the cerebrum and a nerve cell, as well as
many questibns about the nervous system and the
brain. SA:dents bet money on one of 3 categories
on this topic. The last program in semis 11, YOUR
EN 1)OrRI NE SYSTEM, is a computerized
snowball fight. Students will see how much they
know about the endocrine system, its major
glands, and hormones.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Help screens are available
(in, some segments) if the student makes an
incorrect response. They are well organized in
outline form and highlight key words. The
questions are randomly generated and the order of
some of the responses are sometimes rotated as
well.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program is largely
vocabulary drill which may not be appropriate to
junior high students and could be done as
effectively with pencil and paper. No provision is
made to record the student scores for teacher
uses. The sound on some of the programs is
distracting in a classroom. The graphics are often
unclear, hard to interpret and confusing. The
program runs slowly because it accesses the disk
often. This is very time consuming. Due to the
"game" portion it is possible to respond comely
to all questions and still "lose" the game. The
program segements are not consistent - some
require a "return" to accept an answer, others do
not.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

313 This evaluation is based on the evaluations of Os, .e or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to'reproduce this document is here by ranted.
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SUBJECT TITLE PRODUCER HRD LEVEL SET

BASIC LIVING SKILLS HOE SAFE NOME MCE, AP H' 1

INCOME BEETS EXPENSES NCE, INr. AP H 1

JOB READINESS: ASSN. Ni DEV. ACE, INC. AP . N H 1

MONEY NNOWODIDIT ASSESSMENT ACE, INC. AP H 1

POISON PROOF YOUR HONE ACE, INC. AP . m h

YOU CAN BANK OW IT ACE, INC. AP H

r

BUSINESS EDUCATION KEYBOARDING FOR INFORMATION CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO. AP E M II

LETTER NAN BEHAVIORAL ENGINEERING AP E M 12

MASTER_ TYPE 'LIGHTNING SOFTWARE AP N H

NUMERIC DATA ENTRY PRACTICE RADIO SHACK EDUCATION DIVISION RS H 4

THE MONEY MANAGER STERLING' SWIFT AP H 4 10

TOUCH TYPOS COVE VIEW PRESS:SOFTWARE RS N H , 4

TYPING STRATEGY BEHAVIORAL EIGINEERING AP H 12

TYPING TUTOR NICROSOFTIONSUMER PRODUCTS AP MH 2

CAREER EDUCATION CAREER DIRECTIONS SYSTEM DESIGN ASSOCIATES AP H B

CAREER SCAN IV NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE. AP H 9

COMPUTER SCIENCE BASIC PROGRAMING ORION TRAINING SYSTEMS AP.- N H 11

COMPUTER LITERACY INTRO. - CONTROrDATA PUBLISHING CO. AP N H 9

DISCOVER BASIC ' STERLING SWIFT AP .11 H 6

KAREL THE ROBOT CYBERTRONICSNTERNATIONAL AP H 3

LOLLIPOP DRAWN ,

PERSONAL GRAPHICS

SVE

LITTLE, BROWN 1 CO.'

AP

AP

P

H

11

RAINBOW GRAPHICS

THE PROPAIII&BLE CUBE

BLUE HERRON SOFTWARE

RETACONET SOFTWARE

AP

AP

N H

H

10

6

LANGUAGE ARTS ADVERTISING TECHNIQUES MICRO POWER 6 LIDITIO. AP N H 9

ALPHABET KEYBOARD RANDOM HOUSE, SCHOOL DIVISION RS P

ALPINE SKIER DATA COMM AP

ANTONYMS/SYNONYMS HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP EM 5

BASIC ENGLISH SKILLS ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP N H 5

BASIC ENGLISH SKILLS: SENTENCE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP E M 11

BEGINNING COMPOSITION BEHAVIORAL ENGINEERING AP M H 12

816 DOOR DEAL DATA COMMAND AP H 9

BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA

CALL OF THE MILD

SUNBURST CONNUNICATIONS

A/V CONCEPTS CORPORA/104

AP

AP .E M

CAPITALIZATION PLUS MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOPS AP E M H 11

CARIS ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP P 7

CHAMBERS OF %%CAI READER'S DIGEST SERVICES AP EMH 10

CLORE PLUS (CONTEXT ANALYSIS) I/CT AND MILLIKEN AP P 9

CLOZE-PIAIS, LEVEL H I/CT, INC. AP 11

COMPOSITION STRATEGY BEHAVIORAL ENGINEERING AP H 12

CORPREHENSION POWER PROGRAM 1/CT AND MILLIKEN AP E M H

CONSONANTS/BLENDS HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP P

CREATE SPELL-IT HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP EM 5

CREATE VOCABULARY HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP EM 6

DIASCRIPTIVE READING EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES AP E . 8

DIASCRIPTIK READING I EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES AP E . 11

EARL'S NORD POWER GEORGE EARL AP E M H 7

EARLY GAMES: MATCHMAKER SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE AP P. 4- 2 11

ELECTRIC ENGLISH TIES AP N 11

ENGLISH CONPUTORIALS EDUCULTURE AP H 4

ENGLISH, VOLUME I e' NECC AP M.
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SUBJECT TITLE PRODUCER NRD LEVEL SET

FLOPPY TEACHES NOV TO PRINT FLOPPY ENTERPRISES AP P 8

FOUR-LETTER WORDS CONDUIT AP N H 12

GRAM MAR AND WRITING ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP 9

GRAMMAR PACKAGE I MICRO LEARNINUARE RS 4

GRAMMAR PROBLEMS FOR PRCT.-HOM MILLIKEN PUBLISHING CO$PANY AP E M 4

GREETINICARO! COMPUTER SKILL BUILDERS AP E M H 11

ACRONYMS IN CONTEXT RANDOM NOUSE, SCHOOL DIVISION AP E M

KEY LINGO READER'S DIGEST SERVICES AP M N 11

LETTER RECOGNITION HARTLEY CNIRSENARE, INC. AP P 5

MAGIC SPELLS

NILTIPLE SKILLS

THE LEARNING COMPANY

RkRTLE% COURSEWARE, INC.

AP

AP

E M

P

5,

6

NOUNS/PRONOUNS HARTL COURSEWARE, INC. AP E 5

OUR WEIRD 6 WACKY WORLD: COMP EDUCA IONAL ACTIVITIES AP E 6

OUR MEAD A WACKY WORLD: RD6 EDO^ !ORAL ACTIVITIES AP E 6

MONET, , AP F. 6

Pion COMPUTER SKILL BUILDERS AP E M H 12

PIK-PEK-PUT DATA COMMAND AP E M 9

PROCESSING POWER PROGRAM I/CT, INC. AP E 11

PUNCTUATION SKILLS: COMMAS MILTON-BRADLEY AP E M 10

PUNCTUATION SKILLS: END NARKS MILTON- BRADLEY AP E M 10

READING FLIGHT SCOTT, FORESNAN r< CO. TI

READING RALLY 5ZOTT, FORESMAN 6 CO. TI E 7

READING ROUNDUP -' SCOTT, FORESNAN & CO. TI E

RHYMES AND RIDDLES SPINNAKER SOFTWARE AP P

RIDDLE ME THIS DATA COMMAND AP E M

ROOTS /AFFIXES HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP E M 5

SCHOLASTIC SPELLING

SENTENCE DIAGRAMMING

SCHOLASTIC

AVANT -GARDE CREATIONS

TI

AP M N

E

4

SENTENCES MICRO POWER E LIGHT CO. AP N H 4

SHIP AHOY /WORD SCRAMBLE COMPUTER SKILL BUILDERS AP E N H 12

SINS TIES AP 6

SPECIAL NEEDS MUNE 1: SPURS MCC AP 9

SPEED READER DAVIDSON AND ASSOCIATES AP M N 5

SPELLING STRATEGY BEHAVIORAL ENGINEERING AP E 5

SPELLING III DCA, INC. AP 10

STICKYBEAR ABC UEEKCY READER FAMILY SOFTWARE AP P 11

STORY MACHINE SPINNAKER SOFTWARE AP P 8

TANK TACTICS DATA COMMAND AP E M H 9

TENNIS ANYONE/ DATA COMMAND AP E M 8

THAT'S NY STORY. LEARNING WELL AP IBM E M H 12

THE ANTONIA SAME J i S SOFTWARE 'AP H 10

THE REEF OF SOLD ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP E 11

THE WESTING GAME SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS AP

VERB VIPER DIM, INC. AP 9

VERBS NARTLEY COURSEVARE, INC. AP 5

VOCABULARY DOLCH HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP P. 5

VOCABULARY I, PLURALS, SENT. COLORADO CYPHERNETICS AP E 10

VOCAIULARY SKILLS: CONTEXT CLU MILTON- BRAD'.EY AP B

VOCABULARY SKILLS: PREF,SUF,RT MILTON-BRADLEY AP

VOWELS HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP E 6

MHO, WHAT, NAPE, WHEN HOLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP E 6

MORD FAMILIES HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP P 5

WORD GAMES NECC AT E 1

WORD INVASION DIM, INC. AP E N 9

WORD MASTER DIN, INC. 2- AP 9

315
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SUBJECT

o

TITLE

WORD AMORY PROGRAN

WORD kADAR

WORD SEARCH

NORMAN

WORDWATCH

NORDARIERT

PRODUCER

I/CT, INC.

DLN, INC.

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

DLN, INC.

INSTANT SOFTWARE

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

AP

AP

AP

AP

RS

AP

HRD LEVEL

P

P

E

E

N

E M H

SET

OP IR Me

8

10

5

9

4

7

LANGUAGES FRENCH VOCABLARY BUILDER CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO. AP 11 H 9

MAN VOCAIULARY BUILDER CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO. AP NH 9

LE VOCAIULAIRE FRANCAIS ISLAND SOFTWARE AP N 11 9

VANISH VOCABULARY BUILDER CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO: AP N H 9

THE SERNAN/RUSSIAN OMAN SEORSE EARL AP H 9

THE SPANISH HANGAR!! 6E006E EARL AP N H 4
S

LIBRARIES LIBRARY SKILLS: WHAT'S THERE MICRO POWER & LIGHT CO. AP E M H 2

NATHENATICS ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION 1'1 2 SCOTT, FORESNAN I CO. TI P 3

ALGEBRA ARCADE WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB. AP H 12

ALGEBRA DRILL AND PRACTICE II CONDUIT Ask AP H 11

ALIEN ADDITION DLN, INC. AP E. 3

ALLIGATOR NIX DLN, INC. AP E 11 4

APPLESS119141,

APPROX, ESTIN. fr SYNOD FORA

CONDUIT

SCOTT, FORESNAN & CO.

AP

AP

H

N P

4

ARIPLOT CONDUIT AP, H 10

ARITH-NASIC RED, INC. AP E N 7

ARITHMETIC OF FUNCTIONS 4 MATH SOFTWARE AP .H 2

ARITHMETIC RACING MATH SOFTWARE

AAP>

E N 2

BASIC AMER FACTS CONTROL,DATA PUBLISHING CO. E 11

BINOMIAL AULTIPLICATION MATH SOFTWARE AP H 2

BUDGETING SIMULATION ENC PUBLISHING AP N H 12

BUMETINS TUTORIAL ENE PUBLISHING AP H 12

BUMBLE &AWES THE LEARNING COMPANY AP E 7

BUNDLE PLOT THE LEARNING COMPANY AP EM 7

CIRCUIT LAB ATARI PROGRAN EXCHANGE AT N H 12

CLOCK HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC! Af P 6

CONN-MATH: FRACTIONS EDU-WARE SERVICES AP N H 10.

COMPUTER GRAPHING EXPERIMENTS ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING CO. AP H 6

CONPUTER NAM ACTIVITIES, V-1 ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING CO. AP E M

COMPUTER NAM ACTIVITIES, V-2 ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING CO. AP N

CONPUTER RATA AC111/111E94'11 -3 ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING CO. AP E N 7

CONPUTER MATH ACTIVITIES, Y-4 ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING CO. AP E N

COMPUTER MATH ACTIVITIE9, Y-50 ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHIN5 CO. AP E N 9

COMPUTER MATH GAMES ADDISON- WESLEY PUBLISHING CO. AP E N 6

DECIMAL SKILLS MILTON-BRADLEY AP E N 8

DECIMALS RED, INC. AP E N 10

DECIMALS PRACTICE CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO. AP E N 9

DIVISION 1" SCOTT, FORESNAN t CO. TI E 7

DIVISION SKILLS MILTON-BRADLEY AP E N 10

DRAGON NIX DLAA :NC. AP El 1

EARLY GAMES: FRACTION FACTORY SPOUBOARD SOFTWARE AP E M 11

EARLY 6ANES! PIECE OF CAKE SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE AP E N 11

ELECTRONIC BLACKBOARD SERIES: WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB. AP N H 12

ALGEBRA

ELECTRONIC BLACKBOARD: FUNCT. WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB. AP H 10
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TITLE

- ELECTRONIC BLACKBOARD: TRIG.

ELECTRONIC STUDY WIDE -

SISTER OF EMATIONS/IMEQUALS

ELECTRONIC STUDY GUIDE: 0-I

ELECTRONIC STUDY GUIDE: 0-11

ELECTRONIC STUDY GUIDE: D-111

ELECTRONIC STUDY GUIDE: D-IV

ELECTRONIC STUDY GUIDE: 0-V

ELEMENTARY MATH

ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS CLASS-

ROOM LEARNING SYST.: WHOLE NO.

EMSI-6

ESSENTIAL MATH PROGRAM

EUCLID GEOMETRY TUTOR

EXPANDED NOTATION

EXPLORER METROS: A METRIC ADV

FAVORIN6111OLE NUMBERS

FRACTIONS

FRACflONS PRACTICE

FUNCTION WAPNER

FUNDANENfAL MATH I, II, III

GRAPHING EQUATIONS II

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTING: AL6-2

INTRODUCTORY ALGEBRA

LEMONADE

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA

LINACONS AND THEIR'AREAS

LIMITS OF SEQUENCES

LOGIC AND EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY

MATH 1-2-3 FOUR PACK: COUNTING

MATH CONCEPTS

MATH FACTS /NUMBER i MATH MSTRY

NATH'SEQUENCES

NAIN SKILLS: ELEMENTARY

MATH SKILLS: JUNIOR HIGH

MATH STRATEGY

MATH STRATEGY: LINEAR SEARCH

MATHEMATICS ASSNT/PRESC 5-7

MATHEMATICS DRILL AND PRACTICE

MATHEMATICS FOR SCIENCE

SERIES I AND II

MATHEMATICS LIFE SKILLS, VOL 2

WORLD OF NO

NATHFISH

NATINIII

METRIC DRILL

MINUS MISSION

MIXED UDERS

PRODUCER HRD

WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB. AP

WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB. AP

NADSVORTH ELECTRONIC PUB.

NADSIORTH ELECTRONIC PUB,

NADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB.

WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB.

WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB.

MECC

STERLING SWIFT

EDUCATIONAL MICROIYSTEMS

RADIO SHACK EDUCATION DIVISION

RADIO SHACK EDUCATION DIVISION

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS

QED, INC.

BED, INC.

CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO.

MATH SOFTWARE

RANDOM HOUSE, SCHOOL DIVISION

CONDUIT

PINELLAS COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM

AVANT-GARDE CREPIONS

ATARI PRO6RANXICHANGE

GEORGE EARL

MATH SOFTWARE

BATH SOFTWARE

AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS

MICRO-ED

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

COLORADO CYPHERHETICS

MILLIKEN PUBLISHING COMPANY

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

BEHAVIORAL ENGINEERING

CREATIVE PUBLICATIONS

READER'S DIGEST SERVICES .

COMPAK, INC.

NERLAND SCIENTIFIC

' COMPUTER AGE EDUCATION

DENNIS SONIUS

MERRITT SOFTWARE

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

DLN, INC.

MILTON-BRADLEY
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AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

RS

RS

RS

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

RS

AP

AP

AT

AP

AP

AP.

AP

CO

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP
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'AP

CO

CO

AP

AP

AP
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LEVEL SET.

H 10

N H 12

H

H

H

H
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1
4
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10
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. 10

7
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H 4
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E P
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M H
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EM
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E 6
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3
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1

1
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1

4

10

4
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6
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2

11

11

5

NH 12

E 11

E M 10

E M 5

E M
4E M . 7
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TITLE PRODULa HRD LEVEL SET

HOPTONN , THE LEARNING COMPANY AP E N

MORE ALGEBRA: CON TYCON ASSOCIATES PET H 4

MORE ALGEBRA: DISC TYCON ASSOCIATES PET H 4

NONE ALGEBRA: OUAD TYCON ASSOCIATES PET H 4

NOM ALGEBRA: SINUL TYCON ASSOCIATES PET 4

NORE ALGEBRA: SLOPE ASSOCIATES PST H

NUN1ER MAST -

.TYCON

ATC.1 PROGRAM EXCHANGE AT E N 4

NUN1ER MUM/SPACE JOURNEY SCOTT, FORESMAN 1 CO. TI E N 12

MIER one .I.Eva HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP E 6

'MONIER WORDS, LEVEL 2 HARTLEY'COURSEWARE, INC. AP E 6

NUMERATION I SCOTT, FOREBRAIN' 1 CO. Ti P E 12

NUMERATION 2 SCOTT, FORESMAN 6 CO. TI E 12

PRESCRIPTIVE MATH DRILL HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP E 6

PYRAMID PUZZLER SCOTT, FORESNAN 6 CO. TI E 12

READ AND SOLVE MATH PR1BLEMS EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES AP E B

SPECIAL PRODUCTS 1 AL6. FACTOR AVANT -GARDE CREATIONS AP H 11

SPEED /BINGO MATH COMMODORE CO E M 11

STAR NAZE SCOTT, FORESNAN 1 CO. TI E; 12

STICKYSEAR NUNIERS WEEKLY READER FAMILY SOFTWARE AP P 9

SUBTRACTING MIXED FRACTIONS, NICROCONPUTER WORKSNOPS AP E 4 10

TEASERS BY TUBS SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS AP E N B

TNE ARITHMETIC CLASSROOM DEC STERLING SWIFT AF E N 5

THE ARITHMETIC CLASSROOM FRAC STERLING SWIFT AP EM' 5

THE KING'S RULE SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS AP CO RS ENNP
WHOLE NUNIERS PRACTICE CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO. AP E M 9

RISC, ALIEN ACTION OLN, INC. AP E 11

ALLIGATOR ALLEY DLN, INC. AP VARIES 12

FOAMIER SPINNAKER SOFTWARE AP.

. IDEA INVASION

KRELL'S COLLEGE BOARD SAT

DIM, INC.

KRELL

AP

AP

VARIES 12

.7

OUIZASON SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE AP H 11

VIZ WORKS DIM, INC. AP VARIES 12

MUSIC EARLY GAMES: MUSIC ,SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE AP E 11

KEYBOARD NON ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE AT N H 5

NUTRITION EAT SMART THE PILLSBURY COMPANY AP P

NUTRITION AND FOOD GROUPS

NUTRITION SIMULATION

NECC

ENC PUBLISHING

AP IBM

AP N H 12

NUTRITION TUTORIAL INC PUBLISHING AP N H 12

NUTRITION-A BALANCED DIET EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS ED. AP N H

THE FOOD PROCESSOR ESHA RESEARCH AP N H

WHAT'S IN YOUR LUNCH LAWRENCE HALL OF SCIENCE AP PET AT CO N H

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 50 DEFENSE VS'RUN STERLING SWIFT . AP N H 12

SPORTS STATS TIES AP N H 9

PROBLEM SOLVING CAUSE AND EFFECT NARSHWARE/NARSEFILN AP E P

CHECKERS ODESTA AP ( N H 6

CHESS ODESTA AP ( N H 6

COMP -U-SOLVE EDUCATIONALACT IVIT ES AP RS CO P H

FIN HOUSE NAZE SUNBURST CONNUNICATIONS AP E H

MIND BENDERS, A3 MIDWEST' PUBLICATIONS AP ( N H 9

HIND BENDERS,11 MIDWEST PUBLICATIONS AP E H 9
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READINESS

SCIENCES
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TITLE

ODIN

PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGIES

SEM CALC: WORD PROBLEM SOLVER

THE FACTORY

EARLY GANES FOR YOUN6 CHILDREN.

FLOPPY TEACHES INAT IS MISSING

JUGGLES' RAIN OW

NY FIRST ALPHABET

SANE AND DIFFERENT

ACID RAIN

AIR POLLUTION

ASTRONOMY: STARS FOR ALL SEASO

ATARILAB.

BAFFLES

HOLM: ENERGY AND LIFE

BIOLOGY: THE CELL

11016 AtIO FOOD WEBS

BODY STUNS

CELL GROWTH AND MITOSIS

CHARACTERISTICS OF A SCIENTIST

CHARGED PARTICLES Ii

MENAI,

CMENICAL ELEMENT 6ANE

CHEMISTRY: ACIDS AND BASES

CIRCULATION (OWNS)

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION OF LIVING TRW

CLASSIFY

CLIMATE

COMPUTER BIOLOGY LAB: FROG

COMPUTER SIMULATED PHYSICS EXP

CONNECTIONS

DISCOVERING THE SCIENTIFIC

METRO

DISCOVERY LAB

EARTH SCIENCE

EARTH SCIENCE SERIES

ENERGY AND POKER

ENERGY CZAR

ENERGY HOUSE

ENERGY SEARCH

ENEMY SERIES

EVOLUT

EXPO. IN HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY

EXPERIMENTS IN SCIENCE

GENETICS

GEOLOGY SEARCH

GRAPHS AND WITS

NIS: NONE AUTOMATIC WEATHER

PRODUCER

ODESTA

NECC

SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS

. SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS

SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS

SPRINGBOARD SOMA

FLOPPY ENTERPRISES

THE LEARNING COMPANY

ATARI, INC.

FLOPPY ENTERPRISES

DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL ENT.

EDUCATIONAL'IATERIALS k ED.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

ATARI, INC.

CONDUIT

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

TAKER EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS

MICRO-ED

CLASSROOM CONSORTIA MEDIA

CYGNUS SOFTWARE

VERNIER SOFTWARE

VOITURA EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS

SCOTT, FORMAN i CO.

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

MICRO POWER 6 LIGHT CO.

NECC

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL ENT.

SCOTT, FIRES:IAN 6 CO.

CROSSDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

EDUTECH

KRELL

FOCUIIIDIA

NECC

NECC

TYC SOFTWARE

MICRO ED

ATARI, INC.

TIES

MC GRAN HILL

FOCUS MEDIA

CONDUIT

HRN SOFTWARE

NRN SOFTWARE

TIES

TIES

NC IRAN HILL

MICRO-ED

VAISALA

HRD

AP

AP

RS AP AT

AT AP CO RS IBM

AT

AP

AP

AP

AT

AP

AP

AP RS

AP RS CO
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AP

AP

AP
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AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP CO

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP RS

AP
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RS

CO

AT

AP ,

AP

LIP RS PET CO

AP

AP

AP

AP /

AP

AP RS

CO

CO

LEVEL SET

N H
u

E M

M H

E

E4w41 9

P

P

P

P

P

11
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4

11

E M H
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E H
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H 10

H 9
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H

E

H 7

E N H
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H 11
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H 4
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N H
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N H

H 4

M P

N P

E N

EM 9

H

E N
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TITLE

STATION

. NEALTi AW ARENESS GAMES

HEREDITY DOE- -

HOME ENERGY CONSERVATION

(NONE ENERGY SAVINGS

IN SEARCH OF REST AMAZING TNNG

INTERPRETING GRAPHS

INTROD. TO GENERAL CHEMISTRY,

KINEMATICS II

LIMB OF NOTION

LEAF: STRUCTURE G FUNCTION

LIMITING rACTORS AND CARRYING

CAPACITY

LOGIC GATES 1

RATTER AND ENERGY

METRIC I TO V

MILLIKAN

MODELING

NEWTON

NICHE: AN ECOLOGICAL

SANE/SIMULATION

ODELL LAKE

ON, DEER!

ORBIT II

PASSIVE TRANSPORT

PERSONAL ENERGY INVENTORY

PHOTOSYNTHESIS LIGHT ENERGY

PHYSICAL SCI IASEDALL -CHNSTIY

PHYSICAL SC! PROS/BONDING

PHYSICAL SCI PROG/RADIOACTIVIT

SICAL SCIENCE SERIES

PHYSICS SENS, VOLUME 12

PHYSICS: ELEMENTARY MECHANICS

PLANT GROWTH

PLATO'S. CAVE

POLLUTE/A SIN OF WATER POLLUT

POND ECOLOGY

POWER GRID

PRECISION TIMER

PROJECTILES II

PROTOZOA

ROBOT "NOSEY t

,ROCKY'S BOOTS

SCALES

SCIENCE CHALLENGES

SIMPLE MACHINES

IIKY'TRAVEL: A WINDOW TO OUR

6ALAIY

PRODUCER

HRN SOFTWARE

HRN SOFTWARE

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS & ED.

NRN SOFTWARE

SPINNAKER SOFTWARE

CONDUIT

CONPRESS

VERNIER SOFTWARE

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS t ED.

CLASSED! CONSORTIA MEDIA

TAKER EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS

TIES

FOCUS MEDIA

CLASSROOM CONSORTIA MEDIA

MENTOR SOFTWARE, INC.

MECC

CONDUIT

A-

AP

AP

AP

AP RS

AT AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

IBM

AP

HARD
c

LEVEL SE/

AP

AP RS PET CO

IBM

AP

AP ION

AP

DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL ENT. AP RS

MECC

NECC

VERNIER SOFTWARE

CLASSROOM CONSORTIA MEDIA

NAN SOFTWARE

CLASSROOM CONSORTIA MEDIA

J t S SOFTWARE

J t 8 SOFTWARE

J 6 II SOFTWARE

NICROPNYS

CROSS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO.

CLASSROOM CONSORTIA MEDIA

KRELL

DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL ENT.

SCOTT, FORESNAN t CO.

HAIL SOTARE

VERNIER SOFTWARE

VERNIER SOFTWARE

VENTURA EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS

THE LEARNING COMPANY

THE LEARNING COMPANY

THE LEARNING COMPANY

SCOTT, FOREMAN t CO.

NICRO-ED

MICRO ED

COMMODORE

PIM 7_
320,

A

AP ,

AP

AR

ION

AP R9

IBM

AP

AP

AP

co AP

AP

AP

IBM

AP

AP RS IBM

AP

AP RS

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP IBM CO

AP

AP

co

co

CO

N P

NW L

N H

N H

N H

N P

N H 12

N H

N P

N H

H 11

N H L

N H

H 4

H 4

E N

N'H

E P

N P

N P

N H

N H

N

N

N P

N H

E P

H

N H

H

N H

N H

N H

E P

( N H

N P

E N

E M H

2

12

9

L

12

6

N H L



I

* SUBJECT

SOCIAL STUDIES

TEACHER UTILITY

TEST INS

NICROSIFT

TITLE

STAR SEARCH

STELLAR ASTRONOMY

TELLSTAR

TEMPERATURE 6RAPRER

THE ATOM

THE HEART STINULATOR

TIE INCREDIBLE LABORATORY

'THE MICRO &ANEW

THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD

THE SKIES 'ADOVE/THE WATERS

MELON

TIE VOYAGE OF THE MIMI:

NAPS AND NAVASATION

THE WORN

THINK LIKE A SCIENTIST

THREE NILE ISLAND

TINE i SEASONS

TITRATION

TRIBILES

VECTOR ADDITION 11

VECTORS AND GRAPHING, VOL. 1

VISIBLE SOLAR SYSTEM

VISIFRO6

VOLCANO

WATER POLLUTION

NAVE ADDITION II

NEARER

WEAVER CONNAND:A SCIENCE SANE

WEATHER FACTORS

YOUR BODY - SERIES 'I 1 II

CARTELS AND CUTTHROATS

DENO -6RAPNICS

ELEMENTARY VOLUNE461 SOC. ST.

6EO1APHY .4

GEOGRAPHY EXPLORER: USA

NAP READING

PRESIDENT ELECT

RAILS VEST!

SOCIAL STUDIES, VOLUME 2

THE DECISION SHOP

THE EXPLORING AMERICA SERIES

THE NARKET PLACE

THE MEDALIST - STATES

U.S. CONSTITUTION TUTOR

CREATE FILL -1A-TNE-ILANKS

,CREATE SKILLS: ELEMINT.

EASY GRADER

THE SMELL GAMES

THE WIZARD

TEST BANK

REVIEWS:SUBJECT 12/84

PRODUCER

EARTH WARE COMPUTER SERVICES

CROSS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE'

SCHARF SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

NRI SOFTWARE

NICRO-ED

FOCUS MEDIA

SUNBURST CONNUNICATIONS

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES INC.

CYINUS SOFTWARE

ADUARIUS

HOLT, RINEHART i WINSTON

VENTURA EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS

MICRO LEARN

RUSE SOFTWARE

RAND MCNALLY AND COMPANY

RENTOR SOFTWARE, INC.

CONDUIT

VERNIER SOFTW ARE

CROSS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

COIN ODORS

VENTURA EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS

IRONWARE COMPUTER SERVICES

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS 6 ES.

VERNIER SOFTWARE

SCOTT, FORESMAN i CO.

EDUCATIONAL AUDIO VISUAL

MICRO -ED

FOCUS MEDIA

1STRATEGIC SI AT IONS,IONS, INC.

CONDUIT

NECC

MECC

INSTANT SOFTWARE

MICRO POWER 6 LIGHT CO.

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS, INC.

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS, INC.

MECC

THE CHIIIREN'S MUSEUM OF IND.

AOUARIUS

HECC

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

MICRO LEARN

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

.
ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE

. APPLE COMPUTER

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED

ADVANCED TfCINDLORY APPLIC.

321

HRD

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AT AP CO

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP ,

AP CO IBM

AP

AP AT

AP

AP

AP

AP

CO

AP

AP

AP RS

AP

AP

CO

AP RS PET CO

AP

AP

AP

AT

RS

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AT

AP

CO

AP

AP

AT

AP

RS

RS

LEVEL SET

N H

N H

N H 12

N H

N 6

E H

E P 4
E P

N H

E N

E M L

N H

-E H
H 6

N H

H 4,
N H 12

N H 12

E M

H 11

L.

N H

3
N H

12

H P

E H

EMH L

E H

H 4

E N

E M 7

NH 1

EM; '8

N H a

N H 11

N H

E N 1

N H 9

E

E N 11

N H 11

5

E 5

E 11

E H

R H . 3

E TI H 5



TITLE

NICROSIFT REVIEWS: TITLE 12/84

PRODUCER HRD LEVEL
ti

SUBJECT

SO DEFENSE VS RUN STERLING SWIFT, AP N H PHYSICAL EDUCATION

ACID RAIN DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL ENT. AP E N H SCIENCES

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION 1 6 2 SCOTT, FORESNAN i CO. TI P MATHEMATICS

ADVERTISING TECANIOUES. MICRO POKER A LIGHT CO. AP N H LANGUAGE ARTS

AIR POLLUTION EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS AP RS N H SCIENCES

ALGEBRA ARCADE NADONORTH ELECTRONIC PUB. AP N H MATHEMATICS

ALGEBRA DRILL AND PRACTICE II CONDUIT AP H MATHEMATICS

ALIEN ACTION ILM, INC. AP MISC.

ALIEN ADDITtON DLN, INC. AP E MATHEMATICS

ALLIGATOR ALLEY DLO, INC. AP VARIES MISC.

ALLIGATOR III!

ALINABET KEYBOARD

DLN,

RANDOM HOUSE, SCHOOL DIVISION

AP

RS

E M

P

MATHEMATICS

LANGUAGE ARTS

ALPINE SKIER DATA CONNAND AP LANGUAGE ARTS

ANTONYMS /SYNONYMS HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP E M LANGUAGE ARTS

APPLEISURFACE CONDUIT AP H NATRENATICS

APPROI, ESTIN. A STEAD FORA SCOTT, FORESMAN A CO. AP M P MATHEMATICS

DRIPLOT CONDUIT AP H MATHEMATICS

ARITH-NAGIC

ARITHMETIC OF FUNCTIONS

IED,

NATN

AP

AP

E M MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

'ARITHMETIC RACING NATN AP E M MATHEMATICS

ASTRONOMY: STARS FOR ALL SEAM EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES AP RS CO E H QSCIENCES

ATARILAI. ATARI, INC. AT E P SCIENCES

BAFFLES CONDUIT AP N P SCIENCES '

.BASIC EAKISH.SKILLS ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP N H LANGUAGE ARTS

BASIC ENGLISH KILLS: SENTENCE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP E M LANGUAGE ARTS

BASIC AMER FACTS CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO. AP MATHEMATICS

BASIC PROGRAMMING ORION TRAINING SYSTEMS AP N H COMPUTER SCIENCE

BEGINNING COMPOSITION BEHAVIORAL ENGINEERING AP N H LANGUAGE ARTS

BIG DOOR DEAL DATA CONNAND AP N H LANGUAGE ARTS

BINOMIAL MULTIPLICATION MATH SOFTWARE AP H MATHEMATICS

BIOLOGY: ENERGY AND LIFE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP H .SCIENCES

BIOLOGY: THE CELL. ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP H SCIENCES.

DISKS AND FOOD NEM TAKER EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS AP N H SCIENCES

BODY SYSTEMS MICRO -ED CO. E M SCIENCES

BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA SUNIURST COMMUNICATIONS AP LANGUAGE ARTS

BUDGETING SIMULATION ENC PUBLISHING AP N H MATHEMATICS

BUDGETING TUTORIAL ENC PUBLISHING AP N 11" MATHEMATICS

SUABLESAMES THE LEARNING COMPANY AP E NATMENATICS

BUMBLE PLOT THE LEARNING COMPANY AP EM MATHEMATICS.

CALL OF THE WILD, A/V CONCEPTS CORPORATION AP EM LANGUAGE ARTS.

CAPITALIZATION PLUS MICROCOMPUTER NOKISNOPS AP E M H LANGUAGE ARTS

CAREER DIRECTIONS SYSTEMS DESIGN ASSOCIATES AP H CAREER EDUCATION

CAREER SCAN IV . NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE AP M N CAREER EDUCATION

CARIB ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP P LANGUAGE ARTS

CARTELS AID CUTTHROATS STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS, INC. AP H SOCIAL STUDIES'

CAUSE AND EFFECT NARINNINE/NARiNFILA AP E P MOILER SOLVIN6

CELL GROWTH AND NITOSIS CLASSROOM CONSORTIA MEDIA ION N P SCIENCES

CHARMS OF VICAR RIMER'S DIGEST SERVICES AP E N H LANGUAGE ARTS

CHARACTERISTICS OF A SCIENTIST CYGNUS UMW AP MH SCIENCES

CHARGED PARTICLES II VERNIER SOFTWARE AP MH SCIENCES

CHECKERS 0IfSTA AP E H PROBLEM SOLVING

CHERAID VENTURA EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS AP N H SCIENCES

CHEMICAL ELEMENT SANE SCOTT, FORESNAN A CO. AP E P SCIENCES

CHEWISTRY: ACIDS AND BASES ENCYCLOPEDIA IRITANNICA AP H SCIENCES

CHESS SIESTA AP E N H PROBLEM SOLVING

SET

12

3

9

'L

12

11

11

/12

3

5

4

10

1

2
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L.

11

11

11

9

12

2

'10

9
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8

12

12

11
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9

10'

12

6

7
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TITLE

CIRCUIT LAB

CIRCULATION (ORGANS)

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION OF LIVING TANGS

CLASSIFY

CLIMATE

WICK

CLONE PLUS (CONTEXT ANALYSIS)

CLONE -PLUS, LEVEL H

COPP -U -SOLVE

CONPOSITION STRATEGY

'COMPREHENSION PONERPRO6RAN

CONPU-NATN: FRACTIONS

COMPUTER BIOLOGY LAB: FROG

COMPUTES GRAPHING EXPERIMENTS

COMPUTER LITERACY: INTRO.

COMPUTER MATH ACTIVITIES, V-I

CONFUTER MATH ACTIVITIES, V-2

COMPUTER MATH ACTIVITIES, V-3

COMPUTER MATH ACTIVITIES, V-4

COMPUTER MATH ACTIVITIES, V-5

COMPUTER MATH GAMES

COMPUTER SIMULATED PHYSICS EXPO

CONNECTIONS

CONSONANTS/BLENDS

CREATE FILL-III-THE-BLANKS.

CREATE SKILLS: ELEM. /INT.

CREATE SPELL-IT

CREATE VOCABULARY

DECIMAL SKILLS

DECIMALS

DECIMALS PRACTICE

DENO-GRAPHICS

DIASCRIPTIVE READING

DIASCRIPTIVE READING I

DISCOVER BASIC

DISCOVERING THE SCIENTIFIC

METHOD

DISCOVERY LAB

DIVISION 1

DIVISION SKILLS

DRAGON NIX

EARL'S WORD POKER

EARLY GANES FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

EARLY GAZES: FRACTION FACTORY

EARLY GAMES: MATCHMAKER

EARLY GAMES: MUSIC

EARLY GAMES: PIECE OF CAKE

EARTH SCIENCE

EARTH SCIENCE SERIES

EASY GRADER

EAT SMART

ELECTRIC ENGLISH

MICROSIFT REVIEWS: TITLE 12/94

'PRODUCER

ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE

MICRO POWER i LIGHT CO.

NECC

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL ENT.

SCOTT, FORESNAN i CO.

NARTLO/COURSEVARE, INC.

I/CT AND MILLIKEN

I/CT, INC.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

BEHAVIORAL ENGINEERING

!icy AND MILLIKEN

EDU-VARE SERVICES -1.7'

CROSS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING. CO.

CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO.

ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING CO.

ADDISON-NESLEY PUBLISHING CO.

ADDISON - WESLEY PUBLISHING CO.

ADDISON- WESLEY PUBLISHING CO.

ADDISON -WESLEY PUBLISHING CO.

ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING CO.

EDUTECH

KRELL

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

MILTON - BRADLEY

1ED, IIIC.

CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO.

CONDUIT

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

STERLING SWIFT

FOCUS MEDIA

NECC

SCOTT, FORESNAN A CO.

MILTON-BRADLEY

OLN, INC.

ERN EAR(

SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE

1PRINGIOARD SOFTWARE

SPRINGIOARILSOFTWARE

SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE

SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE

NECC

TYC COFTWARE

ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE

THE PILLSOURY COMPANY

TIES

HAD

AT

AP

AP

AP CO

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP RS CO

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP,

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

PAGE 2

AP RS

AP

TI

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP r

AP

AP

AT

RS

AT

AP

AP
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LEVEL

N H

E M H

E M H

. M H

M P

H

P

P

H

N H

Ell N

N H

N H

N

MH
E M

E M

E M

E N

E M

E M

H.

N H

P.

E M

E

E

E M

E M

E M

E M

E

E

MH

Siget

MATHEMATICS

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

MATHEMATICS

LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS

PROBLEM SOLVING

LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS

IATHEMATICS,

SCIENCES

MATHEMATICS,

COMPUTER SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

LANGUAGE ARTS

TEACHER UTILITY

TEACHER UTILITY

LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

SOCIAL STUDIES

LAm6dk6t Ants

LANGUAGE ARTS

COMPUTER SCIENCE

E M H SCIENCES

E M H

EM
E

E M H

E M

E N

P

E N

N H

E N

N PN

SCIENCES

MATHEMATICS

VATHERATICS

MATHEMATICS

LANGUAGE ARTS

READINESS

MATHEMATICS

LANGUAGE ARTS

MUSIC

NATHENATI.S

SCIENCES

'SCIENCES

TEACHER UTILITY

NUTRITION

LANGUASE ARTS

SiT

12

2

L

11

L

6

9

11

4

10

L

6

9.

7

7

7

9

6

4

5

5

S

6

8

to

9

4

11

6

7

10

7

11

11

11

tI

L

L

S

11



.

L

TITLE

NICROSIFT REVIEWS: TITLE 1244

PRODUCER HRD LEVEL SUBJECT

ELECTRONIC BLACKBOARD SERIES: WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB. AP H MATHEMATICS

ALGEBRA

ELECTRONIC BLACKBOARD: FUNCT. NADNORTA ELECTRONIC PUB. AP H MATHEMATICS

ELECTRONIC BLACKBOARDPTRIG. WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB. . AP H MATHEMATICS

ELECTRONIC STUDY GUIDE NADNORTH ELECTRONIC PUB. AP NH MATHEMATICS

SYSTEM, OF.

ELECTRONIC STUDY GUIDE: D-I

ELECTRONIC STUDY GUIDE: D-II

'ABSINTH ELECTRONIC PUB.

WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB.

AP

AP.

H

H

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

ELECTRONIC STUDY GUIDE: D-III WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB. AP H MATHEMATICS

ELECTRONIC STUDY GUIDE: 0-IV MADSVORTN ELECTRONIC PUB. AP H MATHEMATICS

ELECTRONIC STUDY GUIDE: 0 -V WADSWORTH ELECTRONIC PUB. AP H MATHEMATICS

ELEMENTARY MATH NECC AP E MATHEMATICS

ELEMENTARY NATHENATICS CLASS - STERLING SWIFT AP MATHEMATICS

RION LEARNING SYST.: WHOLE NO.

ELEMENTARY VOLUME 6: SOC. ST. MECC AP E M SOCIAL STUDIES

ENSI-6 EDUCATIONAL MICROSYSTEMS RS E M MATHEMATICS

ENERGY AND POWER MICRO ED CO E M H SCIENCES

ENERGY CZAR ATARI \ INC. AT H SCIENCES

ENERGY NOISE TIES AP E SCIENCES

ENERGY SEARCH MC SRN HILL AP E H SCIENCES

ENERGY SERIES FOCUS MEDIA AP RS PET CO. N H SCIENCES

ENGLISH COMPUTORIALS ENCULTURE AP H LANGUAGE ARTS

ENGLISH, VOLUME 1 MECC AP LANGUAGE ARTS

ESSENTIAL MATH PROGRAM RADIO SNACK EDUCATION DIVISIOU RS NH NATHERATICS-

EUCLID GEOMETRY TUTOR RADIO SNACK EDUCATION DIVISIDA RS A NATHENATICS

EVOLUT CONDUIT AR SCIENCES

EXPANDED NOTATION HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP E MATHEMATICS

EIPER. IN HUNAN PHYSIOLOGY

EXPERIMENTS IN SCIENCE

SRN SOFTWARE

HOM SOFTWARE

AP

AP

M P

P

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

EXPLORER METROS: A METRIC ADY BURST CONNUNICATIONS AP E P MATHEMATICS

FACENAKER SPINNAKER SOFTWARE AR P MISC.

FACTORING WHOLE NUMBERS ' QED, INC. AP E N MATHEMATICS

FLOPPY TEACHES HOW TO PRINT FLOPPY ENTERPRISES AP P LANGUAGE ARTS

FLOPPY TEACHES VISTAS MISSING FLOPPY ENTERPRISES AP P READINESS

FOUR-LETTER WORDS CONDUIT AP $ 1 4 LANGUAGE ARTS

FRACTIONS OEDINC. AP E N MATHEMATICS

FRACTIONS PRACTICE CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO. AP E M MATHEMATICS

FRENCH VOCABULARY BUILDER CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO. AP NH LANGUAGES

FUN HOUSE NAZE SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS r' AP E H 'PROBLEM SOLVING

FUNCTION GRAPHER MATH SOFTWARE AP NH P.THEMATICS

FUNDAMENTAL MATH I, II, III RANDOM NOUSE, SCHOOL DIVISION OS E MATHEMATICS

GENETICS .; TIES AP E N SCIENCES

AP E N SCIENCES I

GEOSRAPHY MECC AT E M SOCIAL STUDIES

GEOGRAPHY EXPLORER; USA INSTANT SOFTWARE RS NH SOCIAL STUDIES

GEOLOGY SEARCH NC BRAN HILL AP RS E H SCIENCES

GERMAN. VOCABULARY BUILDER CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO. AP N LANGUAGES

GRAMMAR AND WRITING ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP E LANGUAGE ARTS

GRAMMAR PACKAGE I MICRO LEARMINSWARE RS LANGUAGE ARTS
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TITLE

GRAMMAR PROBLEMS FOR PRCT.-HOM

GRAPHING EQUATIONS

GRAPHS AND CHARTS

GREETING! CARDS

HANS: HONE AUTOMATIC WEATHER

STATION .

HEALTH AWARENESS 6ANES

HEREDITY DO6

HONE ENERGY CONSERVATION

NONE ENERGY SAVINGS

HONE SAFE HONE

HOMONYMS IN CONTEXT

IDEA INVASION

IN SEARCH OF MOST AMAZING TANG

INCOME MEETS EXPENSES

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTING: ALS -2

INTERPRETING GRAPHS

INTROD. TO GENERAL CHEMISTRY

INTRODUCTORY ALGEBRA

JOB READINESS: ASSNT. 6 DEV.

JUGGLES' RAINBOW

KAREL THE ROBOT'

KEY LINGO

KEYBOARD ORGAN

KEYBOARDING FOR INFORMATION

KINEMATICS II

KRELL'S COLLEGE BOARD SAT

LAWS OF MOTION

LE VOCABULAIRE FRANCAIS

LEAF: STRUCTURE I FUNCTION

iMONADE

L.SSONS IN ALGEBRA

LETTER PAN

LETTER RECOGNITION

LIBRARY SKILLS: WHAT'S THERE

LIMACONS AND THEIR AREAS

LIMITING FACTORS AND CARRYING

CAPACITY

LIMITS OF SEQUENCES

LOGIC AND EUCLIDEAN 6EOMETRY

LOGIC GATES

LOLLIPOP DRAWN

NASIC SPELLS

MAP READING

, MASTER TYPE

MATH 1-2-3 FOUR PACK: COUNTING

MATH CONCEPTS

MATH FAC4S/NUMBER 6 MATH MSTRY

RATH SEQUENCES

tIATH SKILLS: ELEMENTARY

MATH SKILLS: JUNIOR HIGH

NICROSIFT REVIEWS: TITLE 12/84

PRODUCER

MILLIKEN PUBLISHING COMPANY

CONDUIT

MICRO -ED

COMPUTER SKILL BUILDERS

VAISALA

HRH SOFTWARE

HRA SOFTWARE

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS 1 EQ.

MRII SOFTWARE

NCI, INC.

RANDOM HOUSE, SCHOOL DIVISION

DIJI, INC.

SPINNAKER SOFTWARE

NCE, INC.

PINELLAS COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM

CONDUIT

COMPRESS

AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS

NCE, INC.

THE LEARNING COMPANY

CYIERTRINICS INTERNATIONAL

READER'S-DIGEST SERVICES

ATARI PROGRAM EldIANSE

CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO.

VERNIER SOFTWARE

KRELL

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS 6 EQ.

ISLAND SOFTWARE

CLASSOOON CONSORTIA MEDIA

ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE

GE

SE:WENGINEERING
HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

MICRO POKER 6 LIGHT CO.

MATH SOFTWARE

TAKER EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS

MATH SOFTWARE

AVANT -GARDE CREATIONS

TIES

MME

THE LEARNING COMPANY

MICRO POWER I LIGHT CO.

LIGHTNING SOFTWARE

MICRO-ED

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

COLORADO CIPHERNITICS

OILMEN PUBLISHING COMPANY

ENCYCLOPEDIA IRITANNICA

ENCYCLOPEDIA IRITANNICA

PAGE 4

HAD

AP

AP

CO

AP. .

CO

LEVEL SUBJECT

E M LANGUAGE ARTS

MATHEMATICS

E M SCIENCES

E N N LANGUAGE ARTS

N H SCIENCES

AP M P

AP

AP NH' '

AP RS M H

AP MH
AP E

AP VARIES

AT AP MH
AP

AP

AP

AP M P'

AP M H

AP H

AP

AP

AP ,M H

AT M H

AP E M N

AP N H

AP

AP M H

AP M H

IBM M P

AT E M

AP.

AP E

AP

AP E M H

AP

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

LS

LIVING SKILLS

LANGUAGE ARTS

MISC.

SCIENCES

BASIC LIVING SKILLS

NATHENATICS

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

MATHEMATICS

BASIC LIVING SKILLS

READINESS

COMPUTER SCIENCE

LANGUAGE ARTS

MUSIC

BUSINESS EDUCATION

SCIENCES

MISC.

SCIENCES

LANGUAGES

SCIENCES

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

BUSINESS EDUCATION

LANGUAGE ARTS

'LIBRARIES

MATHEMATICS

AP N H SCIENCES

AP

AP

AP H

AP

AP E M

AP E M

A P N H

CO

AP

AP

AP E

AP

AP A
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MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

SCIENCES

COMPUTER SCIENCE

LANGUAGE ARTS

SOCIAL STUDIES

BUSINESS EDUCATION

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

NATHENATICS

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

SET

4

10

11

L

L

L

1

4

12

L

1

4

L
11

1

6

3

11

5

11

12

7

L.

9

5

6

12

5

2

2

L

2

11

11

11

S

0

B

11

5

6

2

6



TITLE

MATH STRATEGY

MATH STPATEGYLLINEAR SEARCH

MATHEMATICS ASSMTIPRESC 5-7

MATHEMATICS DRILL 'AND PRACTICE

MATHEMATICS FOR SCIENCE

SENIES I AND II

MATHEMATICS LIFE SKILL:, VOL 2

WORLD OF WORK

HANISH

MATH1111

MATTER AND ENERGY

METRIC DRILL

METRIC i TO V

MILLIKAlloe

MIND LENDERS, A3

MIND BENDERS, BI

MINUS MISSION

MIXED NUMBERS 410;..

MODELING

MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT

MPTONN

MORE ALGEBRA: COMP

MORE ALGEBRA: DISC

MORE ALGEBRA: QUAD

MORE ALGEBRA: SIMUL

MORE ALGEBRA: SLOPE

MULTIPLE SKILLS

NY FIRST ALPHABET

NEWTON .

1 NICHE: AN ECOLOGICAL

GAME /SIMULATION

NOUNS/PRONOUNS

NUMBER BLAST

NUMBER BOWLING /SPACE JOURNEY

NURSER WORDS, LEVEL 1

NUMBER WORDS, LEVEL 2

NUMERATION 1

NUMERATION 2

NUNEOIC DATA ENTRY PRACTICE

NUTRITION AND FOOD GROUPS

NUTRITION SIMULATION

NUTRITION TUTORIAL

NUTRITION-A BALANCED DIET

ODELL LAKE

ODIN

OH, DEER'

ORBIT II

OUR WEIRD 1 WACKY WORLD: CORP

OUR WEIRD 1 WACKY WORLD: RD6

PASSIVE TRANSPORT

MICROSIFT REVIEWS: TITLE 12/84

PRODUCER HAD

BEHAVIORAL ENGINEERING AP

CREATIVE PUBLICATIONS AP

READER'S DIGEST SERVICES AP

COMPAK, INC. AP

.NERLAND SCIENTIFIC

COMPUTER AGE EDUCATION

DENNIS ONUS

MERRITT SOFTWARE

FOCUS MEDIA

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

.CLASSROON CONSORTIA MEDIA

MENTOR SOFTWARE, INC.

NIOktST PUBLICATIONS

MIDWEST PUBLICATIONS

OIN, INC.

MILTON-BRADLEY

NECC

ACE, INC.

THE LEARNING CONPAIK

HCON-ASSOIATES

HCON,ASSOCIATES

TYCON ASSOCIATES

TYCO], ASSOCIATES

rICON ASSOCIATES .

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

ATARI, INC.

.,CONDUIT

DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL ENT.

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE

SCOTT, FORESNAN 6 CO.

HARTLEY COURSEWARE,' INC.

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

' SCOTT, FORESNAN 1 CO.

SCOTT, FORESNAN 6 CO.

RADIO SHACK EDUCATION DIVISION

NECC

ENC,PUILISHIN6

EMC POLISHING

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS.1 £0.

NECC,

ODESTA

NECC

VERNIER SOFTWARE

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

CLASSROOM CONSORTIA MEDIA

'CO PET AP

LEVEL

E M

E M

EM

SUBJECT

MATHEMATICS

MATICS

MATHEMATICS

ATICSMA

.ENH MATHEMATICS

SET

5

3

L

.AP

.A

MH MATHEMATICS 12

CO MATHEMATICS 11

CO E M MATHEMATICS 10

AP RS PET CO M N SCIENCES L

AP E M MATHEMATICS 5

IBM M 11 SCIENCES

AP SCIENCES 4

AP U N MOSLEM SOLVING 9

AP E M H PROBLEM SOLVING 9

AP E M MATHEMATICS 4

AP E M MATHEMATICS 7

AP IBM SCIENCES L

AP N H BASIC LIVING SKILLS 1

AP E N MATHEMATICS 7

PET MATHEMATICS 4

PET MATHEMATICS 4

PET H. MATHEMATICS 4

PET MATHEMATICS .4

PET MATHEMATICS 4

AP LANGUAGE ARTS a 6

AT READINESS 4

AP SCIENCES 4

AP RS M H SCIENCES L

AP LANGUAGE ARTS: 5

AT E M MATHEMATICS 4

TI E M MATHEMATICS ' 12

AP MATHEMATICS 6

'AP MATHEMATICS 6

Ti P E MATHEMATICS 12

TI MATHEMATICS 12

AS BUSINESS EDUCATION 4

AP IBM NUTRITION L

AP M H NUTRITION 12

AP M H NUTRITION 12

AP M H NUTRITION L

AP E M SCIENCES 2

AP E M H PROBLEM SOLVING 6

AP SCIENCES

AP M H SCIENCES 12

AP LAMM ARTS

AP LANGUAGE ARTS 6

IBM E P SCIENCES
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MILE

PERSONAL ENERGY INVENTORY

VONAL GRAPHICS

MONET

PHOTOSYNTHESIS LIGHT ENERGY

PHYSICAL SCI IASEIALL-CHASTRY

PHYSICAL SCI PROD /BONDING

PHYSICAL SCI PROG/RADIOACTIV/T

PHYSICAL SCIENCE SERIES

PHYSICS .GEMS, VOLUME 12

PHYSICS: ELEMENTARY MECHANICS

PIeNIC

PIK-PEK -PUT

PLiNT GROWTH

PLARPS CAVE

POISON PROOF YOUR HONE

POLLUTE/A SIN OF WATER POLLUT

POND ECOLOGY

POWER GRID

PRECISION TIMER

PRESCRIPTIVE MATH DRILL

PRESIDENT ELECT

PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGIES

PROCESSING POSER PROGRAM

PROJECTILES II

PROTOZOA

PUNCTUATION SKILLS: COMMAS

PUNCTUATION SKILLS: END MARKS

PYRAMID PUZZLER

OUIZASON

RAILS WEST'

RAINBOW GRAPHICS

READ AND SOLVE AATHIOROBLEAS

READING FLIGHT

READING RALLY

READING ROUNDUP

RAINES, AND RIDDLES

RIDDLE ME THIS

ROBOT ODYSSEY 1

ROCKY'S BOOTS

ROOTS/AFFIIES

SAME AND DIFFERENT

SCALES

SCHOLASTIC SPELLING

SCIENCE CHALLENGES

SEA tALC: WORD PROBLEM SOLVER

SENTENCE DIAGRAMMING

SENTENCES

SHIP AHOY /WORD SCRAMBLE

SIMPLE MACHINES

SIMS

SKY TRAVEL: A AIM TO OUR

GALAXY .

NICROSIFT REVIEWS: TITLE 12764

PRODUCER

HRN SOFTWARE

LITTLE, BROWN 1 CO.

TIES

CLASSROOM CONSORTIA MEDIA

J Ni S SOFTWARE.

J i.. S 4OPTVARE

JISSOFTNARE

WICROPHYS

CROSS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARk

CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING Cif:

COMPUTER SKILL BUILDERS

DATA COMMAND .

CLASSROOM CONSORTIA MEDIA

KRELL

ACE, INC.

DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL ENT.

SCOTT, FOREMAN CO.

ARM SOFTWARE

VERNIER SOFTWARE

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC:,

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS, INC.

NECC

I/CT, INC.

VERNIER SOFTWARE

VENTURA EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS

HILTON-BRADLEY

MILTON-ORADLEY

SCOTT, FORESMAN I CO.

'SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS,

BLUE HERRON SOFTWARE

EDUCATIONAL. ACTIVITIES

SCOTT, FORESMAN i CO.

SCOTT, FORESNAN i CO.

SCOTT, FORESMAN 1 CO.

SPINNAKER SOFTWARE

DATA COMMAND

TILE LEARNING COMPANY

THE LEARNINt COMPANY

HAFILEY COURSEWARE,- INC.

FLOPPY ENTERPRISES

SCOTT, FORESNAN & CO.

SCHOLASTIC

MICRO-ED

SUNBURST CONNUNICATIONS

AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS

MICRO POWER 1 LIGHT CO.

COMPUTER SKILL BUILDERS

MICRO ED

TIES

COMMODORE

HRD LEVEL

1
AP PS

AP

AP

IBM

AP

AP

AP

CO AP

AP

AP

AP

AP,

IBM

AP

AP

AP RS IBM

AP

AP RS

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

TI

AP

AP

AP

AP

TI

TI

TI

AP

AP

AP

AP IBM CO

AP

AP

AP

AP

TI

CO

RS AP AT

AP

AP

AP

CO

AP

CO

MR

E

11 .P

NH.

N

HH
E M H

E M

11 P

N H

N H

E P

H

It H

H

EM
N H

E M

E

H

H

EM
EM

N H

E

H

NH'

E N

E

E

E

E

P

N H

E P

E M H

E N

M P

P

E N

E

H

N H

N H

E H

E M

E

SUBJECT SET .

I .

9

6

L

9

12
a

SCIENCES

COMPUTER.SCIENCE

LANGUAGE ARTS -

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

BASIC LIVING SKILLS I

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

SCIENCES 7

MATHEMATICS 6

SOCIAL STUDIES 8

PROBLEM SOLVING

-LANGUAGE ARTS

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS

MATHEMATICS

MISC.

SOCIAL STUDIES

COMPUTER SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS 8

LAMAR ARTS 8

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

SCIENCES 6

11

12

10

10

12

11

11

10

8

7

7.

LANGUAGE ARTS 5

READINESS

SCIENCES

LANGUAGE ARTS 11

SCIENCES L

PROBLEM SOLVING .L

.
LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS

SCIENCES

LANGUAGE ARTS

11

L

H SCIENCES

4

4

12

6



TITLE

SOCIAL STUDIES, VOLUME 2

SPANISH VOCABULARY BUILDER

SPECIAL NEEDS VOLUME I: SUNS

SPECIAL PRODUCTS I ALL FACTOR

SPEED Min

SPEED /BIMBO MATH

SPELLING STRATEGY

SPELLING VII

SPORTS STATS

STAR MAZE

STAR SEARCH

STELLAR ASTRONOMY

PICXYBEAR Ale

STICKYBEAR NUMBERS

STORY MACHINE

SUBTRACTING MIXED FRACTIONS

TANK TACTICS

TEASERS BY TOBBS

TELLSTAR

TEMPERATURE 6RAPHER

TENNIS ANYONE?

TEST BANK ,

THAT'S MY STORY

THE ANTONYM SAME

THE ARITHMETIC CLASSROOArDEC

THE ARITHMETIC CLASSROOM: FRAC

THE ATOM

THE DECISION SHOP

THE EXPLORING AMERICA SERIES

THE FACTORY

THE FOOD PROCESSOR

THE GERMAN/RUSSIAN HANGMAN

THE HEART STIMULATOR

THE INCREDIBLE LABORATORY

THE KING'S RULE

THE MARKET PLACE

THE MEDALIST - STATES

THE MICRO GARDENER

THE MONEY MANAGER

THE PROGRAMMABLE CUBE

THE REEF OF GOLD

THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD

THE SHELL GAMES

THE SKIES ABOVE /THE WATERS

BELOW

THE SPANISH HANGMAN

THE VOYAGE OF THE MIMI:

NAPS AND NAVAGATION

THE VESTING SAME

MICROSIFT REVIEWS: TITLE 12/84

PRODUCER

NECC

CONTROL DATA PUBLISHING CO.

NECC

AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS

DAVIDSON AND ASSOCIATES

COMMODORE

IENAVIORAL ENGINEERING

DIN, INC.

TIES

SCOTT, FOREMAN t CO.

--1ARTINARE COMPUTER SERVICES

CROSS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

WEEKLY READER FAMILY SOFTWARE

WEEKLY READER FAMILY SOFTWARE

SPINNAKER SOFTWARE

MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOPS

DATA COMMAND

SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS

,SCHASI SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

NAN SOFTWARE

DATA CONN@

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY APPLIC.

LEWIS NEIL
S SOFTWARE

STERLING SWIFT

STERLING SWIFT

MICRO-b

THE CHfLOREN'S MUSEUM OF IND.

AQUARIUS .

SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS

ESHA RESEARCH

GEORGE EARL

FOCUS MEDIA

SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS

SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS

NECC

HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES INC.

STERLING SWIFT

*TAUNT SOFTWARE

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

CYGNUS SOFTWARE

APPLE COMPUTER

AQUARIUS

GEORGE EARL

HOLT, RINEHART It WINSTON

SUNBURST CONNUAICATIONS

HAD

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

CO4
AP

TI

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

RS

AP IBM

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AT AP CO RS IBM

AT

AP

AP

AP

AT AP CO

AP CO RI

AT

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP

AP,

PASS
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7

LEVEL

M H

MH

M H

E

H

E M

E

EM
M H

M H

M H

E N

P

P

P

E M H

E M

M H

M H

E N

E M H

E M H

E M

H

E

EM
N H

E H

E N H

M H

E H

H

E P

EMHP
E M

EM
E P

M H

H

E

E'M H.

SUBJECT

SOCIAL STUDIES

LANGUAGES

LANGUAGE ARTS

MATHEMATICS

LANGUAGE ARTS

MATHEMATICS'

LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

MATHEMATICS

SCIENCES

a SCIENCES

LANGUAGE ARTS

ANTWENATICS

LANGUAGE ARTS

MA TICS

LA GE ARTS

MATHEMATICS

SCIENCES

SCIENCES

LANGUAGE ARTS

TESTING

LANGUAGE ARTS

LANGUAGE ARTS

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

SCIENCES

SOCIAL STUDIES

SOCIAL STUDIES

PROBLEM SOLVING

PROBLEM SOLVING

NUTRITION

LANGUAGES

SCIENCES.

SCIENCES

MATHEMATICS.

SOCIAL STUDIES

SOCIAL STUDIES

SCIENCES

BUSINESS EDUCATION

COMPUTER SCIENCE

LANGUAGE ARTS

SCIENCES

TEACHER UTILITY

E M H SCIENCES

w

.1.

M H LANGUAGES

E N SCIENCES

M

4

LANGUAGE ARTS



NICROSIFT REVIEWS: TITLE 12/114.

TITLE PRODUCER RAD LEVEL SUBJECT SET

THE WIZARD PROGRAMS UNLIMITED RS M H TEACHER UTILITY 3

TN( WORN VENTURA EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS AP Pi H SCIENCES

THINK LIKE A SCIENTIST MICRO LEARN AP CO IBM E H SCIENCES

THREE NILE ISLAND MUSE SOFTWARE AP SCIENCES 6

TINE A SIAS'S RAND MCNALLY AND COMPANY AP AT N H SCIENCES

TITRATION MENTOR SOFTWARE, INC. AP SCIENCES 4

TOUCH TYPING COVE VIEW PRESS SOFTWARE RS N H BUSINESS EDUCATION 4

TRIBBLES CONDUIT AP M H SCIENCES 12

TYPING STRATEGY BEHAVIORAL ENGINEERING AP M H BUSINESS EDUCATION 12

TYPING TUTOR HICROSOFT CONSIDER PRODUCTS AP M H BUSINESS EDUCATION 2

U.S. CONSTITUTION TUTOR MICRO LEARN CO M H SOCIAL STUDIES 11

VECTOR ADDITION 11 VERNIER SOFTWARE AP M H SCIENCES . 12

VECTORS AND GRAPHING, VOL. 1 CROSS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE AP SCIENCES 11

VERB, VIPER I. AP LANGUAGE ARTS 9

KRIS HARTLEY COURSEVARE, INC. AP LANGUAGE ARTS 5

VISIBLE SOLAR.SYSTEN COMMODORE CO E M SCIENCES .

VISIFROG VENTURA EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS AP N H SCIENCES

',KOURY DOLCH HARTLEY COURSEWARE. INC. AP LANGUAGE ARTS S

VOCAMARY I, PLURALS, SENT. COLORADO CYPHERNETICS AP E M LANGUAGE ARTS 10

VOCABULARY SKILLS: CIVITEIT CLU MILTON-BRADLEY AR LANGUAGE ARTS

VOCABULARY SKILLS: PREF,SUF,RT NILTON-BRADLEY AP LANGUAGE ARTS

VOLCANOES EARTNNARE COMPUTER SERVICES 'AP SCIENCES 3

VOWELS HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP LANGUAGE ARTS 6

WATER POLLUTION EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS I ED. AP RS M H SCIENCES

WAVE. ADDITION II VERNIER SOFTWARE AP SCIENCES 12

WEATHER SCOTT, FORESMAN Ik CO. AP H P SCIENCES

WEATHER COMMAND:A SCIENCE DARE EDUCATIONAL AUDIO VISUAL 'AP E H SCIENCES

WEATHER ACTORS NICROED CO ( N H SCIENCES

WHAT'S IN YOUR LUNCH LAWRENCE HALL OF SCIENCE AP PET AT CO N H NUTRITION

WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP LANGUAGE ARJS 6

UNCLE PUNBERS PRACTICE CONTROL DATA PUBLISHIN6 CO. AP E M NATHEMATICS 9

VII WORKS DO, INC. AP VARIES MISC. 12

NORD FAMILIES HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP LANGUAGE ARTS 5

WORD VANES NECC AT LANGUAGE ARTS

WORD INVASION DIN, INC. AP E N LANGUAGE ARTS 9

WORD MASTER KM, INC. AP LANGUAGE ARTS 8

NORD MEMORY PROGRAM I/CT, INC. AP P LANGUAGE ARTS

WORD RADAR DIN, INC. AP LANGUAGE ARTS 10

WORD SEARCH HARTLEY COURSEWARE, INC. AP LANGUAGE ARTS 5

MORONI DLO, INC. AP LAN6UAGS ARTS 9

WORDWATCH INSTANT SOFTWARE RS LANGUAGE ARTS 4

WORDVAINT ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA AP E N H LANGUAGE ARTS 7

YOU CAN BANE ON IT NCE, INC. AP M H . BASIC LIVING SKILLS 1

YOUR BODY - SERIES 1 U II FOCUS MEDIA AP PS PET CO E H SCIENCES
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